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COUNT OKUMA S PREFACE

^HE power of State whether in morals, in science or in wealth,

V\' represents at any given time the result of the accumulated toil

and efforts of past generations ; it can never be brought into existence

at a moment's notice. When Japan, in the late war with Russia,

not only displayed unparalleled valour and moral greatness, but also

proved the ample capacity of her wealth far beyond the public ex-

pectation, she could do so solely in virtue of the great latent power

bequeathed by our predecessors and ancestors : it was by no means a

result of spontaneous exertions merely.

Japan has now entered the comity of World Powers and is

destined to test her strength in the peaceful struggles of trade and

industry with those Powers In waging this war of peace the first

requisite must be to ascertain accurately the capacity of the national

resources, and to devise measures to further develop and promote

them, for comparison is a first essential in anything, and unless a

careful inventory is taken as to relative strength, relative merit or

relativ^e weight, it is impossible to judge how one thing is superior to

another, and how a nation can successfully cope with which it is called

on to compete. P^specially is the comparison of wealth imperatively

necessary for enabling a nation to judge its position in the field of

international trade and industry. It has therefore been a matter of

serious concern to me that we had in Japan only scanty materials to

judge the wealth-producing power of the country. Fortunatly this

grave defect is likely to be removed.

My friend, Mr. Hideomi Takahashi, was one of those who shared
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2 PREFACE

with me this regret, and three years ago he, with Mr. Eikichi

Igarashi, started the work of investigating the wealth and resources of

Japan. After consulting all available statistical compilations published

in Japan and elsewhere and carrying out extensive reseaches into the

existing state of affairs in the country, they have succeeded in com-

pleting their task and are about to publish a book under the title

" The National Wealth of Japan." The compilation is divided into

13 heads which are further subdivided under 41 clauses, with separate

statistics for each of the districts and provinces. The national

wealth of Japan is therein calculated at 25,140 millions ofyen approxi-

mately, while concise explanations and a number of tables and dia-

grams are appended to show the process of the calculation. I

understand that besides the publiction in Japanese an English version

will be issued at the same time for those foreigners interested in this

important question.

I have before me the manuscripts which they wished me to look

through. As I turn over the leaves I find the process and formulae

of the investigation quite pertinent and exact and in entire accord with

the views I have long held on the subject. I also note with satisfac-

tion that the authors have made a new departure as compared with

similar compilations that have appeared in the West, having given for

each province separate data by which its inhabitants may be enabled

to know the wealth-power of their district.

While appreciating the immense service which the authors

have rendered the country in suppl}'ing this essential prehminary to

the work of elaborating the post-bellum programme, I feel confident

that all those foreign thinkers who want to study the financial position

of Japan will be delighted to find the required data as are set
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forth in the volume about to be issued. I trust that the authors, with

the advice and suggestions that may come to them from Japanese and

foreign readers, will continue revising and improving their valuable

work so as to keep it in touch with the ever-progressing state of the

country. This will not only serve the interests of Japan, but will also

prove a great benefit to the world.

Count Shigenobu Okuma.

Tokio, October, 1906.





BARON SHIBUSAWAS PREFACE

tIT is superfluous to say that a statesman must first of all possess

^ a thorough knowledge of the financial resources of his country

before undertaking the grave . task of arranging its financial and

economic policy. This point takes special importance when applied to

the present condition of Japan, whose people have found their burdens

suddenly increased in consequence of a great foreign war and have

made up their minds to play an active part in the world's economic

arena such as may be commensurate with the elevation of the national

status. Another homely but equally important point is that a nation

must frame its financial programme in conformity with its resources,

just as the head of a family must arrange his domestic economy

according to his income ; for as a family which lives beyond its means

is sure to invite bankruptcy, so vvill.it be with a nation which does not

determine its outlay proportionately to its revenue. It is in view of

this great truth that such earnest attention is devoted in Europe and

America to the business of investigating the existing coiidition of

national resources. But this is a work beset with innumerable difficul-

ties in Japan where everything already existing is now in a transitory

state and where new factors are constantly making their appearance to

claim the attention of statisticians. These circumstances, however, can

in nowise diminish the importance and necessity of financial census-

taking : it is even made all the more necessary, so as to furnish a

reliable guide to financiers and promoters of industrial enterprises in

the conduct of their business.

I was highly delighted, therefore, when the other day, Mr.
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Igarashi, Editor and Proprietor of the Insurance and lianking Journal,

came to nie and informed me that after three years of persistent labour,

he with a certain collaborator, had just completed the work of investi-

gating the national wealth of Japan. The result of these investigations

is now to be put into print, and I have been asked to write a preface.

I looked through the manuscripts presented for my perusal and found

the work very conscientiously and thoughtfully done, with data classi-

fied and arranged cjuite methodically both for Japan as a whole and for

each of the administrative units. The labour of Mr. Igarashi and his

collaborator in thus supplying a great desideratum deserves full appre-

ciation, and I doubt not that the facts and figures presented in this

volume will be highly welcome to the general public. The work-

may not be free from some imperfections, but the authors having made

a start—a great point in any undertaking—they may well be ex-

pected to neglect nothing for effecting any required improvements in

the future. The publication of their work at the present time is

quite opportune, inasmuch as all thoughtful people, both Japanese and

foreign, are very eager, now that the prestige of Japan has become

suddenly exalted in the estimation of the world, to get reliable infor-

mation on the financial resources of this country.

Baron Ei-ichi Shiblsawa

Tokio, October, 1906.

The Autograph Preface in Japanese original of the Baron is given

in the five pages that follow.
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THE COMPILERS' PREFACE

TjiTUROPE and America were first struck with surprise and next with

Ak admiration when they saw how during the late war lasting nearly

two years, Japan placed in the Manchurian plains over a million sol-

diers, how she disbursed 2,000 million yen in war expenses, and how

a brilliant series of victories by land and sea was terminated by an

honourable peace. One thing that specially impressed the Occidental

nations was undoubtedly the proof Japan gave as to the stability of

her finances and the vastness of her resources. For has not financial

and economic Japan remained undisturbed even when such enormous

outlays were made ? Have not the economic affairs of the country

begun to blossom forth with unprecedented activity since the restora-

tion of peace, indicating that Japan is destined to achieve a striking

development in the field of industry and trade ?

This sentiment of wonder is not confined to the Occidentals

alone ; the Japanese themselves equally feel it. And this gives rise to

an important question :
" What, after all, is the approximate amount

of the wealth of Japan ? " This is indeed a question that is upper-

most in the minds of our statesmen and financiers, on whom devolves

the heavy responsibility of completing the post-bellum programme,

and who are absorbed in the patriotic problem of how Ja[)aii may be

enabled to achieve in the peaceful field of economics as great a success

as she has won with arms on the battlefield. Then again there are

Western capitalists who have already made vast investments in Japan

and are disposed to make more, and who are therefore not less anxi-

ous to have this problem solved.
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It is a matter of sincere regret, that, so far, reliable data needed

to constitute the very basis of national finance have not been available.

The idea that this grave desideratum must be supplied long possessed

the minds of the compilers of the present volume, and several years ago

they began to collect necessary materials and to carry out researches

with the ambitious object of doing something toward filling this seri-

ous gap in the financial literature of the country. The outbreak of

the late war and the restoration of peace made then work all the more

imperative, first for supplying reliable guidance to our statesmen and

financ'ers for elaborating all the important measures which the new

states of affairs occasioned, and second to .satisfy the needs of foreigners

interested to know the economic resources of Japan. With these

thoughts to stimulate them, the present compilers addressed them-

selves to their task with added zeal and, after three year's unremitting

labour, they have at last succeeded in completing their investigations,

with the result presented in the present volume. In prosecuting their

researches, the compilers have obtained the necessary data from the

Annual Statistics of the Bureau of Statistics of the Cabinet, the Statis-

tical returns and similar compilations of the Treasury and the Depart-

•ment of Agriculture and Commerce, of the provincial governments,

etc. together with such materials as were supplied by all those

interested in the present work. Furthermore no small assistance was

derived from the works of Sir Robert Giffen and Robert Mulhall of

England, Drs. Herbert Schiller and Le.xis of Germany, Dr. Friedrich

Fernow of Austria, and other statisticians and financiers in America

and Europe.

The method adopted in the present compilation was first to

calculate the wealth of Japan, ranging it under 13 clauses and 41 sub-
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clauses ; anJ next to make se[)aiate computation for each administra-

tive division. Authorities on wliich the given data are based are

cited in all cases.

National wealth researches are of all statistical work the most

difficult, even in Europe and America, where materials for carrying

out such investigations are comparatively abundant and complete,

but in Japan where statistical information is most imperfect the

difficulty experienced was beyond description ; indeed it would have

proved absolutely prohibitive had they not been encouraged by

the thought that what the}' had undertaken was a work of great

national and public importance. After several recastings of the system

of investigations and innumerable minor alterations in the process of

compilation, the work was at length carried to completion and

embodied in the present publication. In offering this book to the

general public, the compilers hasten to inform them that they are far

from regarding it as perfect or sati.^factory ; on the contrary, they fear

many defects and inaccuracies may have crept in. In fact they rather

regard their work as a tentative one, to be carried afterward to a state

of greater perfection and accuracy with the advice and suggestions o

all those who are interested in inc[uiries of this nature.

The compilers have made, in their opinion, one important depar-

ture in the present compilation, and that is, as brief!)' alluded to before,

the separate presentation of the financial resources of each province

and administrative district, thereby enabling the inhabitants of various

parts of the country to form some reliable idea as to the financial

position of their own localities. When the compilation had been

finally elaborated, the authors had the honour of submitting

the manuscri[)ts to II. K. Count Okumi who with his matured
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judgement and sound discernment gave valuable suggestions and

advice.

The present work is presented in two versions, i. e. Japanese and

English. The translation into Knglish was first entrusted to Mr. S.

Saito, Translator of the Foreign Office, and, after his sudden and

lamented death and at his instance, to !\Tr. V. Takenobu, who under-

took the remaining portion of the work. The compilers also beg to

acknowledge their great indebtness to H. E. Yoshiro Sakatani, Mini-

ster of Finance of the Imperial Government, and to Mr. Naosaburo

Hanabusa, Director of Statistic Bureau, by whose kindness they were

able to secure the valuable aid of two officials in that Bureau, Mr.

Nakamura, in charge of the compilation of the Annual Statistics, and

Mr. Toyoshima. Both these gentlemen were kind enough to sacrifice

for a long time all their spare hours for the purpose of expediting the

progress of the work and to extend invaluable assistance by virtue

of their long ex[)erience and judgement.

A heavy debt of gratitude is also due to Baron Shibusawa for

assistance extended in various wa)s in the compilation and pu[;lication

of the present volume.

In conclusion the compilers beg to express their hope of publish-

ing every }'car a revised edition and of carrying the work' they have

started to a state of greater perfection and of greater usefulness.

The CoMPiLEi s.

Tokio, Novembej', 1906.
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WEIGHTS, 3IE.\SUKES ANO PIONEYS.

Japan. Great Britain.

Ri (36 C/w or 2160 Ken) =2.440 miles.

AV (Marine) =1.150 miles.

Square AV — 5'955 Square miles.

C/io (10 Tni?) =2.450 Acres.

Tsiibo =3 953 Square yard,

Ko/cii (10 To 100 5//(')(Liquid) =39703 Gallons.

„ (I^o) =4.962 Bushels.

„ (Capacity of Vessel) =-i*oOf Ton.

IviL>an (i,coo I\Ioiiiinc) =8.267 ^^s.

Kin =1.322 lbs.

Moimiie =2.116 Drams.

Vai (ico Sl-h or i.cco Kin) =2S od.5S2.





TABLE I General Statistics of Financial Resources of Each Prefecture and Hokkaido.

Prefecture.
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ds and Mcr-

handise.

'oreign

,oans at

Ditto from

close of

1904 to mid-
eof 1904.1 die of 1906.

rartioned) (apportioned)

Yen
27,661 125

15.469,176
30,120,208

28,795.3^5

26,116,525
j

21,215,151 i

26,071,990

43.276,063

14,272.694
I

24,136.868 I

43.388,120 1

24,841,483

!

22,987 981
,

5,600,183

5:342.665

20,416,312

18.375313

I

37.270,525
' 28,374.347

18,738 981

20,649,128

19,110,191
]

12,320,864

10.353 930
29,580484

33.872,688

Yen !

^,643,784

5.521,779
)-382.i55

[.135.784

5,118,780
I

?.577.529
I

7.442,025

[,315.972

f.537:66i

3,865,829

^459.544
5,766.133

5,616,215

5.975.330

5.393.003

Grand total

minus
Foreign Loans,

middle of 1906

Yen
40,209,298

17.443418
21,251,463

I
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20,712,355

15,510,613 I

15.213. 247
23,162,915
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22,241,506
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17,636,722

12,231,034
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Wealth

Per

Capita.
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3,071,272 1 30849.720
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7,652,927
I

15 664,946
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Yen
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449 307
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529.255
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458.204

519.329

434.338
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457.235

475-247
482.848

416.255

500.785

501.575

or. «n^.7^7 1.147.221,010 I
682.901

Grand 1 oiai 2,826,978.5
I

1,002,584,542
I

2,388,583.6 225,678,507

Investigation of Finance Department on January ist., 1905.
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TABLE 2.

Localities.

Tokio ...

Kanagawa
Saitama
Chiba ...

Ibaraki ...

Tochigi
Gumma
Nagano
Yamanashi
Shidzuoka
Aichi

Miye
Gifu ...

Shiga
Fukui
Ishikawa
Toyama
Niigata

Fukushima
Miyagi ...

Yamagata
Akita ...

Iwate
Aomori
Kyoto ...

Osaka ...

Nara
Wakayama
Hyogo . .

.

Okayama
Hiroshima
Yamatfuchi
Shimane
Tot tori ...

Tokushima
Kagawa
Yehime
Kochi ...

Nagasaki
Saga ...

Fukuoka
Kumamoto
Oita
Miyasaki
Kagoshima.
Okinawa
Hokkaido

Rice Fields.

Grand Total

Area.

cho

17,766.4

25.637-4

67.357-3
102,293.8

89,554.2

55.637-1

29,686.1

78,132.4

20,505.6

63,514-6

88,797.2

74,269.8

63,073.8

64,013.9

46.954-6

51,966.5

77,406.0

166,644.8

93.234-7
81,728.8

85,283.7

99,241.2

51.369-5

59.339-5
47,018.3

53.575-8
32,885.8

31,616.1

108,839.4

84,161.4

74,448.2

78.437-5

55.657-5
32,848.2

24,567.6

39.457-0

47,824.3
36,023.8

33.155-1

50-475-5
1 14,808.7

67,643.7

51.753-6

39,911.7

55. +00.6

8,937-4

4,122.3

Legal value.

yen

7,480,777
10,292,180

29.145.555
32,620,355

28,739,985

17,859,761

12,318,145

25,460,366

8,603,969

26,004,366

38,817,889

31,929,490
22,849,011

29,927,526

17,709,743
20,161,979

28,425,631

52,791,642

27,816,487

18,031,987

25.477.430

22,794,971

12,341,942

13,829,842

18,056,551

27,864,855

15,891,771

13,734,614

47.330.751

35,232,428
28,014,138

20,158,059
18,811,602

11,652,508

10,440,391

18,018,455

17,706,519

13.532.844

10,624,433
22,108,624

43.365.321

24,742,416

17,360,823

10.786,981

13.888,477

1.233.977

596.975

Dry Fields.

2,826,978.5 1,002,584,542

Area.

cho

42,355-9
51,674.1

98,381.3

75,427.2

105,237.1

58,328.0
7I.9I5-3

95,649.6

42,430.7

66,536.9

61,505.6

25,314.1

48,677.2
1 1.393-6

14,026.9

29,317.2

17.163-5

77.444-1

76.4053
38,955-4
42,217.2

35,002.0

87,538-9
51,918.6

18,860.5

16,120.9

10,789.7

13.033-7

32,273.2

38,837-3

36,952.8

34.507-8

41,2640
13,484.4

40.059-7
10,523.0

69,763.1

87,534-4

56,546.8

20,329.1

53.231-5

110,527.1

49.077.8
68,067.2

162.575.8

54. 1 1 6.7

25.291.4

2,388,583.6

Legal value.

4,955,506
6,011,352

12,343,307

7.275.445
9,561,223

5.557.039
8,651,945

9.397.571
4,603,692

6,678,411

10,364,717
4.512,601

5.077.163

2,587,892

1.532,958

2,032,456

950,927
6,134,995

8,484,117

3,422,008

4.125,525

2,253,719

4,865,048

2,474,647
2,738,628

4,099,783

2.133,365
2.31 M03
4,192,996-

6.224.396

6,003,258

1,219.181

3.252,135
1,580,623

6,229,842

1,466,660

5.298,358

2,200,755

4,614,108

2,525,351

4.591,909

8,599.923

4,369,152

3,068,914

6,965,487

6,365,212

1,378.103

225,678,507

Investigation of Finance Department on January ist,, 1905.





TABLE 2.

Rice Fields.

Localities.

Tokio ...

Kanagawa
Saitama
Chiba ...

Ibaraki ...

Tochigi
Gumma
Nagano
Yamanashi
Shidzuoka
Aichi

Miye
Gifu ...

Shiga
Fukui
Ishikawa
Toyama
Niigata

Fukushima
Miyagi ...

Yamagata
Akita

Iwate
Aomori
Kyoto ...

Osaka ...

Nara
Wakayama
Hyogo ...

Okayama
Hiroshima
Yamatfuchi
Shimane
Toctori ...

Tokushima
Kagawa
^'ehime
Kochi ...

Nagasaki
Saga ...

Fukuoka
Kumamoto
Oita
Miyasaki
Kagoshima.
Okinawa
Hokkaido

Grand Total

Area.

17,766.4

25>637-4

67.357-3
102,293.8

89,554.2
55.637-I

29,686.1

78,132.4

20,505.6

63,514-6

88,797.2

74,269.8

63,073.8

64,013.9

46,954.6

51,966.5

77,406.0

166,644.8

93.234-7
81,728.8

85,283.7

99,241.2

51-369.5

59.339.5
47,018.3

53.575-8
32,885.8

31,616.1

108,839.4

84,161.4

74,448.2

78.437.5

55.657-5
32,848.2

24,567.6

39.457.0

47,824.3

36,023.8

33.155.1

50-475-5
1 14,808.7

67,643.7

51.753.6

39,911.7

55,400.6

8,937-4

4.122.3

Legal value.

yen

7,480,777
10,292,180

29.145.555
32,620,355

28,739.985

17,859,761

12,318,145

25,460,366

8,603,969

26,004,366

38,817,889

31,929,490
22,849,011

29,927,526

17,709,743
20,161,979

28,425,631

52,791,642

27,816,487

18,031,987

25,477,430

22,794,971

12,341,942

13,829,842

18,056,551

27,864,855

15,891,771

13,734,614

47.330,751

35,232,428
28,014,138

20,158,059
18,811,602

11,652,508

10,440,391

18,018,455

17,706,519

13,532,844

10,624,433

22,108,624

43.365.321

24,742,416

17,360,823

10.786,981

13.888,477

1,233.977

596,975

Dry Fields.

2,826,978.5 1,002,584,542

Area.

cho

42.355-9

51,674.1

98,381.3

75,427.2

105,237.1

58,328.0
7I.9I5-3

95.649-6

42,430.7

66,536.9

61,505.6

25,314.1

48,677.2

11.393-6

14,026.9

29,317.2

17.163-5

77.444-1

76,405-3

38,955-4
42,217.2

35,002.0

87,538-9
51,918.5

18,860.5

16,120.9

10,789.7

13.033-7

32,273.2

38.837-3

36,952.8

34.507-8

41,2640
13,484.4

40,059.7
10.523.0

69,763.1

87,534-4

56,546.8

20,329.1

53.231-5

110,527.1

49.077-8

68,067.2

162.575.8

54.116.7

25.291.4

Legal value.

yen

4.955.506
6,011,352

12,343,307

7.275.445
9,561,223

5.557.039
8,651,945

9.397.571
4,603,692

6,678,411

10,364,717
4,512,601

5.077.163

2,587,892

1,532,958

2,032,456

950,927
6,134,996

8,484,117

3,422,008

4.125,525

2,253.7^9

4,865,048

2,474.647
2,738,628

4,099.783

2.133,365
2,3ii,j03

4,192,996
6.224,395

6,003,258

1,219.181

3.252.135
1,580,623

6,229,842

1,466,660

5.298.358

2,200,755

4,614,108

2.525.351

4.591,909

8,599.923

4,369,152

3,068,914

6.965,487
6,365,212

1,378,103

2,388,583.5 225,678,507

Investigation of Finance Department on January ist., 1905.



TABLE 3.

Building Lots in Villages.



TABLE

Building Lots in Towns and Cities.

Localities. Area. Leaal value.

Mean
value

(per tan)

Cunent value.

Ratioof
legal to

current

value.

Tokio ,

Kanagawa
Saitama
Chiba ,

Ibaraki

Tochigi
Gumma.
Nagano

,

Yamanashi ...

Shidzuoka
Aichi
Miye
Giiu

Shiga
Fukui
Ishikawa
Tcyama
Niigata

Fukushima ...

Miyagi
Vamagata
Akita
Iwate
Aomori
Kyoto
Osaka
Nara
Wakayarra ...

Hyogo
Okayama
Hiroshima ...

Yaiuaguchi ...

Shimane
Tottori

Tokushima ...

Kagawa
Yehime
Kochi
Nagasaki
Saga ... ...

Fukuoka
Kumamoto ...

Oita

Miyasaki
Kagoshima ...

Okinawa
Hokkaido

Grand Total

4-I39-2

65 1.

S

230.5

436-5

359-4
493-8

489.9

493-5
172.0

302.2

1-557-7

663.2

284.9

271.6

383-1

562.1

347.0

745.0

3570
457-4
941 8

485-8

272.4

440.7

1.3 60.

5

1,857.2

233-2

328.5

1,080.6

408.4

524-3
205.8

226.6

242.1

310.4

287.4

298.5

1 59-5

397 9
233-2

663.8

362.8

141-3

85.1

409.6
105.8

838.7

26,209.7

yen
11,036,556

1-335.736

219,363

143,049
208.635

314:820
306,142

405,127

135.807
502,832

1,738,606

789,630
350,282

397.835
314,448
555.112
263,013

975,088
256,561

255.039

488,354
182,591

119,690

129,753
1,489,052

5,150,101

197.486

383291
2,151,271

597,500

855.453
235.694

150,559

175.157

353.719
376.7"
299.122
200.328

433-360
169,170

413.723
303.075
101,318

51938
212.572

91,127

1,901,431

yen
27.00
12.00

6.00

4.CO

4.50
2.iO

lO.CO

1255
24.00

703
5.00

10.00

5.00

4-00

5-00

3.00

2.92

5-85
1.80

13-50

3-50

7.00

13-50

5-00

10.00

40.00
6.20

6.85
12.12

4.00

30.00
25.CO

6-30

6.30

25.00

6.30

6.65

15.00

28.00

1.3c

9-30

9.50
9.CO
2.70

15.00

8.00

60.00

335-275.200
23,464,800

4,149,000

5,238,000

4,851,900

3,259,080

14,697,000

18,580,275

12,384,000

6,369,300

23,365.500

19,896,000

4,273,500

3,259,200

5.746-500

5.058,900

3,039,720
6,526,200

1,927,800

18,454,700
9,888,900
10,201,800

11,032,200

6,610,500

40,815,000
222,864,000

4.337-520

6,750,675
39,290,616

4,900,800

47,187,000

15435,000
4,282,740

4,575,690
23,280.000

5,431,860

5.955-075
7,117,500

33,423,600
909.480

18,520,020

10,339,800

3,815,100

689,310
18,432,000

2,539,200

150,966,000

30.37

1757
18-91

36.61

23.26

10-35

47-8o

45-86

91-19
12.67

11.70
25.20

12.20

8.19

18.27

9.11

11.55

6.69

7-51

7236
20.25

55.87
92-17

50.95
27-41

43-27
21.96

17.61

18.26

8.20

55-16

65-49
28-45
26.12

65-81

14.42

19.91

35.82

77.13

538
44.76
34-12

37-65
13-27

86.71

27.86

79.40

37,717,225 1.229,407,961
] 32.60



TABLE 6.

Sites of Imperial Palaces, land attached



The Imperial Estates.
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TABLE 5. Lands Owned by the Imperial Government.



The National Wealth of Japan.





The National Wealth of Japan.



2 THE NATIONAL WEALTH OF JAPAN.

(I). Lands 12,609,229,453 Vch

(II). Houses, Storehouses and

other Buildings 3,616,235,700 „

(III). Furniture and Articles of

Virtu 1,836,674,164 „

(IV). Domestic Animals, Poultry

and other Animals 120,142,320 ,,

(V). Mining 583,462,850 ,,

(VI). Marine Products 811,973,890 ,,

(VII). Electric and Gas Light Com-
panies, Water Works,
Electric and Horse Tram-
ways 114,875,180 ,,

(VIII). Shipping 109,254,839 „

(IV). Gold and Silver Coins and

Bullion 211,552,918 „

(X). Companies and Banks 825,578,506 „

(XI). Goods and Merchandise 997,649,714 „

Total 21,836,629,534 „

(XII). Railways, Telegraphs and

Telephones 725,417,890 ,,

(XIII). Warships 180,000,000 „

Total 22,742,047,424 „

Foreign loans to be deducted

from above 405,416,000 ,,

Balance 22,336,631,424 „

(XIV). Formosa 2,377,629,315 ,,

GrandTotal 24,714,260,739 „

The above shows the financial resources of Japan at the close

of 1904. The increase of the same during the one and a half years

from the close of 1904 to the middle of 1906 is estimated as

follows :

—
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Total financial resources of Japan at

the close of 1904 (without de-

ducting foreign loans) 22,742,047,424 ]V«

Increase of the same estimated at 5

per cent from the close of 1904 to

the middle of 1906 1,137,102,371 ,,

Total 23,879,149,795 „

Foreign loans at the close of

1904 405,416,000 ,,

Foreign loans from the close

of 1904 to the middle of

1906 829,855,000 ,,

Balance 22,643,877,795 ,,

Financial resources of Taiwan at the

close of 1904 2,377,629,315 „

5 per cent increase of the same from

the close of 1904 to the middle of

1906 118,881,466 „

Total for Taiwan 2,496,510,781 ,,

Grand Total 25,140,389,576 „

The above sum Yc-n 25,140,389,576 represents the financial

resources of Japan in the middle of 1906, being the sum obtained

by deducting the foreign loans from the sum of the financial

resources of Japan proper at the close of 1904 and the increase

thereof from that time to the middle of 1906 and by adding to the

balance the financial resources of Taiwan. Of the financial re-

sources we have in the Tobacco and Salt monopolies and other

Government undertakings, the Seoul-Fusan Railway, and the South

Manchuria Railway as well as the financial resources in Port Arthur,

Manchuria and Korea, we are unable to form any estimate, having

no available returns regarding them.
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Explanation.

I.

The financial resources in lands, Ven 12,609,229,453, consist of

the following :

—

(1). Vm 5,502,323,580

being ten times the value of the average rice crop

(42,325,566 /^<?/&«)> ^^^'^ 550.232,358, estimated at the rate

of Veji 13 per ^okn (Table II).

The financial resource in the rice-fields was not calculated on

the basis of their legally assessed value, but on that of the value of

their actual yield estimated at the average rate of Ven 13 per Ao^u

for the whole of Japan excepting Taiwan and Karafuto. And ten

times this value of the actual crops were regarded to be the financial

resource under consideration on the assumption that an income of

10 per cent is obtainable from the rice-fields and that therefore their

capitalized value, that is to say their value as a financial resource,

ought to be ten times the value of their yield.

The above rate of Yen 13 per /cohi is the average of the prices

of rice of middling quality in the whole country towards the end

of 1904.

As to the yield of the rice-fields, the crop of 1904 was judged

unsuitable for a datum of computation, as the year was an excep-

tionally plentiful one. Under the circumstances, we adopted as our

basis of estimation the average crop of five years out of the seven

preceding 1904, excepting the year of plenty and the other of

failure in that period, the figures being taken from the i8th,

19th, 20th, 2ist, 22nd, 23rd and 24th Annual Reports compiled

by the Bureau of Statistics in the Imperial Cabinet, the 14th,

15th, i6th, 17th, i8th, 19th, 20th, 2istand 22nd Statistical Returns

compiled by the Department of Agriculture and Commerce and
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similar returns of the local Governments. Several othei books of

reference have been consulted but their names are withheld.

(2). Yen 1,571079.360

being ten times the value of the average barley and wheat

crops (19,642,242 kokii), estimated at the rate of Yen 8

per koku (Table II).

In this case also our estimation was not based on the legally

assessed value of the fields, but on their actual yield. The latter

was estimated at the rate of Ycji 8 per koku for the whole of Japan

excepting Taiwan and Karafuto and ten times this value was put

down as the financial resource in the fields under barley and wheat

for the same reason as with the preceding item.

The above mentioned value of barley and wheat is the average

price for the whole country of barley and wheat of middling quality

at the end of January, 1905.

The yield of barley and wheat used as our basis of calculation

is that of 1904 given in the 24th Report of the Bureau of Statistics.

(3). Yen 1,414.740,590

being the financial resource in land under peas, beans,

miscellaneous cereals and other crops, i.e. ten times of

one -fifth of the aggregate values of rice, barley and wheat

crops, that is to say of Yen 707,370,294.

The above is based on the fact we ascertained by consulting

statistical returns of the Department of Agriculture and Commerce

and of the different local Governments and also by our own actual

investigation that the value of all agricultural crops of this country

other than rice, barley and wheat is 20 per cent i.e. \ of theValue of

these staple cereals. The reason for taking tenfold thereof is the

same as in the case of the rice-fields.

(4). Yen 762,574,695

being the total value of building lots in the villages, the

area whereof aggregates 368,296 cko 3 tan (Table III).

The value of such land cannot naturally be reckoned in the

same way as agricultural land. Therefore we estimated it by
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ascertaining the total area of this class of land and its average value

per tan for each administrative division, the first item according to

the results of investigations by the Department of Agriculture and

Commerce made on the ist January, 1905 and the 2nd item

according to such valuation investigated by the Department of

Finance in 1904.

(5). Yen 1,229,407,961

being the total value of building lots in the towns and cities

measuring in all 26,209 cJio 7 tan (Table IV).

The value of such land was estimated in the same way as that

of similar land in the villages.

(6). Yen 800,721,652

being the total value of land owned by the Government

(Table V).

As in the case of building lots in the towns and cities, the value

of the landed property of the Government was estimated by as-

certaining the classes and areas of such land and the average

value per tan of each of these classes. In the above estimation,

figures showing the areas of the various classes of land were taken

from the 21st Statistical Report of the Department of Agriculture

and Commerce and similar returns of the different local Govern-

ments. As regards the values per tan of the different classes of

such land, the following standards were adopted :

—

In the case of forests, the average value of forests owned by

private persons
;

in the case of uncultivated land, nine times the legally

assessed value of such land oivned by private persons
;

in the case of building lots, the mean value of similar land in

popular hands as mentioned in the 31st Annual Report of the

Taxation Bureau of the Finance Department

;

in the case of land under cultivation the mean value of such

land in popular hands ; and

in the case of Government land of other descriptions, \ of the

value of uncultivated land.
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In the statistical returns of some local Governments no

mention was made of Government land, and there can be no doubt as

to the existence of more such land than those taken into our cal-

culation.

(7) Yen 188,160,280

being the total value of the Imperial estates of all descrip-

tions (Table VI).

The above estimate was made by ascertaining the areas of the

sites of the Imperial Palaces together with land attached thereto,

of estates conferred on the Imperial Princes, and of the forests,

uncultivated fields and miscellaneous land belonging to the Crown

and the values of these descriptions of landed property either per

tail or per tsiibo.

The figures showing the areas of the sites of the Imperial

Palaces together with land attached thereto, the estates conferred

on the Imperial Princes and other Imperial land were taken from

the statistical returns of the local Governments concerned, the

values of the sites of the Imperial Palaces and the estates conferred

on the Princes being estimated on the standard of the middle value

of building lots in popular hands as mentioned in the 31st Annual

Report of the Taxation Bureau of the Finance Department, while

the value of land attached to them was assumed to be one-half of

the value of uncultivated land.

The areas of the forests and uncultivated land belonging to

the Crown were taken from the 21st Statistical Report of the

Department of Agriculture and Commerce, the value of the forests

being estimated at the rate of the unit value plus one yen of popular

forests and that of the uncultivated land being calculated worth

nine times as much as similar land owned by other proprietors. It

is to be observed that there are some more Imperial estates than

have been taken into our account.

(8). Yen 1,1 39,921,337

being the total value (F^v/ 602,629,817) (Table VII), of

the forests, uncultivated fields and miscellaneous land and
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fields exempted from taxes either permanently or for a

certain number of years, together with ten times the value

(Yen 53,729.152) of the timber, faggots and bamboo, the

average annual produce of the forests (Table VIII).

In making the above estimate, the legally assessed value of

the forests, uncultivated fields and miscellaneous land in the whole

country was first ascertained and multipHed by 4.54 times, the

average for the whole country, and the result of such multipli-

cation was taken as their actual value. In the case of fields

permanently exempted from taxes V^n 50 per ^an and in the case

of fields enjoying such exemption for a certain number of years

Yen 30 per ^au were used as basis of calculation, the figures

showing the areas of these rLisses of land being taken from the

Statistical Returns of the Department of Agriculture and Commerce
of the 1st January, 1905, while their values per ^an were founded

on the investigations of the Bureau of Statistics of the Imperial

Cabinet, as we have found it impossible to work out any more

exact data. In the case of the timber, faggots and bamboo obtained

from the forests, ten limes their total values were estimated as the

financial resource they represent for the same reason as in the case

of land producing rice, barley and wheat. Our authority for the

value of timber is the 21st Statistical Returns of the Department of

Agriculture and Commerce compiled in 1904.

These eight items constitute the financial resource in lands.

Of the statistics respecting land, those on lands belonging to private

individuals are fairly accurate, land being one of the objects of taxa-

tion. But in regard to the State-owned lands not only are they

differently classified in different provinces but even no mention is

made of them in the returns of some Fic or Iven. Then of the

landed property owned by F?/, Ken, counties, cities, towns and

villages, we were unable to obtain any statistics. Under the circum-

stances, it is evident that our calculations fall short of the actual

financial resource they represent. For further details the reader is

referred to Tables II to VIII.
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II.

The financial resource in Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and

other Buildings is estimated at

Yen 3.616,2 ss,700

being the aggregate value of the dwelling houses, store-

houses, Government, communal and private schools and

other buildings for educational purposes, Government

and other public offices, temples, churches, commercial

houses, manufactories and all other buildings in the

whole country. (These are described under four heads

in our estimates for each /'^// and AV;;).

The number of the dwelling houses was assumed to equal the

number of famiUes mentioned in the 24th Annual Statistics of Japan

and their values were estimated at the following rates :

—

For the six larger cities, Tokio, Osaka, K}'oto, Nagoya, Kobe

and Yokohama, at Ve7i 1,000 per house
;

For all other cities, Vc?i 500 per house ; and

For all other places, i'c7i 200 per house.

These rates were worked out by inquiring the values of such

houses when they are actually sold or purchased, the amount of

money for which they are accepted as security by banks and

money-lenders and their values entered in the Public Registers and

also by investigating in a number of ways the actual circumstances

of various localities.

Storehouses were reckoned at the rate of i for each 30 families,

and the value of each of such buildings was estimated at the

average rate of Vcwi 2,000 for the six cities of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto,

Nagoya, Kobe and Yokohama, Ve7i i ,000 for all other cities and

}>;/ 600 for all places outside cities. The above number and

values of storehouses were adopted as the basis of our calculations,

being the results of our actual investigations made in the same way

as in the case of dwelling houses.
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The values of educational buildings of all kinds were estimated

at the average rate of Vi'n 15,000 per building for the six cities of

Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe and Yokohama; ]'<?;^ 7,500

for all other cities and Yeji 3,000 for all places outside cities. For

the numbers of such buildings we are indebted to the 24th Annual

Statistics, Returns of the Educational Department and those of the

local Governments. Their values were estimated in ways similar to

those adopted in the case of dwelling houses.

In estimating the financial resources represented by Govern-

ment offices, temples, churches, commercial houses, manufactories,

etc., the following average rates per building were made the basis

of calculation:

—

Vtn 25,000 for Tokio; Ve7i 15,000 for the five cities

of Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe and Yokohama ; ]>// 7,000 for all

other cities ; and ]>// 3,000 for all places outside cities.

The numbers of temples Lind churches, have been ascertained by

consulting the 8th Annual Statistical Report and similar returns of

the local Governments, while their values were worked out by our

own actual investigations as in the case of dwelling houses.

III.

The financial resource in Furniture and Articles of Virtu,

]V;/ 1,836,674,164.

The above sum consists of the following :
—

(i). ]\'n 1,808,1 17,850

being the financial resource in Furniture in the whole

country reckoned on the assumption that they are worth

one-half of the total value of all dwelling houses, store-

houses and other buildings, />, Vfn 3,616,235,700.

The financial resource represented by furniture was assumed

to be one-half of the aggregate value of the dwelling houses, store-

houses and other buildings. This assumption of ours was based on

our investigations of the conditions of life of the people of the whole

country and on our study in several other directions.
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(2). Yen 28,556,314

being the financial resource in Articles of Virtu. This es-

timation was made on the assumption that in the six larger

cities people possess such articles worth Yen 5 per family;

in the other cities Ye?t 4 ; and in places outside cities Yen

The above assumption is the result of our investigations into

the actual conditions of life in the cities and rural districts.

IV.

The financial resource in Domestic Animals, Poultry and other

Animals,

Yen 120,142,320.

The above consists of the following :

—

(i). Yen 38,567,820

being the total value of Horned Cattle, 1,285,594 head,

estimated at Yen 30 per head.

For the above number of the horned cattle we are indebted to

the 24th Annual Report of the Bureau of Statistics, the 22nd

Statistical Returns of the Department of Agriculture and Commerce

and similar returns of the local Governments. The value of Yen

30 per head was founded upon the prices of second rate horned

cattle.

(2;. Yen 59,180,800

being the total value of Horses, 1,479,520 head, estimated

at Yen 40 per head.

The above estimation was made as in the case of horned cattle.

(3). Yen 1,062,000

being the total value of Swine, 212,400 head, estimated at

Yen 5 per head.

This was also estimated in the same way as horned cattle and

horses.

(4). Yen 1,307,979
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being the value of the total number of Domestic Fowls,

4,359,930, which number was arrived at on the supposi-

tion that one cock or hen is kept per two families, while

their value was estimated at 30 sen each.

In view of the increasing prosperity of the poultry business in

recent years and by consulting statistical returns regarding them and

making investigations in several other directions, we have arrived at

the above-mentioned basis of reckoning, one cock or hen for every

two families, while the value of 30 sen each is the av^erage of the

market prices of such fowls at the close of 1904.

(5). Yen 20,023,721

being the value of Goats, Ducks, Geese, Turkeys, Hares,

Deer, Pigeons, etc. estimated at one-fifth of the sum of

the foregoing four items.

The financial resource of the country represented by Ducks,

Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, Eagles, Snipes, Swans,

Martens, Reindeers, Squirrels, Foxes, Bears, Otters, etc. was as-

sumed to be one-fifth of the aggregate value of the domestic

animals and poultry mentioned above.

V.

The financial resource in the Mining Industry,

Yen 583,462,850

being the capitalized amount of the profit of 5% on one-

half of the annual Mineral Produce of Japan, which is

estimated at Yen 58,346,285.

In making the above estimate we have taken figures showing

the quantities and values of Gold, Silver, Copper, Lead, Bismuth,

Tin, Iron, Iron Pyrites, Arsenic, Mercury, Antimony, Manganese,

Coal, Lignite, Sulphur, Petroleum, Black Lead, Asphaltum, Phos-

phorus and other mineral products in the different parts of the

country from the 24th Report of the Bureau of Statistics, the 22nd

Statistical Returns of the Department of Agriculture and Commerce
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and similar returns of the local Governments. In working out

the financial resource in these mineral produce, we started with the

assumption that one-half of such produce is required to cover cost of

production, as is usually the case. Next we estimated the profit

obtainable in the mining industry to be 5% on the remaining half.

Hence we worked out the capitalized amount above mentioned as

the financial resource represented by this branch of industry.

VI.

The financial resource in Marine Products,

Yen 811,973,890.

The above consists of the following items :

—

(i). Yen 408,664,440

being the capitalized amount of the estimated profit of 5%
on one-half of the total value of annual Takes. (Detailed under each

Fu and Ken).

This financial resource we have assumed to be equivalent to

the capitalized amount of the estimated profit oi $% on one-half of

the total value of annual takes. The figures used in the above

reckoning were drawn from the same sources, and the basis of five

per cent, profit on one-half the value of the takes was adopted for

the same reason as in the case of the mining industry.

(2). Yen 308,955,780

being the capitalized amount of the estimated annual profit

of 5% on one-half of the total value of manufactured

Marine Products, namely,

Yen 30,895,57s.

The above computation was made in the same way and for the

same reason as the preceding item.

(3). Yen 94,353,670

being the capitalized amount of the estimated annual profit

of 5^ on one-halfofthe total value, F<f« 9,435,367, of the
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entire quantity of Common Salt, which is estimated at

6,482,485 koku.

The above estimate was made on the same basis as in the case

of the preceding items. It is, however, to be observed that, in

calculating the quantities and values of common salt produced in

the whole country, those of common salt manufactured in Ehime

Ken with the heat produced when refining cokes and in Saga Ken

by means of steam boilers, were separately reckoned, for they are

not equal in value to the ordinary salt made in those Prefectures.

VII.

The Electric and Gas Works, Water-works, and Tramcars

as financial resources are valued at

Yen 1 14,875,180.

The profit of each of these companies was assumed to represent

5 per cent, of its financial resources. The latter were then worked

out in each case on the basis of figures mentioned in the 24th Annual

Report of the Bureau of Statistics, the 22nd Statistical Returns of

the Department of Agriculture an J Commerce, the settled accounts

of each company and other similar documents.

In the case of Water-works 50 times of annual expenses requir-

ed for their maintenance was estimated as the financial resource of

the country represented by such works, figures showing these ex-

penses being taken from the 24th Statistical Report of the Bureru of

Statistics and the Statistical Returns of the Department of Agricul

ture and Commerce ond of the local Governments.

The basis of the fiftyfold of maintenance expenses was founded

upon the cost of construction and receipts of such works.

VIII.

Yen 109,254,839

being the financial resource in Shipping.
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The above sum consists of the following items :

—

(i). ]>;; 79,736,600

being the total cost of construction of 181 5 Steamers,

797o6^ tons in all, the cost of construction being estimat-

ed at Yen 100 per ton.

Our authorities for the number and tonnage of steamers are

the 24th Report of the Statistical Bureau, the statistical returns of

the local Governments, etc. The cost of Ye7i 100 per ton was

worked out by investigating the actual condition of the business in

the various naval yards. The reason for using the cost of construc-

tion as our basis of estimation is that, in the case of vessels, it is

thib cost that represents their true value and that what represents

their true value must denote the extent they are available as a

financial resource.

(2). Yen 16,366,450

being the cost of construction of 3,040 Sailing Vessels,

327,329 tons in all, estimated at the rate of Yen 50 per ton.

The above estimate was made in the same way as in the case

of steamers.

(3). Yen 11,914,335

being the cost of construction of 19,886 sail of larger

Japanese Junks, 2,382,867 koku in all, estimated at the

rate of Yen 5 per kokii.

(4). Yen 1,22,7ASA,

being the value of 618,727 sail of smaller Japanese Junks

estimated at the rate of Yen 2 per sail.

The two last mentioned items were worked out in the same

wav as in the case of steamers.

IX.

Yeti 211,552,918

being the financial resource in Gold and Silver Coins and

Bullion
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This consists of the following items :

—

(i). Y(n 186,188,000

being the sum total of Gold and Silver Coins in circulation

Yen 102,607,000 and the Specie Reserve Yen 83,581,000,

which existed on the 31st December, 1904. There is

much more specie reserve at present.

The above figures are the result of investigations by the

Nippon Ginko on the 31st December, 1904.

As we may judge from the indications of the reports of various

companies and banks and of statistics, both public and private, as

well as from the disparity of wealth observable in the conditions of

life and the magnitude of political and economic organs in the

different parts of the country, there is a tendency of the centraliza-

tion of specie in the six larger cities. Therefore in our separate

estimates for each Fti and Ken, we assumed the sum of Yen

19,827,913 to be in possession of the inhabitants of Tokio number-

ing 1,818,655 at the rate of Yen 10.9025129 per capital; Yen

17,071,417.50 to belong to the population of the other five large

cities, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe and Yokohama totalling

2,276,189 souls at the rate of Yen 7.50 per capita ; and the remain-

ing sum Ye7i 149,288,669.50 to the inhabitants of Japan outside those

cities numbering 42,540,148 at the rate of Yen 3.5093594 per capita.

(2). ]>« 25,364,918

being the value of Gold and Silver Bullion.

This estimate was made on the assumption that the inhabitants

of the six larger cities are each in possession of bullion worth one

yen, while residents outside those cities have each half as much.

X.

Yen 825,578,506

being one-half of the total capitals of 9,247 Companies and

2,427 Banks amounting to Yen 1,651,157,012.

In making this estimate the paid-up capitals of Agricultural,
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Industrial, Commercial, Transportation and other Companies and

those of Banking establishments of all descriptions, which were

ascertained by consulting the 24th Report of the Bureau of

Statistics, the 22nd Statistical Returns of the Department of Agri-

culture and Commerce, similar returns of the local Governments,

Statements of the Nippon Ginko and other banking establishments

and Business Reports of the different Companies, were added up,

and one-half of the sum so obtained was put down as the financial

resource which the Banks and Companies of this country represent.

After investigating the condition of the business of these institutions

and the extent of their credit, we felt it quite safe to assume one-

half of their paid-up capitals to be their profit-producing funds and

hence available as a financial resource.

XI.

Yen 997,649,714

being one-half of the total value of all Goods and Mer-

chandise in the country. This estimate was made on the

assumption that one-half of the imported articles and

articles produced or manufactured in this country, viz. Rice,

Barley, Wheat, miscellaneous cereals and other agricul-

tural products; marine products; mining products; Cocoons

and Silk; Tea; Sugar and Molasses; Woven Stuff;

Porcelain and Earthenware ; Lacquered Ware ; Bronze

Ware ; Copper Ware ; Oils ; Indigo ; Matches ; Hides and

Leathers ; Straw Braids ; Paper ; Matting ; Wax, raw and

bleached ; Camphor and Camphor Oil ; Sake ; Soy

;

Peppermint Oil and Menthol ; Agar-agar ; the special

products of the different localities, etc. etc., are actually

present in this country. (Detailed under six heads in the

separate statements for Fii and Keii).

Figures relative to imported articles were taken from the 24th

Report of the Bureau of Statistics, the 22nd Statistical Returns of
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the Department of Agriculture and Commerce and similar returns

for the 3 Fii and 5 open ports, and we assumed that of these articles

as much as is worth one-half of their total value Yen 362,035,240,

that is to say Yen 181,017,620, to remain in the different parts of

the country in the following proportions :

—

In the nine cities of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe,

Yokohama, Nagasaki, Niigata and Hakodate, the total population

of which is 4,393,026, as much as Yen 7.70 worth of these

articles per capita ; and in the remaining portion of Japan having

the population of 42,241,966, Yen 3.484481 per capita.

In the case of Agricultural Products our estimation was made

on the assumption that one-half of these products is found in the

country at any time in the year, the data having been obtained

through actual investigations regarding the production and con-

sumption of rice, barley, wheat,' peas, beans and other agricultural

products. The necessary figures used are those mentioned in

connection with Land.

With regard to Marine Products one-half of their total value

aforementioned was taken into account under this head for the same

reason as in the case of agricultural products.

Mining Products were similarly reckoned for the same reason

as above.

Of Cocoons, Silk, Tea, Sugar and Molasses also one-half of their

total value was taken into account, extracting the necessary figures

from the 24th Report of the Bureau of Statistics, the 22nd

Statistical Returns of the Department of Agriculture and Commerce

and similar returns of the local Governments.

In our estimation of Sake, Soy, Woven Stuff, Porcelain and

Earthenware, Lacquered Ware, Bronze Ware, Copper Ware, Paper,

Matting, Wax, raw and bleached, Oils, Matches, Ind'go, Camphor

and Camphor Oil, Peppermint Oil and Menthol, Hide and Leather,

Straw Braids, Agar-agar; special products of different localities,

etc. etc., also one-half of their total value was taken into account for
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the same reason as above, taking the necessary figures from the

same sources as for Cocoons, Silk, Tea, etc.

The above eleven items altogether amount to Yen

21,836,629,534.

The following are State property in which all Japanese have

common interest :

—

XII.

Yen 725,417,890

being the amount our Railways, Telegraphs and Tele-

phones are available as a financial resource. The profit

derived in a year from the State and private Railways

(excepting those in Taiwan and the Seoul-Fusan and South

Manchuria Railways), having the total mileage of 4,889

and constructed at the expense of Yeji 409,994,396 was

ascertained to be Yen 32,481,499. This profit we assum-

ed to represent $% interest on these Railways considered

as a capital. And this capital or in other words the avail-

ability of these lines as a financial resource, expressed in

money, was found to be Yen 649,629,980. Of the total

receipts of the Telegraph and Telephone Services amount-

ing to Yen 7,578,791 we assumed one-half thereof to be

clear gain. And the availability of these services as a

financial resource, expressed in money, was found, on a

calculation carried out on the same basis as in the case of

the Railways mentioned above to be Yen 75,787,910. The

above two items put together amount to Yen 725,417,890.

The figures used in the above reckoning were taken from the

24th Report of the Statistical Bureau. The capitalized amount of

the estimated 5% interest above mentioned may be said to repre-

sent the true value of these Railways and hence their availability as

a financial resource.

In the case of the Telegraphs and Telephones one-half of the
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total receipts was deducted as expenditures required for working

these services and the remaining halfassumed to represent the clear

gain secured, and this was made the basis of calculation.

In the statements for each Fu and Ken we put down these

financial resources in the proportion of the population of each Fit

and Ken, the sums being obtained by multiplying the' population of

each Fii and Ken by the quotient resulting from the division of the

whole amount by the entire population of the country. This

quotient, which is the share of this wealth for each Japanese, was

found to be Yen 15.5552271. In this calculation Taiwan and

Karafuto were excepted, for in the former administrative conditions

were different from those in Japan Proper while in the case

of the latter no census was available. Our intention being to make

a separate statement for each Fn and Ken, we were led to make such

nice calculation as above, in that the more or less public nature of

the funds invested in the services under consideration forbade us to

put them down as belonging to any particular districts or localities.

XIII.

Yen 180,000,000

being the amount for which His Majesty's Warships are

available as a financial resource.

The above sum is the cost of construction of 300,000 tons (ex-

cluding vessels being built after the War and those under repairs) of

warships estimated at Yen 600 per ton on the average. The figures

given as financial resources afforded by warships under each Fn and

Ken are the results of multiplication of the number of inhabitants by

the quotient obtained by dividing the above mentioned sum(3V;z

1 80,000,000) by the population ofthe whole country. The quotient

shows the share of each Japanese in the Imperial Navy and is Yen

3.8597626. The above division and multiplication were made on

the ground that the warships have to be considered as a common

property of all Japanese subjects.
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The total tonnage above mentioned was based on the statistics

of the Naval Authorities and does not inchide our ships damaged

or the Russian ships captured, in the course of the war in 1904.

The average cost of construction ]>// 600 per ion mentioned

above was worked out by comparing the cost of building warships

in various countries.

The above items summed up we get as the value of the entire

financial resources of the country Yen 22,742,047,424.

From this sum we have to deduct the total foreign loans out-

standing at the close of 1904, Yen 405,416,000. These foreign

loans which must be regarded as a common debt of the whole

nation consists of the following :

—

War loan issued abroad in June, 1897... Yen 43,000,000

^% Sterling loan (iJ^ 1 0,000,000) issued

in May, 1899 Yen 97,630,000

5% Bonds issued in October, 1902 ... Yen 50,000,000

Total Yen 190,630,000

6% Bonds {£, 10,000,000) issued in May

1904 Yen 97,630,000

Ditto (/," 1 2,000,000) issued in Nov.,

1904 Yen 117,156,000

Grand total 1^7/405,416,000

Of these loans the share borne by each Japanese exclusive of

the inhabitants of Taiwan and Karafuto is Yen 8.6933863.

Deducting these loans from the above mentioned grand total

we have Yen 22,336,631,424, which represents the value of all the

financial resources of the country at the close of 1904.

Adding to the above Yen 2,377,629,315, the estimated value

of the financial resources in Taiwan, we get Yen 24,714,260,739.
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Increase of Wealth from the End of 1904 to the

Middle of 1906.

This increase was estimated to have amounted to 5% of lV;z

22,742,047,424, the value of the total financial resources at the

close of 1904 (before deduction of foreign loans). The remarkable

progress our country achieved in recent years, especially since the

termination of the War, the indications furnished by the investigations

made by the Nippon Ginko regarding prices of commodities show-

ing that they rose by 4.7546 per cent, between the close of 1904 and

the middle of 1906, and the results of our own observations and

inquiries in several other directions, fully convinced us that there

was in the interval an increase of at least 5% in the availability of

our financial resources.

The above sum Yen 22,^^^2,047 A'^A increased by 5% thereof

becomes Yen 23,879,149,795 from which the aforementioned foreign

loans amounting to Yen 405,416,000 and the foreign loans from the

close of T904 to the middle of 1906, Yen 829,855,000, have to be

deducted. The latter loans consist of the following :

—

4^% Bonds {£ 30,000,000) issued

March, 1905 Yen 292,890,000

Ditto (ii 30,000,000) issued July, 1905. Yen 292,890,000

4% Bonds (;^2 5 ,000,000) issued No-

vember, 1905 Yen 244,075,000

Total »;z 829,855,000

Of these latter loans, per capita share of all Japanese subjects

exclusive of those living in Taiwan and Karafuto is Yen 17.7546852.

In the computations for each Fu and Ken these figures were

multiplied by the number of inhabitants thereof.

The result of these deductions, that is to say the value of the

available financial resources of Japan in the middle of 1906, is Yen

22,643,878,795.
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Adding to this the sum of Yen 118,881,466, iucreased value of

the financial resources of Taiwan in the interval between the close

of 1904, when they were worth Yen 2,377,629,315, and the middle

of 1906, we get

Yen 25,140,389,576

as the total value of the financial resources of Japan in the middle

of J 906.

In the above calculations tobacco and salt monopolies and

other Government enterprises, Karafuto, the Seoul- Fusan and

South Manchuria Railways, financial resources in Port Arthur,

Manchuria and Korea were not included for the reason that we were

unable to get the necessaiy data respecting them.



THE STATEMENTS FOR TOKIO FU.

Area 102.84 square ri.

Administrative divisions : 8 Gun (counties) ; i City ; 20

Towns; 157 Villages

Population: 2,259,624

Families : 569,496

T6k
< Population: 1,818,6,';

okio Cityi -c -T
•

'
j->

I Families: 447.213

(I)

(11)

(III)

(IV)

(V)

(VI)

(VII)

(VIII)

(IX)

(X)

(XI)

(XII)

(XIII)

Lands Yen

Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings ... „

Furniture and Articles of Virtu ,

Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals ,,

Mining Products

Marine Products

Electric and Gas Works, Waterworks, and Tram-Cars „

Shipping „

Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion

Companies and Banks ,

Goods and Merchandise „

ist Total

Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones.

Warships

Total wealth (including foreign loans)

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle of 1906

3rd Total

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above.

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of 1906

Balance

560,859,016

590,617,200

297,911,514

763,181

8,225,530

60,566,450

33.175.714

23,414,572

261,746,497

27,661,125

1,864,940,799

35,148,960

8,721,612

2nd Total 1,908,811,375

Foreign loans to be deducted from above , 19,643,784

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) , 1,839.167591

1,908,811,375

95,440,569

2,004,251,944

19,643,784

40,209,298

1.944,398-862
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EXPLANATION.

}'(?« 560,859,016 being the wealth of Tokio Fu in Lands. This consists of :

—

1. 1V« 38,090,784 being ten times the total value of 293,006 kokn of rice, the

produce of rice-fields in Tokio Fu, which, reckoned at Ylji 13 per kokit, makes

Yen 3,809,078 (Table 2).

2. 1V« 35,943,520 being ten times the total value of 449,294 kokit of barley and

wheat, the produce of dry-fields in Tokio Fu, which, reckoned at Yen 8 per

kohl, makes Yen 3,594,352 (Table 2).

3. Yen 14,806,860 being ten times the total value. Yen 1,480,686, of beans, miscel-

laneous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddy-fields in

Tokio Fu, assuming such value to be \ of the total value of rice, barley and

wheat produced in this Prefecture aggregating Yen 7,403,430.

4. Yen 17,207,640 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Tokio Fu,

the total area of which is 6,373 '^'^ 2 tan, reckoned at Yen 270 per/^;? (Table 3).

5. Yen 335,275,200 being the total value of 4,139 cho and 2 /<?;? of building lots in

the City and towns in Tokio Fu, reckoned at Yen 27 per tstibo (Table 4).

6. Yen 57,379,669 being the total value of the landed property of the Government

(land for Government use, building lots, forests, uncultivated fields, land under

cultivation and others) in Tokio Fu (Table 5).

7. Yen 52,099,941 being the total value of the Imperial Estates (sites of Imperial

Palaces, and land attached thereto, estates conferred on Imperial Princes, forests

and uncultivated fields) in Tokio F"u (Table 6).

8. Yen 10,055,406 being the sum of the total value, i>« 3,776,396, of the forests,

uncultivated and other fields, lands either permanently or temporarily exempted

from taxes in Tokio Fu (Table 7) and of ten times the value. Yen 6,279,010, of

timber, faggots and bamboos from the above forests (Table 8).

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various des-

criptions of lands m Tokio Fu.

II.

Yen 59,617,200 being the wealth of Tokio Fu, represented by Dwelling Houses.

Storehouses and other Buildings. This consists of :

—

1. Yen 471,669,600 being the sum of the total value of 447,213 Dwelling Houses

in Tokio City estimated at Yen 1,000 per house i. e. Yen 447,213,000, and of the

total value of 122,283 Dwelling Houses outside the City reckoned at Yen 200 per

house, /. e. Yen 24,456,600.

2. Yen 32,259,600 being the sum of the total value of 14,907 Storehousesin
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Tokio City estimated at )'e/r 2000 each /. e. Yen 29,814,000, and of the total

value of 4,075 Storehouses outside the City reckoned at Yen 600 each, /. f. Yen

2,445,600. The above numbers of Storehouses were worked out on the assum-

ed basis of I Storehouse for every 30 Dwelling Houses.

3. Yen 13,602,000 baing the sum of the total value of 844 Government, communal and

private common schools and other educational establishments in Tokio City

estimated at Yen 15,000 per building z'.^. J V;; 12,660,000, and of the total value of

314 such buildings outside the City reckoned at Yen 3,000 each, i. e. Yen 942,000.

4. Yen 73,085,000 being the sum of the total value of 2,808 Government Offices,

Temples, Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories in Tokio City estimated

at Yen 25,000 per building i. e. Yen 70,200,000, and of the total value, Yen

2,886,000, of 962 such buildings outside the City reckoned at Yen 3,000 each.

III.

Yen 297,911,514, being the value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu. This

consists of:

—

1. Yen 295,308,600 being \ of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses

and other buildings in Tokio Fu on the assumption that the total value of

furnitures therein is such.

2. Yen 2,602,914 being the sum of the value, IV/z 2,236,065, of Articles of Virtu in

Tokio City reckoned on the assumption that there are Articles of Virtu worth Yen

5 in the possession of each family in the Citj', the entire number of families

therein b;ing 447,213, and of the total value. Yen 366,849, of the same articles in

the districts outside the City calculated at the rate of Yen 3 per family, the entire

number of families in those districts being 122,283.

IV.

Yen 763,181 being the value of the national wealth in Domestic and other

Animals in Tokio Fu. This consists of:—
1. Yen 287,280 being the value of 9,576 Horned Cattle in Tokio Fu estimated at Yen

30 per head.

2. Yen 236,760 being the value of 5,919 Horses in Tokio Fu reckoned at Yen 40 per

head.

3. Yen 26,520 being the value of 5,304 Swine in Tokio Fu estimated at Yen 5 per

head.

4. Yen 85,424 being the value of 284,748 Fowls in Tokio Fu reckoned at Yen 0.30

each ; the above number of fowls is based on the assumption that one Cock or Hen is

kept per two families.

5. Yen i2-j,ig-] being -i of the sum of the above four items, the value of Goats,

Ducks, Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc. in Tokio Fu being assumed to

ht Such.
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Tokio Fu has no Mining Products.
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V.

VI.

ViH 8,225,530 being the total value of Marine Products in Tokio Fu. This

consists of :—

i'c/i 3,958,040 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on J of the total value, I'en 395,804, of the Sardine, Bonito, Cuttle-fish, Mackerel,

Shark, "Ayu," Ear-shell, Trepang, Prawns, Oyster, Clam, Agar-agar, Mullet, Horse-

Mackerel, Sea-bream (Chrysophrus hasta). Sole, Eel, Mackerel Pike, etc. caught in

the waters of Tokio Fu.

Ven 4,237,140 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on „* of the total value, i'en 423,714 of manufactured marine products, such as

Dried Bonito, Bleached Agar-agar, Porphyra, " Funori," etc.

i'en 30.350 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest on

"2 of the value, Veir 3,035, of 953 l-o/ca of common salt produced in Tokio Fu.

VII.

Ven 60,566,450 being the wealth-producing power of the Electric and Gas Works,

Water-works, and Tram-cars in Tokio Fu consisting of:

—

i'e/i 25,626,840 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on the total annual profits, ]V/; 1,281,342, of the three Electric Car Services in

Tokio City.

Ven 25,327,660 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % interest per

year on the total annual profits, J'e/; 1,266,383, of the Tokio Gas Company, and

the Electric Light Companies in Tokio and Hachi-oji.

Ven 9,611,950 being fiftytimes the maintenance expenses of the Waterworks in

Tokio City and rural districts.

VIII.

i'eit 33,175,714 being the total wealth represented by Shipping. This consists

of:—

i'eit 31,801,900 being the cost of building 293 steamers, having the total

tonnage of 318,019, estimated at i'en 100 per ton.

JVw 727,300 being the cost of ^building 239 sailing vessels in Tokio Fu, 14,546

tons in all, estimated at Ven 50 per ton.

Ven 611,370 being the cost of building 743 larger Japanese junks in Tokio Fu,

122,274 /cohe in all, estimated at )'en 5 per /coht.

Ven 35,144 being the value of 17,572 smaller vessels in Tukio ¥u reckoned at

Vefi 2 each.
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IX.

i't'n 23,414.572 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Tokio

Fu. This consists of:

—

1. )'en 21,375,432 being the sum of 1V« 19,827,913 in Gold and Silver Coins in

circulation and Specie Reserve, the property of the citizens of Tokio, and of i'dri

1,547,519 in the same, the property of the inhabitants of Tokio Fu outside the City.

In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in

Circulation and Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to be the common propertj-

of all Japanese exclusive of the people of Taiwan and Karafuto and of this common

property the citizens were assumed to be entitled at the rate of i'e/r 10.9025129 per

capita ; those of the other 5 large Cities, i'ej? 7.50. and the inhabitants of all other

parts of the Empire, i'e/i 3.5093594. (For details vide the Statements for the

whole Empire).

2. Vn/t 2.039,140 being the sum of ]'c-/t 1,818,655 '" Gold and Silver Bullion, the

property of the citizens of Tokio and of IV/; 220,485 m the same, the property of

the inhabitants of Tokio Fu outside the City.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were supposed

to have 1V« i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire i'en 0.50 each.

X.

Vdii 261,746,497 being ^ of the sum total, i't^n. 523,492,994 of the entire Capital

(V/'n 420,812,237) of 881 Companies and that (Yen 102,680,757) of 19S Banks

(excepting Agencies and Branch Offices of Banks) in Tokio Fu.

XI.

]'e/i 27,661,125 being the wealth of Tokio Fu in Goods and Merchandi.se of all

kinds, consisting of:

—

1. Yen 15,540,192 being the sum of i'e// 14,003,644 in Imported Goods in the pos-

session of the citizens of Tokio and of i'en 1,536,548 in the same in the possession

of the inhabitants of Tokio Fu outside the City.

In making these estirriates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed in

the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and, of

this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Naga-

saki, Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining

portion of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to

the amount of }V« 7.70 per capita and those outside them, IV// 3.484481 each.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

2. Vm 4,442,058 being ^ of the total value. Yen 8,884,116, of rice, barley, wheat

and all other agricultural produce of Tokio Fu reckoned on the supposition that

One-half thereof remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.

3. i'c-n 411,277 beings' of the total value, ]'e/i 822,553, of the Marine Products of
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Tokio Fu, one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within this

Prefecture.

4. Yen 3,121,978 being ^ of the sum (}V// 6,243,956) of the value of Cocoons, Vai

2,852,435; Silks, Yen 3,244,441; and Teas, Yen 147,090, pioduced in Tokio

Fu ; reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

5. Yen 4,145,620 being the sum of one-half {Yen 3,768,745) of the total value (JV«

7,537,489) of the following articles produced in Tokio Fu :—Woven Fabrics, Yen

4,282,903; Porcelain and Earthenware, I't-;? 58,869 ; Lacquered Ware, }V« 8,693 ;

Bronze and Copper Ware, Yen 31,664; Oils, JV;? 41,146; Prepared Indigo, Yen

74,524; Matches, Yen 130,757; Hides and Leathers, J'l?/? 537,630 ; Straw Braids,

Yen 29,355; Paper, Yen 795,630; Sake, Spirits, etc., Yen 597,448; Soy, Yen

948,870, and of the estimated value, J'.?/? 376,875, of other articles of miscellaneous

kinds.

The above eleven items amount to Yen 1,864,940,799.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled and

of which consequently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the inhabitants

of each Prefecture. These are :

—

XII.

Yen 35,148,964 being the share for Tokio Fu of Japan's wealth in the State and

private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at Yen 725,417,890.

This distributed among the whole population (exclusive of the inhabitants of Taiwan

and Karafuto), we have Yen 15.5552271 as the share per capita. (For details

vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

Yen 8,721,612 being the share for Tokio Fu in Japan's wealth in the Imperial

warships, 300,000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to be J'^';; 180,000,000,

the cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of Yen 600 per ton. The

quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population of Japan exclusive

of the inhabitants ot Taiwan and Karafuto, per capita share of this item of wealth, is

Yen 3.8597626. From this the above sum, Yen 8 721,612, can be obtained by simple

multiplication.

The above thirteen items summed up the total of Yen 1,908,811,375 is obtained from

which such portion of our foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 ( Yen 405,416,000)

as;has to borne by Tokio Fu, is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole

nation, each of the Japanese subjects excepting those in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear

Yen 8.6933863. (For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated on this

basis the liabilities on this account of Tokio Fu are Yeti 19,643,784 ; deducting which

from the above mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth ( Yen 1,908,811,375), the sum Yeir

1,889,167,591 appears as the total wealth of Tokio Fu at the close of 1904 minus the

above-mentioned portion of the foreign loans then outstanding.
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THE INCREASE OF WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904
TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, was assumed

to have been as much as 5% of the total wealth. Now 5% of Ve;/ 1,908,811,375 is

i'm 95,440,569.

These two sums added up the total of }'<;// 2,004,251,944 is obtained from which the

share for this Prefecture of the foreign loans at the close of 1904 and those contracted from

the close of 1904 to the middle of 1906 have to be deducted, i. e. ] tv; 19,643,784 and

Verz 40,209,298 respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being i'c/i 829 855,000, the liability of each of the

Japanese subjects on this account excepting their fellow subjects in Taiwan and Karafuto,

calculated in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904, is ien

17.7946852 which multiplied by the population of Tokio Fu becomes Ye/t 40,209,298

which is the portion to be borne by the people of Tokio Fu in regard to the latter loans.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deducting the above sums i'fn 19,643,784 and i'e/r 40,209,298 from the total

wealth of Tokio P"u {i'en 2,004,251,944), the balance Yen 1,944,398,862 representing

the net wealth of Tokio Fu in the middle of 1906 is obtained.



THE STATEWENTS FOR KANAGAWA KEN.

Area 155-67 square ri.

Administrative divisions : 11 Gia? (counties) ; i City 19

Towns ; 202 Villages

Population : 980,260

Families: 168,779

Yokohama CityJ l^^^^^^^
336.035

•^ C Families : 60,926

(I) Lands Vcj? 165,839,038

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings ... „ 111,439,800

(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu , 56,348,089

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals
,, 671,936

(V) Mining Products „ —
(VI) Marine Products ,, 28,271,000

(VII) Electric and Gas Works, \A'ater\vorks, and Tramcars ,, 6,569,240

(VIII) Shipping „ 7,253,861

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion „ 5.394.321

(X) Companies and Banks „ 33,856,768

(XI) Goods and Merchandise „ 15,469,176

1st Total ,, 431,114,029

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones „ 15,248,167

(XIII) Warships 3,783,572

2nd Total „ 450,145,768

Foreign loans to be deducted from above „ 8,521,779

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) „ 44t'623'938

Total wealth (including foreign loans).. ,, -450,145,768

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 ... ,, ^ 22,507,288

3rd Total 472,653,056

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above „ 8,521,779

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 „ 17,443,418

Lalanc- „ 446,887.359
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EXPLANATION.

I.

Yen 165,839,038 being the wealth of Kanagawa Ken in Lands. This consists of :

—

1. Yen 47,882,380 being ten times the total value of the produce of rice-fields in

Kanagawa Ken, i.e. 368,326 koku, which, reckoned at Yen 13 per Aokii, makes JV;;

4,788,238 (Table 2).

2. Yen 38,929,040 being ten times the total value of 486,613 l-okii of barley and wheat,

the produce of dry-fields in Kanagawa Ken, which, reckoned at Yen 8 /.-okii, makes

Yen 3,892,904 (Table 2).

3. Yen 17,362,284 being ten times the total value. Yen 1,736,228.40, of beans, miscel-

laneous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddy-fields in Kana-

gawa Ken assuming such value to be \ of the total value of rice, barley and wheat

produced in this Prefecture, this being Yen 8,681,142.

4. Yeir 21,519,680 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Kanagawa

Ken the total area of which is 6,724 c/io 9 /an, reckoned at J'^z 320 per tan (Table

3).

5. JVw 23,464,800 being the total value of 651 ilio s^nd 8 /an of building lots in the

City and towns in Kanagawa Ken, reckoned at ]'en 12 per /snbo (Table 4).

6. Yen 7,792,246 being the total value of the landed property of the Government (land

for Government use, building lots, land under cultivation and others) in Kanagawa

Ken (Table 5).

7. Yen 1,977,603 being the total value of the Imperial Estates (sites of Imperial

Palaces, and land attached thereto, estates conferred on Imperial Princes, forests

and cultivated fields) in Kanagawa Ken (Table 6).

8. Yen 6,911,005 being the sum of the total value, )'en- 3,503,005, of the forests,

uncultivated and other fields, lands either permanently or temporarily exempted

from taxts in Kanagawa Ken (Table 7) and of ten times the value of timber, faggots

and bamboos from the above forests i.e. Yen 3,408,000 (Table 8).

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various descrip-

tions of lands in Kanagawa Ken.

II.

Yen 111,439,800 being the wealth of Kanagawa Ken represented by Dwelling

Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings in Kanagawa Ken. This consists of :—

I. Yen 82,496,600 being the sum of the total value of 60,926 Dwelling Houses in

Yokohama estimated at Yen 1,000 per house, Yen 60,926,000, and of the total value

of 107,853 Dwelling Houses outside the City reckoned at Yen 200 per house, i.e.

Ye7i 21,570,600.
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Veil 32,259,600 being the sum of the total value of 2,039 Storehouses in Yokohama

estimated at JV« 2000 each, i.e. Ye?! 4,078,000, and of the total value' of 3,587

Storehouses outside the City reckoned at Yen 600 each, i.e. Yen 2,152,200. The

above numbers of Storehouses were worked out on the assumed basis of i Store-

house for every 30 Dwelling Houses.

Yen 3,129,000 being the sum of the total value. Yen 2,220,000 of 14S Government,

public and private common schools and other educational establishments in Yoko-

hama estimated at Yen 15,000 per building and of the total value. Yen 909,000.

of 302 such buildings outside the City reckoned at Jvm 3,000 each.

Yen. 19,584,000 being the sum of the total value, Yen 13,530,000, of 002 Govern-

ment Offices, Temples, Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories in Yokohama
estimated at Yen. 15,000 per building and of the total value , Yen 6,054,000 of 2,018

such buildings outside the City reckoned at Yen 3,000 each.

III.

Yen 56,348,089 being the value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu in Kanagawa

Ken. This consists of :

—

i''^ 55.719.900 being | of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and

other Buildings in Kanagawa Ken on the assumption that the total value of Furni-

ture therein is such.

Yen 628,189 being the sum of the value, Yen 304,630, of Articles of Virtu in Yoko-

hama reckoned on the assumption that there are Articles of Virtu worth Yen 5 in

the possession of each family in the City, the entire number of families therein

being 60,926, and of the total value, Yen 323,559 of the same articles in the districts

outside the City calculated at the rate of Yen 3 per family, the entire number of

families in those districts being 107,853.

IV.

Yen 671,936 being the value of Domestic and other Animals in Kanagawa Ken.

This consists of :

—

J 67? 169,530 being the value of 5,651 Horned Cattle in Kanagawa Ken estimated

at Yen 30 per head.

^'"'^ 337.200 being the value of 8,430 Horses in Kanagawa Ken reckoned at Yen 40

per head.

Yen. 27,900 being the value of 5,580 Swine in Kanagawa Ken estimated at Yen 5

per head.

Yen 25,317 being the value of 284,748 Fowls in Kanagawa Ken reckoned at Yen.

0.30 each, based on the assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept per two families.

Yen 111,989 being -| of the sum of the above four items, the value of Goats, Ducks,

Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc. in Kanagawa Ken being assumed to be

such-
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V.

Kanagawa Ken has no Mining Products.

VI.

Yen 28,271,800 being the total value of Marine Products in Kanagawa Ken. This

consists of :

—

Yen 13,316,140 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on ^ of the total value, I'v/ 1,331,614, of Mackerel Pike, Sardine, Bonito, Sea-

bream, Mullet, etc. caught in Kanagawa Ken.

J tvz 14,687,010 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on I of the total value, Yen. 1,468,701, of Manufactured Marine Products, such as

dried Sardine, Porphyra, etc.

Ytm 268,650 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest on

I of the value, Yen 26,865, of 8,921 kokti of common salt produced in Kanagawa

Ken.

VII.

Yen 6,569,240 being the wealth-producing power of the Electric and Gas Work
Water-works, and Tramcars in Kanagawa Ken consisting of :

—

Yeit 2,124,580 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on the total annual profits. Yen 106,229 of the four Electric Car vServices of

Odawara, Keihin, Enoshima and Yokohama.

Yen 3,826,600 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % interest per

year on the total annual profits, Yen 191,330, of the Yokohama Gas Works, and the

three Electric Light Companies in Yokohama, Kanagawa and Odawara.

Yen 618,060 being fiftytimes the maintenance expenses of the waterworks in Yoko-

hama and Soya.

VIII.

Yen 7,253,861 being the total wealth represented by Shipping. This consists of :
—

Yen 6,377,500 being the cost of building of 113 Steamers having the total

tonnage of 63,775 estimated at Yen. 100 per ton.

J t'w 400,800 being the cost of building of 153 Sailing Vessels in Kanagawa Ken

8,016 tons in all, estimated at Yen 50 per ton.

Yen 448,655 being the cost of building 648 larger Japanese junks in Kanagawa Ken

89,731 kpkii in all, estimated at Yen 5 per kokn.

Yen 26,906 being the value of 13,453 smaller vessels in Kanagawa Ken reckoned

at Yen 2 each.
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IX.

Vat 5,394,321 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Kanagawa

Ken. This consists of :
—

Yen 4,741,173 being the sum of Yen 2,445,262 Gold and Silver Coins in circulation

and Reserve Specie, the property of the citizens of Yokohama and of Yi'7t. 2,295,911

in the same, the property of the inhabitants of Kanagawa Ken outside the City.

In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in cir-

culation and Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to be the common property of

all Japanese ex'clusive of the people of Taiwan and Karafuto and to this common
property the citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of Yen

10.9025129 per capita; those of the other 5 large cities, 3'£7i'7.50; and the in-

habitants of all other parts of the Empire, 3 V// 3.5093594. (For details vide the

Statements for the whole Empire).

Yen 653,148 being the total of Ya? 326,035 in Gold and Silver Bullion, the

property of the citizens of Yokohama and of Yet? 327,113 in the same, the property

of the inhabitants of Kanagawa Ken outside the City.

In making the above estimates, the people ot the six large Cities were supposed to

have ^'en i.co each and those of all other parts of the Empire Yen 0.50 each.

X.

Yc!t. 33,856,768 being ^ of the sum total of amounting to Yw 67,713,535 made up

of the entire capital (

J
'cw 39,018,000) of 211 Companies and that ( Yea 28,695,535)

of 64 Banks (excepting Agencies and Branch Offices of Banks) in Kanagawa Ken.

XI.

Yat 15,469,176 being the wealth of Kanagawa Ken in Goods and Merchandise of

all kinds, consisting of:

—

Ye7? 4,790,104 being the sum of Jl;; 2,510,470 in Imported Goods in the possession

of the citizens of Yokohama and of J cvz 2,279,634 in the same in the possession

of the inhabitants of Kanagawa Ken outside the City.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed in

the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and, of

this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Nagasaki,

Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining portion

of the Empire. On this basis the' people of those cities were credited to the

amount of Yen 7.70 per capita and those outside them, ]'-7 34S44S1 each.

(For details vide the Statements lor the whole Empire).

Fi"/? 5,208,685 being ^ of the total value, J '•« 10,417,370, of rice, barley, wheat

and all other agricultural produce of Kanagawa Ken reckoned on the supposition

that one-half thereof remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.

Yen 1,413,590 being I of the toial value, Yen. 2,827,180, of the Marine Products of
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Kanagawa Ken, one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within

this Prefecture.

4. 3 £'« 2,502,716 being ^ of the total value of Cocoons, Veu 2,823,576 ; Silks, i'en

2,158,574; and of Teas, 3't'w 24,281, produced in Kanagawa Ken, the three items

aggregating Vat 5,005,430 and the data obtained on the same assumption as

above.

5. Ve/i 1,554,081 being the sum of I, i.e. JVw 1,412,801, of the total value 3V/7

2,825,601 of the following articles produced in Kanagawa Ken :—Woven Fabrics,

J'i'M 238,718 ; Porcelain and Earthenware, 3v-v. 375,252; Lacquered Ware, i'et/

175,795; Oils, J t'w 75,908; Paper, 3^/220,160; ib/f^. Spirits, etc., i^en 920,284;

Soy, 3 Vw 677,484, and of the estimated value, 3t'« 141,280, of other articles of

miscellaneous kinds.

The above eleven items amount to 3V,7 431,114,029.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled

and of which consequently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the inhabit-

ants each Prefecture. These are :
—

XII.

Vt/f 15,248,167 being the share for Kanagawa Ken of Japan's wealth in the State

and private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at 3V« 725,417,890.

This distributed among the whole population (exclusive of the inhabitants of

Taiwan and Karafuto), we have Vt-n 15.5552271 as the share per capita. (For

details vide the Statements for the whcle Empire).

XIII.

Ve/i 3,783,572 being the share for Kanagawa Ken in Japan's wealth in the Im-

•perial warships, 300,000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to be i'e/i

180,000,000, their cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of Yen 600

per ton. The quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population of

Japan excepting. Taiwan and Karafuto, i.e. the per capita share of this item of

wealth is 31-7 3.S597626. From this the above sum of Vat 3,783,572 can be

obtained by simple multiplication.

The above thirteen items summed up 3^,7450,145,768 from which such portion of

our foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 ( i'c'/t 405,416,000) as has to be borne by

Kanagawa Ken, is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole nation, each of the

Japanese subjects exclusive of the people in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear 3V«

8.6933863. (For details vide the Statements for the Empire). Calculated on this basis

the liabilities on this account of Kanagawa Ken are VcVi 8,521,779, deducting which from

the above mentioned total of the 13 items of weahh (i'eji 450,145,768), Yen 44i,623,9*'9

is obtained as the total wealth of Kanagawa Ken at the close of 1904 minus the above-

mentioned portion of the foreign loans then outstanding.
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THE INCREASE OF WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904
TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as 5% of the total wealth. Now 5% of I'tv? 450,145,768 is Yen

22,507,288.

These two sums make )t'« 472,653,056 from which portions for this Prefecture of

the foreign loans at the close of 1904 and those contracted from the close of 1904 to the

middle of igo6 have to be deducted, f.e. Yen 8,521,779 and Yen 17,443,418 respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being Yen 829,855,000, the liability of each of the

Japanese subjects on this account exclusive of their fellow subjects in Taiwan and

Karafuto, calculated in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of

1904, is Yen 17.7946S52 which multiplied by the population of Kanagawa Ken becomes

Yen 17,443,418 which is the portion to be borne by the people of Kanagawa Ken in

regard to the latter loans. {For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deducting the above sums Yen 8,521,779 and Yen 17,443,418 from the total

wealth of Kanagawa Ken ( J '« 472,653,056), the balance Yen 446,687,859 representing

the net wealth of Kanagawa Ken in the middle of 1906 is obtained.
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THE STATEMENTS FOR SAITAMA KEN.

Area 265.99 square n.

Administrative divisions : 9 Oiu? (counties) ; 42 Towns

;

343 Villages

Population: 1,194,259

Families : 194.987

(I) Lands Yei? 318,557,819

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings ... „ 57,642,400

(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu... „ 29,406,161

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals „ 1,178,902

(V) Mining Products „ _ 15.790

(VI) Marine Products „ 400,990

(VII) Electric and Gas Works, Waterworks, and Tram-cars ,, 680

(VIII) Shipping „ 35.140

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion „ 4,788,214

(X) Companies and Banks „ 8,164,765

(XI) Goods and Merchandise 30,120,208

ist Total „ 450:311,069

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones „ 18,576,970

(.Kill) Warships „ 4,609,556

2nd Total „ 473-497.595

Foreign loans to be deducted from above „ 10,382,155

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) „ 463.tl5.440

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted) „ 473.497.595

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 ... ,, 23,674,880

3rd Total „ 497,172,475

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above „ 10,382,155

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 „ 21,251.463

Balance ,, 465.538,857
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EXPLANATION.
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I.

Yen 318,557,819 being the wealth of Saitama Ken in Lands. This consists of :

—

1. Yen 116,391,340 being ten times the total value of 895,318 koku of rice, the

produce of rice-fields in Saitama Ken, which, reckoned at Yen 13 per kokii, makes

Yen 11,639,134 (Table 2).

2. Yen 97,003,760 being ten times the total value of 1,212,547 kokii of barley and

wheat, the produce of dry-fields in Saitama Ken, which, reckoned at Yen 8 per

kohl, makes Yen 9,700,376 (Table 2).

3. y<?« 42,679.020 being ten times the total value. Yen 4,267,902, of beans, miscel-

laneous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddy-fields in

Saitama Ken, assuming such value to be | of the sum. Yen 21,339,510, the total

value of rice, barley and wheat produced in this Prefecture.

4. Yen 27,444,582 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Saitama

Ken, the total area of which is 16,941 c/'o i tan, reckoned at Yen. 162 per (an

(Table 3).

5. Yen 4,149,000, being the total value of 230 cho and 5 ian of building lots in the

towns in Saitama Ken, reckoned at Yen 6 per tsubo (Table 4).

6. Yen 12,606,062 being the total value of the landed property of the Government

(land for Government use, forests, uncultivated fields, and others) in Saitama Ken

(Table 5).

7. Yen 256 being the total value of the Imperial Estates in Saitama Ken (Table 6).

8. Yen 18,283,799 being the total of the value of the forests, uncultivated and other

fields, lands either pennanently or temporarily exempted from taxes in Saitama Ken,

Yen 5.910,179, (Table 7) and often timesthe value of timber, faggots and bamboos

from the above forests. Yen 12,373,620 (Table 8).

The above eight items constitute the wealth of Saitama Ken in the various descrip-

tions of lands. ,

II.

Yen 57,642,400 being the wealth of Saitama Ken represented by Dwelling Houses,

Storehouses and other Buildings. This consists of :—

Yen 38,997,400 being the total value of 194,987 Dwelling Houses in Saitama Ken

estimated at Yen 200 per house.

Yen 3,900,000 being the total value of 6,500 Storehouses in Saitama Ken estimated

at Yen 00 each, on the assumed basis of i Storehouse for 30 Dwelling .1 > .
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3. Yen 1,737,000 being the total value of 579 Government, communal and private

common schools and Other educational establishments in Saitama Ken estimated

at Yen 3,000 per building.

4. Yen 13,008,000 being the total value of 4,336 Government Offices, Temples,

Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories in Saitama Ken_ estimated at Yen

3,000 per building.

III.

Yen 29,406,161 being the total value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu in

Saitama Ken. This consists of :

—

Yen 28,821,200 being ^ of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses

and other buildings in Saitama Ken on the assumption that the total value of

furniture therein is such.

3 >« 584,961 being the value of Articles of Virtu in Saitama Ken reckoned on the

assumption that there are Articles of Virtu worth ]V/? 3 in the possession of each

family.

IV.

Yen 1,178,902 being the value of the national wealth in Domestic and other

Animals in Saitama Ken. This consists of:

—

1. Yen 25,260 being the value of 842 Horned Cattle estimated at JV.v 30 per head.

2. Yen 906,520 being the value of 22,663 Horses reckoned at Yen 40 per head.

3. Yen 21,390 being the value of 4,278 Swine estimated at Ytii 5 per head.

4. Yen 29,248 being the value of 97,494 Fowls reckoned at Yc^;? 0.30 each, on the

assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept per two families.

5. Yen 196,484 being, •! of the sum of the above four items, the value of Goats,

Ducks, Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc. in Saitama Ken being assumed

to be such.

Yen 15^790 being the value of Mineral Products in Saitama Ken, this being the

capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest on ^ of the tatal value,

Ye7t 1,579, of the Minerals produced in this Prefecture.

VI.

Yen 400,990 being the total value of Marine Products in Saitama Ken, this

eing the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest on J of the total
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value, }V« 40,099, of " Ayu '" and other fish caught in Saitama Ken.

VII.

Ven 680 being the wealth-producing power of the tliree Horse Tramscars in

Saitama Ken, by capitalizing the estimated 5 % interest per year on I of the

total profits amounting to 3 '77 34.

VIII.

Yen 35,140 being the total wealth represented by Shipping, on the assumption

that the value of 17,570 Small Vessels in this Prefecture may be reckoned at

}v« 2 each.

IX.

Vt-n 4,788,214 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Saitama

Ken. This consists of:

—

i'en 4,191,084 being the amount of Coins in circulation and Specie reserve, the

property of the inhabitants of Saitama Ken.

In making the above estimates, the total amount of Coins in circulation and

Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to be the common property of all Japanese

exclusive of the people of Taiwan and Karafuto and to this common property the

citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of Veiz 10.9025129 per

capita ; those of the other 5 large Cities, iV/v 7.50 ; and the inhabitants of all other

parts of the Empire, JV;/ 3.5095594. (For details vide the Statements for the

whole Empire}.

i'e^i 597,130 being the amount of Gold and Silver Bullion, the properly of the

inhabitants of Saitama Ken.

In making the above estimates, the people of the sis large cities were supposed

to have }'£/t i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire i'en 0.50 each.

Vm 8,164,765 being | of the sum total, J'r?w 16,329,530, of the entire capital

(1>« 10,984,165) of 130 Companies and that (i^en 5,345,365) of 58 Banks

(excepting Agencies and Branch Offices of Banks) in Saitama Ken.

XI.

1V« 30,120,208 being the wealth of Saitama Ken in Goods and Merchandise

of all kinds, consisting of:

—

I. Vm 4,161,373 being the value of Imported Goods in the possession of the
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inhabitants of Saitama Ken.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed in

the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and, of

this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Naga-

saki, Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining

portion of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to

the amount of 3V« 7.70 per capita and those outside them, ]'en 3.484481 each.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

2. Ven 12,803,706 being ^ of the total value, Yen 25,607,412 of rice, barley, wheat

and all other agricultural produce of Saitama Ken reckoned on the supposition

that one-half thereof remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.

3. i'en 20,050 being 2 of the total value, ]V« 40,099, of the Marine Products of

Saitama Ken one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within this

Prefecture.

4. i'en 790 being ^ of the value, i'e/r 1,579, of Mineral Products produced in this

Prefecture.

5. 3'f/? 6,614,831 being one-half the total value, i'c'ji 13.229,662, of the following

three articles produced in Saitama Ken ; Cocoons, ]'e;i 7,918,883 ; Teas, Vf/i

290,415; Silks, }'e// 5,020,364.

6. Ven 6,519,458 being the sum of One half (}>//' 5,926,780) cf the total value, i'en

ii>853,56o, of the following articles produced in this Prefecture :— Woven Fabrics,

}^en 6,620,543; Oils, Vm 158,395; Prepared Indigo, i'e/i 162,720; Paper, )V«

146,654; Sa/ct\ Spirits etc., Ve/i 4,127,958; Soy, Veji 637,290, and of the

estimated value, i'en 592,678, of other miscellaneous articles.

The abo\e eleven items amount to }>« 450,311,069.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled and

of which consequently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the inhabitants

of each Prefecture. These are :
—

XII.

Ve/i 18,576,970 being the share for Saitama Ken of Japan's wealth in the State and

private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at 1V« 725,417,890.

This distributed among the whole population (exclusive of the inhabitants of Taiwan

and Karafuto), we have i'en 15.5552271 as the share per capita. (For details

vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

3V;/ 4,609,556 being the share for Saitama Ken in Japan's wealth in the Imperial

warships, 300,000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to be i'en 180,000,000,

their cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of 3 ^v; 600 per ton. The
Quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population of Japan exclusive
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of the inhabitants of Taiwan and Karafuto, i. e. our per capita share of this item of

wealth, is Yen 3.S597626. From this the above sum, JV;? 4,609, 556, can be obtained

by simple multiplication.

The above thirteen items summed up I'lfw 473,497,595 is obtained from which such

portion of our foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 ( Yen 405,416,000) as has to be

borne by Saitama Ken, is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole nation,

each of the Japanese subjects exclusive of the fellow subjects in Taiwan and Karafuto has

to bear Yen S.6933863. (For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated

on this basis the liabilities on this account of Saitama Ken are Yen 10,382,155, deducting

which from the above mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth ( I V« 473,497,595), Yeii

463,115,440 appears as the total wealth of Saitama Ken at the close of 1904 minus the

abovementioned portion of the foreign loans then outstanding.

THE INCREASE OF WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904
TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, was assumed

to have been as much as 5% of the total wealth. Now 5% of Yen 473,497,595 is

Yen 23,674,880.

These two sums added up Yen ^qj,iy2,^j^ is obtained from which the share for this

Prefecture of the foreign loans at the close of 1904 and that contracted from the close of

1904 to the middle of 1906 are to be deducted, i.e. J «« 10,382,155 and ]'«? 21,251,463

respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being Yen 829,855,000, the liability of each of the

Japanese subjects on this account exclusive of their fellow subjects in Taiwan and Karafuto,

calculated in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904, is i^en

17.7946852 which multiplied by the population of Saitama Ken becomes i'en 21,251,463

which is the portion to be borne by the people of Saitama Ken in regard to the latter

loans. (For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deducting the above sums Yen 10,382,155 and Yen 21,251,463 from the total

wealth of Saitama Ken {i'en 497,172,475), the balance Yen 465,538,857 representing

the net wealth of Saitama Ken in the middle of 1906 is obtained.
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THE STATEMENTS FOR CHIBA KEN.

Area 326.15 square ri.

Administrative divisions : 12 6«/; (counties) ; 69 Towns

;

286 Villages

Population : 1,280,949

Families : 222,753

(I) Lands Yen 369,871,687

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings... „ 68,919,600

(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu „ 35,128,059

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals ,, 3,087,028

(V) Mining Products „ 4,100

(VI) Marine Products ,, 56,980,220

(VII) Electric and Gas Light Companies, Waterworks, and

Tramcars „ 46 1 ,200

(VIII) Shipping „ 803,138

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion „ 5«i35>785

(X) Companies and Banks „ 10,959,261

(XI) Goods and Merchandise
, 28,795,385

ist Total

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones.

(X-III) Warships

2nd Total

Foreign loans to be deducted from above

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904)

580,145,463
,

19.925.452

4,944,159

605,015,074

11,135,784

583,879,290

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted)

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle of 1906

3rd Total

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above.

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of 1906

605,015,074

30,250,754

635.265,828

11,135,784

22,794,084

Balance 601,335,960
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EXPLANATION.

J 'f«369,87i,687 being the wealth of Chiba Ken in Lands. This consists of :

—

1. Yen 191,399,130 being ten times the total value of 1,472,301 kohi of rice, the

produce of the rice-fields in Chiba Ken, which, reckoned at Ye??. 13 per /io/eu, makes

Yen, 19,139,913 (Table 2).

2. Yen 64,473,600 being ten times the total value of 805,920 ^okn of barley and wheat,

the produce of dryfields in Chiba Ken, which, reckoned at Yen 8 per io/^ii, makes Yen

6,447,360 (Table 2).

3. Yen 51,174,546 being ten times the total value. Yen 5,117,454.60, of beans, miscel-

laneous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddy-fields in Chiba

Ken assuming such value to be \ of the total value of rice, barley and wheat pro-

duced in this Prefecture aggregating Yen 25,587,273.

4. Yen 20,504,988 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Chiba Ken

the total area of which is 16,273 cho 8 ian, reckoned at Yen 126 per ian (Table 3).

5. i'w 5,238,000 being the total value of 436 6-//0 and 5 iajt of building lots in the

towns in Chiba Ken, reckoned at Yen 4 ^er tszibo (Table 4).

6. Yen 6,454,312 being the total value of the landed property of the Government (land

for Government use, building lots, forests, uncultivated fields, land under cultiva-

tion and others) in Chiba Ken (Table 5).

7. Fi?;? 249,890 being the total value of the Imperial Estates (forests and uncultivat-

ed fields) in Chiba Ken (Table 6).

8. }«? 30,377,221 being the sum of the total value, JV/;. 7,330,591, of the forests,

uncultivated and other fields, lands either permanently or temporarily exempted

from taxes in Chiba Ken (Table 7) and often times the value Yen 23,046,630, of

timber, faggots and bamboos from the above forests (Table 8).

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various descrip-

tions of lands in Chiba Ken.

II.

Yen 68,919,600 being the wealth of Japan represented by Dwelling Houses,

Storehouses and other Buildings in Chiba Ken. This consists of:

—

1. Yejt 44,550,600 being the sum of the total value of 222,753 Dwelling Houses in

Chiba Ken estimated at Yen 200 per house.

2. Yen 4,455,000 being the sum of the total value of 7,425 Storehouses in Chiba Ken

estimated at Yen 600 each. The above numbers of Storehouses were worked out

on the assumed basis of i Storehouses for every 30 Dwelling Houses.

3. Yen. 2,424,000 being the total value of 808 Government, public and private
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common schools and other educational establishments in Chiba Ken estimated

at }'ar 3,000 per building.

4. }'ef! 17,490,000 being the total value, of 5,830 Government Offices, Temples, Chur-

ches, Company Offices and Manufactories in Chiba Ken estimated at JV;/ 3,000 per

buildine.

III.

F(f« 35,128,059 being the total value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu in Chiba

Ken. This consists of :

—

1. }'c!f 34,459,800 being vj of the total value, 3V;? 68,919,600, of all Dwelling Houses,

Storehouses and other Buildings in Chiba Ken on the assumption that the total

value of Furniture therein is such.

2. F<?/? 668,259 being the total value, of Articles of Virtu in Chiba Ken reckoned on

the assumption that there are Articles of Virtu worth Jlv/ 3 in the possession of

each family in this Ken.

IV.

i't'n 3,087,028 being the value of the national wealth in Domestic and other

Animals in Chiba Ken. This consists of:—
1. Ven 704,160 being the value of 23,472 Horned Cattle in Chiba Ken estimated at

Vai 30 per head.

2. Ve^i 1,779,800 being the \alue of 44,495 Horses in Chiba Ken reckoned at i^-n

40 per head.

3. JV/z 55,150 being the value of 11,030 Swine in Chiba Ken estimated at I'tv/ 5 j-er

head.

4. 3 V;; 33,413 being the value of II r,377 Fowls m Chiba Ken reckoned at 3 V;? 0.30

each, and is based on the assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept per two

families.

5. Vol 514,505 being I of the sum of the above four items, the value of Goats, Ducks.

Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc, in Chiba Ken being assumed to be

such.

V.

3V/; 4,100 being the total value of Mineral Products in Chiba Ken and is the

capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest on i of the value of

Copper produced in this Prefecture, i. e. 3 1;; 410.

VI.

Ve/! 56,980.220 being the total value of Marine Products in Chiba Ken. This

consists of:—
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Yt'ii 40,616,220 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on „' of the total value, )V,7 4,061,622 of Sardine, Bonito, Mackerel, Tunny, etc.

caught in this Prefecture.

Yen 14,727,300, being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on i of the total value, Yeit 1,472,730, of Manufactured Marine Products, such as

Dried Sardine, Dried Bonito, Dried Ear-shell, Salted Mackerel, Fish Guano, etc.

Yin 1,636,700 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on ' of the value, iv-v 163,670, of 75,020 /vZv/ of common salt produced in Chiba

Ken.

VII.

Yen 461.200 being the wealth-producing power of the Electric and Gas Light

Companies, Waterworks, and Horse Tramwaj'S in Chiba Ken, and is the capi-

talized amount of the estimated 5 % interest per year on the total annual profits,

Yen 23,600, of the Narita Gas Company, the only establishment of this description

existing in this Prefecture.

VIII.

Ydii 803,138 being the total wealth represented by Shipping. This consists of:

—

Yen 144,900 being the cost of building of 23 Steamers having the total tonnage of

1,449, estimated at Yen ico per ton.

Yen 44,000 being the cost of building of 21 Sailing Vessels in Chiba Ken S80

tons in all, estimated at ]'en 50 per ton.

J'c'/7 554,200 being the cost of building 1,150 larger Japanese Junks in Chiba Ken

110,840 koht in all, estimated at 3 >// 5 per /v/Cv/.

Yen 60,038 being the value of 30,019 smaller Vessels in Chiba Ken reckoned at

Yen. 2 each.

IX.

Yen 5,135,785 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Chiba Ken.

This consists of :

—

Yen 4,495,310 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins in circulation and Sj'^ecie

Reserve in this Prefecture.

In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in

circulation and Reserve Specie of Japan was considered to be the common property

of all Japanese exclusive of the people of Taiwan and Karafuto and to this common
property the citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of Yen

109025129 per capita; those of the other 5 large cities, Yenj.^o; and the

inhabitants of all other parts of the Empire, J't'w 3.5093594. (For details vide the

Statements for the whole Empire).
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2. 117/640,475 being the valui of Gold and Silver Bullion in possession of the

inhabitants of Chiba Ken.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were supposed

to have IVw i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire J'tv; 0.50 each.

X.

J fv; 10,959,261 being 2 of the sum total, JV;/ 21,918,522, of the entire Capital

(Jot 16,598,743) of 140 Companies and that (3Vm 5,319.779) of 71 Banks (except-

ing Agencies snd Branch Offices of Banks) in Chiba Ken.

XI.

Jot 28,795,385 being the wealth of Chiba Ken in Goods and Merchandise of all

kinds, consisting of:

—

1. Yen 4,463,442 being the value of imported Goods in possession of the inhabitants

of Chiba Ken.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed

in the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of iheir total values, and,

of this half the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Naga-

saki, Niigata, and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining

portion of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to the

amount of Yen 7.70 per capita and those outside them, Yeir. 3.484,481 each. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

2. l'i?/i! 15,352,564 being ^ of the total value, I'.?/? 30,704,728, of rice, barley, wheat

and all other agricultural produce of Chiba Ken reckoned on the supposition that

one-half thereof remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.

3. y<f« 2,849,011 being I of the total value, J tv? 5,698,022, of the Marine Products

of Chiba Ken, one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within this

Prefecture.

4. J'fw 205 being ^ of the total value. Yen ^10, of Mining Products in Chiba Ken,

reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

5. J'fw 2,091,352 being ^ of the sum ( Ft/? 4,182,703) of the total value of Cocoons,

J'^/i 2,737,251 ; Silks, Jot 1,304,199 ; and Teas Jot 141,253, produced in Chiba

Ken, reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

6. J'<?// 4,039,011 being the sum of one-half ( Jot 3,671,828) of the total value Yen

7-343.655 of the following articles produced in Chiba Ken :—Woven Fabrics, Yen

226,702 ; Oils, Jot 402,779 ; Prepared Indigo, Yen 21,7,62 ; Sake, Spirits, etc., Yen

2,329,918; Soy, J"*!.'// 4,362,894—and of the estimated value Jot 367,183 of other

articles of miscellaneous kinds.

The above eleven items amount to Jot 580,145,463.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled and

of which consequently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the inhabitants

of each Prefecture. These are :

—
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XII.

}V// 19,925,452 being the share for Chiba Ken of Japan's wealth in the State and

private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at '^'en 725,417,890.

This distributed among the whole population (exclusive of the inhabitants of

Taiwan and Karafuto), we have 3'.?/; 15.55271 as the share per capita. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

)V;^ 4,944,159 being the share for Chiba Ken in Japan's wealth in the Imperial

warships, 300,000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to be Yen

180,000,000, their cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of Yeyi 600

per ton. The quotieni obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population of

Japan exclusive of these in Taiwan and Karafuto, i. e. the per capita share of this

item of wealth is Yen 3.8597626. From this the above sum Yejt 4,944,159 can be

obtained by simple multiplication.

The above thirteen items summed up we have Yen. 605,015,074 from which such

portion of our foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 {Yen 405,416,000) as has to

be borne by Chiba Ken, is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole nation, each

of the Japanese subjects exclusive of those in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear Ye??

8.6933863. (For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated on this

basis the liabilities on this account of Chiba Ken are J'c'?? 11,135,784 deducting which

from the above mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth {Yen 605,015,074), YetT

593,879,290 is obtained as the total wealth of Chiba Ken at the close of 1904 minus the

above-mentioned portion of the foreign loans then outstanding.

THE INCREASE OF WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904

TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as 5 % of the total wealth. Now 5 % of Yen 605,015,074 is Yen

30,250,754.

These two sums added up we have Yen 635,265,828 from which the portion for this

Prefecture of the foreign loans at the close of 1904 and that contracted from the close of

1904 to the middle of 1906 are to be deducted, i. e. Yen 11,135,784 and Yen 22,794,084

respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being Yen 829,855,000, the liability of each of the
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Japanese subjects on their account exclusive of those in Taiwan and Kaiafuto, calculated

in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904, is JV/;

17.7946852 which multiplied by the population of Chiba Ken becomes Jlv; 22,794,084

which is the portion to be borne by the people of Chiba Ken in regard to the latter loans.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deducting the above sums Yen 11,135,784 and Jl?;? 22,794,084 from the total

wealth of Chiba Ken (K*?;; 635,265,828), the balance ]'-;? 601,335,960 representing the

net wealth of Chiba Ken in the middle of 1906 is obtained.
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Area 385.18 square ri.

Administrative divisions : 14 Gun (counties) ; i City
; 45

Towns
; 335 Villages

Population: 1.163,963

Families -. 204,000

^,. ^. (Population: 36,928
MitoCityl

Tc, -1-^ t Families: 6,422

(I) Lands Yen 410,837,763

(11) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings ... „ 62,640,500

(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu „ 31,938,700

(iV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals „ 2,829,456

(V) Mining Products „ 3,338,500

(VI) Marine Products „ 20,848,080

(VII) Electric and Gas Works, Waterworks, and Tramcars „ —
(VIII) Shipping 73,023

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion „ 4,666,746

(X) Companies and Banks „ 7,436,645

(XI) Goods and Merchandise „ 26,116,525

1st Total „ 570,725,938

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones „ 18,105,709

(XIII) Warships „ 4,492,621

2nd Total „ 593,324,268

Foreign loans to be deducted from above ,. 10,118,780

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) „ 533,205.438

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted) „ 593,324,268

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle of igo6 ... ,, 29,666,213

3rd Total 622,990,481

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above „ 10,118,780

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 „ 20,712,355

Balance
, 592459-346
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EXPLANATION.

Yen 410,837,763 being the wealth of Ibaraki Ken in Lands. This consists of :

—

1. Vdn 156,221,650 being ten times the total value of 1,201,705 /col'it of rice, the

produce of the rice-fields in Ibaraki Ken, which, reckoned at J't/; 13 per /cohi,

makes Yen 15,622,165 (Table 2).

2. Yen 101,918,160 being ten times the total value of 1,273,977 ^o/;ie of barley and

wheat, the produce of dry-fields in Ibaraki Ken which, reckoned at Yen 8 per

kohl, makes Yen 10,191,816 (Table 2).

3. Yen 51,627,962 being ten times the total value. Yen 5,162,796.20, of beans, miscel-

laneous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddy-fields in

Ibaraki Ken, assuming such value to be i of the total value of rice, barley and

wheat produced! in this Prefecture aggregating }'(?« 25,813,981.

4. Yen 19,942,670 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Ibaraki Ken,

the total area of which is 18,129 e/io 7 toz, reckoned at Yen no per <a)t (Table 3).

5. ]''en 4,851,900 being the total value of 359 c/io and 4 ian of building lots in the

City and towns in Ibaraki Ken, reckoned at Yen 4.50 per (si/do (Table 4).

6. Yen 4,658,763 being the total value of the landed property of the Government

(land for Government use, building lots, forests, uncultivated fields, land under

cultivation and others) in Ibaraki Ken (Table 5).

7. i'en 3,594 being the total value of the Imperial Estates (forests and uncultivated

fields) in Ibaraki Ken (Table 6).

8. Yen 71,613,064 being the sum of the total value, i'en 7,783,634 of the forests,

uncultivated and other fields, lands either permanently or temporarily exempted

from taxes inrlbaraki Ken (Table 7) and often times the total value, i'en 63,829,430,

of timber, faggots and bamboos from the above forests (Table 8).

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various des-

criptions of lands m Ibaraki Ken.

II.

Ye/i 62,640,500 being the wealth of Japan represented y Dwelling Houses,

Storehouses and other Buildings in Ibaraki Ken. This consists of :

—

1. Yen 42,726,600 being the sum of the total value, Kct? 3,211,000, of 6,422 Dwell-

ing Houses in Mito City estimated at } tvz 500 per house and of the total value,

}>;z 39,515,600, of 197,578 Dwelling Houses outside the City reckoned at J'tv? 200

per house.

2. i'en 4,165,600 being the sum of the total value, i JV;; 244*000, of 2iStorehouses
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in Mito City estimated at JV;? i,ooo each, and of the total value. }'';? 3,951,600,

of 6,586 Storehouses outside the City reckoned at ) V« 600 each. The above

numbers of Storehouses were worked out on the assumed basis of i Storehouses

for every 30 Dwelling Houses.

3. J >// 2,529,000 being the sum of the total value, J tv; 1 80,000, of 24 Government,

communal and private common schools and other educational establishments in

Mito City estimated at Vat 7,500 per building and of the total value, J Iv; 2,349,000,

of 7S3 such buildings outside the City reckoned at ]'eii 3,00 each.

4. JV/7 13,219,500 being the sum of the total value. Yen 952,500, of 127 Government

Offices, Temples, Churches,- Company Offices and .•Manufactories in Mito City

estimated at l^i?;? 7,500 per building and of the total value, J'i'w 12,267,000, of

4,089 such building outside the City reckoned af- Yen 3,000 each.

III.

]V« 31,938,700 being the total value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu. This

consists of:—
1. Yaz 31,320,250 being \ of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses

and other Buildings in Ibaraki Ken on the assumption that the total value of

Furniture therein is such.

2. )'cn 618,450 being the sum of the value, Yaz 25,800 of Articles of Virtu in Mito

City reckoned on the assumption that there are Articles of Virtu worth Yen 4 in

the possession of each family in the City, the entire number of families therein

being 6,450, and of the total value, Yen 592,650, of the same articles in the districts

outside the City calculated at the rate of Yen 3 per family, the entire number of

families in those districts being 197,550.

IV.

Ye7) 2,829,456 being the value of the national wealth in Domestic and other

Animals in Ibaraki Ken. This consists of:—
1. Yen 27,150 being the value of 905 Horned Cattle in Ibaraki Ken estimated at Yen

30 per head.

2. Yen. 2,275,080 being the value of 56,877 Horses in Ibaraki Ken reckoned at Yen

40 per head.

3. Yen 25,050 being the value of 5,010 Swine in Ibaraki Ken estimated at Ten 5 per

head.

4. Yen 30,600 being the value of 102,000 Fowls in Ibaraki Ken reckoned at Yen

0.30 each ; the above number is based on the assumption one Cock or Hen is kept

per two families.

5. J V/7 471,576 being g of the sum of the above four items, the value of Goats,

Ducks, Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc. in Ibaraki Ken being assumed

to be such.
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V.

Yen 3,338,500 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on i of the total value, 3 tv? 333,850, of the following Mining Products produced

in Ibaraki Ken :— Coal, Yen 287,440; Copper, )'ci? 35,49°/ Gold, Yen 10,920.

VI.

Yen. 20,848,080 being the total value of Marine Products in Ibaraki Ken. This

consists of

:

JV// 13,544,160 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interst

on ^ of the total value, Yen 1,354,416, of Sardine, Bonito, Tunny, Yellow-tail,

Cuttle fish, Sea-bream, Ear-shell, Prawns, Mullet, Eel etc., caught in Ibaraki Ken.

Yen 7,159,160 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on ^ of the total value, 3^7^715,916 of Manufactured Marine Products, such as

Dried Ear-shell, Dried Prawns, Dried Bonito, Dried Sardine, Fish-guano etc.,

produced in Ibaraki Ken.

Yen 144,760 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest on

i; of the value, Yen, 14,476, of 5,388 ko/cii of common salt produced in Ibaraki Ken.

VII.

Electric or Gas-works, Water-work, or Tram-cars do not exist in Ibaraki Ken.

VIII.

Yen. 73,023 being the total wealth represented by Shipping. This consists of :

—

1. Yen 20,200 being the cost of building of 9 steamers, having the total tonnage

of 202 estimated at Yen 100 per ton.

2. Yen 4,885 being the cost of building 12 larger Japanese junks in Ibaraki Ken, 977

/;okii in all, estimated at 3>;/ 5 per kokii.

3. Yen 47,g^8 being the value of 23,969 smaller vessels in Ibaraki Ken reckoned at

Yen. 2 each.

IX.

Yen 4,666,746 being the value of the Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Ibaraki

Ken. This consists of :

—

I. Yen 4,084,764 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins in circulation and Speice

reserve in this Prefecture.

In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in
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circulaiion and Specie reserve of Japan was considered to be the common property

of all Japanese exclusive those in Taiwan and Karafuto and to this common pro-

perty the citizens of Tokio City were assumed to be entitled at the rate of J'.?//

10.9025129 per capita; those of the other 5 large cities, ]'£v;7.5o; and the

inhabitant.s of all other parts of the Empire, Jtvz 3.5093594. (For details \ide the

Statements for the whole Empire.).

]\;? 581,982 being the value of Gold and Silver Bullion, the property of the

inhabitants of Ibaraki Ken.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were supposed

to have ]'« i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire Ven 0.50 each.

X.

Yen 7,436,645 being j of the sum total, Ven 14,873,290, of the entire Capital

(
Ven 9,365,970) of 172 Companies and that ( Ft?// 5,507,320) of 61 Banks (except-

ing Agencies and Branch Offices of Banks) in Ibaraki Ken.

XI.

}'en 26,116,525 being the wealth of Ibaraki Ken in Goods and Merchandise of all

kinds, consisting of:

—

)'<?// 4,055,807 being the total value of Imported Goods in the possession of the

inhabitants of Ibaraki Ken.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed in

the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and, of

this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Nagasaki,

Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining portion

of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to the amount

of Vejt 7.70 per capita and those outside them, Vm. 3.484481 each. (For details

vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

3 >// 15,488,389 being I of total value, J'tvz 30,976,777, of rice, bailey, wheat and

all other agricultural produce of Ibaraki Ken reckoned on the supposition that

one-half thereof remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.

J't-// 1,042,404 being ^ of the total value, J'v/ 2,084,808, of the Marine Products

of Ibaraki Ken, one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within this

Prefecture.

yen 166,925 being 2 of the total value, i'en 333,850, of the Mineral Products of

Ibaraki Ken, reckoning made on the same assumption as above.

J'f?// 2,817,169 being ^ of the sum ( iV// 5,634,338) of the value of Cocoons, I'v/

3,416,724; Silks, Jc7/ 1,831,565 ; and Teas, J'^// 386,049 produced in Ibaraki Ken,

leckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

3^/2 2,545,831 being the sum of one-half ( I'tv/ 2,314,392) of the total value {i^en

4,628,783) of the following articles produced in Ibaraki Ken ;—Woven Fabrics,
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Ve^i 324,649 ; Porcelain and Earthenware, i't/t 59,665 ; Oils, ]>;; 216,939 ; Pre-

pared Indigo, J V/; 27,492 ; Paper, J 'fw 89,220 ; .SV/Zv, Spirits, etc., 3 «/ 2,504,712 ;

Soy, 3 >« 1,406,106, and of the estimated value, 3 1'« 231,439, of other articles of

miscellaneous kinds.

The above eleven items amount to 3 tvz 570,725,938.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which tlie general public is entitled

and of which consequently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the inhabi-

tants of each Prefecture. These are :

—

XII.

Yen 18,105,709 being the share for Ibaraki Ken of Japan s wealth in the State and

private Railways,- Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at 3 cv/ 725,417,890.

This distributed among the whole population (exclusive of the inhabitants of Tai-

wan and Karafuto), we have i'cn 15.5552271 as the share per capita. (For details

vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

Vt'/i 4,492,621 being the share for Ibaraki Ken in Japan's wealth in the Imperial

warships, 300,000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to be 3 tf« 180,000,000,

the cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of Ve;/ 600 per ton. The

quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population of Japan excepting

Taiwan and Karafuto, i.e. the per capita share of this item of wealth is Ven

3.8597626. From this the above sum 3 iv; 4,492,621 can be obtained by simple

multiplication.

The above thirteen items summed up we have i'cn 593,324,268 from which such

portion of our foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 (
Yen 405,416,000) as has to

be borne by Ibaraki Ken, is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole nation, each

of us exclusive of our fellow subjects in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear 3 '«; 8.6933863.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated on this basis the

liabilities on this account of Ibaraki Ken are Yoi 10,118,780 deducting which from the above

mentioned total of the 13 items of which ( Yc'n 593,324,268), ]'en 583,205,488 is obtained

as the total wealth of Ibaraki Ken at the close of 1904 minus the above-mentioned portion

of the foreign loans then outstanding.
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THE INCREASE OF WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904

TO THE MIDDLE OF 1908.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as 5 ^ of the total wealth. Now 5 % of Yen 593,324,268 is Yen

29,666,213.

These two sums added up we have Yen 622,990,481 from which the portion for this

Prefecture of the foreign loans at the close of 1904 and that contracted from the close of

1904 to the middle of 1906 arc to hs deducted, i. e. J V// 10,118,780 and Yen 20,712,355.

respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being Y^ii 829,855,000, the liability of each of the

Japanese subjects on their account exclusive of those in Taiwan and Karafutc, calculated

in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904, is Yen 17.7946852

which multiplied by the population of Ibaraki Ken becomes Yen 20,712,355 which is

the portion to be borne by the people of Ibaraki Ken in regard to the latter loans. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deducting the above sums 3 V// 10,118,780 and 3 t-« 20,712,355 from the total

wealth of Ibaraki Ken ( Jlv? 622,990,481), the balance I>7 592,159,346 representing the

net wealth of Ibaraki Ken in the middle of 1906 is obtained.
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THE STATEMENTS FOR TOCHIGI KEN.

Area 4"-77 square /-«.

Administrative divisions : 8 Gun (counties) ; i City
; 30

Towns ; 145 Villages

Population: 871,643

Families -. 135.330

„, . „. r Population: 35.953
Utsunomiya City I .^^ -t'

\ Families: 7,272

(I) Lands Yen 275.537,870

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings... „ 42,453,500

(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu , 21,640,012

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals „ 2,733,396

(V) Mining Products „ 34,906,710

(VI) Marine Products 521,080

(VII) Electric and Gas Works, Waterworks^, and Tram-cars „ 78,820

(VIII) Shipping , 4.390

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion „ 3.494.731

(X) Companies and Banks „ 8,638,275

(XI) Goods and Merchandise „ 21,215,151

ist Total 411,223,935

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones , 13.558,605

(XIII) Warships , 3-364.335

2nd Total „ 428,146,875

Foreign loans to be deducted from above '. „ 7 577,529

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) „ 420-569.346

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted) , 428,146,875

Increase of 5 per cent from close of IQ04 to middle of 1906 „ 21,407,344

3rd Total.. „ 449 554,219

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above „ 7-577.529

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 „ 15.510,613

Balance „ 426,456,077
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EXPLANATION".

I.

J £« 275,537,870 being the wealth of Tochigi Ken in Lands. This consists of :

—

1. ] t',7 104,332,670 being ten times the total value of 802,559 ^ohe of rice, the

produce of rice-fields in Tochigi Ken, which reckoned at I'c'n 13 per /c^'hc makes

JV/i 10,433,267 (Table 2).

2. i'c';z 67,211,600 being ten times the total value of 840,145 io/eii of barley and

wheat, the produce of dry-fields in Tochigi Ken, which reckoned at i'e/i 8 per

^o/cu makes J'tvz 6,721,160 (Table 2).

3. }'e/;. 34.308,854 being ten times the total value, Yen 3,430,885.40, of beans, mlscel--

laneous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddy-fields in

Tochigi Ken, assuming such valufe to be l of the sum, ]'e/i 17,154,427, i. e. the

total value of rice, barley and wheat produced in this Prefecture.

4. Vl'/i 8,765,550 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Tochigi

Ken, the total area of which is 11,687 r/io 4 /a;/, reckoned at i'e/z 75 per /u/i

(Table 3).

5. J £',7 3,259,080, being the total value of 493 tr/io and 8 /<2>i of building lots in the

City and towns in Tochigi Ken, reckoned at Yen 2.20 jier ^suia (Table 4).

6. }'•;; 28,588,335 being the total value of the landed property of the Government

(land for Government use, building lots, forests, uncultivated fields, land under cul-

tivation and others) in Tochigi Ken (Table 5).

7. i'e/i 984,111 being the total value of the Imperial Estates (forests and uncultivated

fields) in Tochigi Ken (Table 6).

8. J Iv; 28,087,670 being the sum of the total value, Ye/z 10,022,390, of the forests,

uncultivated and other fields, lands either permanently or temporarily exempted

from taxes in Tochigi Ken, (Table 7) and of ten times the value, Yc/i 18,065,280

of timber, faggots and bamboos from the above forests, (Table 8).

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various descrip-

tions of lands in Tochigi Ken.

II.

i'en 42,453,500 being the wealth of Japan represented by Dwelling Houses, Store-

houses and other Buildings in Tochigi Ken. This consists of:—
I, i^en 29,247,600 being the sum of the total value i'eu 3,636,000 of 7,272 Dwelling

Houses in Utsunomiya-city estimated at i^c/z 500 per house and of the total value.

}'(f« 25,611,600 of 128,058 Dwelling House outside the City reckoned at )V//200

.per house.
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2. Yt-n 2,803,400 biing the sum of the total value, ]'<;; 242 ooo of 242 Storehouses in

Utsunomiya City estimated at Yen. 1,000 each and of the total value, Ycti

2,561,400, of 4,25g Storehouses outside the City reckoned at JV;/ 600 each. The

above numbers of Storehou'^es were worked out on the a'-sumed basis of i Store-

house for ever}' 30 Dwelling Houses.

3. Yet! 782,000 being the sum of the total value, 3 'v; 165,000, of 22 Government,

communal and private common schorls and other educational establishments in

Utsunomiya City estimated at Yci? 7,500 j')er building, and of the total value,

3 V« 1,617,000 of 539 such buildings outside the City reckoned at J'cw 3,000 each.

4. 3''t77 8,620.500 being the sum of the total value, 3 V;/ 787,500, of 105 Government

Offices, Temples, Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories in Utsunomiya

City estimated at Ytjt 7,500 per build'ng and of the total value, Yen 7,833,000, of

2,611 such buildings outside the City reckoned at 3'</,' 3.000 each.

III.

Yin 21,640,012 being the total value of Furniture and Articles of Virtue in Tochigi

Ken.

1. Yat 21,226,750 being 2 of the total value of all Dwelling, Houses, Storehouses and

other Buildings in Tochigi Ken, on the assumption that the total value of Furniture

theiein is such.

2. ]V,v 413,262 beiig the sum of the value, Yin 29,088, of Articles of Virtu in

Utsunomiya City reckoned on the assumption that there are Articles of Virtu worth

3''<77 4 in the possession of each family in the City, the entire number of families

therein being 7,272, and of the total value. Yen 384,174 of the same articles in the

districts outside the City calculated at the rate of 'i'en. 3 per family, the entire

number of families in those districts being 128,058.

IV.

3(?^ 2,733,396 being the value of the rational wealth in Domestic and other Animals

in Tochigi Ken. This consists of:

—

1. 3 tv; 16,800 being the value 560 Horned Cattle in Tochigi Ken estimated at Yen 3c

per head.

2. Yen 2,232,640 being the value of 55,816 Horses in Tochigi Ken reckoned at Yen

40 per head.

3. Yen S.OQO being the \alue of 1618 Swine in Tochigi Ken estimated at Yen 5 per

head.

4. 3 tv; 20,300 being the value of 67,665 Fowls in Tochigi Ken reckoned at Yen 0.30

each ; the above number is based en the assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept

per two families.

5. 3 V/; 455,566 being -J
of the above four iteins, the \-alus of Goats, Ducks, Geese,

Turkejs, Hares, Deer, Pit;eons, etc. in Tochigi Ken being assumed to be such.
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V.

I'd'// -3,488.01 7 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 55-0 annual interest on

I of the total value, Yt'ti 3,490,671, of the following Mineral Products produced in

Tochigi Ken: Copper, ]V« 3,488,017 ; Gold, Yen 972; Manganese, Ycji 1,323;

Sulphur, Yen 359.

VI.

]'('« 521,080 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5?^ annual interest on

\ of the total value, Yen 52,108, of Salmon, Trout, " Ayu,'' Carps, Eel, etc. caught

in Tochigi Ken.

VII.

Yen 78,820 being the wealth-producing power of the Electric and Gas works. Water-

works, and Tram-cars in Tochigi Ken, consisting of the capitalized amount of the

estimated 5% interest per year on the total annual profits. Yen 3,941, of the Nikko

Electiic Company, and the Electric Light Company in Utsunomiya.

VIII.

Yen. 4,390 being the total wealth represented bj' Shipping, consisting of 2,195

smaller vessels in Tochigi Ken reckoned at Yen 2 each.

IX.

Yen- 3,494,731 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Tochigi

Ken. This consists of :—

Yen 3,058,909 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins in circulation and Specie

Reserve in this Prefecture.

In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in

circulation and Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to be the common property

all Japanese exclusive of the people of Taiwan and Karafuto and to this common

property the citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of Yen

10.9025192 per capita ; those of the other 5 large cities, Yen'j.'^o; and -the inhabi-

tants of all other parts of the Empire, Yen 3. 5093594. (For details vide the State-

ments for the whole Empire).

Yen 435,822 being the value of Gold an;l Silver Bullion, the property of the inhabi-

tants of Tochigi Ken.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were supposed to

have Yen i.oo each and those of all other parta of the Empire Yen. 0.50 each.

X.

IV;; 8,638,275 being \ of the sum total, Y^n. i-j.2-j6,~,~,o, of the entire Capital (
]'•;;
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11,445,250) of 187 Companies and that (JV;; 5,831,300) of 63 Banks (excepting

Asftncies and Branch Offices and Banks) in Tochi"i Ken.

XI.

];; 21,215,151 being the wealih of Tochigi Ken in Goods and Merchandise of all

kinds, consisting of:—
1. Viu 3,037,223 being the sum of Imj-oited Goods in the possessioa of the inliabitants

of Tochigi Ken.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed in

the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and, of

this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Nagasaki,

Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining portion

of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to the amount

of 3 V/7 7.70 per capita and those outside them, 31,73.484481 each. (For details

vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

2. 3V;; 10,292,656 being I of the total value, 3V;; 20,585,312, of rice, barley, wheat and

all other agricultural produce of Tochigi Ken reckoned on the supposition that one-

half thereof remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.

3. 3V// 26,054 being i of the total value, 3V/; 52,108, of the Aquatic Products of

Tochigi Ken, one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within this

Prefecture.

4. 3'/; 1,745,336 being ^ of the value, 3',,7 3,490,671, of the Mining Products of

Tochigi Ken ; leckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

5. 3Vw 1,495,771 being I of the sum ( 3 V// 2991,541) of the value of Cocoons, Ven

1,686,381 ; Silks, 3'i?« 1,238,783; and Teas 3 V;/ 66,377 produced in Tochigi Ken;

reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

6. 3'(77 4,618,111 being the sum of one-half ( 3'd';7 4,243,737) of the total value yerz

8,487,473 of tlie following articles produced in Tochigi Ken :—Woven Fabrics, Veti

5,429,810 ; Porcelain and Earthenware, 3>;7 117,510 ; Lacquered Ware, 3't7? 15,819 ;

Oils, 3
'(,77 187,651 ; Prepared Indigo, 3 "cv; 20,942 ; Mats and Mattings, 3^;/ 40,590;

Paper, 3 «;/ 85,967; SiA'e, Spirits, etc., 3'^;; 2,021.572 ; Soy, Vc;? 567,612, and of

the estimated value Vai 374,374 of other articles of miscellaneous kinds.

The above eleven item.s amount to i'cn 411,223,935.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled and

of which CJnseqaently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the inhabitants

of each Prefectur.-. These arc :

—

XII.

^'ci! 13,558,605 being the share for Tochigi Ken of Japan's wealth in the State and

private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at 3 V.v 725,417,890.

This distributed among the whole population (excepting the inhabitants of Taiwan
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and Karafuto) we have 3V« 15.5552271 as the share per capita. (For details vide

the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

3>« 3,364,335 being the share for Tochigi Ken in Japan's wealth in the Imperial'

warships, 300,000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to be i'en

180,000,000, their cost of building being reckoned at the average rale of i^en 600

per ton. The quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population of

Japan exclusive those of Taiwan and Karafuto, i. e. our per capita share of this

item of wealth is Jlv; 3.8597626. From this the above sum i^e/z 3 364,335 can be

obtained by simple multiplication.

The above thirteen items being summed up J'L'-y 428,146,875 is obtained from which

such portion of our foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 { Ven 405,416,000) as has

to borne by Tochigi Ken is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole nation, each

of the Japanese subjects exclusive those in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear }'en

S.6933863. (For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated on this

basis the liabilities on this account of Tochigi Ken are J 1'« 7,577,529 deducting which

from the above mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth (J'ot 428,146,875), Vcu

420,569,346 appears as the total wealth of Tochigi Ken at the close of 1904 minus the

above-mentioned portion of the foreign loans then outstanding.

THE INCREASE OF WEALTH FROM THE CliOSE OF 1904

TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as 5% of the total wealth. Now 5% of Yen 428,146,875 is }''en

21,407,344.

These two sums added up we have IV// 449,554,219 from which the portion for this

Prefecture of the foreign loans at the close of 1904 and that contracted from the close of

1904 to the middle of igo6 are to be deducted, i.e. J t'« 7,577,529 and J1'« 15,510,613

respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being !«? 829,855,000, the liability of each of the

Japanese subjects on this account exclusive those in Taiwan and Karafuto, calculated in

the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904, is Vc-jt 17.7946852

which multiplied by the population of Tochigi Ken becomes Ven 15,510,613 which is the

portion to be borne by the people of Tochigi Ken in regard to the latter loans. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deducting the above sums Ven 7,577,529 and il/z 15,510,613 from the total

wealth of Tochigi Ken ( Ff« 449,554,219), the balance Ft;? 426,466,077 representing the

net wealth of Tochigi Ken in the middle of igo6 is obtained.
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THE STATEIVIENTS FOR GUMMA KEN.

Area 407-25 square ri.

Administrative divisions: n g'w; (counties) ; 2 Ciiies

;

38 Towns; 169 Villages

Population : 856,056

Families: 141,060

Maebashi c Population: 76,940ebashi C

kasaki (Takasaki ( Families: 13,7^

(I) Lands Yen 221,042,920

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings ... ,, 45,489,300

(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu „ 23,181,610

(IV) Domestic Animi^ls, Poultry and other Animals „ 1,894,931

(V) Mining Products
, 125,070

(VI) Marine Products
^ „ 390.360

(Vll) Electric and Gas Works, Waterworks, and Tram-cars ,, 184,340

(VIII) Shipping , 3,864

(IX) Gold and Silver. Coins and Bullion ,, 3,432,236

(X) Companies and Banks „ 6,785,927

(.KI) Goods and Merchandise ,, 26,071,990

ist lotal , 328,602,548

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones .. ,, 13,316,146

(XIII) V^'arships „ 3.304.I73

2nd Total , 345,222,867

Foreign loans to be deducted from above „ 7,442,025

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) „ 337.780.342

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted) „ 345,222,867

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 ... ,, 17,261,143

3rd Total „ 362,484,010

Foreign loans at clos;; of 1904 to be deducted from above ,, 7,442,025

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 „ 15,233,247

Balance „ 339.803,738
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EXPLANATION.

I.

i'en 221,042,922 being the wealth of Gumma Ken in Lands. This consists of:

—

1. Jtvz 48,670,690 being ten times the total value of 451,313 /col-a of rice, the

produce of the rice-fields in Gumma Ken, which reckoned at ]'<.;? 13 psr /cohe makes

Vtvz 5,867,069 (Table 2).

2. i'en 59,681,200 being ten times the total value, 746,015 /coht of barley and wheat,

the produce of dry-fields in Gumma Ken, which reckoned at i't/i 8 per /co/cu

makes 3v// 5,968,120, (Table 2).

3. Ve/t 23,670,378 being ten tmies the total value of I'tv/. 2,367,037.80, of beans, miscel-

laneous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddy-fields in

Gumma Ken, assuming such value to be ->- of the sum, Yen 11,835,189 i.e. the total

value of rice, barley and wheat produced in this Prefecture.

4. i'e/i 9,926,300 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Gumma Ken,

the total area of which is 9,926 ir/io 3 /an, reckoned at I'en 100 per A?;/ (Table 3).

5. i'en 14,697,000 being the total value of 489 c/w and g /<?« of building lots in the

Cities and towns in Gumma Ken, reckoned at Ven 10 per isiiio (Table 4).

6. i'en 37,131,002 being the total value of the landed property cf the Government

(building lots, forests, uncultivated fields, land under cultivation and others) in

Gumma Ken (Table 5).

7. Vc/i 52,660,301 being the total value of the Imperial Estates (forests and uncul-

tivated fields) in Gumma Ken (Table 6).

8. }'e/i 16,606,049 being the sum of the total value, 3 c/? 11.212,759, of the forests.

uncultivated and other fields, lands either permanently or temporarily exempted

from taxes in Gumma Ken (Table 7) and of ten times the value, ]V« 4.393,290, of

timber, faggots and bamboos from the above forests (Table 8).

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various des-

criptions of lands in Gumma Ken.

II.

Ve/i 45,489,300 being the wealth of Japan represented by Dwelling Houses,

Storehouses and other Buildings in Gumma Ken. This consists of:

—

J I'M 32,346,000 being the sum of the total value amounting to J 'c',7 6,890,000, of

13,780 Dwelling Houses in Maebashi and Takasaki estimated at I'fn 500 per

house and of the total value, J'tv? 25,456,000 of 127,280 Dwelling Houses outside

the Cities reckoned at ]'cn 200 per house.
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2. 3V;; 3,004,800 being the sum of the total value amounting to I't'w 499,000 of 459.

Storehouses in Maebashi and Takasaki estimattd at Jcv; i ,000 each and of the

total value, 3 cv; 2,545,800 of 4,243 Storehouses outside the Cities reckoned at I'cv;

600 each. The above numbers of Storehouses were worked out on the assumed

basis of I Storehouse for every 30 Dwelling Houses.

3. Yen 7,587,000 being the sum of the total value, 3 tv? 285,000 of 38 Government,

communal and private common schools and other educational establishments in

Maebashi and Takasaki estimated at Jv/; 7,500 per building and of the total \ alue,

Yen 1,302,000, of 434 such buildings outside the Cities reckoned at Ym 3,000 each.

4. Yen 8,551,500 bemg the sum of the total value, 1 Iv/ 1,537,500, of 205 Government

Offices, Temples, Churches, Company Offices aid Manufactories in Maebashi and

Takas-aki estimated at Yf;/. 7,500 per building and of the total value, ]>;^. 7,014,000

of 2,338 such buildings outside the Cities reckoned at J>;; 3,000 each.

III.

i'e;i 23,181,610 being the value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu in Gumma
Ken. This consists of :

—

1. JV« 22,744,650 being ^ of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and

other Buildings in Gumma Ken on the assumption that the total value of Furniture

therein is such.

2. J dvz 436,960 being the sum of the value, }\-n 55,120, of Articles of Virtu in Maebashi

and Takasaki reckoned on the assumption that there are Articles of Virtu worth

i't'/i 4 in the possession of each family in the Cities, the entire number of families

therein being 13,780, and of the.total value, J V;/ 381,840, of the same articles in

the districts outside the Cities calculated at the rate of Yen 3 per family, the entire

number of families in those districts being 127,280.

IV.

3 1',7 1,894931 being the value of the national wealth in Domestic and other

Animals in Gumma Ken. This consists of :

—

1. i'eji 65.310 being the value of 3,177 Horned Cattle in Gumma Ken estimated at

]'t'« 30 per head.

2. Yc'/z 1,488,440 being the value of 37,211 Horses in Gumma Ken reckoned at Yt'/r

40 per head.

3. ]'t.7i 4,200 being the value of S40 Swine in Gumma Ken estimated at Jt7;5per

head.

4. J cv; 21,159 being the v?lue of 70,530 Fowls in Gumma Ken reckoned at Jlv; 0.30

each; the above number is based on the assumpnon that one Cock or Hen is kept

per two families.

5. Yf/i 315,822 being
-I

of the sum of the above four items, the \alue of Goats,

Ducks, Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc. in Gumma Ktn being assumed

to be such.
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V.

Yen 125,070 being the capitalized arrount of the estimated 5% annual interest on

\ of the total value, Yen 12,507, of the following Mineral Products, viz :

Silver, Yen 1,436, Copper, Yen 6,548, and of Coal, Yen 4.523.

VI.

Yen 390,360 being the total value of Marine Products in Gumma Ken. This

consists of:

—

Yej7. 387,930 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on \ of the total \alue. Yen 8,793, of Salmon, Trout, " Ayu " Prawn.*-, Carps,

Eel, etc. caught in Gumma Ken.

Yen 2,430 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest on ^
of the total value, Yen 243, of Manufactured Marine Products, such as Dried

Prawns etc.

VII.

Yen 184,340 being the wealth-producing power of the Electric and Gas Works

Water-woiks, and Tram-cars in Gumma Ken consisting of :

—

Yen 120,280 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on the total annual profits, ]V,7 6,014 of the three Horse Car Services in Gumma
Ken.

Yen 64,060 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % interest per year

on the total annual profits, Yen 3,203, of the Electric Light Companies in Maebashi

and Kiriu.

VIII.

Yen 3,864 being the total wealth represented by Shipping, consisting 1,932 Small

Craft in Gumma Ken estimated at Yen 2 each.

IX.

Yen. 3,432,236 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Gumma
Ken. This consists of :

—
Yen 3,004,208 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins in circulation and Specie

Reserve of Gumma Ken.

In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in

circulation and Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to be the common property

of all Japanese exclusive of the people of Taiwan and Karafuto and to this common

property the citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of Yen
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10,9025129 per capita : those of the oiher 5 large cities, Vc'/i 7.50; and the inhabi-

tants of all other parts of the Empire, 3V/; 3-5093594 (For details vide the

Statements for the who'e Empire).

2. }'f// 428,028 being the property' of the inhabitants of Gumma Ken in Gold and

Silver Bullion.

In making tlie above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were supposed

to have }'c7/ i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire 3V;; 0.50 each.

X.

]'en 6,785 927 being I of the .sum total, ]>;; 13,571.854 of the entire Capital (]'<,';;

9,232,427) of 162 Companies and that (JV;; 4,339,427) of 45 Banks (excepting

Agencies and Branch Offices of Banks) in Gumma Ken.

XI.

i'en 26,071,990 being the wealch of Gumma Ken in Goods and Merchandise of all

kinds, consisting of :
—

1. }'en 2,982,911 being the total value of Imported Goods in possession of the in-

habitants of Gumma Ken.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed in

the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and, of

this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Nagasaki,

Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining portion

of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to the amount

of i^en 7.70 per capita and those outside them, JV;; 3.4S44S1 each. (For details

vide the Statements fot the whole Empire).

2. ]'m 7,101,114 being { of the total value aggregating i'en 14,202,227 of rice,

barley, wheat and all other agricultural produce coming from the fields in

Gumma Ken reckoned on the supposition that one-half thereof remains unconsum-

ed within this Prefecture.

3. 3V;z ig.518 being ^ of tlie total value, ]\',7- 39,036, of the Marine Products of Gum-

ma Ken one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within this

Prefecture.

4. ]'<;; 6,254 being ^ ot the total value, Jlv; 12.1507, of the Minerals produced in

Gumma Ken ; reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

5.
3

'<?;; 9,756,909 being ^ of the sum ( 3V;; 19,513,817) of the value, i'en. 8,593,316, of

Cocoons, 3 iv? 8,553,316 ; Silks, Vat 10.906,714; and Teas, JV;; 13,787 produced

in Gumma Ken ; reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

6. 3 V;; 6,205.284 being the sum of one-half (3V;; 5,641,167) of the total \'alue, ]'ai

11,282,333, of the loUowing articles produced in Gumma Ken :—Woven Fabrics,

3'i;7z 8,869,201 ; Porcelain Ven 18,410; Oils, 3V;? 38,101; Prepared Indigo, 3«;

9,588; Hides and Leathers, i'e;r. 7,867; Paper, 3w 19,598; .S'^/v, Spirits, etc.,
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J V;/ 1,739.338 ; Soy, 3 cv; 580,230, anJ of the estiiTiated value }'<?;; 564,117 of other

articles of miscellaneous kinds.

The above eleven items amount Yen 328,602,548.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled

and of which constquently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the inhabi-

tants of each Prefecture. These are :

—

XII.

Ye/t 13.316,146 being the share for Gumma Ken of Japan's wealth in the State

and private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at Yai 725,417,890.

This distributed among the whole population (exclusive of the inhabitants of

Taiwan and Karafuto), Yen 15.5552271 is obtained as the share per capita. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

Yen 3-304,173 being the share for Gumma Ken in Japan's wealth in the Imperial

warships, 300,000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to be Yeii

iSo,oco,oco, their cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of Yen 600

per ton. The quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population of

Japan exclusive of those in Taiwan and Karafuto, i. e. our per capita share of this

item of wealth is Yen 3.8597626. From this the above sum Yen 3.304,173 can be

obtained by simple multiplication.

The above tJiirieen items sum up Yen 345,222,867 from which such portion of

our foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 ( F^/z 405,416,000) as has to borne by

Gumma Ken is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole nation, each of the

Japanese subjects exclusive of those in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear Yen 8.6933863.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated on this basis the

liabilitits on this account of Gumma Ken are Yen. 7,442,025 deducting which from the

above mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth ( J't-w 345,222,867), J '7; 337,780,842 is

obtained as the total wealth of Gumma Ken at the close of 1904 minus the above-

mentioned portion of the foreign loans then outstanding.

THE INCREASE OF V/EALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904
TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as 5% of the total wealth. Now 5% of Jr/; 345,222,867 is Yen

17,261,093.
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These two sums added up we have Vf/r 362,484,010 from which the portion for this

Prefecture of the foreign loans at the close of 1904 and that contracted from the close of

1904 to the middle of 1906 are to be deducted, i. e. 1V« 7,442,025 and Vt^n 15,233,247

respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being ]'e/i 829,855,000, the liability of each of the

Japanese subjects on their account excepting their fellow subjects in Taiwan and Karafuto,

calculated in the same way as in the case of the forei'gn loans at the close of 1904, is Vejz

17.7946852 which multiplied by the population of Gumma Ken becomes Ve/r. 15,233,247

which is the portion to be borne by the people of Gumma Ken in regard to the latter loans.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deducting the above sums }'e;i 7,442,025 and JV;;. 15,283,147 from the total

wealth of Gumma Ken (3 cv? 382,484,010), the balance 3 '77 339,808,738 representing tlie

net wealth of Gumma Ken in the middle of igo6 is obtained.
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THE STATEMENTS FOR NAGANO KEN.

Area 853.76 square ri.

Administrative divisions-. 16 Gtm (counties); iCity; 22

Towns ; 371 Villages

Population: 1,301,676

Families : 245,259

Nagano Cityl^°P^;^''°^^ 37.-2
^ ^ 'Famibes: 6,803

(I) Lands Yen 382,150,405

''I!) Dwelling Houses Storehouses and other Buildings ,, 71,171,000

(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu ,, 36,328,080

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals 3,083,045

(V) Mining Products „ 409,680

(VI) Marine Products ,, 765.510

(VII) Electric and Gas works. Waterworks, and Tram-cars... „ 965,420

(VIII) Shipping „ 3424

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion , 5,218,887

(X) Companies and Banks „ 21,195,649

(XI) Goods and Merchandise „ 43,276,063

71

1st Total „ 564.567,163

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones , 20247,866

(XIII) Warships ,, 5024,160

2nd Total „ 589,839,189

Foreign loans to be deducted from above 11,315.972

Balance (or total national wealth at the close of 1904) „ 578523.217

To'.al national wealth (foreign loans not deducted) ,, 589839,189

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle of igo6 ... ,, 29,491,959

3rd Total ,, 619,331,148

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above „ 11.3 15.972

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of igo5
,,

23,i52.9t5

B=»!ance „ 534352231
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EXPLANATION.

I.

Yen 382,150,405 being the wealth of Nagano Ken in Lands. This consists of:—
1. Yen 155,988,820 being ten times the total value of 1,199,914 kokii of rice, the pro-

duce of the rice-fields in Nagano Ken, which reckoned at Yen 13 per koku makes

Yen 15,598,882 (Table 2).

2. Yen 38,426,960 being ten times the total value of 4S0 337 koJcn of barley and wheat,

the produce of dry-fields in Nagano Ken, which reckoned at Yen 8 per koku makes

Yen 3,842,696, (Table 2).

3. 3 ;•« 38,883,156 being ten times the total value. Yen 19,441,578, of beans, miscel-

laneous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddy-fields in

Nagano Ken, assuming such value to be \ of the total value of rice, barley and

what produced in this Prefecture and aggregating Yen 3,888,315.60.

4. Yen 20,323,980 beirg the total value of building lots in the villages in Nagano Ken,

the total area of which is 11,291 clio i tan, reckoned at Yen 180 per ian (Table 3).

5. Yen 18,580,275 being the total value of 493 cJio 5 tan of building lots in tha City

and towns in Nagano Ken, reckoned at 12 yen 55 sen per tstibo (Table 4).

6. Yen 47,440,233 being the total value of the landed property of the Government

(forests and uncultivated fields) in Nagano Ken (Table 5).

7. Yen 40,461,621 being the total value of the Imperial Estates ^forests and uncul-

tivated fields) in Nagano Ken (Table 6).

8. Yen 22,045,360 being the sum of the total value. Yen 11,724,010, of the forests, un-

cultivated and other fields, lands either permanently or temporarily exempted from

taxes in Nagano Ken (Table 7), and of ten times the value, Yen 10,321,350, of

timber, faggots and bamboos from the above forests (Table 8).

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various descrip-

tions of lands in Nagano Ken.

II.

Yen 71,171,000 being the wealth of Japan represented b}' Dwelling Houses, Store-

houses and other Buildings in Nagano Ken. This consists of:—
1. Yen 51,092,700 being the sum of the total value, Yen 3,401,500, of 6,803 Dwelling

Houses in Nagano City estimated at Yen 500 per house and of the total value. Yen

47,691,200 of 238,456 D\\eliing Houses outside the Cit}' reckoned at Yen 200 per

house.

2. Yen 4,995,800 being tie sum of the total value. Yen 227 000 of 227 Storehouses in

Nagano City estin.ated at Yen \,ooq each and of |^the total value, 3 V/; 4,768,800
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of 7,q48 Storehouses outside the City reckoned at )'« 600 each. The above num-

bers of Storehouses were worked out on the assumed basis of i Storehouse for every

30 Dwelling Houses.

Yen 3,405,500 being the sum o( the total value, Yen 217,500, of 29 Government, com-

munal and private common schools and other educational establishmfents in Nagano

City estimated at i'en 7,500 per building and of the total value,) Yen 3,189,000, of

1,063 such buildings outside the City reckoned at Yen 3,000 each.

11,676,000 being the sum of the total value, Yen 735,000, of 98 Government Office,

Temples, Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories in Nagano City estimated

at Yen 7,500 per building and of the total value, Yen 10,941,000, of 3,647 such build-

ings outside the City reckoned at Yen 3,000 each.

III.

Yen 36,328,080 being the total value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu in Nagano

Ken. This consists of :

—

Yen 34,585,500 being | of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and

other Buildings in Nagano Ken on the assumption that the total value of Furniture

therein is such.

'i'en 742,580 being the sum of the value, Yen 27,212, of Articles of Virtu in

Nagano City reckoned on the assumption that there are Articles of Virtu worth Yen

4 in the possession of each family in the City, the entire number of families therein

being 6,803 3nd of the total value, Yen 715,368, of the same articles in the districts

outside the City calculated at tne rate of Yen 3 per family, the entire number of

families in these districts being 238,456.

IV.

Yen 3,083,045 being the value of the national wealth in Domestic and other Animals

in Nagano Ken. This consists of:

—

1. Yen 120,270 being the value of 4,009 Horned Cattle in Nagano Ken estimated at

Yen 30 per head.

2. Yen 2,407,680 being the value of 6,192 Hor&es in Nagano Ken reckoned at Yen 40

per head.

3. Yen. 4,465 being the value of 893 Swine in Nagano Ken estimated at Yen 5 per

head.

4. ^'en 36,789 being the value of 122,630 Fowls in Nagano Ken reckoned at Yen 0.30

each ; the above number is based on the assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept

per two families.

5. i'en 513,841 being ^ of the sum of the above four iiems, the value of Goats, Ducks,

Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc. in Nagano Ken being assumed to be

such.
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V.

}''« 409,680 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% annual interest on ^

of the total sum, i'fn 40,968, of the following Mining Products produced in Nagano

Ken: Copper, Few 1,439; Kerosene Oil, I'v;26o; Coal, J'v? 15,924; and Sulphur,

Ven 23.340.

VI.

I'vi! 765,510 being the total value of Marine Products in Nagano Ken. This con-

sists of :
—

Ven 707,470 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest on

* of the total value, iar. 70,747, of Salmon, Trout " Ayu," Carps, Prawns, Eel, etc.

caught in Nagano Ken.

} £";? 58,040 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest i of

the total value, Ve;z 5,804, of Manufactured Marine Products, suchas Dried Prawns

etc.

VII.

Yen 965,420 being the wealth-producing power of the Electric works in Nagano Ken,

being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest on the total

annual profits, Ven 48,271, of the Nagano, Matsumoto, lida, Ueda, Adzumi, Shina-

no, Electric Light Companies.

VIII.

Ven 3,424 being the total wealth represented by Shipping, consisting of the \alue

of 1,712 small vessels in Nagano Ken reckoned at Ven 2 each.

IX.

Ven 5,218,887 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Nagano

Ken. This consists of :

—

Ven 4,568,049 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins in circulation and Specie

Reserve in this Prefecture.

In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in cir-

culation and Current and Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to be the common

property of all Japanese exclusive of the people of Taiwan and Karafuto and to this

common property the citizens ofTokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of i'en

10.9025129 per capita ; those of the other 5 large cities, Ven 7.50; and the inhabit-

ants of all other parts of the Empire, J"!'/; 3,5093594. (For details vide the State-

ments for the whole Empire).
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Yin 650,838 being the sum of Gold and Sih'cr Bullion, the property of the inhabit-

ants of Nagano Ken.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were supposed to

have Yen i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire Yen 0.50 each.

i'en 21,195,649 being I of the sum total, JV;; 42,391,298, of the entire Capital ( i'eit

28,401,881) of 502 Companies and that (IV;/ 13,989,417) of 142 Banks (excepting

Agencies and Branch Offices of Banks) in Nagano Ken.

XI.

]'e!i. 43,276,063 being the wealth of Nagano Ken in Goods and Merchandise of all

kinds, consisting of :

—

Yen 4,535.665 being the sum of Imported Goods in the possession of the inhabitants

of Nagano Ken.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed in

the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and of this

half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Nagasaki,

Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining portion

of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to the amount

of Yen 7.70 per capita and those outside them Yen 3 484.481 each. (For details

vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

'i'en 11,664,947, of rice, barley, wheat and all other agricultural produce of Nagano

Ken reckoned on the supposition that one-half thereof remains unconsumed within

this Prefecture.

J't'M 38,276 being I of the total value, Yen 76,551, of the Marine Products of

Nagano Ken, one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within this

Prefecture.

Yen 20,484 being I of the sum, ^'en 40,968, the value of Mmeral Products in

Nagano Ken.

Yen. 22,444,998 being ^ of the sum
(
Yen 44,889,998) of the value of Cocoons, Yen

18,077,226; Silks, Yen 26,802,154; and Tea, )'en 10,616 produced in Nagano

Ken.

}'en 4,571,693 being the sum of one-half of the total value. Yen 5,770,870, ,of the

following articles produced in Nagano Ken :—Woven Fabrics, I'c-w 697,586 ; Por-

celain and Earthenware, Jlvz 4,260; Oils, I'v? 188,617; Hides and Leathers, Yen

3,938,322; Paper, Yen 232,812; Mats and Matting, Yen 13,933; Candles, Yen

8,547; Sake, Spirits, etc., Yen 3,938,322; Soy, Yen 495,360; Agar-agar, Yen.

161,433, and of the estimated value ]'en 1,686,258 of other articles of miscellaneous

kinds.

The above eleven items amount to Yen 564,567,163.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled and
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of which consequently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the inhabitants

of each Prefecture. These are :

—

XII.

}'tv? 20,247,866 being the share for Nagano Ken in Japan's wealth in the State and

private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones (Formosan, Seoul-Fusan, South Man-

churian Railways excepted) valued in all at I'vz 725,417,890. This distributed

among the whole population (exclusive of the inhabitants of Taiwan and Karafuto),

we have Yen 15.5552271 as the share par capita. (For details vide the Statements

for the whole Empire).

XIII.

Yen 5,024,160 being the share for Nagano Ken in Japan's wealth in the Imperial

warships, 300,000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to be Yen 180,000,000,

their coast of building being reckoned at the average rate of Yen 600 per ton. The

quotient oiitained by dividing this sum by the whole population of Japan exclusive

of those in Taiwan and Karafuto, i. e. our per capita share of this item of wealth is

Yet! 3.8597626. From this the above sum Yen 5,024,150 can be obtained by simple

multiplication.

The above thirteen items summed up we have Yen 589,839,189 from which such portion

of our foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 ( Yen 829,855,000) as has to borne by

Nagano Ken, is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole nation, each of the

Japanese subjects exclusive of those in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear Yen 8.6933863.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated on this basis the liabili-

ties on this account of Nagano Ken are Yen. 19,643,784, deducting which from the above

mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth (Yen 589,839,189), Yen 578,523,217 appears as

the total wealth of Nagano Ken at the close of 1904 minus the above-mentioned portion of

the foreign loans then outstanding.

THE INCREASE OP WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904
TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, v.'e assumed

to have been as much as 5% of the total wealth. Now 5% of Yen 589,839,189 (foreign

loans included) is Yen 29,491,959.

These two sums added up we have Yen 619,331,148 from which the portion for this

Prefecture of the foreign loans at the close of 1904 and that contracted from the close of
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1904 to the middle of 1906 are to be deducted, i. e. Yen 11,315,972 and Yen 23,162,915

respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being Yen 829,855,000, the liability of each of the

Japanese subjects on this account exclusive of those in Taiwan and Karafuto, calculated

in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904, is Yen 17.7946852

which multiplied by the population of Nagano Ken becomes Yen 23,162,915 which is the

portion to be born by the people of Nagano Ken in regard to the latter loans. (For details

vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deducting the above sums Yen 11,315972 and Yen 23,162,915 from the total

wealth of Nagano Ken, the balance Yen 584,852,261 representing the net wealth of Nagano

Ken in the middle of 1906 is obtained.
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THE STATEWENTS FOR YAMANASHI KEN.

Area 289.85 square re.

Administrative divisions : g Gtm (counties) ; i City
, 7

Towns ; 235 Villages

Population : 521,967

Families : 85,424

, , ? Population : 44,188
Kofu Cityi _, ...

•^ t Families : 8,300

(I) Lands Yen 147,638,214

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings „ 32,261,600

(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu „ 16,395,223

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals „ 1,014,400

(V) Mining Products „ 1,219,160

(VI) Aquatic Products „ 112,820

(VII) Electric and Gas Works, Waterworks, and Tram-

cars „ 50,440

(VIII) Shipping „ 382

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion „ 2,092,753

(X) Companies and Banks „ 5,938,960

(XI) Goods and Merchandise , 14,272,694

ist Total , 220,996,646

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones „ 8,119,315

(XIII) Warships „ 2,014,669

2nd Total ,, 231,130,630

Foreign loans to be deducted from above ,, 4,537,661

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) „ 226.592'939

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted) ,, 231,130,630

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle of igo6 ... ,, 11,556,531

3rd Total „ 242,687,161

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above „ 4,537,661

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 , 9,288,238

Balance , 228.861,262
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EXPLANATION.

I.

Yen 147,638,214 being the wealth of Yamanashi Ken in Lands. This consists

of :—

J £7? 44,834,660 being ten times the total value of 344,882 /:ohi of rice, the produce

of the rice-fields in Yamanashi Ken, which reckoned at Yen 13 per Aohi makes
Yen 4,483,466 (Table 2).

Yen 28,526,560 being ten times the total value Yamanashi Ken of 356,582 kohi of

barley and wheat, the produce of dry-fields in Yamanashi Ken, which reckoned

at Yen 8 kohi makes Yen 2,852,656 (Table 2),

It-w 14,672,244 being ten times the total value amounting to J V// 1,467,224.40 of

beans, miscellaneous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddy-

fields in Yamanashi Ken, assuming such value to be -5 of the total value of rice,

barley and wheat produced in this Prefecture and amounting to Yen 7,336,122.

Yen. 6,343,500 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Yatnanashi

Ken, the total area of which is 4229 e/io, reckoned at Yen 150 per tan (Table 3).

Yen 12,384,000 being the total value of 172 cho of building lots in the City and

towns in Yamanashi Ken, reckoned at Yen 20 per tstibo (Table 4).

Yen 164,163 being the total v.qlue of the landed property of the Government (land

for Government use, uncultivated fields, land under cultivation and. others) in Ya-

manashi Ken (Table 5).

Yen 34,593,971 being the total value of the Imperial Estates (forests and unculti-

vated fields) in Yamanashi Ken (Table 6).

Yen 6,119,116 being the sum of the total value. Yen 3,031,186, of the forests, uncul-

tivated and other fields, lands either permanently or temporarily exempted from

taxes in Yamanashi Ken (Table 7) and of ten times the value, Ftvz 3,087,930, of

timber, faggots and bamboos from the above forests (Table 8).

II.

Yen 32,261,600 being the wealth of Yamanashi Ken represented by Dwelling

Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings. This consists of:—
Yen 19,575,100 being the sum of the total value, Yen. 4,150,500, of 8,300 Dwelling

Houses in Kofu City estimated at ^'en. 500 per house and of the total value, Yen

15,424,600, of;77, 1 23 Dwelling Houses outside the City reckoned at JV// 200 per

house.

lV/7 i,8ig,ooo being the sum of the total value, J 'tv? 277,000, of 277 Storehouses

in Kofu City estimated at Yen 1000 each and of the total value. Yen 1,542,000, of
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2,570 Storehouses outside the City reckoned at J'v; 600 each. Tiie above

numbers Storehouses were worked out on the assumed basis of i Storehouse for

every 30 Dwelling Houses.

3. I'Vw 1,353,000 being the sum of the total value, 3 V;; 270,000,^ of Government,

communal and private common schools and other educational establishments in

Kofu City estimated at Yen 7.500 per building, and of the total value. Yen

1,083,000, of 3,61 such buildings outside the City reckoned at Yen 3,000 each.

4. Yen 9,514,500 being the sum of the total value, Yen 1,942,500, of 259 Government

Offices, Temples, Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories in Kofu City esti-

mated at }''« 7,500 i^ier building and of the total value, J tv? 7,572,000, of 2,524

such buildings outside the City reckoned at Yen 3,000 each.

III.

Yen 16,395,223 being]the value of P'urniture and Articles of Virtu. This consists

of:—

1, Yen- 16,130,650 being ^ of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and

other Building in Yamanashi Ken on the assumption that the total \alue of

Furnitures therein is such.

2. Yen- 264,573 being the sum of the value, ^'eir 33,204, of Articles of Virtu in Kofu

City reckoned on the assumption that there are Articles of Virtu worth Yen 4 in

the possession of each family in the City, the entire number of families therein

being 8,301, and of the total value, Ye;i 231,369, of the same articles in the districts

outside the City calculated at the rate of ^'en 3 per family, the entire number of

families in those districts being 77,123.

IV.

Yen 1,014,400 being the value of wealth in Domestic and other Animals in Yama-

nashi Ken. This consists of :
—

1. Yen 62,880 bemg the value of 2,096 Horned Cattle in Yamanashi Ken estimated

at Yen 30 per head.

2. Yen. 767,880 being the value of 19,197 Horses in Yamanashi Ken reckoned at ]'en.

40 per head.

3. J tv? 1,760 being the value of 352 Swine in Yamanashi Ken estimated at J'v; 5 per

head.

4. lV/7 12,813 being the value of 42,712 Fo.vis in Yamanashi Ken reckoned at Yen

0.30 each, based on the assumption there is kept one Cock or Hen per two famil-

ies.

5. Yen 169,067 being -' of the sum of the above four items, the value of Goats, Ducks,

Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc. in Yamanashi Ken being assumed to

be such.
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V.

Yen. i,2ig,i6o bt;ing the total value of Mining Products in Vamanashi Ken, and

is the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest on ^ of the total

value Yc'it I2i,gi6 consisting of Coppsr, ^'£'''50,575; Gold, ]'>;/ 341 ; and Rock

Crystal, Yen 70,000 ; produced in this Prefecture.

VI.

JV;/ 112,820 being the total value of Aquatic Products in Yamanashi Ken, and is

the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest on I of the total value,

Yt'ii 11,282, of "Ayu," Eal caught in this Prefecture.

VII.

} dv/ 50,440 being the \veaIth-producing power of the Electric and Gas Works

Water-works, and Tram-cars in Yamanashi Ken, and is the capitalized amount

of the estimated 5 % annual interest on the total annual profits, Yti? 2,522 of the

Shimo Tsuru and Fuji Horse Tram-cars in Yamanashi Ken.

VIII.

)'£-« 382 being the total wealth represented by Shipping, consisting of 191 small

craft in this Prefecture reckoned at Yci? 2 each.

IX.

Yen 2,092,753 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Yamanashi

Ken. This consists of:—
Yc'it 1,831,770 being the sum of Gold and Silver Coin in circulation and Specie

Reserve in this Prefecture.

In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Coins in circulation of Japan

was considered to be the common property of all Japanese, except the people of

Taiwan and Karafuto, and to this common property the citizens of Tokio were

assumed to be entitled at the rate of Yen 10.9025129 per capita ; those of the other

5 large cities. Yen 7.50 ; and the inhabitants of all other parts of the Empire, Yen

3.5093594. (For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

Yen 260,983 being the value of Gold and Silver Bullion, in possession of ihe inha-

bitants of Yamanashi Ken.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were supposed to

have Yen i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire Yai 0.50 each.
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Ve/i 5,938,960 being I of the sum total, IVw 11,877,920, of the entire Capital
(
]\n

^>773-47o) of ^37 Companies and that ( J V« 5,104,450) of 74 Banks (excepting

Agencies and Branch Offices of Banks) in Yamanashi Ken,

XI.

Yen 14,272,694 being the wealth of Yamanashi Ken in Goods and Merchandise of

all kinds, consisting of :—

1. JV// 1,818,784 being the value of Imported Goods in possession of the inhabitants

of Yamanashi Ken.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed

in the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and

of this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Naga-

saki, Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining

portion of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were Credited to

the amount of il'n 7.70 per capita and those outside them, Vdn 3.4S44S1 each.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

2. }'t-7i 4,401,673 being | of the total value, Jv/z 8,803,346, of rice, barley, wheat and

all other agricultural produce of Y'amanashi Ken reckoned on the supposition that

one-half thereof remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.

3. i'e/i 5,641 being ^ of the total value, Ve;? 11,282 Produce of Yamanashi Ken,

one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within this Prefecture.

4. I'tv? 60,958 being ^ the total value, Va; 121,916, of Mineral Products, on the sup-

position that so much remains unconsumed in this Prefecture.

5. 1 t'w 5.236,379 being 2 of the total sum ( i'cJi 10,472,757) of the value of Cocoons,

JV;/ 4,230,701; of Silks, i^e;i 6,235,455 ; and of Teas, Ve/i 6,601, produced in Yama-

nashi Ken ; reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

6. i'd/i 2,749,259 being the sum of ^ (
y<^'" 2,054,713) of the total value i'en 4,109,426

of the following articles produced in Yamanashi Ken '--^Woven Fabrics, Ven

2,601,000; Lacquered Ware, Jlv? 3,861 ; Oils, ]'cji 80,937 ; Matches, Fe'« 8,400 ;

Hides and Leathers, 3 >« 232 : Paper, i't^n 217,955 ; Mats and Matting, i'e/t 4,199;

Sa^i; Spirits, etc., Vc/i 1,105,034; Soy, IV;/ 137,808—and of the estimated value,

i'f>t 694,546, of other articles of miscellaneous kinds.

The above eleven items amount to i'cn 220,996,646.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled

and of which consequently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the inhabi-

tants of each Prefecture. These are :

—

XII.

Veil 8,119,315 being the share for Yamanashi Ken in Japan's wealth in the State
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and private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at llv/ 725,417,890.

This distributed among the whole population (exclusive of the inhabitants of Taiwan

and Karafuto), we have i'c/i 15.552271 as the share per capita. (For details vide

the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

Vt'n 2,014,669 being the share for Yamanashi Ken in Japan's wealth in the

Imperial warships 300,000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to be

• • ]'£« 180,000,000, their cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of i'en

600 per ton. The quotient obtained by dividing this sum multiplied by the whole

population of Japan, exclusive of Taiwan and Karafuto, i.e. our per capita share

of this item of wealth is } V« 3.8597626. From this the above sum J'tv; 2,014,669

can be obtained by simple multiplication.

The above thirteen items aggiegate i\'!i 231,130,630 from which such portion of our

foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 (
]'en 405,416,000) as has to borne by Yama-

nashi Ken, is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole nation, each of the

Japanese subjects exclusive of our fellow subjects in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear Yen

8.6933863. (For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated on this

basis the liabilities on this account of Yamanashi Ken are i'c'/i 4,537,661 deducting which

from the above mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth (!<?// 231,130,630) i'en,

226,592,969 appears as the total wealth of Yamanashi Ken at the close of 1904 minus the

abovemeniioned portion of the foreign loans then outstanding.

THE INCREASE OF WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904
TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as 5 % of the total wealth. Now 5 % of Jlw 231,130,630 is Jlv/

11.556,531-

These two sums aggregate i'i.v/ 242,687,161 from which the share for this Prefecture

of the foreign loans at the close of 1904 and that contracted from the close of 1904 to the

middle of 1906 are to be deducted, i. e Ven- 4,537,661 and i'f/i 9,288,238 respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being i'c/r. 829,855,000, the liability of each of the

Japanese subjects on this account exclusive of their fellow subjects in Taiwan and Karafuto,

calculated in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904, is i'en

17,7946852 which multiplied by the population of Yamanashi Ken becomes 3 V;; 9,288,238

which is the portion of the latter loans to be borne by the people of Yamanashi Ken.

(F'or details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).
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By deducting the above sums i'en 4,537,661 and Vc'/? 9,288,238 from the tolal wealth

of Yamanashi Ken ( J'tv? 242,687,161), the balance Vt/z 228,861,262 representing the net

wealth of Yamanashi Ken in the middle of 1906 is obtained.
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THE STATEMENTS FOR SHIZUOKA KEN.

Area 503-82 spuare ri.

Administrative divisions -. 13 Cun (counties) ; i City
; 38

Towns; 306 Villages

Population : 1,249,896

Families : 220,125

c- 1 ^., (Population: 48,744
Shizuoka City)^

(Families: 9,973

(I) Lands Yen 247,689,557

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings .... „ 69,406,600

(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu „ 35.373.648

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals 1,531,463

(V) Mining Products „ 373,850

(VI) Marine Products „ 30,346,250

(VII) Electric and Gas Works, Waterworks, and Tram-cars... „ 371,000

(VIII) Shipping „ 952,603

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion 5,011,282

(X) Companies and Banks • , 23,024,636

(XI) Goods and Merchandise „ 24,136,868

1st Total 438,217,757

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones ,, 19,442,416

(XIII) Warships ,, 4,824,302

2nd Total
, 462,484,475

Foreign loans to be deducted from above ,, 10,865,829

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) „ Ii51>6l8>646

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted) „ 462,484,475

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle of 1906... „ 23,124,224

3rd Total „ 485,6o8,69g

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above
, 10,865,825

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 „ 22,241,506

Balance „ 452,501-364
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EXPLANATION.

I.

Yen 247,689,557 being the wealth of Shizuoka Ken in Lands. This consists of :

—

1. Yen 114,676,250 being ten times the total value of 882,125 ko/;u office, the pro-

duce of the rice-helds in Shizuoka Ken, which reckoned at Yen 13 per ko/cii makes

Yen 14, 467,625 (Table 2).

2. Yett 39,376,320 being ten times the total value of 492,204 /coku of barley and

wheat, the produce of dry-fields in Shizuoka Ken, which reckoned at Yen 8 per

kohl makes Yen 3,937,632 (Table 2).

3. Kif;? 30,810,514 being ten times the total value, 3 '7? 3,081,051.40 of beans, miscel-

laneous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddy-fields in

Shizuoka Ken, assuming such value to be \ of the total value of rice, barley and

wheat produced in this Prefecture and aggregating Yen 15,405,257.

4. Yen 20,172,200 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Shizuoka

Ken the total area 6f which is 10,086 cho i (an, reckoned at Yen 200 per tan (Table 3).

5. Yen 6,369,300 being the total value of 302 cho and 2 tan of building lots in the City

and towns in Shizuoka Ken reckoned at Yen 7.03 per istibo (Table 4).

6. Yen 1,456 being the total value of the landed property of the Government (un-

cultivated fields, land under cultivation and others) in Shizuoka Ken (Table 5).

7. Yej! 16,678,539 being the total value of the Imperial Estates (forests and un-

cultivated fields) in Shizuoka Ken (Table 6).

8. Yen 19.604,978 being the sum of the total value, Yeir 8,055.548, of the forests,

uncultivated and other fields, lands either permanently or temporarily exempted

from taxes in Shizuoka Ken (Table 7) and of ten times the value, Yen 11,549,430,

of timber, faggots and bamboos from the above forests (Table 8).

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various des-

criptions of lands in Shizuoka Ken.

II.

Yej! 69,406,600 being the wealth of Shizuoka Ken represented by Dwelling Houses,

Storehouses and other Buildings. This consists of:

—

Yen 47,016,900 being the sum of the total value of 9,973 Dwelling Houses in

Shizuoka City which estimated at Yen 503 per house amounts to Yen 4,986,500,

and of the total value of 210,152 Dwelling Houses outside the City representing

Yen 42,034 000, at Yen- 200 per house.

^ ''" 4.535.200 being the sum of the total value of 331 Storehouses in Shizuoka
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City which estimated at Vt'i! 1000 each amounts to Yfiz 331,000 and of the total

value of 7,007 Storehouses outside the City representing Yen 4,204,200, at Yen 600

each. The above nuinbers of Storehouses were worked out on the assumed

basis of I Storehouse for every 30 Dwelling Houses.

3* Yen 2,295,000 being the sum of the total value, Yen 225,000, of 330 Government,

communal and private common schools and other educational establishments in

Shizuoka City estimated at Yen 7,500 per building and of the total value, Yen

2,070,000, of 690 such buildings outside the City reckoned at Yen 3,000 each.

4. Yen 15,559,500 being the sum of the total value, Yen 1,507,500, of 201 Government

Offices, Temples, Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories in Shizuoka City

estimated at Yen 75,000 per buildmg, and of the total value, Yej7 14,052,000, of

4,684 such buildings outside the City reckoned at Yen 3,000 each.

III.

Yen 35,373,648. being the total valus of Furniture and Articles of Virtu in Shizu-

oka Ken. This consists of :

—

Yen 34,703,300 being h of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and

other Buildings in Shizuoka Ken, on the assumption that the value of Furniture

therein is such.

Yen 670,348 being the sum of the value, Yen 39,892, of Articles of Virtu in Shizu-

oka City reckoned on the assumption that there are Articles of Virtu worth Yen 4

in the possession ot each family in the City the entire number of families therein

being 9,973, and of the total value, Yen. 630,456, of the same articles in the districts

outside the City calculated at the rate of Yen- 3 par family, the entire number of

families in those districts being 210,152.

IV.

Yen 1,531,463 being the value of the national wealth in Domestic and other Ani-

mals in Shizuoka Ken. This consists of :

—

Yen 544,830 being the value of 18,160 Horned Cattle in Shizuoka Ken estimated

at ] 'en 30 per head.

Yen 690,520 being the value of 17,262 Horses in Shizuoka Ken reckonsd at Yen.

40 per head.

Yen. 7,850 being the value of 1,570 Swine in Shizuoka Ken estimated at Yen 5 per

head.

Yen. 33,019 being the value of 110,063 Fowls in Shizuoka Ken reckoned at Yen

0.30 each based on the assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept per two families.

Yen 255,244 being \ of the sum of the above four items, the value of Goats, Ducks,

Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc. in Shizuoka Ken being assumed to be

such.
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I'cw 373,850 being the capitalized amount of the estimated annual interest on |

of the total value, i'du 37,385, af the following Mineral Products produced in

Shizuoka Ken :-Go]d, J'"// 25,885 ; Silver, VcH 1,604; Kerosene, }V;/ 9,896.

VI.

Yen 30,436,250 being the total value of Marine Products in Shizuoka Ken. This

consists of :

—

Ven 16,963,000 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on ^ of the total value amounting to Yc/i 1,696,299, of Sardine, Bonito, Cuttle-

fish, Octopus, Mackerel, Shark, " Ayu," Tunny, Yellow tail, Scomberomorus,

Cod, Flying-fish, Ear-shtll, Trepang, Lobsters and Prawns, Oyster, Clam, Agar-agar,

Mullet, Horse-Mackerel, Sea-bream (Chrysophrus hasta), Sole, Eel, Mackerel Pike,

etc. caught in Shizuoka Ken.

Yen 12,908,080, being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on i of the total value amounting to ]V« 1,290,808, of Manufactured Marine

Products, such as Cuttle-fish, Ear-shell, Shark's Fins, Dried Tunny, Dried and

Boiled Sardine, Fish-guano, Dried Bonito, etc.

i'e/i total being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest on J

of the total value amounting to ]V« 47,517 of 18,058 Xvi'w of common salt produced

in Shizuoka Ken.

VII.

1V« 371,000 being the wealth-producing ^^ower of the Electric and Gas works.

Water-works, and Tram-cars in Shizuoka Ken consisting of:

—

Ycvi 36,260 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest on

the total annual profits, Ycu 1,813, of the four Horse Tram-cars (Gotemba, Joto,

Akiwa and Fuji) in Shizuoka Ken.

^'" 334i740 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % interest per year

on the total annual profits, i'm 16,737, of the Shizuoka, Sunzu and Hamamatsu
Electric Light Companies.

VIII.

J'cV/ 952,603 being the total wealth represented by Shipping. This consists of:

—

Ye/i 25,600 being the cost of building 5 steamers having the total tonnage of

256 and estimated at i'c/i 100 per ton.

F^w 770,950 being the cost of building 154 Sailing Vessels, 15,419 tons in all,

estimated at Yt>i 50 per ton.
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3. ]'c>i 115,575 being the cost of building 145 larger Japanese Junks, 23,115 /co/eit in

all, estimated at Vcfi 5 per ^ohe.

4. )V« 40,478 being the value of 20,239 smaller Vessels in Shizuoka Ken reckoned

at )\n 2 each.

IX.

i'c/i 5,011,282 being the \alue of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Shizuoka

Ken. This consists of :

—

1. IVw 4,386,334 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins in circulation and

Specie Reserve in Shizuoka Ken.

In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in

circulation and Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to be the common property

of all Japanese exclusive of the people of Taiwan and Karafuto and to this common

property the citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of Ve/t

10.9025129 per capita; those of the other 5 large cities, Venj.^o; and the in-

habitants of all other parts of the Empire, Yen 3.5093594. (For details vide

the Statements for the whole Empire).

2. J'dvz. 624,948 being the value of Gold and Silver Bullions in Shizuoka Ken.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were supposed

to have JV;/ i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire Yen 0.30 each.

X.

I'tv? 23,024,636 being ^ of the sum total, }V« 46,049,271 of the entire Capital {Yen

27>323.234) of 474 Companies and that (Yen 18,726,037) of 184 Banks (excepting

Agencies and Branch Offices of Banks) in Shizuoka Ken.

XI.

Yen 24,136,868 being the wealth of Shizuoka Ken in Goods and Merchandise of all

kinds, consisting of:

—

1. Yen 4,355,238 being the value of Imported Goods in pos.session of the inhabitants

of Shizuoka Ken.

In making those estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed in

the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and, of

this half, the people ot 1 okio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya Kobe, Yokohama, Nagasaki,

Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining portion

of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to the amount

of Yen 7.70 per capita and those outside them, Yen 3.48481 each. (For details

vide the Statements for the whole Empite).

2. Yen 9,243,154 being i of the total value, aggregating Yen 18,486,308, of rice,

barlery, wheat and all other agricultural produce of Shizuoka Ken, reckoned on

the supposition that one-half thereof remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.
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3. Yen 1,517,312 being J of the total value, JV/; 3,034,625, of the Marine Products of

Shizuoka Ken, one-half whereof beng assumed to remain unconsumed within this

Perefecture.

4. I'cv; 18,693 being h of the total value amounting to } V;? 37,385 of Mineral products

produced in this Prefecture, reckoned as above.

5. IV// 5,078,752 being J of the sum {Yen 10,157,504) of the value of Cocoons, IV;/

3,325,386, Silks, Yt'tt 169,126; and Teas, Yen 3,662,992 produced in Shizuoka Ken;

reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

6. Jtvz 3,923,719 being the sum of one-half (]'i'n 2,633 380) of the total value, ]'cu

5,266,760, of the following article* produced in Shizuoka Ken :—Woven Fabrics,

}t« gro,686; Porcelain and Earthenware, Yen 1,724; Lacquered Ware, Yen

539,660 ; Oils, J'd'// 54,632 ; Prepared Indigo, }'«? 4.418 : Matches, }V/7 65,945 ;

Hides and Leathers, i'en 15.319; Paper, Yen. 835.654; Mats and Mattings, Yen

202,698 : Camphor and Camphor Oil, Yen 2,415 ; Sa/ee, Spirits, etc., Yen

1,851,742; Soy, J'cv? 781,866, and of the estimated value IV// 1,290,339 of other

articles of miscellaneous kinds.

The above eleven items amount to 1V,7 438,217,757.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled and

of which consequently an apportioned account maj' be made in respect of the inhabitants

of each Prefecture. These are :
—

XII.

Yeji 19,442,461 being the share for Shi/uoka Ken in Japan's wealth in the State

and private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at Fcv? 725,417,890.

This distributed among the whole population (exclusive of the inhabitants of

Taiwan and Karafuto), i'en 15.552271, is obtained as the share per capita. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

Yen 4,824.302 being the share for Shizuoka Ken in Japan's wealth in the Imperial

warships, 300,00'j ton-; in all the value whereof was estimated to be JV/; 180,000,000,

their cost of building beng reckoned at the aver.igc rate of }'en 600 per ton. The

quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population of Japan exclusive

of those in Taiwan and Karafuto, i. e. our per capita share of this item of wealth

is Veti 3.8597626. From this the above sum IVw 4,824,302 can be obtained by

simple multiplication.

The above thirteen items being .summed up we have 1'en 462,484,473 from which such

portion of our foreign loans outstanding at the close of I904( ]'en 405 .41 6,000) as has to borne

by Shizuoka Ken is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole nation, each of the

Japanese subjects exclusive of those in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear i'en 8.693863. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated on this basis the liabilities
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on this account of Shizuoka Ken are i'c'/r 10,865,829 deducting which from the above

mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth (!'« 462,484,475), Few 451,618,646 appears a';

the total wealth of Shizuoka Ken at the close of 1904 minus the above-mentioned portion

of the foreign loans then outstanding.

THE INCREASE OF W^EALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904
TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as 5% of the total wealth. Now 5% of Ve?} 462,484,475 is Ven

23,124,224.

These two sums added up ]'<'// 485,608,699 is obtained from which the portion for this

Prefecture of the foreign loans at the close of 1904. and that contracted from the close of

1904 to the middle of 1906 are to be deducted, i.e. J 'c'« 10,865,829 and ]'e/i 22,241,506

respectively.

The total sum of the latter laons being ]'c')i 829,855,000 the liability of each of the

Japanese subjects on this account excepting their felfow subjects in Taiwan and Karafuto,

calculated in the same way as in the case of the foreign loins at the close of 1904, is Vt'n

17,7946852 which multiplied by the population of Shizuoka Ken in regard with latter loans

becomes i'cn 22,241,506 which is the portion to be borne by the people of Shizuoka Ken

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deducting the above sums }'t-/i 10,865,829 and Vc'i 22,241.506 from the total

wealth of Shizuoka Ken
(
i'e/t 485,608,699), the balance 3'w 452,501,364 representing the

net wealth Shizuoka Ken in the middle of igo6 is obtained.
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THE STATEMENTS FOR AICHI KEN.

Area 312.78 square

Administrative divisions : q (jim (counties) , i City
; 74

Towns; 592 Villages

Population : 1,663,281

Families : 351,824

NagoyaCityS^°P^l^tion: 288,639

( Families: 67,956

(I) Lands Yen 410,487,838

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings ,, 173,480,800

(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu , 87,931,784

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals , 1,065,653

(V) Mining Products „ 499,780

(VI) Marine Products „ 19,959,050

(VII) Electric and Gas Works, Waterworks, and Tram-cars.. „ 2,881,880

(VIII) Shipping .• „ 1,621,513

(lY) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion ,, 7,964,866

(X) Companies and Banks „ 21,794,011

(XI) Goods and Merchandise „ 43,388,120

1st Total „ 77i>075,2g5

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones „ 25,872,714

(XIII) Warships 6,419,870

2nd Total „ 803,367,879

Foreign loans to be deducted from above „ 14,459,544

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) .., 788.908335

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted) „ 803,367,879

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 ... „ 40,168,394

3rd Total 843,536,273

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above „ 14,459,544

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 29,597,561

Balance „ 799.479168
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EXPLANATION.
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I.

i'at 410,487,838 being the wealth of Aichi Ken in Lands. This consists of:

—

1. J >« 218,779,210 being ten times the total value of 1,682,917 /;ohe of rice, the

produce of the rice-fields in Aichi Ken, which reckoned at i'en 13 per Av/m makes

Ven 21,877,921 (Table 2).

2. ]>/7 67,231,280 being ten times the total value of 840,391 A-oiv/ of barley and

wheat, the produce of dry-fields in Aichi Ken, which reckoned at J t'« 8 per /fWv/

makes i'en 6,723,128 (Table 2\

3. ]'<:'« 57,202,098 being ten times the total value, Jt',7 -5.720,209, of beans, miscel-

laneous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddy-fields in Aichi

Ken, assuming such value to be
-J-
of the sum, Yen 28,661,049, i. e. the total value

of rice, barley and wheat produced in this Prefecture.

4. i'e// 20,076,628 being the toial value of building lots in the villages in Aichi Ken,

the total area of which is 14,039 i-/io 6 /rt,7, reckoned at Vc-n 143 per ^a/i (Table 3).

5. Vt'/i 23,365,500 being the total value of 1,557 ''^^i^ and 7 /an of building lots in the

City and towns in Aichi Ken, reckoned at }''«
5 per /sudo (Table 4).

6. 3 t'M 4,033,507 being the total value of the landed property of the Government

(land for Government use, building lots, forests, uncultivated fields, land under
cultivation and others) in Aichi Ken (Table 5).

7. Vm 6,099,787 being the total value of the Imperial Estates (forests and unculti-

vated fields) in Aichi Ken (Table 6).

8. Tot 13,699,828 being the sum of the total value, Fc?/? 10,171,628, of the forests,

uncultivated and other fields, lands either permanently or temporarily exempted

from taxes in Aichi Ken (Table 7), and of ten times the value of tim.ber, faggots

and bamboos from the abo\e forests i. e. 3V/z 3,528,200 (Table 8).

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various des-

criptions of lands in Aichi Ken.

II.

]'en 173,480,800 being the wealth of Japan represented by Dwelling Houses,

Storehouses and other Buildings in Aichi Ken. This consists of:—
1. Yen 124,729,600 being the sum of the total value, J'v? 67,938,300, of 67,956

Dwelling Houses in Nagoya City estimated at Y^n 1,000 per houses
, and of the

total value, J'cv?. 56,773,600 of 283,868 Dwelling Houses outside the City reckoned

at Yefn 200 per house.

2. Few 10,207,200 being the sum of the total value, Y/z 4,530,000, of 2,265 Store-

houses in Nagoya City estimated at J !•« 2000 each, and of the total value, ]«?
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5,677,200, of 9,412 Storehouses outside the City reckoned at }V;? 600 each. The

above numbers of Storehouses were worked out on the assumed basis of i Store-

houses for every 30 Dwelling Houses.

3. Yen 5,133,000 being the sum of the total \alue, Vcit 2,640,000, of 176 Government,

communal and private common schools and other educational establishments in

Nagoya City estimated at Yai 15,000 per building, and of the total value, Yen

2,493,000, of S31 such buildings outside the City reckoned at Ye/i 3,000 each.

4. Yen 33,411,000 being the sum of the total value, J'v; 17,130,000, of 1,142

Government Office, Temples, Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories in

Nagoj'a City estimated at Yen 15,000 per building and of the total value. Yen

16,281,000, of 5,427 such buildings outside the City reckoned at Yen 3,000 each.

III.

JVm 87,931,784 being the total value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu in Aichi

Ken. This consists of :

—

1. 3 V« 86,740,400 being I of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and

other Buildings in Aichi Ken, on the assumption that the total value of Furniture

therein is such.

2. Yen 1,191,384 being the sum of the value amounting to Yen 339,780 of Articles of

Virtu in Nagoya City reckoned on the assumption that there are Articles of Viitu

worth Yen '^ in the possession of each family in the City, the entire number of

families therein being 67,956, and of the total value, Yeii 851,604 of the same

articles in the districts outside the City calculated at the rate of }'// 3 per family,

ihe entire number of families in those districts being 283,868.

IV.

]V/? 1,065,653 being the value of the national wealth in Domestic and other Ani-

mals in Aichi Ken. This consists of:—
1. Yen 257,910 being the value of 8,597 Horned Cattle in Aichi Ken estimated at )'en

30 per head.

2. Yen- 574,960 being the value of 14,374 Horses in Aichi Ken reckoned at Yen 40

per head.

3. )>;? 2,400 being the value of 480 Swine in Aichi Ken estimated at ]V/; 5 per

head.

4. Yen 52,774, being the value of 175,912 Fowls in Aichi Ken reckoned at Yen 0.30

each based on the assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept per two families.

5. Yen 177,609 being * of the sum of the above four items, the value of Goats, Ducks,

Geese. Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc. in Aichi Ken being assumed to be

such.

V.

Yen 499,780 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest on
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I of the total value of Coal and Peat produced in this Prefecture, i. e, Ve// 49,978.

VI.

J'v/ 19,959,050 being the total \alue of Marine Products in Aichi Ken. This

consists of:

—

1. Fdv/ 11,873,360 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on ^ of the total value, 3'<?« 1,187,336 of Sardine, Cuttle-fish, Mackerel, Shark,

" Ayu," Ear-shell, Trepang, Lobsters and Prawns, Oyster, Clans, Beche de Mere,

-Agar-agar, Mullet, Horse-Mackerel, Sea-bream (Chrysophorus hasta). Sole, Eel,

Carps, Mackerel Pike, etc., caught in Aichi Ken.

2. i'tu 5,281,120 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on I of the total value, i^'e/r 528,112, of Manufactured Marine Products, such as

Beche de Mere, Dried Sardine, Sharks, Fish Guano, Bleached Agar-agar, Porphyra,

Funori, etc.

3. }V// 2,804,570 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on ^ of the value, JV/V 280,457 of 178,622 AvJ:!i of common salt produced in Aichi

Ken.

VII.

Vt'H 2,881,880 being the wealth-producing power of Electric and Gas Works,

Water-works, and Tram-cars in Aichi Ken consisting of:

—

1. 3«? 903,460 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest on

the total annual profits, i'eji 45*173, of the one Electric and one Horse Tram-cars

in Aichi Ken.

2. Veji 1,978.420 being the capitalized arr.ount of the estimated 5 % interest per year

on the total an.nual profits, Yen 98,921, of the four Electric Companies in this

Prefecture, viz., Nagoya, Toyohashi, and Okazaki Electric Light Companies and

Mikawa Electric Power Company.

VIII.

Vcu 1,621,513 being the total wialth represented by Shipping. This consists

of :—

1. 3 Vw 267,700 being the cost of building 21 Steamers having the total tonnage of

2,677, estimated at }'en 100 per ton.

2. Yen 488,250 being the cost of building 72 Sailing Vessels in Aichi Ken 9,765 tons

in all, estimated at Ven 50 per ton.

3. l'i?« 829,915 being the cost of building 1,253 larger Japanese Junks in Aichi Ken

165,983 A'oiu in all, estimated at IV;? 5 per /:o4i/.

4. Ven 35,648 being the value of 17,572 smaller Vessels in Aichi Ken reckoned at

}'en 2 each.
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IX.

Yen 23,414,572 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Aichi Ken.

This consists of :

—

VcV! 6 988,906 being the sum of I'tv? 2,164,793 in Gold and Silver Coins in circu-

lation and Specie Reserve, the property of the citizens of Nagoya and of Fif;/

4,824,113 in the same, the property of the inhabitants of Aichi Ken outside the

City.

In making the above estimated, the whole amount of Gold and Siher Coins in

circulation and Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to be the common property

of all Japanese exclusive of the people of Taiwan and Karafuto and to this commom

property the citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of I'<?;;

10.9025129 per capita ; those of the other 5 large cities, F<?^/ 7.50 ; and the inha-

bitants of all other parts of the Empire, I'v? 3.5093594. (For details vide the

Statements for the whole Empire).

i'c-;r 975,960 being the sum of Ven 288,639 in Gold and Silver Bullion, the property

of the citizens of Nagoya and of Ven 687,321 in the same, the property of the

inhabitants of Aichi Ken outside the City.

Jn making the above estimated, the people of the six large Cities were supposed to

have Yen i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire I'cv? 0.50 each.

X.

Yen 21,794,011 being ^ of the sum total, i'en 43,588,021, of the entire Capital ( Yen.

23,252,221) of 445 Companies and that {Yf/t 10,835,800) of 96 Banks (excepting

Agencies and Branch Offices of Banks) in Aichi Ken.

XI.

I'd'// 43.388,120 being the wealth of Aichi Ken in Goods and Merchandise of all

kinds, consisting of:—
Yt'/t 7,012,434 being the sum of i'en 2,222,520 in Imported Goods in the possession

of the citizens of Nagoya, and of )V/; 4,789.914 in the same in the possession of the

inhabitants of Aichi Ken outside the City.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed in

the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and, of

this half the people ol Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Naga-

saki, Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining

portion of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to

the amount of IV;; 7.70 per capita and those outside them. Yen 3.484481 each.

(For details \'ide the Statements for the whole Empire).

Yen 17,160,629 being ^ of the total value of rice, barley, wheat and all other agri-

cultural produce of Aichi Ken aggregating J'7; 34,321,259 reckoned on the suppo-
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bition that one-half thereof remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.

3. I'tv? 997,952 being i of the total value aggregating Vc'n 1,995,935, of the Marine

Products of Aichi Ken, one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed

within this Prefecture.

4. ]'tn 24,989 being , of the total value, 3'v; 49,978, of Minerals produced in this

Prefecture.

5. i''M 5,420,126 being 2 of the sum ( Iv;; 10,840,252) of the value of Cocoons, }'<?;?

5,092,611 ; Silks, }V;; 5,650,527; and Teas, Vca 97064 produced in Aichi Ken;

reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

6. VcH 12,771,990 being the sum of one-half (
i'ar 9,877,819) of the total value ( }V;;

19,755,637) of the following articles produced in Aichi Ken :—Woven Fabrics,

JV;/. 9,372,249 ; Porcelain and Earthenware, J 'tv?. 2,093,866 ; Lacquered Ware, Ven

206,767; Bronze and Copper Ware, )'«; 50,370 ; Oils, i'tv; 463,872; Prepared

Indigo, 3 'cv; 89,670 ; Matches, JVw 774,014; Hides and Leathers Vcvi 7,402;

Straw Braids, JVw 597,300; Paper, 3 w 42,772 ; Mats and Mattings, i'en 10,520;

Sa/ce, Spirits, etc., Itv; 4,135,447 ; Soy, Ven. 1,911,380, and of the estimated value

JV,7 2,894,171 of Other articles of miscellaneous kinds.

Theabove eleven items amount to i'fn 771.075,295.

Besides the above there are itemsof wealth to which the general public is entitled and

of which consequently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the inhabitants

each Prefecture. These are :

—

XII.

Vt'/r 25,872,714 being the share for .-\ichi Ken in Japan's wealth in the State an 1

private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at ]V;/ 725,417,890.

This distributed among the whole population (excepting the inhabitants of Taiwan

and Karafuto), J^'c'-v 15.5552271 is obtained as the share per capita. (For details

vide the Statements for the whole Hmpire)t

XIII.

Yf/i 6,419,870 being the share for Aichi Ken in Japan's wealth in the Imperial

warships, 300,000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to be }\n

180,000,000, their cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of Ve-'z 600

per ton. The quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population of

Japan excepting Taiwan and Karafuto, i. e. our per capita share of this item of

wealth is I'lv; 3.8597626. From this the above sum. Ve/i 6,419,870 can be obtained

by simple multiplication.

The above thirteen items being summed up we have Yen 803,367,879 from which such

portion of our foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 {Yen 405,416,000) as has to

borne by Aichi Ken, is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole nation, each of

the Japanese subjects ex:lusi\e of those in Taiwan and Karafuto has to hesLtYat 8.6933863
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(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated on this basis the lia-

bilities on this account of Aichi Ken are ]'c-n 14,459,544 deducting which from the above

mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth ( I'v; 803,367,879), i'e;;. 1,889,167,591 remains as

the total wealth of Aichi Ken at the close of 1904 minus the above-mentioned portion of

the foreign loans then outstanding.

THE INCREASE O? WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904
TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as 5 % of the total wealth. Now 5 % of ]'cvi 803,367,879 is Yen

40,168,394.

These two sums added up we have iV// 843,536,273 from which portions for this

Prefecture of the foreign loans at the close of 1904 and those contracted from the close of

1904 to the middle of igo5 are to be deducted, i. e. ]';? 14,459,544 and JVw 29,597,561

respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being IVw 829,855,000, the liability of each of the

Japanese subjects on this account excepting their fellow subjects in Taiwan and Karafuto,

calculated in the same way as in case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904, is I'tv;

17.7946852 which multiplied by the population of Aichi Ken becomes i'eu 29,597,561

which is the portion to be borne by the people of Aichi Ken in regard to the latter loans.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deducting the above sums Ven 14,459,544 and iVn 29,597,561 from the total

wealth of Aichi Ken ( Ttv/ 843,536,273), the balance 3'7; 799,479,168 representing the net

wealth of Aichi Ken in the middle of 1906 is obtained.
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THE STATEMENTS FOR WIIYE KEN.

Area 368.55 square ri.

Administrative divisions: 15 Gun (counties); 2 Cities; 19

Towns
; 325 Villages

Population : 1,008,368

Families : 187,202

^ ... (Population: 66,548
Tsu and \okka-ichi Cities <^

(Families: 11,662

(1) Lands Yen 226,940,697

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings „ 60,686,100

(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu ,, 30,916,318

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals „ 1,368,768

(V) Mining Products „ 108,610

(VI) Marine Products „ 28,722,560

(VII) Electric and Gas works. Waterworks, and Tram-cars... „ 778,920

(VIII) Shipping „ 1,030,636

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion „ 4042,910

(X) Companies and Banks .. ,, 22,387,258

(XI) Goods and Merchandise ,, 24,841,483

I st Total 441,824,260

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones ^5.685, 393

(XIII) Warships 3,892,061

2nd Total 461,401,714

Foreign loans to bs deducted from above ,. 8,766,133

Balance (or total wealih at the close of 1904) ,, 452-635 581

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted) ••- „ 461,401,714

Increase of 5 per cent from close cf 1904 to middle of igo6 ... „ 23,070,086

3rd Total „ 484,471,800

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above , 8,766,133

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 ,
I7.943.59i

Balance „ 457-762.076
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EXPLANATION.

Yen 266,940,697 being the wealth of Miye Ken in Lands. This consists of :

—

1. Yen 150,862,010 being ten times the total value of 1,160,477 koku of rice, the pro-

duce of the rice-fields in Miye Ken, which reckoned at Ye7t 13 per koku makes Yeti

15,086,201 (Table 2).

2. Yen 26,202,800 being ten times the total value of 327,535 koku of barley and wheat,

the produce of dry-fields in Miye Ken, which reckoned at Yen 8 per koku makes

Yen 2,620,280 (Table 2).

3. Yen 35,412,962 being ten times the total value, Jcv? 3,541,296, of beans, miscel-

laneous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddy-fields in Miye

Ken, assuming such value to be l of aggregating Yen 17,706,481, the total value of

rice, barley and wheat produced in this Prefecture.

4. 3 t'« 9,416,550 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Mij'e Ken,

the total area of which is 7,243 c/io 5 tan, reckoned at Yen 130 per ian (Table 3).

5. Yen 19,896,000 being the total value of 663 cho and 2 ian of building lots in the

cities and towns in Miye Ken, reckoned at Yen 10 per isubo (Table 4).

6. Yen 944,612 being the total value of the landed property of the Government ,
(forests

and uncultivated fields) in Miye Ken (Table 5).

7. Yen 1,614,337 being the total value of the Imperial Estates, (forests and uncultivated

fields) in Miye Ken (Table 6).

8. Yen 22,591,426 being the sum of the total value, Yen- 5,875,976, of the forests, un-

cultivated and other fields, lands either permanently or temporarily exempted from

taxes in Miye Ken (Table 7) and often times the value. Yen 16,715,450, of timber,

faggots and bamboos from the above forests (Table 8).

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various descrip-

tions of lands in Miye Ken.

II.

Yen 60,686,100 being the wealth of Japan represented by Dwelling Houses, Store-

houses and other Buildings in Miye Ken. This consists of :

—

1. Yen 40,939,000 being the sum of the total value of 187,202 Dwelling Houses, Yen

5,831,000, of 11,662 Dwelling Houses in Tsu and Yokka-ichi Cities estimated at

Yen 500 per house and of the total value, J tv? 35,108,000 of 175,540 Dwelling

Houses outside the Cities reckoned at Yen 200 per house.

2. Yen 3,899,600 being the sum of the total value of 6,240 Storehouses, Yen 389,000,

of 389 Storehouses in Tsu and Yokka-ichi Cities estimated at Yen. 1,000 each and
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of the total value, Vcn 3,510,600 of 5,851 Storehouses outside the Cities reckoned at

Yen 6ooeach. The above numbers of Storehouses were worked out on the assumed

basis of I Storehouse for every 30 Dwelling Houses.

Vett 2,137,500 being the sum of the total value of Yei? 307,500 of 41 Govern-

ment, communal and private and common schools and other educational esta-

blishments in Tsu and Yokka-ichi Cities estimated at Yen 7,500 per building

and of the total value, Yen 1,830.000, of 610 such buildings outside the Cities

reckoned at Yen 3,000 each.

Yen 13,710,000 being the sum of the total value. Yen 1,995,000, of 266 Govern-

ment Offices, Temples, Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories in Tsu and

Yokka-ichi Cities estimated at l'«7. 7,500 per building and of the total value. Yen

11,715,000, of 3,905 such buildings outside the Cities reckoned at Ye7i 3,000

each.

III.

Yen 30,916,318 being the value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu in Miye Ken.

This consists of :
—

Yen 30,343,050 being J of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and

other Buildings in Miye Ken on the assumption that the total value of Furniture

therein is such.

Yen 573,268 being the sum of the value, Yen 46,648, of Articles of Virtu in Tsu

and Yokka-ichi Cities reckoned on the assumption that there are Articles of Virtu

worth Yen 4 in the possession of each family in the Cities, the entire number of fami-

lies therein being 11,662, and of the total value, Yen 526,620, of the same articles in

the districts outside the Cities calculated at the rate of Yeti 3 per family, the entire

number of families in those disricts being 175,540.

IV.

Yen 1,368,768 being the value of the national wealth in Domestic and other Animals

in Miye Ken. This consists of:

—

1. I'cv? 1,009,260 being the value of 33,642 Horned Cattle in Miye Ken estimated at

Yeti 30 per head.

2. Yen 101,040 being the value of 2,526 Horses in Miye Ken reckoned at Yen 40 per

head.

3. Yen 2,260 being the value of 452 Swine in Miye Ken estimated at Yen 5 per

head.

4. Yen 28,080 being the value of 93,601 Fowls in Miye Ken reckoned at l''«o.30

each ; the above number is based on the assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept

per two families.

5. Yen 228,128 being
-J

of the sum of the above four items, the value of Goats, Ducks,

Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc. in Miye Ken being assumed to be such.
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l'c'« 108,610 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% annual interest on

^ of the following Mineral Products produced in Miye Ken :— Copper, ]V« 9,602;

Manganese, Yen 342; Coal and Peat, Ya? 1,517.

VI.

Yen 28,722,560 being the total value of Marine Products in Miye Ken. This con-

sists of:

—

Yen 18,592,390 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on A of the total value, Yen. 1,859,239, of Sardine, Bonito, Cuttle-fish, Mackerel,

Shark, Sea-bream (Chrysophrus hasta), Percalobrax japonica, Chataessus punctatus,

"Ayu," Ear-shell, Trepang, Lobsters and Prawns, " Igai," Oyster, Clam, Agar-agar,

Bora Octopus, Horse-Mackerel, Sole, Carp, Carassiusauratus.etc. caught in Miye Ken.

Ye7t 8,896,770 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on h of the total value. Yen 889,677, of Manufactured Marine Products, such as

Dried Cuttle-fish, Dried Ear-shell, Sea-mussel, Dried Bonito, Dried Sardine, Boiled

and Dried Sardine, Dried young Sardine, Salted Sardine, Salted Mackerel, Bleached

Agar-agar, etc.

Yen 1,233,400 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% annual interest on

i of the value. Yen 123,340 of 77,463 kol-n of common salt produced in Miye Ken.

VII.

Yen 778 920 being the wealth-producing power of the Electric Companies and

Electric Tram-cars in Miye Ken, consisting of:

—

Yen 208,960 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on the total annual profits, }'/; 10,448, of the Ise Electric Tram-car in this

Prefecture.

Yen 569,960 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % interest per year on

the total annual profits. Yen 28,498, of the Ise, Tsu, Yokka-ichi Electric Light

Companies in Miye Ken.

VIII.

Ytn 1,030,636 being the total wealth represented by Shipping. This consists of :

—

}V/; 299,800 being the cost of building 10 steamers, having the total tonnage of

2,998, estimated at Yen 100 per ton.

Yen 251,300 being the cost of building 49 sailing vessels in Miye Ken, 5,026 tons

in all, estimated at Yen 50 per ton.

Yen 440,340 being the cost of building 746 large Japanese junks in Miye Ken,

88,068 /co/:ii in all, estimated at Yen 5 per l-okn.

Yen 39,igo being the value of 19,598 smaller vessels in Miye Ken reckoned at Yen

2 each.
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IX.
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Vai 4,042,910 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Miye Ken.

This consists of:

—

}''« 3,538,726 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins in circulation and Specie

Reserve, in possession of the inhabitants of Miye Ken.

In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in cir-

culation and Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to be the common property o(

all Japanese exclusive of the people of Taiwan and Karafuto and to this common

property the citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of 1";/

10.9025129 per capita ; those of the other 5 large cities, Ven 7.50 ; and the inhabit-

ants of all other parts of the Empire, ]'£;; 3.5093594. (For details vide the State-

ments for the whole Empire).

Vl-n 504,184 being the total value of Gold and Silver Bullion, in possession of the

inhabitants of Miye Ken.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were supposed to

have Yen i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire Vtii 0.50 each.

X.

I'v? 22,387,258 being A of the sum total, I'cv; 44,774,516, of the entire Capital ( Vl!;.

39,859,310) of 186 Companies and that {Vcn 4,915,206) of 45 Banks (excepting

Agencies and Branch Offices of Banks) in Miye Ken.

XI.

Yen 24,841,483 being the wealth of Miye Ken in Goods and Merchandise of all

kinds, consisting of :

—

i'en 3,513,639 being the value of Imported Gcods in possession of the inhabitants

of Miye Ken.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed in

the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and, of this

half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Nagasaki,

Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining portion

of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to the amount

of Yen 7.70 per capita and those outside them, i'an 3.484481 each. (For details

vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

]'tv; 10,623,889 being ^ of the total value, Yen 21,247,777, of rice, barley, wheat

and all other agricultural produce of Miye Ken reckoned on the supposition that

one-half thereof remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.

i'c'i/ 1,436,128 being I of the total value, Yen 2,872,256, of the Marine Products of

Miye Ken, one half whereof being assumed lo remain unconsumed within this

Prefecture.
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4. y«; 5,431 being J of the lotal value, Yen 10,801, of the Mining Products of Miye
Ken ; reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

5. Vm 4,104,921 being | of the sum (}V« 8,209,842) of the value of Cocoons, }V;?

1,952,798 ; Silks, JV;? 5,515,268 ; and Teas, } V« 741,776, produced in Miye Ken;

reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

6. i'c'n 5,157,475 being the sum of one-half ( IV/? 3,749,324) of the total value,. y«?

7,498,647 of the following articles produced in Miye Ken :—Woven Fabrics, Yen

1,246,475 ; Porcelain and Earthenware, ^'en 181,676 ; Lacquered Ware, i't'/i 113,963 ;

Bronze and Copper Ware, Yen 7,010 ; Oils, Yen 453,885 ; Prepared Indigo, i'en

57,480; Matches, }\-j/ 6,195; Hides and Leathers, Yen, 10,359; Straw Braids,

3V« 17,011; Paper, Yen 141,723; SrrA'e, Spirits, etc.. Yen 4,384,488; Soy, Yen

878,382, and of the estimated value 1V« 1,408,151 of o;her articles of miscellaneous

kinds.

The above ele\en items amount to i'en 441,824,260.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled and

of which consequently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the inhabitants

each Prefecture. These are :
—

XII.

Yen 15,685,393 being the share for Miye Ken in Japan's wealth in the State and

private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at Yeti 725,417,890.

This distributed among the whole population (excepting the inhabitants of Taiwan

and Karafuto), we have i'en 15.5552271 as the share per capita. (For details vide

the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

Yen 3,892,061 being the share for Miye Ken in Japan's wealth in the Imperial war-

ships, 300,000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to be Yen 180,000,000,

their cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of i'en 600 per ton. The

quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population of Japan excepting

Taiwan and Karafuto, i. e. our per capita share of this items of wealth is Yen

3.8597626. From this the above sum }'en 3,892,061 can be obtained by simple

multiplication.

The above thirteen items summed up we have ]'en 461,401,714 from which such

portion of our foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 {Yen 405,4x6,000) as has to

borne by Miye Ken is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole nation, each of

the Japanese subjects exclusive of those in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear Yen 8.6933863.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated on this basis the

liabilities on this account of Miye Ken are Yen 8,766,133 deducting which from the above

mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth Ci'e/i 461,401,714), i'eti 452,635,581 appears as

the total wealth of Miye Ken at the close of 1904 minus the above-mentioned portion of

the foreign loans then outstanding.
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THE INCREASE OF WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1804

TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, w^ assumed

to have been as much as 5% of the total wealth. Now 5% of Yea 461,401,714 is Ye?i

23,070,086.

These two sums added up we have 3V« 484,471,800 from which the portion for this

Prefecture of the foreign loans at the close of 1904 and that contracted from the close of

1904 to the middle of 1906 are to be deducted, i. e. }'i'n 8,766,133 and Ve/i 17,943,591

respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being ]'t!t 829,855,000, the liability of each of the

Japanese subjects on this account exclusive of their fellow subjects in Taiwan and Kara-

futo, calculated in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904, is

i'c'U 17.7946852 which multiplied by the population of Miye Ken becomes Veu 17,943,591

which is the portion to be borne by the people of Miye Ken in regard to the latter loans.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deducting the above sums Yen 8,866,133 and Vfi 17,943,591 from the total wealth

of Miye Ken (IVw 484,471,800), the balance Vc^n 457,762,076 representing the net wealth

of Miye Ken in the middle of 1906 is obtained.
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THE STATEMENTS FOR GIFU KEN.

Area 671.45 square ri.

Administrative divisions : 18 6w? (counties) ; i City
; 42

Towns ; 299 Villages

Population: 991.123

Families: 189,460

I Population 40,168
Gifu CityJ p^^ji-eg 8^020

(T) Lands yen 398,142,741

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings ... „ 61,355,300

(HI) Furniture and Articles of Virtu „ 31,250,050

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals „ 1.735-439

(V) Mining Products 7,346,190

(VI) Marine Products „ 1,078,340

(VII) Electric and Gas Works, Waterworks and Tram-cars... „ 185,180

(VIII) Shipping ,. 49,528

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion „ 3.973-769

(X) Companies and Banks , 8,599,210

(XI) Goods and Merchandise „ 22,987,981

I St Total „ 536,707,728

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones „ 15,417,143

(XIII) Warships , 3.825-499

2nd Total „ 555.950.37°

Foreign loans to be deducted from above „ 8,616,215

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) 547.334.155

Total wealth (foreign bans not deducted) „ 555 950,370

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 ... ,, 27,797,518

3rd Total „ 583,747,888

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above „ 8,616,215

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 17,636,722

Balance „ 557.484-951
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EXPLANATION.

I.

}\n 398,142,741 being the wealth of Gifu Ken in Lands. This consists of:

1. ] 67? 115,341,460 being ten times the total value of 887,242 ^o/:n of rice, the pro-

duce of the rice-fields in Gifu Ken, which reckoned at J'tv? 13 per /'cXvc makes i^en

11,534,146 (Table 2).

2. i'en 36,022,480 being ten times the total value of 450,281 A'ohe of barley and

wheat, the produce of dry-fields in Gifu Ken, which reckoned at i'en 8 per ioZ-u

makes 3 V;? 3,602,248 (Table 2).

3. i'en 30,272,788 being ten times the total value, ]'c';i 3,027,278.80, of beans, miscel-

laneous cereals and other agricultural, iproduce of both dry and paddy-fields

in Gifu Ken, assuming such value to be A of the total value of rice, barley and

wheat produced in this Prefecture, i.e. IV/z 15,136,394.

4. )'c;?. 16,096,400 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Gifu Ken,

the total area of which is 8,048 c/w 2 ian, reckoned at IV/z 200 per Az;/ (Table 3).

5. i'en 4,273,500 being the total value of 284 c/io g tan of building lots in the City

and towns in Gifu Ken, reckoned at Yen. 5 per tsnbo (Table 4).

6. Jcv? 29,527,300 being the total value of the landed property of the Government

(forests, uncultivated fields, land under cultivation and others) in Gifu Ken

(Table 5).

7. Yen 18,111,719 being the total value of the Imperial Estates (forests and unculti-

vated fields) in Gifu Ken (Table 6).

8. Yen 148,497,094 being the sum of the total value aggregating Yen. 132,264,614 of

the forests, uncultivated and other fields, lands either permanently or temporarily

exempted from taxes in Gifu Ken (Table 7), and of ten times the value. Yen

16,232,480, of timber, faggots and bamboos from the above forests (Table S).

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various descrip-

tion of lands in Gifu Ken.

II.

Ye)i 61,355,300 being the wealth of Japan represented by Dwelling Houses, Store-

houses and other Buildings in Gifu Ken. This consists of:

—

1. Yen 40,298,000 being the sum of the total value. Yen 4,010,000, of 8,020 Dwelling

Houses in Gifu City estimated at Yen 500 per house and of the total value. Yen

36,288,000, of 181,440 Dwelling Houses outside the City reckoned at Yen 200 per

house.

2. Yen 3,895,800 being the sum of the total value. Yen 267,000, of 267 Storehouses

in Gifu City estimated at Yen 1000 each and of the total value, Yen 3,628,800, of

6,048 Storehouses outside the City reckoned at Yen 600 each. The above numbers

of Storehouses were worked out on the assumed basis of i Storehouse for every 30

Dwelling Houses.
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3. Yen 2,038,500 being the sum of the total value, Ycit 212,500, of 27 Government,

communal and private common schools and other educational establishments in

Gifu City estimated at Yen 7,500 per building, and of the total value, Yeir

1,836,000, of 612 such buildings outside the City reckoned at Yen 3,000 each.

4. Yen 15,123,000 being the sum of the total value, Yeit 1,440,000, of 192 Government

Offices, Temples, Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories in Gifu City

estimated at Yen 7,500 per building and of the total value. Yen 13,683,000, of

4,561 such buildings outside the City reckoned at Yen 3,000 each.

III.

Yen 3T,254,050 being the total value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu in Gifu

Ken. This consists of :

—

1. Yen 30,677,650 being J of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and

other Buildings in Gifu Ken, on the assumption that the total value of Furniture

therein is such.

2. Yen 576,400 being the sum of the value, Yen 32,080, of Articles of Virtu in Gifu

City reckoned on the assumption that there are Articles of Virtu worth Yen 4 in

the possession of each family in the City, the entire number of families therein

being 8,020 and of the total value, Yeti 544,320, of the same articles in the districts

outside the City calculated at the rate of Yen 3 per family, the entire number of

families in those districts being 181,440.

IV.

Yen 1,735,439 being the value of the national wealth in Domestic and other

Animals in Gifu Ken. This consists of:—
1. Yen 247,470 being the value of 8,249 Horned Cattle in Gifu Ken estimated at Yen

30 per head.

2. Yen 1,169,720 beirg the value of 29,243 Horses in Gifu Ken reckoned at Yen 40

per head.

3. Yen 590 being the value of 118 Swine in Gifu Ken estimated at Yen. 5 per head.

4. 3V« 28,419 being the value of 94,730 Fowls in Gifu Ken reckoned at Yen 0.2,0

each, based on the assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept per two families.

5. Yen 289,240 being \ of the sum of the above four items, the value of Goats, Ducks,

Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc. in Gifu Ken being assumed to be such.

V.

Yen 7,346,190 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on I of the total value amounting to Ye7t 734,619 of the following Mineral Products

produced in this Prefecture :—Gold, Yen 2,743 j Silver, Yen 195,160; Copper, Yen

370,670; Lead, Yen 126,995; Coal and Peat, 3^^« 8,081 ; Manganese, IV// 2,888 ;

Bismuth, }V« 1,161 ; Tin, iW; 2,535; Graphite, }'t« 26,986.
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i'c'ii 1,078,340 being the total value of Marine Products in Giiu Ken. This con-

sists of:

—

i'eii 1,029,160 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on i of the total value, i'en 102,916 of Trout, " Ayu," Prawns, Eels, Carps, etc.

caught in Gifu Ken.

Vej?. 49,180 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest on

^ of the total value, I'v; 4,918, of Manufactured Marine Products, such as Dried

Prawns etc.

VII.

I'tv? 185,180 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest on

the total annual profits, Ve/f 9,259, of the three Electric Works in Gifu Ken.

VIII.

i'tii 49,528 being the total wealth represented by Shipping. This consists of:

—

Vfji 25,160 being the cost of building 44 larger Japanese Junks in Gifu Ken, 5,032

i'ohi in all, estimated at i'cw 5 per /.vi'ir.

Yl'j? 25,368 being the \alue of 12,184 smaller Vessels in Gifu Ken reckoned at Yen

2 each.

IX.

Vt.'!! 3,973,769 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Gifu

Ken. This consists of :

—

fen 3,478,207 being the value of Gold and Siher Coins in circulation and Specie

Reserve in Gifu Ken.

In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in cir-

culation and Specie Reserve of Japan %vas considered to be the comm.on property Of

all Japanese except the people of Taiwan and Karafuto and to this common property

the citizens ^f Tokio weres assumed to be entitled at the rate of Vei? 10.9025129

per capita ; those of the other 5 large cities, Ye77. 7.50 ; and the inhabitants of all

other parts of the Empire, Yen 3.5093594. (For details vide the Staterients for

the whole Empire).

Yeir 495,562 being the value of Gold and Silver Bullion in Gifu Ken.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were supposed to

have Yc7! i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire Ycir 0.50 each.

Yet? 8,599,210 being i of the sum total, Yen 17,198,420, of the entire Capital ( Ye?z

11,131,606) of 181 Companies and that [Yen 6,066,814) of 46 Banks (excepting

Agencies and Branch Offices of Banks) in Gifu Ken.
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XI.

]'t'n. 22,987,981 being the wealth of Gifu Ken in Goods and Merchandise of aH

kinds, consisting of:

—

1. y^n 3i453,549 being the value of Imported Goods in possession of the inhabitants

of Gifu Ken.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed in

the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and, of

this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Nagasaki.

Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining portion

of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to the amount

of Yen J.JO per capita and those outside them, }'c'/i 3,484,481 each. (For details

vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

2. ]V« 981,837 being i of the total value aggregating i'c-n 18,163,673 of rice, barley,

wheat and all other agricultural produce of Gifu Ken reckoned on the supposition

that One-half thereof remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.

3. ]V« 53,917 being ^ of the total value, 3'cW 107,834, of the Marine Products of

Gifu Ken one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within this Pre-

fecture.

4. ]'t'i 363,810 being J of the total value amounting to i'c'i 727,619 of the Mineral

Products of Gifu Ken, reckoned as above.

5. ]'c'/i 4,91^,731 being ^ of the sum (JV// 9,829,461) of the value of Cocoons Ven

4,936,840; .Silks, i't« 4585,933; and Teas, I 't'« 306,600, produced in Gifu Ken;

reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

6. i'tfH 5,120,137 being the sum of one-half ( ) V/2 3,737.313) of the total value (Yen

7,474,625) of the following articles produced in Gifu Ken:—Woven Fabrics, Yen

2,836,634; Porcelain and Earthenware, i'e/i 689,693 ; Lacquered Ware, J V« 31,308;

Oils, I cv/ 132,628 ; Prepared Indigo, 3'tv/ 32,213; Matches, Yen 4,288 ; Hides and

Leathers, I 'tw 14,844 ; Paper, i'en 1,073,653; Sn/ce, Spirits, etc., i'en 2,ii6,gy6

;

Soy, J'fW 342,288, and of the estimated value, 3'// 1,382,824, of other articles of

miscellaneous Kinds.

The above eleven items amount to i'en 536,707,728.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general pubbc is entitled and

of which consequently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the mhabitants

of each Prefecture. These are :

—

XII.

Yen 15417,143 being the share of Gifu Ken of Japan's wealth in the State and

private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at Yen 725,417,890.

This distributed among the whole population (excepting the inhabitants of Taiwan

and Karafuto), we have i'en 15.5502271 as the share per capita. (For details vide

the Statements for the whole Empire).
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XIII.

i'cii 3,825,499 being the share for Gifu Ken in Japan's weahh in the Imperial

warships, 300,000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to be Vcii

180,000,000, their cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of iV« 60a

per ton. The quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population of

Japan excepting Taiwan and Karafuto, i.e. our per capita share of this item of

wealth is iV/; 3.8597626. From this the above sum Vtn 3,825,499 can be obtained

by simple multiplication.

The above thirteen items being summed up \\& have Yen 555,950,370 from which such

portion of our foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 (Yen 405,416,000) as has to

borne by Gifu Ken, is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole nation, each of

the Japanese subjects exclusive of those in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear Yen

8.6933863. (For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated on this

basis the liabilities on this account of Gifu Ken are JV/; 8,616,215 deducting which from

the above mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth ( ]'c/i 555,950,370), 3V/? 547,333,155

is obtained as the total wealth of Gifu Ken at the close of 1904 minus the above-mentioned

portion of the foreign loans then outstanding.

THE INCREASE OF WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904

TO THE MIDDLE OF 1903.

Tnis increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as 5% of the total wealth. Now 5% of i'f>i 555,950,370 is Ytit

27,797,518.

These two sums added up we have llw 583,747,888 from which the portion for this

Prefecture of the foreign loans at the close of 1904 and that contracted from the close of

1904 to the middle of 1906 are to be deducted, i.e. }'« 8,616,215 and }'// 17,636,722

respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being Yc'i 829,855,000, the liability of each of the

Japanese subjects on this account excepting their fellow subjects in Taiwan and Karafuto,

calculated in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904, is Yesr.

17.7946852 which multiplied by the population of Gifu Ken becomes Yen 17,636,722

which is the portion to be borne by the people of Gifu Ken in regard to the latter loans.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deducting the above sums 3V;« 8,616,215 and Ye/i 17,636,722 from the total wealth

of Gifu Ken
(
Yefi 583,747,888), the balance i'en 557,4941951 representing the net wealth of

Gifu Ken in the middle of igo6 appears.
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THE STATEMENTS FOR SHIGA KEN.

Area 258.44 square ri.

Administrative divisions : 12 Gun (counties) ; i City; 12

Towns; I go Villages

Population : 687,342

Families : 130,930

n^. pimJ Population: 39,595
Utsu City \ „ ...

\ Families: 6,085

(I) Lands .. Yen 249,897,073

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings ... „ 46,252,600

(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu „ 23,525,175

(IV) Domesiic Animals, Poultry and other Animals 642,648

(V) Mining Products „ 390,600

(VI) Marine Products „ 2,518,600

(VII) Electric and Gas Works, Waterworks, and Tram-cars. „ —
(VIII) Shipping , 280,306

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion 2,755,801

(X) Companies and Banks „ 5,600,183

(XI) Goods and Merchandise „ ' 18,587,730

I St Total „ 350,450,716

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones „ 10,691,761

(XIII) Warships „ 2,652,977

2nd Total , 363.795-454

Foreign loans to be deducted from above „ 5,975.330

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) , 357>820'124

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted) 363,795,454

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 ... ,, 18,189,773

3rd Total „ 381,985.227

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above „ 5.975.33°

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 „ 12,231,034

Balance „ 363,773.863
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EXPLANATION.

I.

Veu 249,897,073 being the wealth of Shiga Ken in Lands. This consists of:

—

1. Jcv/ 149255,730 being ten times the total value of 1,148,121 /v/fv/ of rice, the

produce of rice-fields in Shiga Ken, which reckoned at Ven 13 per /-('/{v/ makes Ve/;

14.925.573 (Table 2).

2. i'e'j/ 11,533,440 being ten times the total value of 144,168 /v/// of barley and

•wheat, the produce of dry-fields in Shiga Ken, which reckoned at 3'tv/ 8 per Av/c/t

makes ]'en 1,153,344 (Table 2).

3. J'tv; 32,157,834 being ten times the total value, }<-,7 3,215,783.40 of beans, miscel-

laneous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddy-fields in Shiga

Ken, assuming such value to be z of the sum, i'c'n 16,078,917 i.e. the total value of

rice, barley and wheat produced in this Prefecture.

4. l';? 17,934,000 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Shiga Ken

the total area of which is 5,978 c/io, reckoned at IV/V. 300 per /a/t {Table 3).

5. }Vw 3,259,200 being the total value of 271 (r//f 6 /«« of buliding lots in the City

and towns in Shiga Ken reckoned at J'c// 4 per ^s/t/^o (Table 4).

6. )' ,7 4,993,853 being the total value of the landed property of the Government (land

for Go\ernment use. forests, uncultivated fields, land under cultivation and others)

in .Shiga Ken (Table 5).

7. ]'m 15,294 being the total value of the Imperial Estates (forests) that exist in Shiga

Ken (Table 6).

8. i'ti! 30,747,722 being the sum of the total value, }'cjr 17,651,832 of the forests,

uncultivated and other fields, lands either permanently or temporarily exempted

from taxes in Shiga Ken (Table 7) and often times the value, IVv; 13,095,890, of

timber, faggots and bamboos from the above forests (Table 8).

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various des-

criptions of lands in Shiga Ken.

II.

IV/? 46,252,600 being the wealth of Japan represented by Dwelling Houses, Store-

houses and other Buildings in Shiga Ken. This consists of :—

1. J't-;? 28,011,500 being the sum of the total value, 1V« 3,042,500 of 6,085 Dwelling

Houses in Ot5U City estimated at iV/z 500 per house and of the total value, Ve/^

24,969,000, of 124,845 Dwelling Houses outside the City reckoned at I't/z 200 per

house.

2. i'en 2,699,600 being the sum of the total value, I'v; 203,000, of 203 Storehouses in

Otsu City estimated at i'cl^ 1000 each and of the total value, )V;; 2,496,600, of
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4,i6i Storehouses outside the City reckoned at Yfii 600 each. The above numbers

of Storehouses were worked out on the assumed basis of i Storehouse for every 30

Dwelling Houses.

3. Yen 1,486,500 being the sum of the total value, )>/; 157,500, of 21 Government,

communal and private common schools and other educational establishments in

Otsu.City estimated at Yen 7,500 per building and of the total value, Yc'it 1,329,000,

of 443 such buildings outside the City reckoned at Yen. 3,000 each.

4. Yen 14,055,000 being the sum of the total value, Yen 1,485,000, of 198 Government

Offices, Temples, Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories in Otsu City

estimated at Yen 7,500 per building and of the total value, Yen 12,570,000, of 4,190

such buildings outside the City reckoned at Yen 3,000 each.

III.

Yen 23,525,175 being the total value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu in Shiga

Ken. This consists of :

—

1. Yen. 23,126,300 being J of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and

other Buildings in Shiga Ken, on the assumption that the total value of Furniture

therein is such.

2. Yen. 398,875 being the sum of the value, IV/; 24,340, of Articles of Virtu in Otsu

City reckoned on the assumption that there are Articles of Virtu worth Yen 4 in the

possession of each family in the City, the entire number of families therein being

6,085, ^"d of the total value, Yen. 374,535 of the same Kind of articles in the dis-

tricts outside the City calculated at the rate of Yen 3 per family, the entire number

of families in those districts being 122,283.

IV.

Yen 642,648 being the value of the national wealth in Domestic and other .\nimals

in Shiga Ken. This consists of :

—

1. Ye7i 475,260 being the value of 15,842 Horned Cattle in Shiga Ken estimated at

Yen 30 per head.

2. Yen 40,200 being the value of 1,005 Horses in Shiga Ken reckoned at } V;; 40 per

head.

3. Yen 440 being the value of 88 Swine in Shiga Ken estimated at Yen. 5 j-)er head.

4. Yen 19,640 being the value of 65,465 Fowls in Shiga Ken reckoned at Yen 0.30

each based on the assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept per two families.

5. Yen 107,108 being J of the sum of the above four items, the value of Goats, Ducks,

Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc. in Shiga Ken being assumed to be

such.

V.

Yen. 390,600 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% annual interest uo
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i of the total value ]'// 39,060, of the Mining Products : as Silver, ytv,- 5,445 ;

Copper, i'L-^ 31,330 ; and coal, ]'•« 2,285.

VI.

Ve/i 2,518,600 being the total value of Marine Products in Shiga Ken. This

consists of :

—

]'e/f 2,493,920 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% annual interest

on ^ of the total value, i'c-;/ 249,392, of Salmon-trout, " Ayu," Prawns, Carps, Eel,

etc. caught in Shiga Ken.

y't'// 24,680 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest on

J of the total value, i'en 2,468, of Manufactured Marine Products, such as Dried

Prawns etc.

VI I.

There is no establishment cominj? under this head in this Prefecture.

VIII.

Ven 280,306 being the total wealth represented by Shipping. This consists of :

—

i't/z 254,800 being the cost building of 23 Steamers, having the total tonnage

of 2,548 estimated at 1V« 100 per ton.

i'en 25,506 being the value of 12,753 smaller Vessels in Shiga Ken reckoned at ]'en

2 each.

IX.

Veil 2,755,801 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Shiga Ken.

This consists of:

—

i'cJi 2,412,130 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins in circulation and Specie

Reserve of the inhabitants of Shiga Ken.

In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in

circulation and Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to be the common property

of all Japanese except the people of Taiwan and Karafuto and to this common

property the citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of Vc'/i

10.9025129 per capita ; those of the other 5 large cities, IV/z 7.50; and the inhabi-

tants of all other parts of the Empire, 3';; 3.5093594. (For details vide the State-

ments for the whole Empire).

}'c72 343,671 being the value of Gold and Silver Bullion, the property of the inhabi-

tants of Shiga Ken.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were supposed to

have }'(;' i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire Vf// 0.50 each.
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X.

)\-ii 5,600,183 being A of the sum total, Yli; 11,200,365, of the entire Capital ()'«

8,146,865) of 123 Companies and that (Yt-ri 3,053,500) of 33 Banks (excepting

Agencies and Branch Offices of Banks) in Shiga Ken.

XI.

Yen 18,587,730 being the wealth of Shiga Ken m Goods and Merchandise of all

kinds, consisting of:

—

1. Yen. 2,395,030 being the value of Imported Goods in possession of the inhabitants

of Shiga Ken.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed in

the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and, of

this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Nagasaki,

Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining portion

of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to the amount

of Yen. 7.70 per capita and those outside them, Yen 3.484481 each. (For details

vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

2. Yen. 9,647,350 being \ of the total value, amounting to Yen 19,294,700 of rice, barley,

wheat and ail other agricultural produce of Shiga Ken reckoned on the supposition

that one-half thereof remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.

3. Ye7! 125,930 being J of the total \alue amounting to IVw 251,859 of the Marine

Products of Shiga Ken one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed

within this Prefecture.

4. )'en 19,530 being ^ of the sum, Yen 39,059, of the value of the Mining Products

of this Prefecture, on the same supposition as above.

5. Yen- 2,576,978 being the sum of one-half, Yen 5,153,955 of the total value of

Cocoons, I 'cv/ 2,378,907 ; Silks I 'cv? 2,110,970 ; Teas I V;? 664,078 produced in this

Prefecture.

6. Yen 3,822,912 being the sum of one-half ( 1V« 2,646,349) of the total value, Yen

5,292,698, of the following articles produced in Shiga Ken :—Woven Fabrics, Ye/r

2,066,699; Porcelain and Earthenware, Yen 144,561; Lacquered Ware, Yen

67,807; Bronze and Copper Ware, Yen 36,500; Oils, Yen 499,090; Prepared

Indigo, Yen 21,697; Hides and Leathers, IV« 8,211 ; Straw Braids, I'tv; 3,332

;

Paper, Yen 10,106; Mats and Mattings, Yen 55,185; Sa/ce, Spirits, etc., Yen

1,828,044; Soy, I'v? '556,466, and of the estimated value I 'v; 1,176,563 of other

articles of miscellaneous kinds.

The above eleven items amount to Yen 350,450,716.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the;j general public is entitled

and of which consequently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the inhabi-

tants of each Prefecture. These are :

—
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i'en 10,691,761 being the share for Shiga Ken in Japan's wealth in the State and

private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at J'tv? 725,417,890.

This distributed among the whole population (excepting the inhabitants of Taiwan

and Karafuto), we have i'e/i 15-5552271 as the share per capita. (For details vide

the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

i'c/z 2,652,977 being the share for Shiga Ken in Japan's wealth in the Imperial

warships, 300,000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to be i'd/i

180,000,000, their cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of IV;? 600

per ton. The quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population of

Japan excepting Taiwan and Karafuto, i. e. our per capita share of this item of

wealth is i'd/t 3.8597626. From this the above sum }'e/i 2,652,977 can be

obtained by simple multiplication.

The above thirteen items being summed up we have 1 V/z 369,795,454 from which such

portion of our foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 (1V« 405,416,000) as has to

be borne by Shiga Ken is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole nation,

each of the Japanese subjects exclusive of those in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear Yen

8.6933S63. (For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated on this

basis the liabilities on this account of Shiga Ken are Vj/i 5.975,330 deducting which from

the above mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth ( 5'tv/ 363,795,454), i'en 357,820,124

appears as the total wealth of Shiga Ken at the close of 1904 minus the above-mentioned

portion of the foreign loans then outstanding.

THE INCREASE OP V/EALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904
TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as 5% of the total wealth. Now 5% of J V/z 363,795,454 is i'c-n

18,189,773.

These two sums aggregate JVw 381,985.227 from which portions for this Prefecture

of the foreign loans at the close of 1904 and those contracted from the close of 1904 to the

middle of 1906 are to be deducted, i. e. i'cvz 5,975,330 and Ven 12,231,034 respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being }'m 829,855,000, the liability of each of the

Japanese subjects on this account excepting this fellow subjects in Taiwan and Karafuto,
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calculated in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904, is Yen

17.7946S52 which multiplied by the population of Shiga Ken becomes Yen 12,231,034

which is the portion of the latter loans to be borne by the people of Shiga Ken. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deducting the above sums Yc'/i 6,975.330 and Ym 12,231,034 from the total

wealth of Shiga Ken ( iVw 381,984,227), the balance !'« 363,778,863 representing the net

wealth of Shiga Ken in the middle of 1906 is obtained.
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THE STATEMENTS FOR FUKUI KEN.

Area 272.40 square ri.

Administrative divisions: 11 Gun (counties); r City;

g Towns; 171 Villages

Population : 620,357

Families: 117,048

Fukui City5?'P";^"°^ = ' 50.155
^ (Families: 10,828

(I) Lands Yeu

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings ... „

(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu „

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals „

(V) Mining Products
,

(VI) Marine Products
,

(VII) Electric and Gas Works, Waterworks, and Tram-cars „

(VIII) Shipping
,

(IX) Gold and Silver Co '"ns and Bullion

(X) Companies and Banks ,.

(XI) Goods and Merchandise „

1st Total

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones

(XIII) Warships

2nd Total

Foreign loans to be deducted from above.

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904)

173,090,692

42,330,100

21,527,022

401,927

1,780,720

5.335-370

2,966,190

2.487.235

5,342,665

22,438,268

277,700,234

9.649,794

2,394.431

289,744,459

5.393.003

234,351,456

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted)

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle of 1906

3rd Total

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of 1906

Balance.

289.744.459

14,487,223

304.231,682

5,293,003

11,039.058

237.799621
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EXPLANATION.

]\// 173,090,692 being the wealth of Fukui Ken in Lands. This consists of:

—

1. i'en 96,798,260 being ten times the total value of 744,602 /cohe of rice, the produce

of rice-fields in Fukui Ken, which reckoned at 3 V« 13 per ioiit makes ]>« 9,679,826

(Table 2).

2. i\^n 7,202,800 being ten times the total value of 90,035 /:ohi of barley and wheat,

the produce of dry-fields in Fukui Ken, which reckoned at Ven 8 per ^oht makes

}'e;i 720,280 (Table 2).

3. Ve/? 20,800,212 being ten times the total value amounting to }'^n 2,080,021.20, of

beans, miscellaneous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddy-

fields in Fukui Ken, assuming such value to be I
of the sum, J'eii 10,400,106, i. e.

the total value of rice, barley and wheat produced in this Prefecture.

4. Ven 8,227,800 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Fukui Ken,

the total area of which is 4,113 c/w 9 ia7i, reckoned at i'e/i 200 per (an (Table 3).

5. it';/ 5,746,500 being the total value of 383 c/io i /a// of building lots in the city

and towns in Fukui Ken, reckoned at Ven 5 per /sit^o (Table 4).

6. Ven 433,106 being the total value of the landed property of the Government (forests,

uncultivated fields, land under cultivation and others) in Fukui Ken (Table 5).

7. }'en 33,882,014 being the sum of the total value, Ven 2,707,454, of the forests,

uncultivated and other fields, lands either permanently or temporarily exempted

from taxes in Fukui Ken (Table 7) and of ten times the value, Ven 6,811,560,

of timber, faggots and bamboos from the above forests (Table 8).

The above seven items constitute the national wealth of japan in the various des-

cription of lands in Fukui Ken.

II.

J'(?;; 42,330,100 being the wealth of Fukui Ken represented by Dwelling Houses,

Storehouses and other Buildings. This consists of :
—

1. Ven 26,658,000 being the sum of the total value, i'cn 5,414,000, of 10,828

Dwelling Houses in Fukui City estimated at Ve/; 500 per house and of the total

value, Ft"/? 2 1 ,244,000, of 106,220 Dwelling Houses outside the City reckoned at

Ven 200 per house.

2. i'en 2,485,600 being the sum of the total value, }'en 361,000, of 361 Storehouses

in Fukui City estimated at Veti 1000 each and of the total value, i'en 2,124,600, of

3,541 Storehouses outside the City reckoned at Ve// 6oc each. The above numbers

of Storehouses were worked out on the assumed basis of i Storehouse for every 30

Dwelling Houses.
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3. J 'if« 1,660,500 being the sum of the total value, >'<?// 337,500, of 45 Government,

communal and private common schools and other educational establishments in

Fukui City estimated at Yen 7,500 per building and of the total value, Yeti 1,323,000,

of 441 such buildings outside the City reckoned at Yen 3,000 each.

4. Yen 11,526,000 being the sum of the total value, Yen 2,415,000, of 352 Government

Offices, Temples, Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories in Fukui City esti-

mated at 3 V/^ 7,500 per building and of the total value, }V« 9,111,000, of 3,037

such buildings outside the City reckoned at Yen 3,000 each.

III.

Yen 21,527,022, being the value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu. This consists

of:—

1. Yen 21,165,050 being J of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses

and other Buildings in Fukui Ken on the assumption that the total value of

Furniture therein is such.

2. Yen 361,972 being the sum of the value, Yen 43,312, of Articles of Virtu in

Fukui City reckoned on the assumption that there are Articles of Virtu worth Yen

4 in the possession of each family in the City, the entire number of families

therein being 18,028, and of the total value. Yen 318,660, of the same articles in

the districts outside the City calculated at the rate of Yen 3 per family, the entire

number of families in those districts being 106,220.

IV.

Yen 401,972 being the value of wealth in Domestic and other Animals in Fukui Ken.

This consists of :

—

1. Yen 153,780 being the value of 5,126 Horned Cattle in Fukui Ken estimated at Yen

30 per head.

2. Yen 161,840 being the value of 4,046 Horses in Fukui Ken reckoned at Yen. 40 per

head.

3. Yen 1,800 being the value of 360 Swine in Fukui Ken estimated at Yen 5 per

head.

4. Yen 17,557 being the value of 58,524 Fowls in Fukui Ken reckoned at J 't';? 0.30

each, based on the assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept per two families.

5. Yen 66,995 being 5 of the sum of the above four items, the value of Goats,

DuckS; Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc. in Fukui Ken being assumed to

be such.

V.

Yen 1,780,720 being the total value of Mining Products in Fukui Ken, and is the

capitalized amount of the estimated 5?^ annual interest on ^ of the total value, Yen

178,071, of Silver (3 1'« 37,090), Copper ( Kf« 140,387) and Red ochre {Yen 594)

produced in this Prefecture.
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VI.

i'en 5,335370 being the total value of Marine Products in Fukui Ken. This

consists of :

—

Ven 4,139,780 being the capitalized amount of the estimate 5% annual interest

on J of the total value, J'w 413,978, of Sardine, Bonito, Cuttle-fish, Mackerel,

Tunny, Cod, Shark, Sea-bream, Salmon, Salmon-trout, Ayu, Ear-shell, etc. caught

in Fukui Ken.

i'eii 1,055,080 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5?^ annual interest

on ^ of the total value, JV;? 105,500, of Manufactured Marine Products, such as

Dried Bonito, Trepang, Dried Sardine, etc.

Yen. 140,510 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% annual interest on

^ ot the value, i'en 14,051, of 5,275 ^oht of common salt produced in Fukui

Ken.

VII.

Fukui Ken has no Electric or Gas Light Company, Waterworks, etc.

VIII.

Yen 2,966,190 being the total wealth represented by Shipping. This consists

of:—

Yen 2,328,500 being the cost of building 22 Steamers, having the total tonnage

of 23,285, estimated at Yen 100 per ton.

Yen 504,300 being the cost of building 75 Sailing Vessels in Fukui Ken io,oS6

tons in all, estimated at i'e/t 50 per ton.

i^en 120,300' being the cost of building 123 large Japanese Junks in Fukui Ken

24,060 /'(5/'« in all, estimated at ]V« 5 per /eoht.

Yen 13,900 being the value of 6,545 smaller Vessels in Fukui Ken reckoned at

Yen 2 each.

IX.

Yell 2,487,235 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Fukui

Ken. This consists of :
—

I'tv/ 2,177,056 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins in circulation and Specie

Reserve, in this Prefecture.

In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in cir-

culation and Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to be the common property of

all Japanese, except the people of Taiwan and Karafuto, and to this common

property the citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of Yen
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10.9025129 per capita ; those of the other 5 larger cities, ]\n 7.50 ; and the inhabit-

ants of all other parts of the Empire, JV// 3.5093594. (For details vide the Statements

for the whole Empire).

J'tv; 31,179 being the value of Gold and Silver Bullion in possession of Fukui

Ken.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were supposed

to have Vc'/i i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire iV« 0.50 each.

X.

Ve'i 5,342,665 being i of the sum total, i'en 10,685,330 of the entire Capital

( J1f« 6,972,830) of 114 Companies and that (Ven 3,712,500) of 37 Banks (ex-

cepting Agencies and Branch Offices of Banks) in Fukui Ken.

XI.

)'c)i 22,438,268 being the wealth of Fukui Ken in Goods and Merchandise of all

kinds, consisting of:

—

)'<v/ 2,161,622 being the value of Imported Goods in possession of the inhabitants

of Fukui Ken.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed

in the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and, of

this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Naga-

saki, Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining

portion of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to

the amount of i'eft 7.70 per capita and those outside them, Vfn 3.484481 each.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

)V« 6,240,063 being ^ of the total value, i'cn 12,480,127, of rice, barley, wheat

and all other agricultural produce of Fukui Ken reckoned on the supposition that

one-half thereof remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.

i^tn 266,769 being J of the total value, }'en 533,537, of the Marine Products of

Fukui Ken, one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within this

Prefecture.

Vtu 890,036 being ^ of the total value, Ytn 178,071, of the Mineral Products, on

the supposition that so much remains unconsumed in this Prefecture.

i'eu 1,366,232 being i of the sum
(
}'tn 2,732,464) of the value of Cocoons, 941,608;

Silks, 3V« 1,559,075 ; and Teas, 3V« 231,781 produced in Fukui Ken; reckoning

being made on the same assumption as above.

i'c-n 12,314,546 being the sum of one-half () 'd'« 9,581,532) of the total value, IV/z

19,165,064, of the following articles produced in Fukui Ken :—Woven Fabrics, i^en

16,563,250; Porcelain and Earthenware, Ven 27,844; Lacquered Ware, Veft 150,532;

Oils, I'^i 218,320; Prepared Indigo, Vm 6,949; Paper, Ven 324,875; Mats and

Mattings, J''" 34.733 ; Wax, i'c'Ji 12,159; Sa^^, Spirits, etc., i\fi 1,587,866; Soy,
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Ve/t 238,536, and of the estimated value Yen 2,732,014 of lother articles of

micellaneous kinds.

The above eleven items amount to i'e// 277,700,234.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled and

of which consequently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the inhabitants

of each Prefecture. These are :

—

XII.

}V« 9,649,794 being the share for Fukui Ken in Japan's wealth in the State and

private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at i'en 725,417,890.

This distributed among the whole population (excepting the inhabitants of Taiwan

and Karafuto), we have Yen 15.5552271 as the share per capita. (For details vide

the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

3'tv/ 2,394,431 being the share for Fukui Ken in Japan's wealth in the Imperial war-

ships, 300.0C0 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to be Yen 180,000,000,

their cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of Yen 600 per ton. The

quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population of Japan excepting

Taiwan and Karafuto, i. e. per capita share of this item of wealth is i\/t 3.8597626^

From this the above sum Yat 2,394,431 can be obtained by simple multiplication.

The above thirteen items aggregate Ym 289,744,459 from which such portion of

our foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 [Yett 405,416,000) as has to be borne

by Fukui Ken, is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole nation, each of

us excepting our fellow subjects in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear Yen 8.6933863. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated on this basis the liabilities

on this account of Fukui Ken are Yen 5,393,003 deducting which from the above men-

tioned total of the 13 items of wealth {Yen 289,744,459), Yen 284,351,456, appears as the

total wealth of Fukui Ken at the close of 1904 minus the above-mentioned portion of the

foreign loans then outstanding.

THE INCREASE OF WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904

TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as 5 % of the total wealth. Now 5% of Yen 289,744,459 is Yen

14,487,223.

These two sums aggregate Yen 384,231,682 from which portions for this Prefecture

of the foreign loans at the close of 1904 and those contracted from the close of 1904
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to the middle of 1906 are to be deducted, i. e. Vf" 5,393,003 and ]V« 11,039,058

respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being )V« 829,855,000, the liability of each of the

Japanese subjects on this account excepting their fellow subjects in Taiwan and Karafuto,

calculated in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904, is i'en

17.7946852 which multiplied by the population of Fukui Ken becomes ]'t-/7 11,039,058

which is the portion of the latter loans to be borne by the people of Fukui Ken. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deducting the above sums Veii 5,393,003 and i'e/t 11,039 058 from the total wealth

of Fukui Ken (}V« 304,231,682), the balance i'cn 287,799,621 representing the net wealth

of Fukui Ken in the middle of 1906 is obtained.
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THE STATEMENTS FOR ISHIKAWA KEN.

Area 270.72 square ri.

Administrative divisions : 8 Gta? (counties) ; i City ; 20

Towns: 259 Villages

Population : 745.738

Families : 141,361

^ ^. ( Population: 99,657Kanazawa City) ^ .,.

( Families : 27,853

(I) Lands }v« 1^0,713,136

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings „ 55,153.500

(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu ,. 28,028,686

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals „ 9x9,727

(V) Mining Products
, 4,923,940

(VI) Marine Products „ 19,226,570

(VII) Electric and Gas-works, Waterworks, and Tram-cars. „ 578,880

(VIII) Shipping „ 812,407

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion „ 2,989,932

(X) Companies and Banks „ 5,999,931

(XI) Goods and Merchandise „ 20,416,312

ist Total „ 329,763,021

(XII) Railways Telegraphs and Telephones „ 11,600,124

(Xlll) Warships : 2,878,372

2nd Total „ 344,241,517

Foreign loans to be deducted from above '. „ 6,482,989

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) „ 337,758,528

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted) „ 344,241.517

Increase of 5 jier cent from close of 1904 to middle of

1 go6 ,, 1 7,2 1 2,076

3rd Total 361,453.593

Foreign loans at c'ose of 1904 to be deducted from above „ 6,482,989

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of igo5 „ 13.270,173

Balance 341700.431
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EXPLANATION.

127

I.

YcU 190,713,136 being the wealth of Ibhikawa Ken in Lands. This consists of:

—

1. l't« 12,660,990 being ten times the total value of 973,923 iohe of rice, the produce

of the rice-fields in Ishikawa Ken, which reckoned at Ve/i i;^ per ^okn makes

Yen 12,660,999 (Table 2).

2. i'en 7,490,000 being ten times the total value, of 93,625 Ivh/ of barley and wheat,

the produce of dry-fields in Ishikawa Ken, which reckoned at i'eu 8 per IvAu makes

Yen 749,000 (Table 2).

3. Yen 268,199,998 being ten times the total value, amounting to Yf/i 2,681,999.80, of

beans, miscellaneous cereals and other agricultural, produce of both dry and

paddy fields in Ishikawa Ken, assuming such value to be { of the sum. Yen

13,409,999, i.e. the total value of rice, barley and wheat produced in the Prefecture.

4. }'en 7,794,880 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Ishikawa Ken,

the total area of which is 4,831 c/io 8 ia/?, reckoned at i'en 160 per Aw (Table 3).

5. i'e/i 5,058,900 being the total value of 562 c/io and i /a/!- of building lots in the City

and towns in Ishikawa Ken, reckoned at Ye;i 3 per imdo (Table 4).

6. Yen 4,063,056 being the total value of the landed property of the Government

(forests, uncultivated fields, land under cultivation and others) in Ishikawa Ken
(Table 5).

7. }'e/i 12,876,312 being the sum of the total value, Yen 7,041,852, of the forests,

uncultivated and other fields, either permanently or temporarily exempted from taxes

in Ishikawa Ken (Table 7) and of ten times the value, }'en 5,834,460 of timber,

faggots and bamboos from the above forests (Table 8).

The above seven items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various des-

criptions of lands in Ishikawa Ken.

II.

Yen 55,153.500 being the wealth of Ishikawa Ken represented by Dwelling Houses,

Storehouses and other Buildings. This consists of:

—

1. i'en 36,628,100 bemg the sum of the total value, i'tvz 13,926,500, of 27,853 Dwel-

ling Houses in Kanazawa City estimated at Ye/i 500 per house, and of the total

value, Yen 22,701,600, of 113,508 Dwelling Houses outside the City reckoned at

Yen 200 per house.

2. Yen 3,198,400 being the sum of the total value, i'en 3,784, of 928 Storehouses in

Kanazawa City estimated at }'en 1,000 each, and of the total value, Yen 2,270,400,

of 3,784 Storehouses outside the City reckoned at Yen 600 each. The above
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numbers of StoreHouses were worked out on the assumed basis of i Storehouse for

every 30 Dwelling Houses.

3. Yen 2,265,000 being the sum of the total value, }'<?;? 930,000, of 124 Government,

communal and private common schools and other educational establishments in

Kanazawa City estimated at !''« 7,500 per building, and of the total value. Yen

1,335 °o°> 0^445 S"ch buildings outside the City reckoned at Yen 3,000 each.

4. Yen 13,062,000 being the sum of the total value. Yen 5,370,000 of 706 Govern-

ment Offices, Temples, Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories in Kanazawa

City estimated at Yen 7,500 per building, and of the total value. Yen 7,692,000, of

2,564 such buildings outside the City reckoned at Yen 3,000 each.

III.

Yen 28,028,686 being the value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu. This con-

sists of:—
1. Yen 27,576,750 being ^ of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and

other Buildings in Ishikawa Ken on the assumption that the total value of Furni-

ture therein is such.

2. Yert 451,936 bemg the sum of the value, JVa 111,413 of Articles of Virtu in Kana-

zawa City reckoned on the assumption that there are Articles of Virtu worth Yen

4 in the possession of each family in the City, the entire number of families therein

being 27,853 and of the total value, Yen. 340,524, of the same articles in the

districts outside the City calculated at the rate of Yen. 3 per family, the entire

number of families in those districts being 113,508.

IV.

Yen gtg.727 being the value of wealth in Domestic and other Animals in Ishika-

wa Ken. This consists of :

—

1. Yen 318,090 being the value of 10,603 Horned Cattle in Ishikawa Ken estimated at

Yen 30 per head.

2. Yen. 426,360 being the value of 10,659 Horses in Ishikawa Ken reckoned at Yen 40

per head.

3. Yen 785 being the value of 157 Swine in Ishikawa Ken estimated at Yen. 5 per

head.

4. Yen 21,204 being the value of 70,680 Fowls in Ishikawa Ken reckoned at Yen 0.30

each, based on the assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept per two families.

5. Yen. 4,923,940 being \ of the sum of the above four items, the value of Goats,

Ducks, Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc. in Ishikawa Ken being assumed

to be such.

V.

Yen 4,923,940 being the total value of Mining Products in Ishikawa Ken, and is
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the capitalized amount of the estimated 55^ annual interest on .1 of the total value,

J'tv/ 492,394, of Gold, Yen 140,872; Silver, V^n 44,960; Copper, Vc// 295,123;

Lead, Voi 8,iS6 and Manganese, Veit 3,253 produced in this Prefecture.

VI.

Vc'u 19,226,570 being the total value of Marine Products in Ishikawa Ken. This

consists of :

—

Vc-n 14,988,380 being the capitalized amount of the estimated ^% annual interest

on J of the total value, Vcn 1,498,838, of Sardine, Bonito, Cuttle-fish, Mackerel,

etc. caught in Ishikawa Ken.

i't'n 2,084,860 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 55^ annual interest

on i of the total value, )'e;r 208,486, of Manufactured Marine Products, such as

Dried Bonito, Bleached Agar-agar, Nori, Funori, etc.

}'e;i 2,153,330 being the capitalize 1 amount of the estimated 5% annual interest on

J of the value, Vc'/r 215,333, of 130,520 l-ol'// of common salt produced in Ishikawa

Ken.

VII.

Vc-n 578,880 being the wealth-producing power of the Electric and Gas Works

and Tram-cars in Ishikawa Ken, consisting of:

—

JV;;. 60,000 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% annual interest on

the total annual profits, Itv? 3,000, of the three Horse Tram-cars Co. (Yamanaka,

Kaneishi, Matsukane) in this Prefecture.

J't";/ 518,880 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5?^ interest per year on

the total annual profits, i'eii 25,944, of the Kanazawa Electric Light Company in

this Prefecture.

VIII.

Ve/i 812,407 being the total wealth represented by Shipping. This consists of:—
Ve/i 266,500 being the cost of building 6 Steamers having the total tonnage of

2,665 estimated at I't"// 100 per ton.

Ve/i 123,600 being the cost of building 20 Sailing Vessals in Ishikawa Ken

2,472 tons in all, estimated at Ven 50 per ton.

}'en 402,175 being the cost of building 624 larger Japanese Junks in Ishikawa

Ken 80,435 '^<''^'" in all, estimated at Ve/r. 5 per /v/Cv/.

Vc'>i 20,132 being the value of 10,066 smaller Vessels in Ishikawa Ken reckoned

at Ven 2 each.

IX.

I^tvz 2,989,932 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Ishika-

wa Ken. This consists of :
—
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r. Yfii 2,617,063 being the sum of Gold and Silver Coins in circulation and Specie

Reserve in this Prefecture.

In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in

circulation and Specie Reserve of Japan was considertd to be the common property

of all Japanese, except the people of Taiwan and Karafuto, and to the common

property the citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of Yen

10.9025129 per capita, those of the other 5 larger cuies, Yen-j.^o; and the in-

habitants of all other parts of the Empire, iV« 3.5003594. (For details vide the

Statements for the whole Empire).

2. Yell 372,869 being the value of in Gold and Silver Bullion in possession of Ishika-

wa Ken.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were supposed to

have Yen i.co each and those of all other parts of the Empire Yen 0.50 each.

X.

Y<:n 5,999,931 being i of the sum total. Yen 11,999,861, of the entire Capital {Yen

8,823,661) of 242 Companies and that (Yen 3,176,200) of 45 Banks (excepting

Agencies and Branch Offices of Banks) in Ishikawa Ken.

XI.

Yen 20,416,312 being the wealth of Ishikawa Ken in Goods and Merchandise of all

kinds, consisting of ".

—

1. Yell 2,598,510 being the value of Imported Goods in possession of the inhabitants

of Ishikawa Ken.

In making these estimates imix)rted goods were assumed to remain unconsumed in

the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and, of

this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Nagasaki,

Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining portion

of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to the amount

of Yen 7.70 per capita and those outside them, It;/ 3.484481 each. (For details

vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

2. Yen 8,045,999 being I of the total value, Yen 16,091,999, of rice, barley, wheat and

all other agricul'.ural produce of Ishikawa Ken reckoned on the supposition that

one-half thereof remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.

3. J'dVi 961,328 being i of the total value, Yen 1,922,657, of the Marine Products of

Ishikawa Ken, one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within this

Prefecture.

4. Yen 246,197 being » of the total value. Yen 492,394, of the Mineral Products, on

the supposition that so much remains unconsumed in this Prefecture.

5. )'«/ 841,409 being i of the sum [Yen 1,682,817) of the value of Cocoons, Yen

891,217; Silks, }V« 64,458; and Teas, y^i 151,142 produced in Ishikawa Ken;

reckoning made on the same assumption as above.
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6. }'c'« 7,722,869 being the sum of one-half ( IV;; 6,208,668) of the total value, Ve/i

12,417,335, of the following articles produced in Ishikawa Ken:—Woven Fabrics,

}'t'/i 8,492,509 ; Porcelain and Earthenware, Vd/i 289,703 ; Laquered Ware, Ven

690,270; Bronze and Copper Ware, i'c/i 106,650; Oils, 3 Vw 71,243 ; Matches,

Ven 38,900 ; Hides and Leathers, i'en 16,563 ; Paper, i'm 43,659 ; Mats and Mat-

ting, Ven 146,538 ; SaZ-c', Spirits, etc., Ven 1,944,562 ; Soy, i'e)i 576,738, and of

the estimated value i'en 1,514,201 of other articles of miscellaneous kinds.

The above eleven items amount to Ven 329,763,021.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled and

of which consequently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the inhabitants

of each Prefecture. These are :

—

XII.

Veil 11,600,124 being the share for Ishikawa Ken in Japan's wealth in the State and

private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at Ven 725,417,890.

This distributed among the whole population (excepting the inhabitants of Taiwan

and Karafuto) we have ]'e/t 15.5552271 as the share per capita. (For details vide

the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

Ve/i 2,878,372 being the share ior Ishikawa Ken in Japan's wealth in the Imperial

warships, 300.000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to be Ve/i

180,000,000, their cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of Ven 600

per ton. The quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population of

Japan excepting Taiwan and Karafuto, i. e. our per capita share of this item of

wealth is i'en 3.8597626. From this the above sum i'en 2,878,372 can be obtained

by simple multiplication.

The above thirteen items aggregate i'en 344,24t,5i7 from which such portion of

our foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 (i'en 405,416,000) as has to be borne by

Ishikawa Ken, is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole nation, each of the

Japanese subjects exclusive of those in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear i'en 8.6933863.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated on this basis the

liabilities on this account of Ishikawa Ken are i'en 6,482,989 deducting which from the

above mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth ( }V« 344,241,517), Ft-w 337,758,528 is

obtained as the total wealth of Ishikawa Ken at the close of 1904 minus the above-

mentioned portion of the foreign loans then outstanding.
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THE INCREASE OF 'WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904

TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as 5% of the total wealth. Now 5% of I'c'/? 344,241,517 is ]'«/

17,212,076.

These two sums aggregate ]V/? 36t,453,5Q3 from which portions for this Prefecture of

the foreign loans at the close of 1904 and those contracted from the close of 1904 to the

middle of 1906 are to be deducted, i. e. Ven 6,482,989 and Ve>i 13,271,073 respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being )'en 829,855,000, the liability of each of the

Japanese subjects on this account excepting their fellow subjects in Taiwan and Karafuto,

calculated in the same way as in the case of the foreign lo:ins at the close of 1904, is }'en

17.7946S52 which multiplied by the population of Ishikawa Ken becomes }'en 13,271,073,

which is the portion of the latter loans to be borne by tne people of Ishikawa Ken. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deducting the above sums IV;? 6,482,989 and Ven 13,270,173 from the total wealth

of Ishikawa Ken ( I'vz 361,453,593), the balance J'f/; 341,700,431 representing the net

wealth of Ishikawa Ken in the middle of 1906 is obtained.
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THE STATEIVIENTS FOR TOYAMA KEN.

Area 226.41 square ri.

Administrative divisions: 8 6'^w (couuties) ; 2 Cities;

31 Towns; 239 Villages

Population : 761,699

Families: 143-837

Toyama and f Population: 87,394

Takaoka Cities C Families: 23,150

(I) Lands Yen 251,582,240

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings „ 54,738,200

(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu , 27,823,761

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals , 527,029

(V) Mining Products , 33.020

(VI) Marine Products „ ii,53i.020

(VII) Electric and Gas Works, Water-Works and Tram-cars.. „ 396,320

(VIII) Shipping ., 1.953.731

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion , 3.053.925

(X) Companies and Banks „ 11,148,14^

(XI) Goods and Merchandise „ 18,375,313-

1st Total
'.

„ 381,162,700

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones ,. 11,848,401

(XIII) Warships ,, 2,939,97?

2nd Total ,. 395.951.078

Foreign loans to be deducted from above » 6,621,744

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) „ 389>329>334

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted) ..
395>95i'078

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 „ 19,797.554

3rd Total ., 415.748,632

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above , 6,621,744

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 .>
I3.554'i94

Balance » 395-572.694
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EXPLANATION.

i''e/i 251,582,240 being the wealth of in Lands. This consists of:—
1. i^en 176,554,950 being ten times the total value of 1,358,115 /v/v/ of rice, the pro-

duce of rice-fields in Toyama Ken which reckoned at iw. 13 per /•(?/// makes ]'e;i

17.655.495 (Table 2).

2. Ven 3,299,600 being ten times the total value of 41,245 /^o/:u of barley and wheat,

the produce of dry-fields in Toyama Ken which reckoned at Ve^i 8 per /;oA'// makes

Ven 329 960 (Table 2).

3. Ve/z 35,970,910 being ten times the total value amounting to i'J/i 3,597,091 of

beans, miscellaneous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddy-

fields in Toyama Ken assuming such value to be I of 3'tv/ 17,985,455 i.e. the total

value of rice, barley and wheat produced in this Prefecture.

4. Ven 9,099,750 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Toyama Ken

the total area of which is 6,066 c/w 5 ian, reckoned at Ven 150 per ian (Table 3).

5. Yen 3,039,720 being the total value of 347 c/io of building lots in the Cities and

towns in Toyama Ken reckoned at i^en 292 per ^s//3o (Table 4).

6. Vt'/i 8,408,468 being the total value of the landed property of the Government

forests and uncultivated fields (Table 5).

7. Vt'/r 15,208,842 being the sum of the total value, Vfn. 11,771,612. of the forests, un-

cultivated and other fields, lands either permanently or temporarily exempted from

taxes in Toyama Ken (Table 7), and often times the value, Ven 3,437,230, of timber

faggots and bamboos from the above forests (Table 8).

The above seven items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various descrip-

tions of lands in Toyama Ken.

II.

Ven 54,738,200 being the wealth of Toyama Ken represented by Dwelling Houses,

Storehouses and other Buildings. This consists of:—
1. i'en 35,712,400 being the sum of the total value, Jtv? 11,575,000, of 23,150, Dwell-

ing Houses in Toyama and Takaoka Cities estimated at }'e/i 500 per house, and of

the total value, J'tv/ 137,400, of 120,687 Dwelling Houses outside the Cities

reckoned at }V« 200 per house.

2. i'tfi 3,185,800 being the sum of the total value, Ven 772,000, of 772 Storehouses in

Toyama and Takaoka Cities estimated at Ven 1,000 each, and of the total value,

Ven 2,413,800, of 4,023 Storehouses outside the Cities reckoned at ]'en 600 each.

The above number of Storehouses were worked out on the assumed basis of i

Storehouse for every 30 Dwelling Houses.

3. Vt-n 1,615,500 being the sum of the total value, i'en 442,500 of 59 Government,

communal and private coinmon schools and others in the 2 Cities estimated
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at ]'tv/ 7,500 per building, and of che total value, I'tvi 1,173,000, of 351 such buildings

outside the Cities reckoned at Veu 3,000 each.

4. i'e/i 14,224,500 being the sum of the total value, }'(?« 3,937,500, of 525 Government

Offices, Temples, Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories in Toyama and

Takaoka Cities estimated at Vm 7,500 par building, and of the total value, Ttv/

10,287,000, of 3,429 such buildings outside the Cities reckoned at y'e/i 3,000 each.

III.

}'d'« 27,823,761 being the total valu3 of Furniture and Articles of Virtu. This

consists of :

—

1. i'en 27,369,100 being i of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and

other Buildings in Toyama Ken, on the assumption that the total value of Furniture

therein is such.

2. Ve>i 454,661 being the sum of the value, !'<?« 92,600, of Articles of Virtu in Toyama

and Takaoka Cities reckoned on the assumption that there are Articles of Virtu

worth i'c'/i 4 in the possession of each family in the Cities, the entire number of

families therein being 23,150, and of the total value, JV// 362,061, of the same

articles in the districts outside the Cities calculated at the rate of Vfi 3 per family,

the entire number of families in those districts being 120,687.

IV.

i'd/i 527,029 being the value of wealth in Domestic and other Animals in Toyama

Ken. This consists of :

—

1. Ffw 44,430 being the value of 1,481 Horned Cattle in Toyama Ken estimated at

Yen 30 per head.

2. Yen 371,120 being the value of 9,278 Horses in Toyama Ken reckoned at ]'eii 40

per head.

3. Yen 2,065 being the value of 413 Swine in Toyama Ken estimated at i'e'i 5 per

head.

4. Yi/f 21,576 being the value of 71,919 Fowls in Toyama Ken reckoned at I'f/r. 0.30

each, based on the assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept per two families.

5. Yc'/;. 87,838 being a of the sum of the above four items, the value of Goats, Ducks,

Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc in Toyama Ken being assumed to be

such.

}'c'/r. 33,020 being the total value of Mining Products in Toyama Ken, and is the

capitalized amount of the estimated ^% annual interest on i of the total value, Ye/f.

3,302, of Gold Yen 693, Sulphur Yen. 359, and Coal Yen 2,250, produced in this

Prefecture.
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VI.

}Vw 11,531,020 being the total value of Marine Products in Toyama Ken. This

consists of:

—

Yen 7,760,520 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% annual interest

on i of the total value, Yen 776,252, of the Sardine, Bonito, Cuttle-fish, Mackerel,

Sole, Carp, Cod, Shark, Sea-bream, Salmon, Salmon-trout, " Ayu ", Ear-shell,

Lobster, Octopus, etc. caught in Toyama Ken.

Yen. 3,762,520 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on I the total value. Yen 376,252, of Manufactured Marine products, such as Dried

Cuttle-fish, Fins of Shark, Dried Bonito and Cod, Salted Bonito, Mackerel,

Salmon, Fish-guano, etc.

VII.

Yen 396,320 being the wealth-producing power of the Electric Light Companies,

in Toyama Ken, and is the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on the total annual profits, Yen ig,8i6, of the two Electric Light Companies in

Toyama Ken.

VIII.

Yen 1,953,731 being the total wealth represented by Shipping in Toyama Ken.

This consists of :—

Yen 1,176,300 being the cost of building 12 Steamers having the total tonnage of

11,763, estimated at Yen looper ton.

Yen 207,300 being the cost of building 37 Sailing Vessels having total tonnage of

4,146, estimated at Yen 50 per ton.

J V;; 557,685 being the cost of building 569 larger Japanese Junks, 111,537 i(3/i-«

in all, estimated at Yen 5 per koku.

Yen 12,446 being the value of 6,223 small Craft, reckoned at Yen 2 each.

IX.

Yen 3,053,925 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Toyama

Ken. This consists of :

—

Yen 2,673,075 being the sum of Gold and Silver Coins in circulation and Specie

Reserve in this Prefecture.

In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in

circulation and Specie Reserve of Japan was considertd to be the common property

of all Japanese, except the people of Taiwan and Karafuto, and to this common

property the citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of 3 V//

10.0925129 per capita ; those of the other 5 large cities, JV« 7.50; and the inha-

bitans of all other parts of the Empire, Yen 35093594. (For details vide the

Statements for the whole Empire)
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)V« 380,850 being the value of GJd and Silver Bullion in possession of Toyama

Ken.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were supposed

to have ]'en i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire J't-w o 50 each.

X.

Vt'/i 11,148,141 being ^ of the sum total, Itv; 22,296,282, of the entire Capital

( 3V« 14,719,165) of 233 Companies and that ( JV« 757,117) of 47 Banks (excepting

Agencies and Branch Office of Banks) in Toyama Ken.

XI.

i'en 18,375,313 being the wealth of Toyama Ken in Goods and Merchandise of all

kinds, consisting of :^

[. Veft 2,654,126 being the value of Imported Goods in possession of the inhabitants

of Toyama Ken.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed in

the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total value, and, of

this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Nagasaki,

Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining portion

of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to the

amount of }>// 7.70 per capita and those outside them, JV« 3.48481 each. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

2. 1V« 10,791,273 being 2 of the total value, }'<?« 21,582,546, of rice, barley, wheat

and all other agricultural produce of Toyama Ken reckoned on the supposition that

one-half thereof remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.

1. 3 V« 576,551 being I of the total value, Yen 1,153,102, of the Marine Products of

Toyama Ken, one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed whithin this.

Prefecture.

3t'« 1,651 being ^ of the total value, im 3,302, of Mineral Products, on the sup-

position that so much remains unconsumed in this Prefecture.

y'efi 824,135 being > of the sum (Yen 1,648,270) of the value of Cocoons, VeM

469,145 ; Silks, i'en 973,573 ; and Teas, Yen 205,552, produced in Toyama Ken ;

reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

i'e/i 3,527,577 being the sum of one-half (3 w 2,119,585) of the total value. Yen

4,239,169, of the following articles produced in Toyama Ken :—Woven Fabrics,

Yett 1,766,747; Porcelain and Earthenware, i'en 4,230; Lacquered Ware, Yen

191,056; Bronze and Copper Ware, 3V« 278,000; Oils, 3V« 46,236; Matches, Yen

16,542 ; Hides and Leathers, Yen 8,512 ; Paper, i'en 143,682 ; Mats and Matting,

Yen 50,896 ; Sah; Spirits, etc., i'en 1,434,018 ; Soy, Yen 299,268, and of the esti-

mated value i'eii 1,407,992 of other articles of miscellaneous kinds.

The above eleven items amount to i'en 381,162,700.
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Besides the above there are items of wealih to which the general public is entitled

and to which consequently an apponioned account may be made in respect of the inhabi-

tants of each Prefecture. These are :
—

XII.

y'en 11,848,401 being share for Toyama Ken in Japan's wealth in the State and

private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at Yen 725,417,890.

This distributed among the whole population (excepting the inhabitants of Taiwan

and Karafuto) we have Yen 15.5552271 as the share per capita. (For details vide

the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

Yen 2,939,977 being the share for Toyama Ken in Japan's wealth in the Imperial

warship, 300,000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to heYen 180,000,000,

their cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of Ye7t 600 per ton. The

quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population of Japan, excepting

Taiwan and Karafuro, i. e. per capita share of this item of wealth is Yen 3.8597626.

From this the above sum Ytm 2,939,977 can be obtained by simple multiplication.

The above thirteen items aggregate Yoi 395,951,078 from which such portion of our

foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 (Jot 405,416,000) as has to be borne by

Toyama Ken, is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole nation, each of the

Japanese subjects exclusive of those in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear J 'c;/ 8.6933863.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated on this basis the liabi-

lities on this account of Toyama Ken are Yen 6,621,744 deducting which from the above

mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth [Ye7i 395,951,078), }'<?« 389.329,334 appears

as the total wealth of Toyama Ken at the close of 1904 minus the above-mentioned

jiortion of the foreign loans then outstanding.

THE INCREASE OF WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904
TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as 5 % of the total wealth. Now 5 % of }V« 395,951.078 is Yen

19.797.554-

These two sums aggregate J'f;? 415.748,632 from which the portion for this Prefecture

of the foreign loans at the close of 1904 and that contracted from the close of 1904 to the

middle of 1906 are to be deducted, i. e. Yar 6,621,744 and Yen 13,554,194 respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being Ycii 829,855,000, the liability of each of the
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Japanese subjects on this account excepting their fellow subjects in Taiwan and Karafuto,

calculated in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904, is Vett

17.7946852 which multiplied by the population of Toyama Ken becomes Ven 13,554,194,

which is the portion of the latter loans to be borne by the people of Toyama Ken. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deducting the above sums J 6'« 6,621,744 ^^^ ^^'^ I3'554'^94 f™'" 'he total wealth

of Toyama Ken (}«? 415,748,632), the balance Yen 395,572,694 representing the net

wealth of Toyama Ken in the middle of igo6 is obtained.
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THE STATEWIENTS FOR NIIGATA KEN.

Area 824.59 square ri.

Administrative divisions: 16 Gun (counties); iCity; 47

Towns; 401 Villages

Population: 1,733,648

Families : 294,603

M- » r^-.
^I'opulation: 59,576

Niieata City>_ .^.^ •' ^-Families: 11,614

(I) Lands Yen 458,371,291

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings ... „ 84,866,100

(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu „ 43,328,473

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals , 2,346,391

(V) Mining Products „ 43,257,710

(VI) Marine Products ,, 20,170,070

(VII) Electric and Gas works, Waterworks, and Tram-cars 231,860

(VIII) Shipping „ 853,083

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion , 6,950,818

(X) Companies and Banks 29,562,157

(XI) Goods and Merchandise „ 37,270,525

1st Total 727,208,478

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones , 26,967,288

(XIII) Warships „ 6,691,470

2nd Total „ 760,867,236

Foreign loans to be deducted from above „ 15,071,272

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) ,, 745J95.964

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted) , 760,867,236

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 ... ,, 38,043,362

3rd Total „ 798,910,598

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above „ 15,071,272

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 „ 30,849,720

Balance „ 752.989606
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EXPLANATION.

141

I,

Ven 458,371,291 being the wealth of Niigata Ken in Lands. This consists of :

—

1. Yen 305,892,730 being ten times the total value of 2,353,021 ^oi't/ of rice, the

produce of rice-fields in Niigata Ken, which reckoned at i'en 13 per inh/ makes

Yen 30,589,273 (Table 2).

2. Ya? 10,468,800 being ten times the total value of 130,860 koktt of barley and

wheat, the produce of dry-fields in Niigata Ken, which reckoned at Yei? 8 pex koktt

makes Yen 1,046,880 (Table 2).

3. J'tv; 63,272,306 being ten times the total value, Yen 6,327,230, of beans, miscel-

laneous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddy-fields in

Niigata Ken, assuming such value to be | of the sum, Yen 31,636,153, i. e. the

. total value of rice, barley and wheat produced in this Prefecture.

4. ]>;? 13,773,870 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Niigata

Ken, the total area of which is 15,304 c/io 3 tan, reckoned at Yeit 90 per ian

(Table 3).

5. Yen 6,526,200 being the total value of 745 cho of building lots in the City and

towns in Niigata Ken, reckoned at Yen 5.85 per tsiibo (Table 4.)

6. Yen 33,250,445 being the total value of the landed property of the Government

(building lots, forests, uncultivated fields, land under cultivation and others) in

Niigata Ken (Table 5).

7. Yen 529,139 being the total value of the Imperial Estates (forests^nd uncultivated

fields) in Niigata Ken (Table 6).

8. Yen 24,657,801 being the sum of the total value. Yen 11,331,041, of the forests,

uncultivated and other fields, lands either permanently or temporarily exempted

from taxes in Niigata Ken (Table 7), and of ten times the value. Yen 13,326,760, of

timber, faggots and bamboos from the above forests (Table 8).

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various des-

criptions of lands in Niigata Ken.

II.

Yen 84,866,100 being the wealth of Japan represented by Dwelling Houses,

Storehouses and other Buildings in Niigata Ken. This consists of:—
I. Yen 62,404,800 being the sum of the total value. Yen 5,807,000, of 11,614 Dwelling

Houses in Niigata City estimated at Yen 500 per house and of the total value.

Yen 56,597,800, of 282,989 Dwelling Houses outside the City reckoned at Yen

200 per house.
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J't'« 6,046,800 being the sum of the total value, 3 "t"/?. 387,000, of 387 Storehouses

in Niigata City estimated at Yen 1,000 each and of the total value, Yen 5,659,800,

of 9'433 Storehouses outside the City reckoned at Yen 600 each. The above

numbers of Storehouses were worked out on the assumed basis of i Storehouse

for every 30 Dwelling Houses.

Yen. 3,951,000 being the sumjof the total value, Yei?. 375,000, of 50 Government,

communal and private common schools and other educational establishments in

Niigata City estimated at Yen 7,500 per building and of the total value. Yen

3,576,000, of 1,192, such buildings outside the City reckoned at Yen 1,000 each.

Yen' 12,1^62,,y)0 being the sum of the total value. Yen 1,177,500, of 157 Govern-

ment Offices, Temples, Chuiches, Company Offices and Manufactories in Niigata

City estimated at Yen. 7,500 per building and of the total value, Yen. 11,286,000, of

3,762 such buildings outside the City reckoned at Yen. 3,000 each.

III.

Yen 43,328,473 being the value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu in Niigala Ken

This consists of :

—

Yen. 42,433,050 being I of the total value of all Dwelling Houses and other Build-

ings in Niigata Ken, on the assumption that the total value of Furniture therein is

such.

Yen 895,423 being the sum of the value, Yen 46,456, of Articles of Vitu in Niigata

City reckoned on the assumption that there are Articles of Virtu worth Yen 4 in

the possession of each family in the City, the entire number of families therein

being 11,614 and of the total value. Yen 848,967, of the same articles in the dist-

ricts outside the City calculated at the rate of Yen. 3 per family, the entire number

of families in those districts being 282,989.

IV.

Yen 2,346,391 being the value of the national wealth in Domestic and other

Animals in Niigata Ken. This consists of:

—

Yen 453,000 being the value of 15,100 Horned Cattle in Niigata Ken estimated at

Yen 30 per head.

Yen 1,454,280 being the value of 36,357 Horses in Niigata Ken reckoned at Yen.

40 per head.

yk'w 3,855 being the value of 771 Swine in Niigata Ken estimated at Yen e, per

head.

Yen 44,191 being the value of 147,302 Fowls in Niigata Ken reckoned at Yen 0.30

each ; the above number is based on the assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept

per two families.

Yen 391,065 being \ of the sum of the above four items, the value of Goats, Ducks,

Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc. in Niigata Ken being assumed to be

such.
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V.

Iw 43,257,710 being the total value of Mining ProJucts of Niigata Ken, repre-

senting the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest on i of the

total value, Yen 4,325,771, which consits of the following Mining Products :

—

Gold, i'en 740,086; Copper, JV« 361,415; Silver, IV-v. 136,692; Kerosene Oil,

)'m 3,087,578.

VI.

i^e/!. 20,170,070 being the total value of Marine Products in Niigata Ken. This

consists of :

—

IVw 14,707.060 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on I of the total value, I'tvz 1,470,706, of Sardine, Cuttle-fish, Mackerel. Shark,

Tunny, " Ayu ", Ear-shell, Trepang, Prawns, etc. caught in Niigata Ken.

Ven 5,286.280 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on I of the value, i^en 528,628, of Manufactured Marine Products, such as Cuttle-

fish, Cod, etc.

3 w 176,730 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest on

i of the value, i'o; 17,673, of 8,293 /(-/{v/ of common salt produced in Niigata Ken.

VII.

i't/f 231,860 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % interest per year

on the total annual profits, Ve/^. 11,593, of the Niigata Electric I^ight Company.

VIII.

3V;/ 853,083 being the total wealth represented by Shipping. This consists of:—
JV,v 388,000 being the cost of building 40 Steamers having the total tonnage of

3,880, estimated at iV.v 100 per ton.

Yen 213,850 being the cost of building 48 Sailing Vessels in Niigata Ken 4,277

tons in all, estimated at Ye)!. 50 per ton.

}'e;i 165,845 being the cost of building 268 larger Japanese Junks in Niigata Ken

33,169 ^ohe in all, estimated at Yen 5 per h^^u.

Yen 85,388 being the value of 42,694 smaller Vessels in Niigata Ken reckoned at

Yen 2 each.

IX.

Yen 6,950,818 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Niigata Ken.

This consists of:—
Yen 6,083,994 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins in circulation and Specie

Reserve, the property of the inhabitants of this prefecture.

In making the above estimates, the whole amount Gold and Silver Coins in circu-

lation and Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to be the common property of
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all Japanese except the people of Taiwan and Karafuto, and to this common pro-

perty the citizen of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of I'tv; 10.9025129

.per capita; those of the other 5 large Cities, Yen 7.50 ; and the inhabitants of all

other parts of the Empire, Yen 3.5093594. (For details vide the Statements for

the whole Empire).

Yen 866,824 being the sum in Gold and Silver Bullion the property of the inhabi-

tants of Niigata Ken.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were supposed to

have Yen i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire Yen. 0.50 each.

X.

Ye7i 29,562,157 being 2 of the sum total, Yen 59,124,314 of the entire Capital

( Fw; 42,792,384) of 335 Companies and that [Yen 16,331,930) of 104 Banks

(excepting Agencies and Branch Offices of Banks) in Niigata Ken.

XI.

Ye)!. 37,270,525 being the wealth of Niigata Ken in Goods and Merchandise of all

kinds, consisting of :

—

Yen 6,292,007 being the sum of Yen- 458,735 in Imported Goods in possession of

the citizens of Niigata and of Yen 5,833,272 in the same in possession of the inha-

bitants of Niigata Ken outside the City.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed in

the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and, of

this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Koyto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Nagasaki,

Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining portion

of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to the amount

of Yen 7.70 per capita and those outside them. Yen- 3.484481 each. (For details

vide tne Statements for the whole Empire).

Yen. 18,981,692 being 3 of the total value, Yen 37,963,384, of rice, barley, wheat,

and all other agricultural produce of Niigata Ken reckoned on the supposition that

one-half thereof remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.

Yen 1,008,504 being I of the tolal value. Yen 2,017,007, of the Marine Products of

Niigata Ken, ont-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within this

Prefecture.

I'l?;?. 2,162,886 being I of the total value, I't'/z 4,325,771, of the Mining Products

of Niigata Ken, one-half whereof being assumed to rtmain unconsumed within this

Prefecture.

IV;;. 2,108,574 being I of the sum ( IV// 4,217,148) of the value of Cocoons, Yen

1,956,304; Silks, Yen 2,053,538; and Teas, Yeit 207,306; produced in Niigata Ken,

reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

I'iV; 6,716,862 being the sum of one-half ( I «; 5,190,961) of the total value Yen
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10,381,922 of the following articles produced in Niigata Ken :—Woven Fabrics, }'e;;.

3,083,431 ; Porcelain and Earthenware, 3'=?« 43,973 ; Lacquered Ware, JV/z 139,068 ;

Bronze and Copper Ware, J'-?;? 146,498 ; Oils, Veiz 150,917 ; Matches, Y'en 70,704;

Hides and Leathers, IV;/ 2,597; Paper, Yen 70,853; Mats and Matting, Yen

21,717; Candles, }V« 4,504; 5(z/r, Spirits, etc., I't?;; 6,043,688 ; Soy, Ye/i 603,972,

and of the estimated value JV;? 1,525,901 of other articles of miscellaneous kinds.

The above eleven items amount to i\->f 727,208,478.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled

and of which consequently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the inhabi-

tants of each Prefecture. These are :
—

XII.

i'e/r 26,967,288 being the share for Niigata Ken in Japan's wealth in the State and

private Railways, Telegraphs, and Telephones, (Formosan Railway, Seoul-Fusan,

Railway and South-Manchurian Railway excepted) valued in all at 3 cv; 725,417,890.

This distributed among the whole population (excepting the inhabitants of Taiwan

and Karafuto), we have J'cva 15.5552271 as the share per capita. (For details vide

the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

Yen 6,691,470 being the share for Niigata Ken in Japan's wealth in the Imperial

warships, 300,000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to be JVw

180,000,000, their cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of i'e'i 600

per ton. The quotient obtained by dividing tliis sum by the whole population of

Japan excepting Taiwan and Karafuto, i. e. our per capita share of this item of

wealth is J't'// 3.8597626. From this the above sum JV/? 6,691,470 can be obtained

by simple multiplication.

The above thirteen items summed up we have i'e^r. 760,867,236 from which such

portion of our foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 ( i'en 405,416,000) as has to

borne by Niigata Ken, is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole nation, each

of us excepting our fellow subjects in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear ]'<?« 8.6933863.

(For details vide the .Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated on this basis the lia-

bilities on this account of Niigata Ken are i'en 15,071,272 deducting which from the

above mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth
(
]'en 760,867,236), we get J cv/ 745,795,964

as the total wealth of Niigata Ken at the close of 1904 minus the above-mentioned portion

of the foreign loans then outstanding.
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THE INCREASE OF W^EALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904
TO THE MIDDLE OF 1908.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as 5 % of the total wealth. Now 5 % of Yen 760,867,236 is Yen

38,043,362.

These two sums added up we have Yen 798,910,598 from which the portion for this

Prefecture of the foreign- loans at the close of 1904 and that contracted from the close of

1904 to the middle of 1906 are to be deducted, i, e. Yen 15,071,272 and Yen 30,849,720

respectively.

The total sum of tbe latter loan being J'^"/; 829,855,000, the liability of each of the

Japanese subjects on this account excepting their fellow subjects in Taiwan and Karafuto,

calculated in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904, is Ye7t

17.7946852 which multiplied by the population of Niigata Ken becomes Yen 30,849,720,

which is the portion of the latter loans to be borne by the people of Niigata Ken. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deducting the above sums Yen i^p-ji.i-j^ and Yen 30,849,720 from the total

wealth of Niigata Ken {Yen 798,910,598), the balance Yen 752,989,606 representing the

net wealth of Niigata Ken in the middle of 1906 appears.
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THE STATEMENTS FOR FUKUSHIMA KEN.

Area S46.07 square ri.

AcLministrative divisions : 17 Gun (counties) ; i City
;

37 Towns; 3S3 Villages

Population : 1,134,345

Families : 165,974

(Population : ^2,534
WakamatsuCuy]^ ^

.^.
^ ^^^

^Families : 5,442

(I) Lands Yen 308,750,534

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings ... „ 50,168,000

(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu
, 25,587,364

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals „ 3,893,011

(V) Mining Products „ 12,857,770

(VI) Marine Products „ 4,986,120

(VII) Electric and Gas Works, Waterworks, and Tram-cars ,, 346,080

(VIII) Shipping , 20,341

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion „ 4,547,997

(X) Companies and Ranks „ 4,527,844

(XI) Goods and Merchandise ,, 28,374,347

ist lotal „ 444,059,408

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones „ 17,644,994

(XIII) Warships „ 4.378,302

2nd Total „ 4C6,o82,704

Foreign loans to be deducted from above „ 9,861,299

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) „ 456.221.405

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted) „ 466,082,704

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 ... „ 23,304,135

3rd Total „ 489,386,839

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above „ 9,861,299

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 „ 20,185,312

Balance „ 459.340.228
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EXPIiANATIOW.

I.

Yen 308.750,534 being the wealth of Fukushima Ken in Lands. This consists

of:—

1. Yeti 162,522,880 being ten times the total value of 1,250,176 ioi-ii of rice, the pro-

duce of rice-fields in Fukushima Ken, which reckoned at JV// 13 per /;okti makes

Yen 16,252,288 (Table 2.)

2. Yen 26,223,920 being ten times the total value of 327,799 koku of barley and w leat,

the produce of dry-fields in Fukushima Ken, wh'ch reckoned at Yen S per /col'u

makes Yen 2,622,392 (Table 2).

3. Yen 37,749,360 being ten times the total value amounting to ) tv; 3,774.936, of

beans, miscellaneous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddy-

fields in Fukushima Ken, assuming such value to be -5 of the sum, Ye;r. 18,874,680,

i. e. the total value of rice, barley and wheat produced in this Prefecture.

4. Yen 13,559,650 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Fukushima

Ken, the total area of which is 10,430 e/io 5 A?;/, reckoned at ]';; 130 per (an (Table

3).

5. Yen 1,927,800 being the total value of 357 eho of building lots in the City and

towns in Fukushima Ken, reckoned at Yen 1.80 per isn6o (Table 4).

6. Yen 47,702,486 being the total value of the landed property of the Government

(forests, uncultivated fields, and others) in Fukushima Ken (Table 5).

7. Yen 101,605 being the total value of the Imperial Estates (forests and uncultivated

fields and others) in Fukushima Ken (Table 6).

8. Yen 18,962,833 being the sum of the total value, Yen 10,041,743, of the forests,

uncultivated and other fields, lands either permanently or temporarily exempted

from taxes in Fukushima Ken (Table 7), and often times the value, Yen 8,921,090,

of timber, faggots and bamboos from the above forests (Table 8).

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various des-

criptions of lands in Fukushima Ken.

II.

Ytn 50,168,000 being the wealth of Fukushima Ken represented by Dwelling

Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings. This consists of :

—

1. Yen 34,827,400 being the sum of the total value, Yet?. 2,721,000, of 5,442 Dwelling

Houses in Wakamatsu City estimated at )'en 500 per houst and of the total value,

Yef7. 32,106,400, of 160,532 Dwelling Houses outside the City reckoned at Yen 200

per house.

2. Yen 3,391,600 being the sum of the total value, Yei? 181,000, of i8r Storehouses in

Wakamatsu City estimated at Yen 1,000 each and of the total value, Yen 3,210,600,
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of 5,351 Storehouses outsides the City reckoned at J'tv; 600 each. The above num-

bers of Storehouses were worked out on the assumed basis of i Storehouse for every

30 Dwelling Houses.

i'c'/i 2,626,500 being the sum of the total value, J tv; 202,500, of 27 Government,

communal and private common schools and other educational establishments in

Wakamatsu City estimated at }V« 7,500 per building and of the total value, i'eu

2,424,000, of 808 such buildings outside the City reckoned at y'en 3,000 each.

}V« 9,322,500 being the sum of the total value, }'e/t 727,500, of 97 i overnment

Offices, Temples, Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories in Wakamatsu

City estimated at J'cv; 7,500 per building and of the total value, J'v; 8,595,000, of

2,865 such buildings outside the City reckoned at 3 tv; 3,000 each.

III.

}V« 25,587,364 being the value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu. This consists

of:-

}'en 25,084,000 being ^ of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and

other Buildings in Fuknshima Ken, on the assumption that the total value of Furni-

ture therein is such.

yen 503,364 being the sum of the value, Ve/;, 21,768, of Articles of Virtu in

Wakamatsu City reckoned on the assumption that there are Articles of Virtu worth

Ven 4 in the possession of each family in the City, the entire number of families

therein being 5,442, and of the total value, Jl?/; 481,596, of the same articles in

the districts outside the City calculated at the rate of i'dn 3 per family, the entire

number of families in those districts being 160,532.

IV.

J t'« 3,893,011 being the value of the national wealth in Doniestic and other Animals

in Fukushima Ken. This consists of :

—

i'e/i 37,230 being the value of 1,241 Horned Cattle in Fukushima Ken estimated at

Ven 30 per head.

Veil 3,172,480 being the value of 79,312 Horses in Fukushima Ken reckoned at

Yen 40 per head.

]V/; 9,570 being the value of 1,914 Swine in Fukushima Ken estimated at JVw 5

per head.

}'en 24,896 being tie value of 82,987 Fowls in Fukushima Ken reckoned at J>«

0.30 each, based on the assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept per two families.

i'en 648,835 being
-J

of the sum of the above four items, the value of Goats,

Ducks, Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc. in Fukushima Ken being

assumed to be such.

]«/ 12,857,770 being the total value of Mining Products in Fukushima Ken, and is

the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interrston ^ of the total value,
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K'« 1,285,777, of Gold, IV;? 41,148 ; Silver, I 't-/^ 37,815 ; Copper, J t'« 41,919 ; and

Coal, i'en 1,164,895 produced in this Prefecture.

VI.

y'cn 4,986,120 being the total value of Marine Products in Fukushima Ken. This

consists of:

—

Yen 2,380,460 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5;^ annual interest

on i of the total value, i'fn 238,046, of Sardine, Bonito, Cuttle-fish, Tunny,

" Ayu," Salmon, Trout, etc. caught in Fukushima Ken.

J'^? 2,065,320 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% annual interest

on i of the total value. Yen 423,741, of Manufactured Marine Products, such as

Dried Bonito and Sardine, Herring, Fish-guano.

Ve)/ 540,340 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% annual interest on

4 of the value, Ve/f 54,034, of 23,530 /col'tt of common salt produced in Fukushima

Ken.

VII.

Ve7; 346,080 being the wealth-producing power of the Electric and Gas Works,

Water-works, and Tram-cars in Fukushima Ken, consisting of :

—

Kd'« 32,320 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% annual interest on

the. total annual profits, i^c'/i 1,616, of the Miharu Horse Tram-cars Co. in this Pre-

fecture.

iat 313,760 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% interest per j'ear

on the total annual profits, JVw 15,688, of the Fukushima Electric Light, and three

other Cos.

VIII.

I'en 20,341 being the total wealth represented by Shipping. This consists of:—
3';? 3,100 being the cost of building i Steamer having the total tonnage of 31,

estimated at Yen 100 per ton.

Vett 9,250 being the cost of building 2 Sailing Vessels in Fukushima Ken, 1S5

tons in all, estimated at }V« 50 per ton.

y(?« 405 being the cost of building i larger Japanese Junk in Fukushima Ken, 81

^o^u in all, estimated at i'en 5 per Ivlit.

Vet? 7,586 being the value of 3,793 smaller Vessels in Fukushima Ken recko:ied at

Yt'jt 2 each.

IX.

Yen 4,547,997 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Fuku-

shima Ken. This consists of:

—

Yen 3,980,824 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins in circulation and Specie

Reserve in this Prefecture.
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In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in cir-

culation and Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to be the common property of all

Japanese, except the people of Taiwan and Karafuto and to this common property

the citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of y'en 10.9025129 per

, capita ; those of the other 5 large cities, J'tv? 7.50 ; and the inhabitants of all other

parts of the Empire, ) V;; 3.5093594. (For details vide the Statements for the whole

Empire).

]V« 567,173 being the value of Ciold and Silver Bullion in possession of Fuku-

shima Ken.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were supposed

to have 1V« i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire } tv/ 0.50 each.

X.

i'e;i 4,527,844 being J of the sum total, Vi^n 9,055,688, of the entire Capital

( }V« 6,216,688) of 171 Companies and that ( IV-v 2,839,000) of 27 Banks (excepting

Agencies and Branch Offices of Banks) in Fukushima Ken.

XI.

i'ea. 28,374,347 being the wealth of Fukushima Ken in Goods and Merchandise of

all kinds, consisting of :

—

y^';;. 3,952,603 being the value of Imported Goods in possession of the inhabitants

of Fukushima Ken.

In making these estimates imported gocxJs were assumed to remain unconsumed in

the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and, of

this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Naga-

saki, Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining

portion of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to

the amount of Ye;/. 7.70 per capita and those outside them, i'e/t 3.484481 each.

(For details vide the Statements lor the whole Empire).

"i'e/r 11,324,808 being i of the total value, JV/;. 22,649,616, of rice, barley, wheat

and all other agricultural produce of Fakushima Ken reckoned on the supposition

that one-half thereof remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.

I'tvz 249,306 being i of the total value, J'tvz 498,612, of the Marine Products of

Fukushima Ken, One-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within

this Prefecture.

i'cvr. 642,889 being ^ of the total value, Yen 1,285,777, of the Mineral Products, on

the supposition that so much remain unconsumed in this Prefecture.

]V;z 6,243,844 being J of the sum {Yen 12,487,687) of the value of Cocoons, IV;;.

6,260,493 ; Silks, Yen 6,192,897 ; and Teas, }'en 34,297 produced in Fukushima

Ken ; reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

]'en. 5,960,897 being the sum of one-half (}'i-;r. 4,275,077) of the total value, JV;/

8,550,154, of the following articles produced in Fukushima Ken :—Woven Fabrics,
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}'dV?. 4,218,526 ; Porcelain and Earthenware, 1V« 135,278; Lacquered Ware, IV«

334,120; Bronze and Copper Ware, Yen 8,807 ; Oils> ^'^"- 56.834 ; Prepared Indigo,

Yen 21,166; Matches, Yen 6,115; Hides and Leathers, IV;? 12,552 ; Paper, Yen

411,644; Mats and Matting, Yen. 38,426; Wax, Yen 7,196; iVz/ff", Spirits, etc..

Yen 260,694 ; Soy, Yen 698,796 and of the estimated value Yen 1,685,820 04 other

articles of miscellaneous kinds.

The above eleven items amount to Yen- 444,059,408.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled and

of which consequently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the inhabitants

of each Prefecture. These are :

—

XII.

Yen 17,644,994 being the share for Fukushima Ken in Japan's wealth in the State

and private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at Yen 725,417,890.

This distributed among the whole population (excepting the inhabitants of

Taiwan and Karafuto), we have Yen 15.5552271 as the share per capita. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

Yen 4,378,302 being the share for Fukushima Ken in Japan's wealth in the Imperial

warships, 300,000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to be Yen

180,000,000, their cost of building being reckoned at the average rale of Yen 600

per ton. The quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population of

Japan, excepting Taiwan and Karafuto, i. e. per capita share of this item of wealth

is Yen 3.8597626. From this the above sum Yen 4,378,302 can be obtained by

simple multiplication.

The above thirteen items aggregate Yen 466,082,704 from which such portion

of our foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 {^Yen 405,416,000) as has to

be borne by Fukushima Ken is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole nation,

each of us excepting our fellow subjects in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear Yen

8.6933863. (F"or details vide the Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated on this

basis the liabilities on this account of Fukushima Ken are Yen 9,861,299 deducting which

from the above mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth {Yen 466,082,704), Yen

456,221,405 appears as the total wealth of Fukushima Ken at the close of 1904 minus the

above-mentioned portion of the foreign loans then outstanding.
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THE INCREASE OF WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904=

TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as 5% of the total wealth. Now 5% of y<?/7 466,082,704 is Yen

23,304.135-

These two sums aggregate Ycii 489,386,839 from which the portion for this Pre-

fecture of the foreign loans at the close of 1904 and that contracted from the close of

1904 to the middle of 1906 are to be deducted, i. e. Yen 9,861,299 and ^'en. 20,185,312

respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being IV-m 829,855,000, the liability of each of the

Japanese subjects on this account excepting their fellow subjects in Taiwan and Karafuto,

calculated in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904, is Yen

17.7946S52 which multiplied by the population of Fukushima Ken becomes Yen 20,185,312,

which is the portion of the latter loans to be borne by the people of Fukushima Ken.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deducting the above sums Yen 9,861,299 and Yen 20,185,312 from the total

wealth of Fukushima Ken (}>« 489,386,839), the balance Yen 459,340,228 representing

ihe net wealth of Fukushima Ken in the middle of 1906 is obtained.
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THE STATEIVIENTS FOR iVlIYAGI KEN.

Aroa 540.79 sq iiare r;.

Administrative divisions : 16 Gun (counties) ; 1 City
; 31

Towns; 172 Villages

Population: 880,316

Families : 132,204

Population: 100,231

Families: 21.181
Sendai City \

(I) Lands Yen 274,980,587

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings .. „ 46,023,700

(HI) Furniture and Articles of Virtu „ 23,429,643

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals ,, 2,828,221

(V) Mining Products „ 673.700

(VI) Marine Products „ 13,173,540

(VII) Electric and Gas Works, Waterworks, and Tram-cars „ 1,024,060

(VIII) Shipping „ 243,505

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion „ 3.529,503

(X) Companies and Banks •„ 3,814,743

(XI) Goods and Merchandise „ 18.738,981

ist Total 388,460,183

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones „ 13.693,515

(XIII) Warships 3,397.8ri

2nd Total „ 405,551,509

Foreign loans to be deducted from above „ 7,652,927

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) „ 397-893582

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted) 405>55'^.5°9

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 „ 20,277,575

3rd Total.. „ 425,829,084

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above „ 7,652,927

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 „ 15,664,946

Balance , 402.511.211
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Yen 274,980,587 being the wealth of Miyagi Ken in Lands. This consists of:—
1. Yen 140,774,270 being ten times the total value of 1,082,879 koku of rice, the

produce of rice-fields in Miyagi Ken, which reckoned at Yen 13 per /coku makes

Yen 14077,427 (Table 2).

2. Y&i 26,865,360 being ten times the total value of 335,817 kohc of barley and

wheat, the produce of dry-fields in Miyagi Ken, which reckoned at Yen^ 8 per /cokti

makes Yen 2,686,536 (Table 2).

3. Yen. 33,527,926 being ten times the total value. Yen 3,352,792.60 of beans, miscel-

laneous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddy-fields in

Miyagi Ken, assuming such value to be
-J

of the sum, Yen 16,763,963, i.e. the

total value of rice, barley and wheat produced in this Prefecture.

4. Yen. 5,769,780 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Miyagi Ken,

the total area of which is g,6i6 e/io 3 /«/;., reckoned at Yen- 60 per tan (Table 3).

5. Yen. 18,454,700 being the total value of 457 cho 4 tan of building lots in the City

and towns in Miyagi Ken, reckoned at Ye/t- 13.5 per ts'ulio (Table 4).

6. Yen. 37,256,120 being the total value of the landed property of the Government

(land for Government use, forests, uncultivated fields, and others) in Miyagi Ken

(Table 5).

7. Yen 63,802 being the total value of the Imperial Estates (forests and uncultivated

fields) in Miyagi Ken (Table 6).

8. Yen. 12,268,629 bein^;- the sum of the total value, Yen 7,951,519, of the forests,

uncultivated and other fields, lands either permanently or temporarily exempted

from taxes in Miyagi Ken (Table 7), and of ten times the total value. Yen.

4,317,110, of timber, faggots and bamboos from the above forests (Table 8).

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various des-

criptions of lands in Miyagi Ken.

II.

Yen 46,023,700 being the wealth of Japan represented by Dwelling Houses, Store-

houses and other Buildings in Miyagi Ken. This consists of:

—

1. Yen 32,795,100 being the sum of the total value, I'en 10,590,500, of 21,181 Dwell-

ing Houses in Sendai City estimated at Yen. 500 per house and of the total value,

Yen 22,204,600, of 111,023 Dwelling Houses outside the Ciy reckoned at Yen 200

per house.

2. K-'w 2,926,600 being the sum of the total value. Yen 706,000, of 706 Storehouses
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in Sendai City estimated at Yen 1,000 each and of the total value, Yfii 2,220,600,

of 3,701 Storehouses outside the City reckoned at Yen 900 each. The above

numbers 01" Storehouses were worked out on the assumed basis of i Storehouse

for every 30 Dwelling Houses.

3. Yen 2,511,000 being the sum of the total value, Yeji 810,000, of 108 Government,

communal and private common schools and other educational establishments in

Sendai City estimated at Yea 7,500 per building and of the total value, Yen

1,701,000, of 567 such buildings outside the City reckoned at Yen. 3,000 each.

4. Yen 7,791,000 being the sum of the total value, Yen 2,520,000, of 336 Government

Offices, Temples, Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories in Sendai City

estimated at Yen 7,500 per building and of the total value. Yen 5,271,000, of 1,757

such buildings outside the City reckoned at JV;/ 3,000 each.

III.

Yen 23,429,643 being the total value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu in Miyagi

Ken. This consists of :
—

Yen. 33,011,850 being > of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and

other Buildings in Miyagi Ken, on the assumption that the total value ot Furniture

therein is such.

Yen 417,793 being the sum of the value. Yen 84,724, of Articles of Virtu in Sendai

City reckoned on the assumption that there are Articles of Virtu worth Yen. 4
in the possession of each family in the City, the entire number of families therein

being 21,181 and of the total value. Yen. 333,069, of the same articles in the

districts outside the City calculated at the rate of Yen. 3 per family, the entire

number of families in those districts being 111,023.

IV.

Yen. 2,828,221 being the value of the natiorial wealth in Domestic and other

Animals in Miyagi Ken. This consists of:

—

Yen 52,770 being the value of 1,759 Horned Cattle in Miyagi Ken estimated at

Yen. 30 per head.

Yen 2,269,240 being the value of 56,731 Horses in Miyagi Ken reckoned at )'ej/.

40 per head.

Yen. 15,010 b.ing the value of 3,002 Swine in Miyagi Ken estimated at ]'(•;/
5 per

head.

Yejt 19,831 being the value of 66,102 Fowls in Miyagi Ken reckoned at Yen- 0.30

each, based on our assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept in per two families.

Yen 471,370 being \ of the sum of the above four items, the value of Goats,

Ducks, Geese, Turkey's, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc. in Miyagi ken being assumed

to be such.
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Yen 673,700 being the capitalized amount of tiie estimated 5% annual interest on

i of the total value, Ye;;. 67,370, of the following Mining Products in Miyagi

Ken :--Gold Yen 4,503 ; Silver, Yen 4,492 ; Copper, Yen 4,229 ; Lead, Yen. 8,882 ;

Coal, J V/;. 10,059 ; Sulphur, 3 V;; 35,205.

VI.

Yen. 13,173,540 being the total value of Marine Products in Miyagi Ken. This

consists of :
—

Yen 7,156,400 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on \ of the total value, Yen 715,640, of Sardine, Bonito, Cuttle-fish, Mackerel,

Tunny, " Ayu," Ear-shell, Salmon, Lobsters, Oyster, Cod, etc. caught in Miyagi

Ken.

Yen. 5,137,000 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on J of the total value. Yen. 513,700, of Manufactured Marine Products, such as

Dried Bonito, Cuttle-fish, Dried Sardine, etc.

Yen. 880,140 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest on

^ of the value. Yen. 88,104, of 53,599 koku of common salt produced in Miyagi Ken.

VII.

Yen 1,024,060 being the wealth-producing power of Electric and Gas Work,

Water-works, and Tram-cars in Miyagi Ken, consisting of:

—

Yen 54,880 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest on

the total annual profits, Yen 2,744, of the Tsunoda and Furukawa Horse Tram-cars

Companies in Miyagi Ken.

Yen. 969,180 being the captilized amount of the estimated 5 % interest per year on

the total annual profits. Yen. 48,459, of the Miyagi Spinning and Electric Light

Company in Miyagi Ken.

VIII,

Ye7t 243,505 being the total wealth represented by Shipping. This consists of :
—

1. Yen 85,600 being the cost of building 15 Steamers having the total tonnage of 856,

estimated at Yen 100 per ton.

2. Yen. 115,400 being the cost of building 56 Sailing Vessels in Miyagi Ken 2,308

tons in all, estimated at Yen 50 per ton.

3. Yen. 14,325 being the cost of building 29 larger Japanese Junks in Miyagi Ken

2,856 koku in all, estimated at Yen 5 per koku.

4. Yen 28,180 being the value of 14,090 smaller Vessels in Miyagi Ken reckoned at

Yen. 2 each.
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IX.

Yen 3,529,503 biing the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Miyagi

Ken. This consists of :

—

Yen 3,089,345 being the total value of Gold and Silver coins in circulation and

Specie Reserve in possession of the inhabitants in Miyagi Ken.

In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in

circulation and Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to be the common property

of all Japanese except the people of Taiwan and Karafuto and to this common

property the citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of JV//.

10.9025129 per capita; those of the other 5 large Cities, 3V/? 7.50 ; and the

inhabitants of all other parts of the Empire; Ye;?, 3.5093594. (For details vide

the Statements for the whole Empire).

Yen 440,158 being the value of Gold and Silver Bullion in possession of the

inhabitants of Miyagi Ken.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were supposed to

have Yen i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire Ye/r o 50 each.

Yen 3,814,743 being i of the sum total, }'cv;. 7,629,485, of the entire Capital (Yfji

5,428,985) of 62 Companies and that
(
Yeji 2,200,500) of 9 Banks (excepting

Agencies and Branch Offices of Banks) in Miyagi Ken.

XI.

Yen 18,738,981 being the wealth of Miyagi Ken in Goods and Merchandise of all

kinds, consisting of :

—

Yen 3,067,444 being the total value of Imported Goods in possession of the

inhabitants of Miyagi Ken.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed in

the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and, of

this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Nagasaki,

Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining

portion of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to

the amount of Yen 7.70 per capita and those outside them, Ftvz 3,484481 each.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

F«z 10,058,378 being i of the total value. Yen 20,116,756, of rice, barley, wheat

and all other agricultural produce of Miyagi Ken reckoned on the supposition that

one-half thereof remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.

Yen 658,677 being J of the total value. Yen 1,317,354, of the Marine Products of
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Miyagi Ken, one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within this

Prefecture.

4. Yen 33,685 being i of the total value, Yen 67,370, of the Mining Products of

^Tiyagi Ken ; reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

5. ]'t',7 2,211,952 being h of the sum {Yen 4,623,903) of the value, of Cocoons, Yen

3,091,080 ; Silks, Yen 2,486,835 ; and Teas, Yejt 45,988 produced in Miyagi Ken ;

reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

6. ]>;/ 2,708,845 being the sum of one-half {Yen 1,946,588) of the total value, Yen

3,893,175, of the following articles produced in Miyagi Ken :—Woven Fabrics, Yen

577,973 ; Porcelain and Earthenware, Yen 6,788 ; Lacquered Ware, Yen 70,565 ;

Oils, Yen 25,503 ; Prepared Indigo, Yen 4,322 ; Hides and Leathers, Yen i,6go
;

Paper, Yen 70,470; Mats and Matting, Yen 32,164; Sake, Spirits, etc., Yen

2,693,948; Soy, Yen 409,752 and of the estimated value Yen 762,257 of other

articles of miscellaneous kinds.

The above eleven items amount to Yen 388,460,183.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled

and of which consequently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the

inhabitants of each Prefecture. These are :

—

XII.

Yen 13,693,515 being the share for Miyagi Ken in Japan's wealth in the State and

private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at )'en 725,417,890.

This distributed among the whole population (excepting the inhabitants of Taiwan

and Kaiafuto), we have Yen- 15.5552271 as the share per capita. (For details vide

the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

)'c'/? 3,397,811 being the share for Miyagi Ken in Japan's wealth in the Imperial

worships, 300,000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to be Yen 180,000,000,

their cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of Yen 600 per ton The

quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population of Japan excepting

Taiwan and Karafuto, i.e. our per capita share of this item of which is Yen

3.8597626. From this the above sum Yen 3,397,811 can be obtained by simple

multiplication.

The above thirteen items summed up Yen 405,551,509 is obtained from which such

portion of our foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 {Yen 405,416,000) as has to be

borne by Miyagi Ken is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole nation each

of the Japanese subjects exclusive of those in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear Yen
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8.6933863. (For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated on this

basis the liabilities on this account of Miyagi Ken are }'<?« 7,652,927 deducting which

from the above mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth {i'c'n 405,551,509) }'c7i

397,898,582 appears as the total wealth of Miyagi Ken at the close of 1904 minus the

above-mentioned portion of the foreign loans then outstanding.

THE INCREASE OF WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904
TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we a'^sumed

to have been as much as 5^ of the total wealth. Now 5 % of iVii 405,551,509 is JV/;

20,277,575.

These two sums added up we have J'vz 425,829,084 from which portions for this

Prefecture of the foreign loans at the close of 1904 and those contracted from the close

of 1904 'to the middle of 1906 are to be deducted, i. e. i'e;/. 7,652,927 and Ven

15,664,946 respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being i'c//- 829,855,000, the liability of each of the

Japanese subjects on this account excepting their fellow subjects in Taiwan and Kara-

futo, calculated in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904,

is Ve/t 17.7946852 which multiplied by the population of Miyagi Ken becomes Vc'tt

15,664,946, which is the portion of the latter loans to be borne by the people of Miyagi

Ken. (For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deducting the above sums YtU 7,652,927 and ]'e>! 15,664,946 from the total wealth

of Miyagi Ken (
}'-« 425,829,084), the balance i'en 402,511,211 representing the net

wealth of Miyagi Ken in the middle of 1906 is obtained.
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THE STATEIV1ENT5 FOR YAMAGATA KEN.

Area 600.15 square ri.

Administrative divisions-, n Gun (counties); 2 Cities; 24

Towns; 206 Villages

Population: 862,490

Families: 124,421

Yamagataand ^Population: 73-3"

Yonezawa Cities (Families : 12,828

(I) Lands Yen 290,358,540

(11) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings .... „ 43,147,500

(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu „ 21,959,841

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals „ 1,666,900

(V) Mining Products „ 1,644,700

(VI) Marine Products 6,111,310

(VII) Electric and Gas Works, Waterworks, and Tram-cars... „ 475.560

(VIII) Shipping „ 74.269

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion „ 3458.033

(X) Companies and Banks . . „ 5,843,846

(XI) Goods and Merchandise ,, 20,649,128

1st Total , 395,389.627

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones „ 13,416,228

(XIII) Warships „ 3,329,007

2nd Total „ 412,134,862

Foreign loans to be deducted from above ,. 7.497.959

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) „ 404636903

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted) ,, 412,134,862

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle of 1906... „ 20,606,743

3rd Total
, 432,741,605

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above „ 7.497-959

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 „ 15.347.738

Balance , 409.®5.908
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EXPLANATION.

Yen 290,358,540 being the wealth of Yamagata i">en in Lands. This consists

of:—

1. Vett 168,645,360 being ten times the total value of 1,297,272 koku of rice, the pro-

duce of rice-fields in Yamagata Ken, which reckoned at Yeii 13 per kohi

makes ye7i 16,864,536 (Table 2).

2. Yen 5,701,200 being ten times the total value of 71,265 iohi of barley and wheat,

the produce of dry-fields in Vamagata Ken, which reckoned at Yen 8 per koku

makes Yen. 570,120 (Table 2).

3. }'(?;/ 34,869,312 being ten times the total value Jtv^ 3,486,931.20 of beans, miscel-

laneous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddj'-fields in

Yamagata Ken, assuming such value to be \ of the sum, Yen 17,434.656, i.e. the

total value of rice, barley and wheat produced in this Prefecture.

4. )'en 13,321,666 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Yama-

gata Ken, the total area of which is 8,025 ''^''' ' ^'^"- reckoned at "i'en. 166 per tan

(Table 3).

5 Yen 9,888,900 being the loial value of 941 e/io 8 (aji. of building lots in the

Cities and towns in Yamagata Ken, reckoned at JV// 3.50 per tstibo (Tabic 4).

6. ]'en 46,945,019 being the total value of the landed property of the Government

(land for Government use, forests, uncultivated fields, and others) in Yamagata Ken

(Table 5).

7. There is no Imperial Estate in Yamagata Ken.

8. Yen. 10,987,083 being the sum of the total value, ]'en 5,844,833, of the forests, un-

cultivated and other fields, lands either permanently or temporarily exempted

from taxes in Yamagata Ken (Table 7), and of ten times the value, Yen 5,142,250,

of timber, faggots and bamboos from the above forests (Table 8).

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various descrip-

tions of lands in Yamagata Ken.

II.

Yen 43,147,500 being the wealth of Japan represented by Dwelling Houses,

Storehouses and other Buildings in Yamagata Ken. This consists of:—
I. Yen 28,732,600 being the sum of the total value, Yen. 6,414,000, of 12,828 Dwelling

Houses in Yamagata and Yonezawa Cities estimated at Yen. 500 per house and

of the total value, Yen 22,318,600, of 111,593 Dwelling Houses outside the Cities

reckoned at Yen 200 per house.
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JV/; 2,659,400 b-^ing the sum of the toial value, 1V« 428 oco, of 428 Storehouses

in Vamagata and Yonezawa Cities estimattd at J Vv/ 1,000 each and of the total

value, i'cu 2,231,400, of 3,719 Storehouses outside the Cities reckoned at i'eu 600

each. The above numbers of Storehouses were worked out on the assumed basis

of I Storehouse for every 30 Dwelling Houfes.

Yen 2,241,000 being the sum of the total value, ]'e// 405,000, of 66 Government,

communal and private common schools and other educational establishments in

Yamagata and Yonezawa Cities estimated at Ve/t 7,500 per building and of the

total value, i'en 1,746,000, of 582 such buildings outside the Cities reckoned at Ve/t

3,000 each.

Yen 9.514,500 being the sum of the total value, i'e/i 2,137,500, of 285 Government

Offices, Temples, Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories in Yamagata

and Yonezawa Cities estimated at 3 t'« 7,500 per building and of the total value,

i'en 7,377,000, of 2,459 such buildings outside the Cities reckoned at i'e>i 3,000

each.

III.

i'c/t 21,959,841 being the total value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu in Yama-

gata Ken. This consists of:

—

}V« 21,573.750 being J of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and

other Buildings in Yamagata and Yonezawa Cities on the assumption that the

total value of Furniture therein is such.

i'c/i 386,091 being the sum of the value, iVv/ 51.312, of Articles of Virtu in

Yamagata and Yonezawa Cities reckoned on the assumption that there are Articles

of Virtu worth 3V;/ 4 in the possession of each family in the Cities, the entire

number of families therein being 12,828 and of the total value, ]'tv/. 334,779, of

the same articles in the districts out.side the Cities calculated at the rate of i^e/i 3

per family, the entire number of families in those districts being 111,593.

IV.

Vt/i 1,666,900 being the value of the national wealth in Domestic and other Ani-

mals in Yamagata Ken. This consists of:—
Yen 291,780 being the value of 9,726 Horned Cattle in ^'amagata Ken estimated

at i^tvi 30 per head.

}'e/i 1,077,720 being the value of 26,943 Horses in Yamagata Ken reckoned at

Yen 40 per head.

Yeu 920 being the value of 184 Swine in Yamagata Ken estimated at i't/i 5 per

head.

i'd/i 18,663 being the value of 62,210 Fowls in Yamagata Ken reckoned at 1V«

0.30 each, based on the assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept per two families.

Yen 277,817 being | of the sum of the above four items, the value of Goats, Ducks,

Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc. in Yamagata Ken being assumed

to be such.
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Yejr- 1,644.700 being the capitalized amount of the esteemed 5% annual interest

on J of the total value, Yen 164,470, of the following Mining Products in Vama-

gata Ken : — Gold, ]^«; 6,669 ; Copper, I't'M 145,196 ; and Coal, Yen 12,605.

VI.

Yei? 6,111,310 being the total value of Marine Products in Yamag-ita Ken. This

consists of:

—

Yen 5,337,500 being the capitalized amount of the esteemed 5% annual interest

on ^ of the total value, Yeti 533,750, of Sardine, Salmon, Cuttle-fish, Mackerel,

Cod, Trout, etc. caught in Yamagata Ken.

Ye??. 770,810 being the capitalized amount of the estimated =,% annual interest

on J of the total value, Yen 77,081, of Manufactured Marine Products, such as

Cuttle-fish, Cod, Dried Sardine etc.

Yen 3,000 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% annual interest on h of

the value. Yen 300, of 150 /v)/'« of common salt produced in Yamagata Ken.

VII.

Yen 475,560 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% annual interest on

the total annual profits, Yeit 23,778, of the Ryou Electric Spinning Co., Tsuruoka

Water Power Electric Co. and Yonezawa Water Power Electric Co.

VIII.

Yen 74,269 being the total wealth represented by Shipping. This consists of:

—

Yen 6,600 being the cost of building 3 Steamers having the total tonnage of 66

estimated at Yen 100 per ton.

Yefi 37,250 being the cost of building 10 Sailing Vessels in Yamagata Ken 745

tons in all, estimated at Yen 50 per ton.

Yen 17,935 being the cost of building 43 larger Japanese Junks in Yamagata Ken

3,587 /cc/at in all, estimated at Yen 5 per kokn.

Yen 12,484 being the value of 6,242 smaller Vessels in Yamaf^ata Ken reckoned at

Yen 2 each.

IX.

Yeir 3,458,033 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Yama-

gata Ken. This consists of :
—

Yen 3,026,788 being the total value of Gold and Silver Coins in circulation and

Specie Reserve in the possession of the inhabitants of Yamagata Ken.

In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in cir-

culation and Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to be the common property of
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all Japanese except the people of Taiwan and Karafuto ar.d to this common pro-

perty the citizens were assumed to be entitled at the rate of Yen 10.9025129

per capita ; those of the other 5 large Cities, Yen 7.50 ; and the inhabitants of all

other parts of ihe Empire, Yen 3.5093594. (For details vide the State iients for

the whole Empire).

Yen 431,245 being the total value of Gold and Silver Bullion in possession of the

inhabitants of Yamagata Ken.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were supposed to

have Yen i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire Yen 0.50 each.

X.

Yen 5,843,846 being \ of the sum total, Yen 11,687,692, of the entire Capital ( Yen

7>757'942) of 124 Companies and that {Yen 3,929,750) of 31 Banks (excepting

Agencies and Branch Offices of Banks) in Yamagata Ken.

XI.

Yen 20,649,128 being the wealth of Yamagata Ktn in Goods and Merchandise

of all kinds, consisting of:

—

Yen 3,005 330 being the total value of Imported Goods in possession ot the inhabi-

tants of Yamagata Ken.

In making these estimates imfwrted goods were assumed to remain unconsumed in

the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and, of

this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Nagasaki,

Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining portion

of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to the amount

of Yen 7.70 per capita and those outside them. Yen 3.484481 each. (For details

vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

Yen 10,460.794 being \ of the total value, Yen 20 921,587, of rice, barley, wheat and

all other agricultural produce of Yamagata Ken reckoned on the supposition

that one-half thereof remains unconsumed within this Pretecture.

Yen 305,566 being i of the total value. Yen 61 1,131, of the Marin- Products of

Yamagata Ken, one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within this

Prefecture

Yen 82,235 being 2 of the total value. Yen 164,470, of tlie Mining Products in

Yainagata Ken, reckoning being made: on the same assumption as above.

Yen 3.639,841 being \ of the sum ( I V« 7,279,682) of the value of Cocoons, Yen

3,345,200; Silks, Yen 3,916,650; and Teas, Yen 17,801, produced iti Yamagata

Ken ; reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

Yen 3,155,362 being the sum of one-half ( Yen 2,868,511) of the total value [Yen

5,737,021) of the following articles produced in Yatnagata Ken :— Woven F'abrics,

Yeii 2,522,689; Porcelain and Earthenware, ]V« 25,327 ; Lacqurred Ware, Yen

89,198; Bronze and Copper Ware, Yt^n 49,214; Oils, Yen 77,760; Hides and
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Leathers, }'m 14,880; Paper, }'c'« 60,165 ; Mats and Mattins;, I'// 24,777; Wax,
]'/? 2,204 ; S(i/.r, Spirits, etc., i'e'i 2,465,303 ; Soy, 3'c;/ 405,504, and of the esti-

mated value I'v/ 286,851 of other articles of miscellaneous kinds.

The above eleven items amount to ]'w 395.389 627.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled and

of which consequently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the inhabitants

of each Prefecture. These are :

—

XII.

Vt'/i 13,416,228 being the share in Vamagata Ken in Japan's wealth in the State and

private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at J'tV/ 725,417,890.

This distributed among the whole population (excepting the inhabitants of Taiwan

and Karafuto), we have i\-// 15.5552271 as the share per capita. (For details vide

the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

J^''" 31329.007 being the share for Yamagata Ken in Japan's wealth in the Imperial

warships, 300,000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to be i'e;?

180,000,000, their cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of J^c;? 600

per ton. The quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population of

Japan excepting Taiwan and Karafuto, i. e. our per capita share of this item of

wealth is JV;;. 3.8597626. From this the above sum J'cw 3,329,007 can be

obtained by simple multiplication.

The above thirteen items summed up we have J'^v? 412,134,862 from which such

portion of our foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 ( Vcwr. 405,416,000) as has to

be borne by Yamagata Ken, is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole nation,

each of the Japanese subjects exclusive of those in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear Vat

8.6933863. (For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated on this

basis the liabilities on this account of Yamgata Ken are }'t'u 7,497.959 deducting which

from the above mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth (}'<?« 412,134,862), )'cvi 404,636,-

903 appears as the total wealth of Yamagata Ken at the close of 1904 minus the above-

mentioned portion of the foreign loans then outstanding.

THE INCREASE OF WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904

TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as 5% of the total wealth. Now 5% of ]V;/ 412,134,862 is i'ai

20,606,743.
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These two sums added up I'v/ 432,741,605 is obtained from which portions for this

Prefecture of the foreign loans at the close of 1904 and those contracted from the close of

1904 to the middle of igc6 are to be deducted, i.e. J'v? 7,497,959 and Yen 15,347,738 re-

spectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being I'tv^ 829,855,900, the liability of each of the

Japanese subjects on this account excepting their fellow subjects in Taiwan and Karafuto,

calculated in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904, is Ye?!

17.7949852 which multiplied by the population of Yamagata Ken becomes Yen 15,347,738,

which is the portion of the latter loans to be borne by the people of Yamagata Ken. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deducting the above sum Yeri 7,497,959 and Yen. 15.347,738 from the total wealth

of Yamagata Ken ( J'c"/? 432,741,605), the balance J^'cv; 409,895,908 representing the net

wealth of Yamagata Ken in the middle of 1906 is obtained.
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THE STATEMENTS FOR AKITA KEN.

Area 754 square ri.

Administrative divisions : g Gun (counties) ; i City ; 42

Towns; 197 Villages

Population : 819,023

Families : 127,751

AkitaCity5^°P^l^"°^^ 34.350

V Families : 7,297

(I) Lands Yen 311,237,722

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings „ 37.057,3°°

(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu „ 18,918,20a

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals „ 3,330,004

(V) Mining Products „ 60,123,260

(VI) Marine Products , 2,915,290

(Vll) Electric and Gas Works, Waterworks, and Tram-cars.. „ —
(VIII) Shipping ,, 132,006

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion ,, 3,283,758

(X) Companies and Banks „ , 3,285,449

(XI) Goods and Merchandise „ 19,110,191

ist Total „ 459,394,180

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones „ 12,740,089

(XIII) \\'arships 3,161,234

2nd Total „ 475>295'503

Foreign loans to be deducted from above , 7,120,083

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) ., 468,175.420

Total wealth (foreign loans not-deducted) ,, 475,295.503

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 ... „ 23,764,775

3rd Total „ 499,060,278

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above „ 7,120,083

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of igo6 , „ 14,574,257

Balance „ 477385938
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EXPLANATION.

Vt/i 311,237,722 being the wealth of Akita Ken in Lands. This consists of:

—

J. Yen 150,545,980 being ten times the total value of 1,158,046 kokii of rice, the

produce of rice-fields in Akita Ken, which reckoned at Yen 13 per kokii makes Yen

150.545.980 (Table 2).

2. Yen 1,565,440 being ten times the total value of 19,568 kokti of barley and

wheat, the produce of dry- fields in Akita Ken, which reckoned at Yen% '^x koku

makes Yen 156,544 (Table 2).

3. Yen 30,422,284 being ten times the total value, Ye:i 3,042,228.40, of beans, miscel-

laneous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddy-fields in Akita

Ken, assuming such value to be \ of the sum. Yen 15,211,142, i. e. the total value

of rice, barley and wheat produced in this Prefecture.

4. Yen 16,946,216 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Akita Ken,

the total area of which is 8,206 cJio 4 tan, reckoned at Yen 206.50 per tan (Table 3).

5. Yen 10,201,800 being the total value of 485 cho 8 tan of building lots in the City

and towns in Akita Ken, reckoned at Yen 7 per tsubo (Table 4).

i). Yen 95,377,627 being the total value of the landed property of the Government

(land for Government use, building lots, forests, uncultivated fields, land under

cultivation and others) in Akita Ken (Table 5).

7. J V« 23,140 being the total value of the Imperial Estates (uncultivated fields and

others) in Akita Ken (Table 6).

8. Yen 6,155,235 being the sum of the total value. Yen 5,304,295, of the forests,

uncultivated and other fields, lands either permanently or temporarily exempted

from taxes in Akita Ken (Table 7), and often times the value, IVw 850,940, of

timber, faggots and bamboos from the above forests (Table 8).

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various des-

criptions of lands in Akita Ken.

II.

Yen 37,057,300 being the wealth of Japan represented by Dwelling Houses,

Storehouses and other Buildings in Akita Ken. This consists of:—
1. Yen 27,739,300 being the sum of the total value. Yen 3,648,500, of 7,297

Dwelling Houses in Akita City estimated at Yen 500 per house and of the

total value. Yen 24,090,800, of 120,454 Dwelling Houses outside the City reckoned

at Yen 200 per house.

2. Yen 2,652,000 being the sum of the total value. Yen 243,000, of 243 Store-

houses in Akita City estimated at 1 't« i ,000 each and of the total value, Yen
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2,409,000, of 4,015 Storehouses outside the City reckoned at l^tv? 600 each. The

above numbers of Storehouses were worked out on the assumed basis of i Store-

house for every 30 Dwelling Houses.

Yen 1,669,500 being the sum of the total value, Yen 217,500, of 29 Government,

communal and private common schools and other educational establishments in

Akita City estimated at Yen 7,500 per building, and of the total value. Yen

1,452,000, of 484 such buildings outside the City reckoned at Yen 3,000 each.

Yen 4,996,500 being the sum of the total value, Yen 632,500, of 83 Government

Offices, Temples, Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories in Akita City

estimated at Ye?? 7,500 per building and of the total value, Ye??. 4,374,000, of

1,458 such buildings outside the City reckoned at Ye?? 3,000 each.

III.

Ye7i 18,919,200 being the total value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu in Akita

Ken. This consists of :

—

Yen 18,528,650 being J of the total value of all Dsvelling Houses, Storehouses and

other Buildings in Akita Ken, on the assumption that the total value of Furniture

therein is such.

Ye?t 390,550 being the sum of the value, Ye?? 29,188 of Articles of Virtu in Akita

City reckoned on the assumption that there are Articles of Virtu worth Ye?i 4 in

the possession of each family in the City, the entire number of families therein

being 7,297 and of the total value. Yen 361,362, of the same articles in the

districts outside the City calculated at the rate of Ye??. 3 per family, the entire

number of families in those districts being 120,454.

IV.

Ye?i 3,330,004 being the value of the national wealth in Domestic and other Ani-

mals in Akita Ken. This consists of:—
Ye?t 171,210 being the value of 5,707 Horned Cattle in Akita Ken estimated at Yen

30 per head.

Yetz 2,582,560 being the value of 64,564 Horses in Akita Ken reckoned at Yen 40

per head.

F«? 2,070 being the value of 414 Swine in Akita Ken estimated at J'tv; 5 per

head.

Ye?t 19,163 being the value of 63,876 Fowls in Akita Ken reckoned at Yen 0.30

each, based on the assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept per two families.

Ye?7 555,001 being
-J
of the sum of the above four items, the value of Goats, Ducks,

Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc. in Akita Ken being assumed to be

such.

V.

Ye?? 60,123,260 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% annual interest on

J of the total value, Yen 6,012,326, of the following Mining Products in Akita
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Ken:— Gold, J'tv? 273,911 ; Silver, Ycir 596,950; Copper, Yen 5,111,436; Lead,

Yen 12,013 ; Sulphur, Yen 15,931 ; Kerosene Oil, Yen 2,085.

VI.

Yen 2,915,290 being the total value of Marine Products in Akita Ken. This

consists of:

—

F^i 2,915,290 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on I of the total value. Yen 245,137 of Sardine, Mackerel, " Ayu," Salmon, Trout,

Cod, Herring, Agar-agar etc. caught in Akita Ken.

Yen 433,020 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on I of the total value. Yen 43,302, of Manufactured Marine Products, such as

Sardine, Salted Mackerel, etc.

Yen 29,100 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on I of the value. Yen 2,910, of 1,315 ^<:oin of common salt produced in Akita Ken.

VII.

There is no establishment coming under this head in existence in Akita Ken.

VIII.

Yen 132,006 being the total wealth represented by Shipping. This consists of:

—

Yen 6,100 being the cost of building 3 Steamers having the total tonnage of 6r,

estimated at Yen^ 100 per ton.

Yen 76,600 being the cost of building 22 Sailing Vessels in Akita Ken 1,532 tons

in all, estimated at Yeji 50 j^r ton.

Yen 35,080 being the cost of building 53 larger Japanese Junks in Akita Ken

7,016 koku in all, estimated at Yen 5 per kokic.

Yen 14,226 being the \alue of 7,113 smaller Vessels in Akita Ken reckoned at

Yen 2 each.

IX.

Yen 3,283,755 'being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Akita

Ken. This consists of :

—

Yett 2,874,246 being the total value of Gold and Silver Coins in circulation and

Specie Reserve in possession of the inhabitants of Akita Ken.

In making the above estimated, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in

circulation and Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to be the common property

of all Japanese except the people of Taiwan and Karafuto and to this commom
property the citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of Yen

10.9025129 per capita ; those of the other 5 large cities, Yen 7.50; and the inha-
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bitants of all other parts of the Empire, JV/z 3.5093594. (For details vide the

Statements for the whole Empire).

2, Ft7/ 409,51 2 being the sum of Gold and Silver Bullion, in possession of the inhabitants

of Akita Ken.

In making the above estimated, the people of the six large Cities were supposed to

have Yen i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire Yen 0.50 each.

Yen 3,285,449 being | of the sum total, Yen 6,570,898, of the entire Capital ( Yen

4,225,898) of 90 Companies and that (Yen 2,345,000) of 19 Banks (excepting

Agencies and Branch Offices of Banks) in Akita Ken.

XI.

J'tv^ 19,110,191 being the wealth of Akita Ken in Goods and Merchandise of all

kinds, consisting of :—

Yen. 2,853,870 being the value of Imported Goods in possession of the inhabitants of

Akita Ken.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed in

the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and, of

this half the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Naga-

saki, Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining

portion of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to

the amount of Yen j.jo per capita and those outside them. Yen 3.484481 each.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

Yen 9,126,685 being | of the total value, Yen 18,253,370, of rice, barley, wheat and

all other agricultural produce of Akita Ken reckoned on the supposition that one- half

thereof remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.

Yd? 145,765 being | of the total value, Yen. 291,529, of the Marine Products of

Akita Ken, one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within this

Prefecture.

Yen 3.006,163 being ^ of the total value, Yen 6,012,326, of the Mining products

of Akita Ken ; reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

^'"3.639,841 being * of the sum ( Fif« 7,279,682) of the value of Cocoons, Yen

3,345,231; Silks, Yen 3,916,650; and Teas, Yen 17,801 produced in Akita Ken ;

reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

Yen 3,043,414 being the sum of one-half {Yen 2,869,012) of the total value [Yen.

5,738,624) of the following articles produced in Akita Ken :—Woven Fabrics,

Fw? 2,523,689 J Porcelain and Earthenware, Ilv? 25,327 ; Lacquered Ware, Yen

89,198; Bronze and Copper Ware, Yen^g,2i^; Oils, I'tv; 77,760; Hides and

Leathers, i'en 14,880; Paper, Yen 60,165 ; Mats and Mattings, ]'en 24,777 ; Wax,

i'en 2,204; Sa/ce, Spirits, etc., i'en 2,465,306; Soy, Ye/f 405,504 and of the esti-
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mated value Vo! 174,402 of other articles of miscellaneous kinds.

The above eleven items amount to i'ej? 459,394,180.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled and

of which consequently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the inhabitants

of each Prefecture. These are ;

—

XII.

]'c'n 12,740,089 being the share for Akita Ken in Japan's wealth in the State and

private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at IV;; 725,417,890.

This distributed among the whole population (excepting the inhabitants of Taiwan

and Karafuto), we have Vc-n 15.5552271 as the share per capita. (For details vide

the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

Yen 3,161,234 being the share for Akita Ken in Japan's wealth in the Imperial

warships, 300,000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to be Yen

180,000,000, their cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of Yeri 600

f^er ton. The quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population of

Japan excepting Taiwan and Karafuto, i. e. our per capita share of this item of

wealth is iVw 3.8597626. From this the above sum iVn 3,161,234 can be obtained

by simple multiplication.

The above thirteen items summed up we have }'e/i 475,295,503 from which such

portion of our foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 (
Yen 405,416,000) as has to be

borne by Akita Ken, is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole nation, each of

the Japanese subjects exclusive of those in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear Yen 8.6933863.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated on this basis the lia-

bilities on this account of Akita Ken are Yen 7,120,083 deducting which from the above

mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth (Itv? 475,295,503), Yen 468,175,420 appears as

the total wealth of Akita Ken at the close of 1904 minus the above-mentioned portion of

the foreign loans then outstanding.

THE INCREASE OP WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904
TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as 5 % of the total wealth. Now 5 % of Yen 475,295,503 is Yen

23.764.775-
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These two sums added up we have Yeti 499,060,278 from which portions for this

Prefecture of the foreign loans at the close of 1904 and those contracted from the close of

1904 to the middle of igo6 are to be deducted, i.e. I't-w 7,120,083 and Yen 14,574,257

respectively.

1 he total sum of the latter loans being Yen 829,855,000, the liability of each of the

Japanese subjects on this account excepting their fellow subjects in Taiwan and Karafuto,

calculated in the same way as in case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904, is Yen

17.7946852 which multiplied by the population of Akita Ken becomes Yen 14,574,257,

which is the portion of the latter loans to be borne by the people of Akita Ken. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deducting the above sums Yett 7,120,083 and Yen 14,574,257 from the total

wealth of Akita Ken {Yen 499,060,278), the balance Yen 477,465,938 representing the net

wealth of Akita Ken in the middle of 1906 is obtained.
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Area 899.19 square ri.

Administrative divisions : 13 Gun (counties) ; i City ; 23

Towns ; 217 Villages

Population: 735i73o

Families -. 113,316

Population 31,861

Families 6,066
Morioka City \

(I) Lands Yen 189587,757

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings ... „ 33,110,500

(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu „ 16,901,264

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals „ 5,230,508

(V) Mining Products ,, 11,496,730

(VI) Marine Products , 21,779,430

(VII) Electric and Gas Works, Waterworks and Tram-cars... „ —
(VIII) Shipping „ 76,747

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion „ 2,949,806

(X) Companies and Banks , 2,490,025

(XI) Goods and Merchandise „ 12,320,864

I St Total „ 295,943,631

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones „ 11,444,447

(XIII) Warships , 2,839,743

2nd Total „ 310,227,821

Foreign loans to be deducted from above „ 6,395,985

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) 303-831.836

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted) „ 310,227,821

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 ... „ 15,511,391

3rd Total „ 325,739,212

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above „ 6,395,985

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of igo6 „ 13,092,084

Balance
, 306,251-143
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EXPLANATION.

Veu 189,587,757 being th- wealth of Iwate Ken in Lands. This consists of:—
1. }'('« 67,624,310 being ten times the total value of 520,187 Aohe of rice, the

produce of rice-fields in Iwate Ken, which reckoned at V^/^ 13 per ^'ohi makes

Yen 6,762,431 (Table 2).

2. Ver?. 20,535,120 being ten times the total value of 256,689 /:oht of barley and

wheat, the produce of dry-fields in Iwate Ken, which reckoned at Ve7t. 8 per ^oh/

makes Ve/r 2,053,512 (Table 2).

3. I'en 17,631,886 being ten times the total value, JV;/ 1,763,188.60, of beans, miscel-

laneous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddy-fields in Iwate

Ken, assuming such value to be -5 of the sum, J't-;; 8,815,943, i. e. the total value

office, barley and wheat produced in this Prefecture.

4. Vt-n 7,789,927 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Iwate Ken,

the total area of which is 10,107 c//o 6 iaa., reckoned at Yen 77 per ^a;?. (Table 3).

5. Yen 11,032,200 being the total value of 272 c/io /^ tan of building lots in the City

and towns in Iwate Ken, reckoned at Yen 13.50 per tstibo (Table 4).

6. Ytn 46,693,351 being the total value of the landed property of the Government

(land for Government use, building lots, forests, uncultivated fields, land under cul-

tivation and others) in Iwate Ken (Table 5).

7. Yai 2,183,757 being the total value of the Imperial Estates (forests and uncul-

tivated fields) in Iwate Ken (Table 6).

8. Yin. 16,097,206 being the sum of the total value. Yen 7,211,296, of the forests,

uncultivated and other fields, lands either permanently or temporarily exempted from

taxes in Iwate Ken (Table 7), and of ten times the value. Yen 8,885.910, of

timber, faggots and bamboos from the above forests (Table 8).

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various des-

criptions of lands in Iwate Ken.

II.

Yen 33,110,500 being the wealth of Japan represented by Dwelling Houses, Store-

houses and other Buildings in Iwate Ken. This consists of:—
1. Fif« 24,483,000 being the sum of the total value, I «/. 3,033,000, of 6,066 Dwell-

ing Houses in Morioka City estimated at Yen. 500 per house and of the total value.

Yen 21,450,000, of 107,250 Dwelling Houses outside the City reckoned at Yen 200

per house.

2. J'lfw 2,349,000 being the sum of the total value, Yc/i 202,000, of 202 Storehouses
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in Morioka City estimated at i'^/i looo each and of the total value, Tcv; 2,145,000,

of 3,575 Storehouses outside the City reckoned at Vc-n 600 each. The above

numbers of Storehouses were worked out on the assumed basis of i Storehouse

f )r every 30 Dwelling Houses.

}'t// 2,439,000 being the sum of the total value, Vc-n 300,000, of 40 Government, com-

munal and private common schools and other educational establishments in Morioka

City estimated at i^en 7,500 par building and of the total value, Vd/f 2,139,000, of

713 such buildings outside the City reckoned at Ve/f 3,000 each.

3 t77 3,841,500 being the sum of the total value, J'c'w 472,500, of 63 Government

Offices, Temples, Churches. Company Offices and Manufactories in Morioka City

estimated at i'e/i 7,500 per building and of the total value, ]'en 3,369,000, of 1,123

such buildings outside the City reckoned at J'v; 3,000 each.

III.

Vl'>; 16,901,264 being the value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu in this Pre-

fecture. This consists of :

—

JV/7 16,555,250 being J of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and

other Buildings in Iwate Ken, on the assumption that the total value of Furniture

therein is such.

i'ot 346,014 being the sum of the value, Ye/? 24,264, of Articles of Virtu in

Morioka City reckoned on the assumption that there are Articles of Virtu worth

Vd!/ 4. in the possession of each family in the City, ths entire number of families

therein being 6,066 and of the total value, Vc'!7 321,750, of the same articles in the

districts outside the City calculated at the rate of Vc/; 3 per family, the entire

number of families in those districts being 107,250.

IV.

i'eii 5,230.508 being the value of the national wealth in Domestic and other

Animals in Iwate Ken. This consists of :
—

Veiz 506,970 being the value of 16,899 Horned Cattle in Iwate Ken estimated at

Yen 30 per head.

Yen 3,832,200 being the value of 95,805 Horses in Iwate Ken reckoned at ]'t'n 40

per head.

Yc'/! 2,590 being the value of 518 Swine in Iwate Ken estimated at Ye?? 5 per

head.

IV;? 16,997 being the value of 56,658 Fowls in Iwate Ken reckoned at IV;? 0.30

each, based on the assumption one Cock or Hen is kept per two families.

3 V// 871,751 being }, of the sum of the above four items, the value Goats, Ducks,

Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc. in Iwate Ken being assumed to be

such.
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V.

Vcji 11,496,730 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on ^ of the total value, Yen 1,149,600, of the following Mineral Products in Iwate

Ken :—Gold, Yen 41,881 ; Copper, Yen 228,387 ; Iron, Yen 837,279 ; Sulphur, Yen

47.126.

VI.

Yen 21,779,430 beng the total value of Marine Products in Iwate Ken. This

consists of :
—

Yen 9,856,680 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on 2 of the total value, Yen 985,668, of Sardine, Bonito, Cuttle-fish, Tunny. Sea-

bream, Shark, " Ayu ", Ear-shell, Salmon, Trout, Agar-agar, Laminaria, etc.

caught in Iwate Ken.

Yen 11,429,720 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on ^ of the total value, Yeti 1,142,972, of Manufactured Marine Products, such as

Dried Bonito, Dried Ear-shell, Beach-de-mere, etc.

Yen 493,030 beieg the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest on

2 of the value. Yen. 49,303, of 24,896 kokic of common salt produced in Iwate Ken.

VII.

There is no establishment coming under this head in Iwate Ken.

VIII.

Yen 76,747 being the total wealth represented by Shipping. This consists of:

—

Yen 59,400 being the cost of building 26 Sailing Vessels in Iwate Ken 1,188

tons in all, estimated at Yen 50 per ton.

Yen 2,255 being the cost of building 11 larger Japanese Junks in Iwate Ken 1,051

koku in all, estimated at Yen 5 per /:ok!i.

Yen 12,092 being the value of 6,046 smaller Vessels in Iwate Ken reckoned at Yen

2 each.

IX.

Yen 2,949,806 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Iwate Ken.

This consists of :

—

Yen 2,581,941 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins in circulation and Specie

Reserve, the property of the inhabitants of Iwate Ken.

In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in cir-
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culation and Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to be the common property

of all Japanese except the people of Taiwan and Karafuto and to this common

property the citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of Yen

10.9205129 per capita ; those of the other 5 large Cities, Yen 7.50 ; and the inha-

bitants of all other parts of the Empire, Yen 3.5093594. (For details vide the

Statements for the whole Empire).

Yen 367,865 being the value of Gold and Silver Bullion, the property of the inha-

bitants of Iwate Ken.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were supposed to

have Yen i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire Yen 0.50 each.

X.

Yen 2,490,025 being ^ of the sum total aggregating Yen 4,980,050 of the entire

Capital {Yen 2,925,850) of 49 Companies and that {Yen 2,054,200) of 11 Banks

(excepting Agencies and Branch Offices of Banks) in Iwate Ken.

XI.

J V« 12,320,864 being the wealth of Iwate Ken in Goods and Merchandise of all

kinds, consisting of :

—

Yen 2,563,637 being the value of Imported Goods in possession of the inhabitants

of Iwate Ken.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed in

the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and, of

this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Naga-

saki, Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice a smuch as those in the remaining

portion of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to

the amount of Yen 7.70 per capita and those outside them. Yen 3.484481 each.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

Yen 5,289,566 being \ of the total value. Yen 10,579,132, of rice, barley, wheat

and all other agricultural produce of Iwate Ken reckoned on the supposition that

one-half thereof remai ns unconsumed within this Prefecture.

Yen 1,088,972 being J of the total value, Yen 2,177,943, of the Marine Products of

Iwate Ken, one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within this

Prefecture.

Yen 574,837 being ^ of the total value. Yen 1,149,673, of the Mining Products of

Iwate Ken ; reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

Yen 1,113,090 being i of the sum {)'en 2,226,179) of the value of Cocoons, Yen

1,119,557; Silks, Yen 1,104,535; and Teas, !'<?« 2,087 produced in Iwate Ken;

reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

Yen 1,690,762 being the sum of one-half (F«i 1,002,756) of the total value, Yen

2,005,512 ; of the following articles produced in Iwate Ken :—Woven Fabrics, Yen
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197,484; Porcelain and Earthenware, Jiv? 2,690 ; Lacquered Ware, }V;? 14,984;

Bronze and Copper Ware, J'i?« 3,280; Oils, Yen 13,264; Prepared Indigo, Yen

1,356; Matches, ]V« 1,440 ; Hides and Leathers, Yen 5,316; Paper, Ilv? 71,425 ;

Mats and Matting, Yen 18,567 ; Sake, Spirits, etc., Yen 1,494,266 ; Soy, Yen

181,440, and of the estimated value Yen 688,006 of other articles of miscellaneous

kinds.

The above eleven items amount to Yen 295,943,631.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled and

of which consequently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the inhabitants

of each Prefecture. These are :
—

XII.

Yen 11,444,447 being the share for Iwate Ken in Japan's wealth in the State and

private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at Yen 725,417,890.

This distributed among the whole population (excepting the inhabitants of Taiwan

and Karafuto), we have Yen 15.5552271 as the share per capita. (Pot details vide

the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

Yen 2,839,743 being the share for Iwate Ken in Japan's wealth in the Imperial war-

ships, 300,000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to be Yen 180,000,000,

their cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of Yen 600 per ton. The

quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population of Japan excepting

Taiwan and Karafuto, i. e. our per capita share of this item of wealth is Yen

3.8597626. From this the above sum Ye;? 2,839,743 can be obtained by simple

multiplication.

The above thirteen items summed up we have Yen- 310,227,821 from which such

portion of our foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 (Yen- 405,416,000^ as has to

be borne by Iwate Ken, is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole nation, each

of the Japanese subjects exclusive of those in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear Yen

8.6933863. (For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated on this

basis the liabilities on this account of Iwate Ken are Yen 6,395,985 deducting which from

the above mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth [Ye/i 310,227,821), Yen 303,831,836

appears as the total wealth of Iwate Ken at the close of 1904 minus the above-mentioned

portion of the foreign loans then outstanding.
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THE INCREASE OF WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904
TO THE MIDDLE OF 1908.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

o have been as much as 5 % of the total wealth. Now 5 % of i'e/i 310,227,821 is Vc/i

15,511,391.

These two sums aggregate 1 Vw 325,739,212 from which the portion for this Prefecture

of the foreign loans at the close of 1904 and that contracted from the close of 1904 to the

middle of 1906 are to be deducted, i. e. J V« 6,395,985 and Vm 13,092,084 respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being i'an 829,855,000, the liability of each of the

Japanese subjects on this account excepting their fellow subjects Taiwan and Karafuto,

calculated in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904, is Yen

17,7946852 which multiplied by the population of Iwate Ken becomes Ve/i 13,092,084,

which is the portion of the latter loans to be borne by the people of Iwate Ken. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deducting the above sums J'tv; 6,395,985 and Var 13,092,084 from the total wealth

of Iwate Ken {i'en 325,739,212), the balance Ve/i 306,2,1,143 representing the net wealth

of Iwate Ken in the middle of 1906 is obtained.
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THE STATEIVIENTS FOR AOMORI KEN.

Area 607.03 square ri.

Administrative divisions : 8 Gun (counties) ; 2 cities
; g

Towns; 159 Villages

Population: 649,500

Families: 99,814

„. ,. ,. • ^. (Population: 71.300
Hirosaki and Aomon Cuies<^

(Families: H.^fSs

(I) Lands Yen. 230,072,602

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings
, 32,722,800

(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu ,, 16,675,007

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals „ 3,835,646

(V) Mining Products „ 126,860

(VI) Marine Products „ 12,118,410

(VII) Electric and Gas Works, Waterworks, and Tram-cars.. „ 287,160

(VIII) Shipping „ 87,042

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion „ 2,604,079

(X) Companies and Banks „ 4,662,782

(XI) Goods and Merchandise „ io.353-930

ist Total „ 313,546,318

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones „ 10,103,120

(XIII) Warships „ 2,506,916

2nd Total 326,156,354

Foreign loans to be deducted from above ,, 5,646,355

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) „ 320509.989

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted) „ 326,156,354

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 16,307,818

3rd Total „ 342,464,172

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above „ 5,646,355

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 „ 11,557,648

Balance , 325.260.169
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Ven 230,072,602 being the wealth of Aomori Ken in Lands. This consists of :

—

r. Yen- 92,088,180 being ten times the total value of 708,370 ^ohe of rice, the pro-

duce of rice-fields in Aomori Ken, which reckoned at Ve/7. 13 per /;o^'ii makes Ven

9,208,810 (Table 2).

2. J'^? 3,947,840 being ten times the total value of 49,348 /J(?/J'« of barley and wheat,

the produce of dry-fields in Aomori Ken, which reckoned at Ven 8 per ^oht makes'

Ve/t 394,784 (Table 2).

3. Ven 1,9207,188 being ten times" the total value, i^en 792,718, of beans, miscel-

laneous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddy-fields in

'Aomori Ken, assuming such value to be | of the sum, i'en 9,603,594, i. e. the total

value of rice, barley and wheat produced in this Prefecture.

4. i'en 17,350,728 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Aomori Ken,

the total area of which is 6,498 cAo 5 ia/i, reckoned at Ven 267 per Az« (Table 3).

5. Vetr 6,610,500 being the total value of 4,139 e/w 2 tan of building lots in the Cities

and towns in Aomori Ken, reckoned at Ven 5 per tsitbo (Table 4).

6. Ven 81,916,754 being the total value of the landed property of the Government (land

for Government use, building lots, forests, uncultivated fields, land under cul-

tivated and others) in Aomori Ken (Table 5).

7. Ven 1,494,519 being the total value of the Imperial Estates, (forests and uncultivated

fields) in Aomori Ken (Table 6).

8. Ven 7,456,973 being the sum of the total value, Ven. 4,975,293, of the forests, un-

cultivated and other fields, lands either permanently or temporarily exempted from

taxes in Aomori Ken (Table 7), and of ten times the value, Ven. 2,481,680, of timber,

faggots and bamboos from the above forests (Table 8).

The above eight items constitute the national v/ealth of Japan in the various descrip-

tions of lands in Aomori Ken.

II.

Ven 32,722,800 being the wealth of Japan represented by Dwelling Houses, Store-

houses and other Buildings in Aomori Ken. This consists of :

—

1. Ven 24.212,300 being the sum of the total value, Ven 7,082,500, of 14,165 Dwelling

Houses in Aomori and Hirosaki Cities estimated at Ven 500 per house and of

the total value, Ven 17,129,800, of 85,649 Dwelling Houses outside the Cities

reckoned at Ven 200 per house.

2. J V« 2,185,000 being the sum of the total value, J'tw 472,000, of 472 Storehouses

in Aomori and Hirosaki Cities estimated at Ven. 1,000 each and of the total %'alue,
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JV/; 1,713.000, of 2,855 Storehouses outside the Cities reckoned at ]cv/ 600 each.

The above numbers of Storehouses were worked out on the assumed basis of i

Storehouse for every 30 Dwelling Houses.

3. }V«* 2,088,000 being the sum of the total value, Ye/? 615,000, of 82 Govern-

ment, communal and private common schools and other educational establish-

ments in Aomori and Hirosaki Cities estimated at i'en 7,500 per building and of

the total value, i'en 1,473,000, of 491 such buildings outside the Cities reckoned

at Vd/i 3,000 each.

4. ]V« 4,237,500 being the sum, of the total value, Ve/i 1,237,500, of 165 Govern-

ment Offices, Temples, Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories in Aomori

and Hirosaki Cities estimated at Yen 7,500 per building and of the total value, Ym
3,000,000, of 1,000 such buildings outside the Cities reckoned at Ye/i 3,000

each.

III.

Ve/i 16,675,007 being the value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu in Aomori Ken.

This consists of :
—

}'<:« 16,361,400 being J of the total value, }'<:'« 32,722,500, of all Dwelling Houses,

Storehouses and other Buildings in Aomori Ken, on the assumption that the total

value of F"urniture therein is such.

JV// 313,607 being the sum ot the value, i'en 56,660, of Articles of Virtu in Aomori

and Hirosaki Cities reckoned on the assumption that there are, Articles of Virtu

worth i\n ^ in possession of each family in the Cities, the entire number of fami-

lies therein being 14,165 and of the total value, }'en 256,947, of the same articles in

the districts outside the Cities calculated at the rate of Yen. 3 per family, the entire

number of families in those disricts being 85,649.

IV.

]'t'// 3,835,646 being the value of the national wealth in Domestic and other Animals

in Aomori Ken. This consists of:

—

I . Yc/i 481,320 being the value of 16,044 Horned Cattle in Aomori Ken estimated at

i'e>i 30 per head.

2. Yc'/t 2,696,920 being the value of 67,423 Horses in Aomori Ken reckoned at i'c/i 40

per head.

3. }'en 3,i6o being the value of 632 Swine in Aomori Ken estimated at )'c/i 5 per

head.

4. JV;/ 14,972 being the value of 49,907 Fowls in Aomori Ken reckoned at 1 V/; 0.30

each based on the assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept per two families.

5. Yen 639,274 being
-J
of the sum of the above four items, the value of Goats, Ducks,

Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc. in Aomori Ken being assumed to be

such.
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V.

Yen 126,860 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 55^ annual interest on

J of the following Mineral Products produced in Aomori Ken :— Gold, Ye/f 2,454;

Copper, i'e/i 2,944 > Manganese, )V// 7,288.

VI.

K'« 12,118,410 being the total value of Marine Products in Aomori Ken. This

consists of:

—

Yen 6,915,490 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% annual interest on

J of the total value, i'en 691,549, of Sardine, Bonito, Pagrus, Cuttle fish, Mackerel,

Tunny, Shark, Ear-shell, Trepang, Salmon, Cod, Laminaria, etc. caught in Aomori

Ken.

i'c'.'i 5,169,420 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on J of the total value, i'en 516,942, of Manufactured Marine Products, such as

Dried Bonito, Cuttle-fish, Dried Sardine, fish-guano, etc

1V« 33,500 being the capital zed amount of the estimated 5% annual interest on i

of the value, i't>i 3,350, of 1,910 l-oAii of common salt produced in Aomori Ken.

VII.

Yen 208,160 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on the total annual profits, i'en 14,358, of the Aomori and Hirosaki Electric Light

Companies in Aomori Ken.

VIII.

Yen 8,742 being the total wealth represented by Shipping. This consists of :

—

Yen 6,000 being the cost of building 7 Steamers having the total tonnage of 60,

estimated at Yen 100 per ton.

Ye>t 4,000 being the cost of building 3 Sailing Vessels in Aomori Ken, 80 tons

in all, estimated at Yen 50 per ton.

Yen 58,750 being the cost of building 106 large Japanese Junks in Aomori Ken,

11,750 ^oht in all, estimated at Yen 5 per /koin.

Yen 18,292 being the value of 9,146 smaller Vessels in Aomori Ken reckoned at Ye7i

2 each.

IX.

Yen 2,604,079 being the value of Gold."and Silver Coins and Bullion in Aomori

Ken. This consists of:—
Yen 2,279,329 being the total value of Gold and Silver Coins in circulation and

Specie Reserve, the property of the inhabitants of Aomori Ken.
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In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in cir-

culation and Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to be the common property of

all Japanese exclusive of the people of Taiwan and Karafuto and to this common

property the citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of 10.9025129

per capita ; those of the other 5 large Cities, Ven 7.50; and the inhabitants of all

other parts of the Empire, i'v; 3.5093594. (For details vide the Statements for

the whole Empire).

2. i^en 324,750 being the total value of Gold and Silver Bullion, the property of the

inhabitants of Aomori Ken.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were supposed to

have )'f/7. i.oo'each and those of all other parts of the Empire Yen 0.50 each.

X.

Yerz 4,662,782 being rV of the sum total, 3 V;/ 9.325,564 of the entire Capital {Vd>!

5,572,814) of 100 Companies and that {)'e;i 3.752,750) of 31 Banks (excepting

Agencies and Branch Offices of Banks) in Aomori Ken.

XI.

Yen 10,353,930 being the wealth of Aomori Ken in Goods and Merchandise of all

kinds, consisting of:

—

1. i'f;t 2,263,170 being the value of Imported Goods in possession of the inhabitants

of Aomori Ken.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed in

the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and, of

this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Naga-

saki, Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining

portion of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to

the amount of Yi.'n. 7.70 per capita and thoSe outside them, Ye// 3.484481 each.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

2. iV;; 5,762,157 being h of the total value, )V« 11,524,313, of rice, barley, wheat

and all other agricultural produce of Aomori Ken reckoned On the supposition that

one-half thereof remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.

3. Fi?;? 605,921 being ^ of the total value, ]'en 1,211,841, of the Marine Products of

Aomori Ken, one-half where of being assumed to remain unconsumed within this

Prefecture,

4. I'i?;/ 6,343 being ^ of the total value, JV/; 12,686, of the Mineral Products, based

on the same assumption as above.

5. 3't'« 91,247 being J of the sum (I'v; 182,493) of the value of Cocoons, J'v?

114,788 ; and of Silks, IV// 67,705, produced in Aomori Ken, reckoning being made

on the same assumption as above.

6. Yen 1,6251092 being the sum of one-half ( IVv; 936,831) of the total value Ye/t

1,873,722 of the following articles produced in Aomori Ken :—Woven Fabrics, Ye/t
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Lacquered Ware, Yen 21,598; Oils, JV« 62,322; Prepared Indigo, Yen 17,600;

Hides and Leathers, Yen, 9,747 ; Paper, Ye77 12,273 ; Mats and Matting, Ytii 7,096;

Sake, Spirits, etc.. Yen 1,442,620; Soy, Yen 217,386, and of the estimated value

Yen 688,231 of other articles of miscellaneous kinds.

The above eleven items amount to Yen 313,546,318.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled and

of which consequently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the inhabitants

of each Prefecture. These are :
—

XII.

Yen 10,103,120 being the share for Aomori Ken in Japan's wealth in the State and

private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at Yen 725,417,890.

This distributed among the whole population (exclusive of the inhabitants of Taiwan

and Karafuto), Yen 15.5552271 in obtained as the share per capita. (For details

vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

Yen 2,506,916 being the share for Aomori Ken in Japan's wealth in the Imperial war-

ships, 300,000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to be Yai 180,000,000,

their cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of Yen 600 per ton. The

quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population of Japan exclusive

of Taiwan and Karafuto, i. e. our per capita.share of this items of wealth is Yen

3.8597626. From this the above sum Yen 2,506.916 can be obtained by simple

multiplication.

The above thirteen items aggregate Yen 326,156,354 from which such portion of

our foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 {Yen 405,416,000) as has to be borne

by Aomori Ken, is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole nation, each of

the Japanese subjects exclusive of those in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear Yen 8.6933863.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated on this basis the lia-

bilities on this account of Aomori Ken are Yen 5,646,355 deducting which from the above

mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth {Yen 326,156,354), Yen 320,509,999 appears as

the total wealth of Aomori Ken at the close of 1904 minus the above-mentioned portion of

the foreign loans then outstanding.

THE INCREASE OF WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904

TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as 5% of the total wealth. Now 5% of i'tw 326,156,354 is Yen

16,307,818.
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These two sums aggregate }'t-« 342,464,172 from which the portion for this Prefec-

ture of the foreign loans at the close of 1904 and that contracted from the close of

1904 to the middle of 1906 are to be deducted, i.e. Vcn 5,646,355 and I'v^ 11,557,648

respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being i'^n 829,855,000, the liability of each of the

Japanese subjects on this account exclusive of those in Taiwan and Karafuto, cal-

culated in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904, is Yen

17.7946852 which multiplied by the population of Aomori Ken, becomes Yen 11,557,648,

which is the portion of the latter leans to be borne by the people of Aomori Ken. (For

details vide the St^itements for the whole Empire).

by deducting the above sums iV« 5,646,355 and Yd/i 11,557,648 from the total wealth

of Aomori Ken
(

i'c-ii 342,464,172), the balance Ye;i 325,260,169 representing the net wealth

of Aomori Ken in the middle of 1906 appears.
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Area 296.55 square ri.

Administrative divisions : 18 Gmi (counties); i City
;

20 Towns; 260 Villages

Population : 1,014976

Families: 200,182

^Population: 380,568
Kioto City ^ T^ ... -^ '-'

•' (.Families: 70,857

(I) Lands Yen 212,433,237

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings ,, 141,694,600

i(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu „ 71.518,703

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals „ 1,223,144

(V) Mining Products „ 75.520

(VI) Marine Products
,, 6,221,300

(VII) Electric and Gas Works, Waterworks, and Tram-cars... „ 3.507.360

(VIII) Shipping „ 121,293

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion...
, 5.778,398

(X) Companies and Banks , 18,589,207

(XI) Goods and Merchandise ... „ 29,580,484

1st Total ,, 490,743,246

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones „ 15,788,182

(XIII) Warships 3.917,567

and Total 5 10,448,995

Foreign loans to be deducted from above 8,823,578

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) 501-625.417

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted) 510,448,995

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 25,522,450

3rd Total 535.971.445

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above 8,823,578

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 18,061,178

Balance... 503.036.6^
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EXPLANATION.

Vt'n 212,433,237 being the wealth of Kioto Fu in Lands. This consists of :

—

1. )''/? 95,665,050 being ten times the total value of 735,885 /co/cii of rice, the produce

of rice-fields in Kioto Fu, which reckoned at ]'c7i 13 per A-o^-i/ makes !''« 9,566,505

(Table 2).

2. Yen 20,810,720 being ten times the total value of 260,134 ^ohi of barley and wheat,

the produce of dry-fields in Kioto Fu, which reckoned at Yen 8 per ^'o/n/ makes Vcii

2,081,072 (Table 2).

3. Yen 23,295,154 being ten times the total value, )\'//. 2,329,515.40, of beans, miscella-

neous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddy-fields in Kioto Fu,

assuming such value to be -} of the sum, Yc'n 11,647,577, i.e. the total value of rice,

barley and wheat produced in this Prefecture.

4. }'<?/? 9,416,210 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Kioto Fu, the

total area of which is 4,955 t:/w g /rt/;., reckoned at i'e// 190 per ia>;. (Table 3).

5. JV;/ 40,815,000 being the total value of 1,360 c/io 5 /«« of building lots in the City

and towns in Kioto Fu, reckoned a J>w 10 per /s/i/>o (Table 4).

6. ]'t/? 1,966,523 being the total value of the landed property of the Government (land

for Government use, building lots, forests, uncultivated fields, land under cultivation

and others) in Kioto Fu (Table 5).

7. ) V« 4,478,697 being the total value of the Imperial Estates (sites of Imperial Palaces,

and land attached thereto, estates conferred on Imperial Princes, forests and un-

cultivated fields) in Kioto Fu (Table 6).

8. }'tv; 15,985,883 being the sum of the total value ]',•//. 5,632,393 of the forests, un-

cultivated and other fields, lands either permanently of temporarily exempted from

taxes in Kioto Fu (Table 7), and of ten times the value, IV;; 10,353,490, of timber,

faggots and bamboos from the above forests (Table S).

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various descrip-

tions of lands in Kioto Fu.

II.

Yen 141,694,600 being the wealth of Japan represented by Dwelling Houses, Store-

houses and other Buildings in Kioto Fu. This consists of:

—

I. Yen 96,722,000 being the sum of the total value, }'e/;. 70,857,000, of 70,857 Dwelling

Houses in Kioto City estimated at i'en 1,000 per house and of the total value, Ye>/

25,865,000, of 129,325 Dwelling Houses outside the City reckoned at i'e/t 200 per

house.

2- )'i?;; 7,310,600 being the sum of the total value, Ye//. 4,724,000, of 2,362 Storehouses

in Kioto City estimated at Ye;z 2000 each and of the total value, i'e/i 2,586,600, of

4,311 Storehouses outside the City reckoned at i'e// 600 each. The above number.'>
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of Storehouses were worked out on the assumed basis of i Storehouse for every 30

Dwelling Flouses.

3. IV;/ 5,391,000 being the sum of the total value, Vfi/. 3,945,000, of 263 Government,

communal and private common schools and other educational establishments in

Kioto City estimated at Yen 15,000 per building and of the total value, Yen

1,446,000, of 482 such buildings outside the City reckoned at Ycit 3,000 each.

4. Yen 32,271,000 being the sum of the total value, Yen 23,625,000, of 1,575 Govern-

ment Offices, Temples, Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories in Kioto

City estimated at Yen 15,000 per building and of the total value. Yen 8,646,000 of

2,882 such buildings outside the City reckoned at Yen 3,000 each.

III.

Yei? 71,518,703 being the value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu in Kioto Fu.

This consists of :

—

1. YiJi 70,847,300 being h of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and

other Buildings in Kioto Fu, on the assumption that the total value of Furniture

therein is such.

2. Yen 671,403 being the sum of the value. Yen 283,428, of Articles of Virtu in Kioto

City reckoned on the assumption that there are Articles of Virtu worth Yen 5 in the

possession of each family in the City, the entire number of families therein being

70,857 and of the total value. Yen 387,975, of the same articles in the districts out-

side the City calculated at the rate of Yen. 3 per family, the entire number of fami-

lies in those districts being 129,325.

IV.

Yen 1,223,144 being the value of the national wealth in Domtstic and other Ani-

mals in Kioto Fu. This consists of:

—

1. 1V« 963 060 being the value of 32,102 Horned Cattle in Kioto Fu estimated at Yen

30 per head.

2. Ytn 24,760 being the value of 619 Horses in Kioto Fu reckoned at Yen 40 per

head.

3. Yeti 1,440 being the value of 388 Swine in Kioto Fu estimated at Yen 5 p)er head.

4. Yen 30,027 being the value of loOjOgr Fowls in Kioto Fu reckoned at Yen 0.30

each, based on the assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept per two families.

5. Yen 203,857 being -\ of the sum of the above four items, the value of Goats, Ducks,

Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc. in Kioto Fu being assumed to be such.

V.

Yen 75,520 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% annual interest on J

of the total value. Yen 7,552, of the following Mining Products of Kioto Fu :— Cop-

per, Yen 1,298; Manganese, JV/7 4 501 ; Coal, Yen 1,753-
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VI.

}'c'/i 6,221,300 being the total value of Marine Products in Kioto Fu. This con-

sists of ;

—

Veff 3.490,360 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% annual interest on

^ of the total value, Yen 349,036, of Sardine, Cuttle-fish, Mackerel, Tunny, " Ayu,"

Agar-agar, etc. caught in Kioto Fu.

Yen 2,715,500 being the capitalized amount of the estimattd 5% annual interest on

h of the total value, i''d;? 271,550, of Manufactured Marine Products, such as Dried

Cuttle-fish, Dried Trepang, Dried Sardine, etc.

I't'w I5>440 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% annual interest on ^

of the value, i'e/r 1,544, of 7°° ^c^'" of common salt produced in Kioto Fu.

VII.

Ve;! 3,507,360 biing the wealth-producing power of the Electric and Gas Works,

Water-works, and Tram-cars, in Kioto Fu consisting of:—
Vc'/i 788,360 being the capitalized amount of the estimated ^% annual interest on

the total annual profits, i'en 39,418, of the Electric Car Service, in Kioto City.

}'en 2,719,000 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 55^ interest p;r year

on the total annual profits, Ve7t 135,950 of the Kioto Electric Light Company.

VIII.

J'f/; 121,293 being the total wealth represented by Shipping. This consists of :
—

}'e7i 73,800 being the cost of buildmg 10 Steamers having the total tonnage of

738 estimated at )'l')? 100 per ton.

l'^ 33.655 being the cost of building 68 larger Japanese Junks in Kioto Fu 6,731

^ohe in all, estimated at Vc'/f 5 per /c/v^

Yen 13,838 being the value of 6,919 smaller Vessels in Kioto Fu reckoned at ]'tn

2 each.

IX.

Yc-/>. 5,778,398 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Kioto

Fu. This consists of :

—

)V« 5,080,626 being the sum of JV.v 2,854,260 in Gold and Silver Coins in circula-

tion and Specie Reserve, the property of the citizens of Kioto and of IV/;.

2,226,366 in the same, the property of the inhabitants of Kioto Fu outside the City.

In making the above estimates, the wliole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in cir-

culation and Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to be the common property of

all Japanese except the j-«ople of Taiwan and Karafuto and to this common property

the citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of J'c//. 10.9025129 per
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capita ; those of the other 5 large Cities, ]V,7. 7.50 ; and the inhabitants of all other

p^rts of the Empire, ]' /; 3-5093594. (For details vide the Statements for the whole

Empire).

2. ]'tv;. 697,772 being the sum of Jvw 380,568 in Gold and Silver Bullion, the property

of the citizens of Kioto and of 3 V;; 317,204 in the same, the property of the inhabi-

tants of Kioto Fu outside the City.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were supposed to

have 1V;7 i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire Vcir. 0.50 each.

X.

Vcv? 18,589,207 being 1^ of the sum total, )'« 37,178,413, of the entire Capital ()'fi;.

31,450,774) of 325 Companies and that (J'l^// 5,727,639) of 64 Banks (excepting

Agencies and Branch Offices of Banks) in Kioto Fu.

XI.

Yen 29,580,484 being the wealth of Kioto Fu in Goods and Merchandise of all

kinds, consisting of :

—

1. }'<?« 5,140,957 being the sum of ]'dii 2,930,374 in Imported Goods in possession of

the citizens of Kioto and of )\-)i 2,210,583 in the same in possession of the inhabi-

tants of Kioto Fu outside the Citj'.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed in

the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and of

this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kioto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Nagasaki,

Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining portion

of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to the amount

of J^cv^ 7.70 per capita and those outside them, Yen 3.485481 each. (For details

vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

2. Yen 6,988.546 being i of the total value, J cv/ 13,977,092, of rice, barley, wheat and

all other agricultural produce of Kioto Fu reckoned on the supposition that one-half

thereof remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.

3. }'c7? 311.065 being J of the total value, 3 c"?; 622,130, of the Marine Products of

Kioto Fu, one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within this Pre-

fecture.

4. Yc-n 3,776 being ^ of the total value, Ydit 7,552, of the Mining Products of Kioto

Fu, reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

5. J'tv; 2,322,839 being J of the sum ( 3 V/z 4,645,677) of the value of Cocoons, \'ei!

1,567,318 ; Silks, Yen 2,197,543 and Teas, Yen 880,816 produced in Kioto Fu
;

reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

6. Yen 14,813,31 1 being the sum of one-half ( Yen 12,760,768) of the total value. Yen

25,521,536, of the following articles produced in Kioto F"u :—Woven Fabrics, Yen

19,319,838; Porcelain and Earthenware, Yen 670,865; Lacquered Ware, Yen

387,247 ; Bronze and Copper Ware, Yen. 213,250; Oils, Yen- 61,968 ; Matches, Yen
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2,000 ; Hides and Leathers, J'c/;, 32,825 ; Paper, 3V/z 76,589; Mats and Mattings,

}V,7 15,321; Wax, Veil 18,990; Sake, Spirits, etc., Yen 4,140,782; Soy, Yen

460,998 ;
" Kanten," Yen 122,863, ^^d of the estimated value Yen 25,521,500 of

other articles of miscellaneous kinds.

The above eleven items amount to Yen 490,743,246.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled and

of which consequently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the inhabitants

of each Prefecture. These are :—

XII.

Yen 15,788,182 being the share for Kioto Fu in Japan's wealth in the State ana

private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at Yen 725,417,890.

This distributed among the whole population (excepting the inhabitants of Taiwan

and Karafuto), we have Yen 15.5552271 as the share per capita. (For details vide

the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

Yen 3,917,567 being the share (or Kioto Fu in Japan's wealth in the Imperial

warships, 300,000 tons in all, the value where of was estimated to be Yen

180,000,000, the cost of building them being reckoned at the average rate of Yen

600 per ton. The quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population of

Japan excepting Taiwan and Karafuto, i. e. our per capita share of this item of

wealth is Yen 3.8597626. From this the above sum Yen 3,917,567 can be obtained

by simple multiplication.

The above thirteen items summed up we have Yen 5x0,448,995 from which such portion

of our foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 (
Yen 405,416,000) as has to be borne

by Kioto Fu, is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole nation, each of the

Japanese subjects exclusive of those in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear Yen 8.6933863.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated on this basis the

liabilities on this account of Kioto Fu are Ye)i 8,823,598 deducting which from the

above mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth {Yen 510,448,995), Yen 501,625,417

appears as the toial wealth of Kioio Fu at the close of 1904 minus the above-

mentioned portion of the foreign loans then outstanding.
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THE INCREASE OF WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904
TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as 5% of the total wealth. Now 5% of J «; 510,448,995 is J>;/

25.522,450.

These two sums added up we have i'e/t 535,971,445 from which the portion for this

Prefecture of the foreign loans at the close of 1904 and that contracted from the close of

1904 to the middle of 1906 are to be deducted, i.e. Ve/i 8,823,578 and i'en 18,061,178 re-

spectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being ]'e//. 829,855,000, the liability of each of the

Japanese subjects on this account excepting their fellow subjects in Taiwan and Karafuto,

calculated in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904, is J «/

17.7946852 which multiplied by the population of Kioto Fu becomes ]V;/ 18,061,178

which is the portion of the latter loans to be borne by tne people of Kioto Fu. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deducting the above sums )'<?/; 8,823,578 and i'd// 18,061,178 from the total wealth

of Kioto Fu (Ftv? 535.971,445), we get the balance I'tv; 509,086,689 representing

the net wealth of Kioto Fu in the middle of 1906.
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THE STATEMENTS FOR OSAKA FU.

Area 115 72 square ri.

Administrative divisions : 9 Gun (counties) ; 2 Cities ; 13

Towns; 289 Villages

Population: 1,679,925

Families: 378,834

f Population:..... 995.945
•Osaka City ^ „ .,. •

^-ifj.ytj

( Families : 231,359

5 Population: 54.040
Sakai City 5 _ .,.

^^ ^
t Families: 10,931

(I) Lands Yen 448,344,585

(II) Dvvelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings ... „ 3331076,500

(III) Furniture and Anicles of Virtu 168,148,401

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals , 1,167,072

(V) Mining Products ,, 143,110

(VI) Marine Products
, 7,954,290

(VII) Electric and Gas Works, Waterworks, and Tram-cars. ,, 19,985,840

(VIII) Shipping „ I5.764-565

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and i^ullion „ 11,207,853

(X) Companies and Banks „ 62,689,830

(XI) Goods and Merchandise „ 33872,688

1st Total ,, 1,102,354,734

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones ,, 26,131,615

(XIII) Warships „ 6,484,112

2nd Total , 1,134,970,461

Foreign loans to be deducted from above , 14,604,237

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) „ 1,120 3S6.224

Total wealth (including foreign loans) ,, 1,134,970,461

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 ... ,, 56,748,523

3rd Total ,, 1,191,718,984

Foreign loans at clo^e of 1904 to be deducted from above „ 14,604,237

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 29,893,737

Balance
, 1,147,221.010
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EXPLANATION.

Ven 448.344,585 being the wealth of Osaka Fu in Lands. This consists of:

—

1. }'if« 131,498,250 being ten times the total value of 1,011,525 /cohe of rice, the produce

of rice-fields in Osaka Fu, which reckoned at Vdn 13 per /:ohe makes }'t/t 13,149,825

(Table 2).

2. }'en 33,361,840 being ten times total value of 417,023 /^o/M of barley and wheat,

the produce of dry-fields in Osaka Fu, which reckoned at i'e/i 8 per i\)/ci( makes

Ven 3,335,184 (Table 2).

3. }(?« 32,972,018 being ten times the total value, i'eu 3,297,201.80, of beans, miscel-

laneous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddy-fields in Osaka

Fu, assuming such value to be -' of the sum, i'en 16,486,009, i. e. the total value of

barley and wheat produced in this Prefecture.

4. JV« 10.537,440 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Osaka Fu,

the total area of which is 4,390 c/io 6 iaji, reckoned at JVw 240 per ia/i (Table 3).

5. }V« 222,864,000 being the total value of 1,857 '^^"^ 2 /au oi building lots in the

Cities and towns in Osaka Fu, reckoned at Veit 40 per /suio (Table 4).

6. }'cn 3,650,722 being the total value of the landed property of the Government

(land for Government use, building lots, land under culti\ation and others) in Osaka

Fu (Table 5).

7. i'en 4,625,174 being the total value of the Imperial Estates (sites of Imperial

Palaces, and land attached thereto, estates conferred on Imperial Princes, forests

and uncultivated fields) in Osaka Fu (Table 6).

8. }'cn 8,835,141 being the sum of the total value, JVw 5,045,981, of the forests,

uncultivated and other fields, lands either permanently or temporarily exempted

from taxes in Osaka Fu (Table 7), and of ten times the value, of timber, faggots and

bamboos from the above forests i. e. i'en 3,789,160 (Table 8).

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various des-

criptions of lands in Osaka Fu.

II.

Vt'/i 333,076,500 being the wealth of Japan represented by Dwelling Houses, Store-

houses and other Buildings in Osaka Fu. This consists of:

—

1. i'c/i 269,598,800 being the sum of the total value, Yen 242,290,000, of 242,290

Dwelling Houses in Osaka and Sakai estimated at Ye/i 1,000 per house and of the

total value, Ven 27,308,800, of 136,544 Dwelling Houses outside the two Cities

reckoned at Vc-n 200 per house.
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2. JV« 18,518,200 being the sum of the total value, Vt/r 15,424,000, of 7,712 Store-

houses in Osaka City estimated at i'cn 2000 each, of Yen 363,000 of 363 Store-

houses in Sakai at J'cvz 1000 each, and of the total value, )''en 2,731,200, of 4,552

Storehouses outside the two Cities reckoned at IVw 600 each. The above numbers

of Storehouses were worked out on the assumed basis of i Storehouse for every 30

Dwelling Houses.

3. Kv/ 7,272,000 being the sum of the total value, JV/;. 6,240,000, of 416 Government,

communal and private common schools and other educational establishments in

Osaka estimated at )'e/i 15,000 each, of i't'« 135,000 of 18 buildings in Sakai valued

at }'e/i 7,500 each, and of the total value, Vc'/i 897,000, of 299 such buildings out-

side the two Cities reckoned at } tvz 3,000 each.

4. i'm 37,687,500 being the sum of the total value, Vc-f7 32,520,000, of 2,1 86 Government

Offices, Temples, Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories in Osaka valued at

J'i?;z 15,000 each, of i'd'M 832,500 of III buildings in Sakai valued at )'<?;; 7,500

each, Osaka and Sakai estimated at ]'cn 25,000 per building and of the total value,

i'en 4,335,000, of 1,445 such buildings outside the two Cities reckoned at I'v;

3,000 each.

III.

3V;? 168,148,401 being the value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu in Osaka Fu.

This consists of :

—

1. J't'/z 166,538,250 being i of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses

and other i^uildings in Osaka Fu, on the assumption that the total value of

Furniture therein is such.

2. J't";? 1,610,151 being the sum of the value, i'en 1,156,795, of Articles of Virtu in

Osaka Fu reckoned on the assumption that there are Articles of Virtu worth JV;;

5 in possession of each family in Osaka City, the entire number of families therein

being 231,359 ; i'cvz 43,724 of the sama articles in Sakai for 10,931 families con-

tained at the rate of i'tn 4 each family, and of i'fn 409,632 in the districts outside

the Cities calculated at the rate of 3V/; 3 per family, the entire number of families

in those districts being 136,544.

IV.

I'cv; 767,072 being the value of Domestic and other Animals in Osaka Fu. This

consists of :

—
1. Veil 900,510 being the value of 30,017 Horned Cattle in Osaka Fu estimated at J'-v

30 per head.

2. Yen 12,120 being the value of 303 Horses in Osaka Fu reckoned at Yai 40 per

head.

3. ]'eii. 3,105 being the value of 621 Swine in Osaka Fu estimated at Y,-ii 5 per

head.

4. 3V;? 56,825 being the value of 189,417 Fowls in Osaka Fu reckoned at Yen o.-^o

each, based on the assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept per two families.
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5. Vc/i 194,512 being g of the sum of the above four items, the value of Goats, Ducks,

Geese, Turkej's, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc. in Osaka Fu being assumed to be such.

V.

J't'w 143,110 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% annual interest on h

of the total value, i'c-n 14,311, of the Mineral Products in this prefecture, consists of

Copper, )'^p 14,142 and Silver, Jiv,! i6g.

VI.

J't-;? 7,954,290 being the total value of Marine Products in Osaka Fu. This

consists of :

—

1. J't',7 4,553,450 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% annual interest on

i of the total value, i^e/i 455,345, of Sardine, Bonito, Pagrus, Cuttle-fish, Mackerel,

Shark, '' Ayu," Ear-shell, Lobsters, Oyster, Clams, Agar-agar, Mullet, Horse-

Mackerel, Sole, Eel, Mackerel Pike, etc, caught in Osaka Fu.

2. i't'n 3,400,840 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% annual interest on

i of the total value, J'c'w 340,084, of Manufactured Marine Products, such as Dried

Prawns, Dried Sardine, Bleached Agar-agar, etc.

VII.

Vc;n 19,985,840 being the wealth-producing power of the Electric and Gas Works
,

Water-works and Tram-cars in Osaka Fu, consisting of :

—

1. ] t-w 9,486,360 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% annual interest on

the total annual profits, }';/ 474,318, of the Osaka Electric Light Company in

Osaka Fu.

2. i'en 10,499,480 being fiftytimes the maintenance expenses of the Waterworks in

Osaka Fu.

VIII.

]'dj/ 157,645,065 being the total wealth represented by Shipping. This consists

of:—
1. )'t',7 14,908,300 being the cost of building 457 Steamers having the total tonnage

of 149,083, estimated at Ven 100 per ton.

2. Vdu 774,500 being the cost of building 133 Sailing Vessels in Osaka Fu 15,490

tons in all, estimated at Vefi 50 per ton.

3. ]\-/i 140,845 being the cost of building 25 larger Japanese Junks in Osaka Fu

28,969 /:ohi in all, estimated at IV/V 5 per io/:u.

4. Ve/i 36,920 being the value of 18,460 smaller Vessels in 0->aka Fu reckoned at

Yen 2 each.

IX.

Vc'n 11,207,853 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Osaka

Fu. This consists of :
—
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1. Vol 9,869,918 being the sum of Jv« 7,469,587 in Gold and Silver Coins in circula-

tion and Specie Reserve, the property of the citizens of Osaka and of Vd/i

2,400,331 in the same, the property of the inhabitants of Osaka Fu outside the City.

In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in

circulation and Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to be the common property

of all Japanese, exclusive of the people of Taiwan and Karafuto and to this common

property the citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of Ve>i

10.0925129 per capita ; those of the other 5 large cities, Jot 7.50 ; and the inha-

bitant of all other parts of the Empire, Ven 35093594. (For details vide the

Statements for the whole Empire).

2. Yen 1,337,935 being the sum of i'f/i 995,945 in Gold and Silver Bullion, the

property of the citizens of Osaka and of JV« 341,990 in the same, the property of

the inhabitants of Osaka Fu outside the City.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were supposed

to have JV« i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire Vcjz 0.50 each.

X.

i^en 62,689,830 being J of the sum amounting to }V// 125,379,660 of the entire

Capital (]'c'fi 104,084,620) of 592 Companies and that ()V« 21,295,040) of 66

Banks (excepting Agencies and Branch Offices of Banks) in Osaka Fu.

XI.

Vcu 33,872,688 being the wealth of Osaka Fu in Goods and Merchandise of all

kinds, consisting of :

—

1. J'c'W 10,052,091 being the sum of Ven 7,668,776 in Imported Goods in possession of

the citizens of Osaka and Sakai and of IV/;. 2,383.315 in the same in possession of

the inhabitants of Osaka Fu outside the Cities.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed

in the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and, of

this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Naga-

saki, Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining

portion of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to

the amount of J't.v 7.70 per capita and those outside them, ]'e/i 3 4S44S[ each.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

2. i'c'i 9,891,605 being ^ of the total value, Yen 19,783,210, of rice, barley, wheat

and all other agricultural produce of Osaka Fu reckoned on the supposition that

one-half thereof remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.

3. Ycft 397,715 being A of the total value, )V« 795,429, of the Marine Products of

Osaka Fu, one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within this

Prefecture.

4. }'t« 7,156 being J of the total value, Yc/i 14,311, of the Mineral Products in

Osaka Fu, based on the same assumption as above.
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5. Yen 100,808 being 5 of the sum {Yen 48,747) of the value of Cocoons, Yen 100,418

;

Silks, Yen 52,451 ; and Teas, Yen 48,747 produced in Osaka Fu ; reckoning being

made on tlie same assumption as above.

6. Yen 13,433,313 being the sum of one-half {Yen 11,228,886) of the total value, Yen

22,457,771, of the following articles produced in Osaka Fu :—Woven Fabrics, Yen

10,550,386 ; Porcelain and Earthenware, Yen. 22,273 > Lacquered Ware, Yen 244,973 >

Bronze and Copper Ware, YeJi 1,894,263; Oils, Yen 1,800,990; Matches, Yen

1,710,981; Hides and Leathers, 3
'f/z {877,125 ; Paper, Yen 107,236; Wax, Yen

41,500; Camphor, Yen 146,821 ; Saie, Spirits, Yen 4,078,708 ; Soy, Yen 547,200 ;

Colle Vegetable, Yen 435,415, and of the estimated value Yen 2,194,427 of other

articles of micellaneous kinds.

The above eleven items amount to Yen 1,102,354,734.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled and

of which consequently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the inhabitants

of each Prefecture. These are :

—

XII.

Yen 26,131,615 being the share for Osaka Fu in Japan's wealth in the State and

private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at Yen 725,417,890.

This distributed among the whole population (exclusive of the inhabitants of Taiwan

and Karafuto), we have Yen 15.5552271 as the share per capita. (For details vide

the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

Yell 6,484,112 being the share for Osaka Fu in Japan's wealth in the Imperial war-

ships, 300.000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to be Yen 180,000,000,

their cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of Yen 600 per ton. The

quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population of Japan exclusive

the Taiwan and Karafuto, i. e. per capita share of this item of wealth is Yen

3.8597626. From this the above sum Yen 6,484,112 can be obtained by simple

multiplication.

The above thirteen items aggregate Yen 1,134,970,461 from which such portion of

our foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 (
Yen 405,416,000) as has to be borne by

Osaka Fu, is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole nation, each of the Japa-

nese subjects exclusive of the people in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear Yen 8.6933S63.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated on this.basis the lia-

bilities on this account of Osaka Fu are Yen 14,604,237 deducting which from the above

mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth {Yen 1,134,970,461), Yen 1,120,366,224, appears

as the total wealth of Osaka Fu at the close of 1904 minus the above-mentioned portion of

the foreign loans then outstanding.

i
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THE INCREASE OF "WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904
TO THE MIDDLE OF 1908.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as 5% of the total wealth. Now 5% of J^tv; 1,134,970,461 is Yen

56,748,523.

These two sums aggregate Vcii 11,091,718,984 from which the portion for this Pre-

fecture of th? foreign loans at the close of 1904 and that contracted from the close of

1904 to the middle of 1906 are to be deducted, i.e. Yen 14,604,237 and Yen 29,893,727

respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being 3 tv? 829,855,000, the liability of each of the

Japanese subjects on this account exclusive of the fellow subjects in Taiwan and Karafuto,

calculated in the same way as in the case of the foieign loans at the close of 1904, is JV,v

17.7946852 which multiplied by the poputation of Osaka Fu becomes Yen 29,893,737,

which is the portion of the latter loans to be borne by the people of Osaka Fu. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By dedutcing the above sums Yen 14,604,237 and Yen 29,893,737 from the total

wealth of Osaka Fu {Yen 1,191,718,984), the balance Yen. 1,147,221,010 representing

the net wealth of Osaka Fu in the middle of 1906 is obtained.
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Area 201.42 square rt.

Administrative divisions: 10 Gtm (counties); i City, iS

Towns ; 142 Villages

Population: 540.255

Families : 93,634

C Population: 33.735
Aara City) _ ... ^

t Families : 6,709

(1) Lands Yen 147,259,357

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings „ 34,923,700

(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu „ 17,749,461

(IV) Domestic Animalb, Poultry and other Animals „ 452,472

(V) Mining Products „ 420,270

(VI) Marine Products „ i30>290

(VII) Electric and Gas Works, Waterworks, and Tram-

cars ,, 33400

(VIII) Shipping , 352

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion 2,166,077

(X) Companies and Banks „ 6,179,270

(XI) Goods and Merchandise 11,388,536

ist Total „ 220,703,185

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones „ 8,403,789

(XIII) Warships „ 2,085,256

2nd Total „ 231,192,230

Foreign loans to be deducted from above 4,696,645

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) „ 226.495585

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted) „ 231,192,230

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle of igo6 ... ,, 11,559,612

3rd Total „ 242,751,842

Foreign loans at close of 1 904 to be deducted from above „ 4,696,645

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 „ 9,613,668

Balance „ 223.441.529,
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EXPLANATION.

I.:

y^e/!- i47,'259,357 being the wealth of Nara Ken in Lands. This consists of :

—

1. Vt'n- 81,803,020 being ten times the total value of 629,254 ^ohe of rice, the produce

of rice-fields in Nara Ken, which reckoned at Ve/i 13 per ^oh/ makes Ven

8,180,302 (Table 2).

2. 3'<f;;. 17,118,320 being ten times the total value of 213,979 iohi of barley and wheat,

the produce of dry-fields in Nara Ken, which reckoned at Yen 8 per ^ofye makes

Vc';! 1,711,832 (Table 2).

3. Veu 19,784,268 being ten times the total value, Veu 1,978,426.80, of beans, miscel-

laneous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddy-fields in Nara

Ken, assuming such value to be -5- of the total value, JVw 9,892,134, of rice, barley

and wheat produced in this Prefecture.

4. }'en 5,152,914 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Nara

Ken, the total area of which is 3,013 i/io 4 /«;/, reckoned at Yen 171 per to?

(Table 3).

5 }'<?« 4,337,520 being the total value of 233 c/io 2 A?;/ of building lots in the City

and towns in Nara Ken, reckoned at Veft 6.20 /st/6o (Table 4).

6. Yen 1,433,939 being total value of the landed property of the Government (land for

Government use, building lots, forests, uncultivated fields, land under cultivated and

others) in Nara Ken (Table 5).

7. Yen 11,482 being the total value of the Imperial Estates (forests and uncultivated

fields) in Nara Ken (Table 6).

8. Yen 17,617,894 being the sum of the total value, i'e^i 3,247,454, of the forests, un-

cultivated and other fields, lands either permanently or temporarily exempted from

taxes in Nara Ken (Table 7), and often times the value. Yen 14.370,440, of timber,

faggots and bamboos from the above forests (Table 8).

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various descrip-

tions of lands in Nara Ken.

II.

Yen 34,923,700 being the wealth of Japan represented by Dwelling Houses, Store-

houses and other Buildings in Nara Ken. This consists of:—
I. Yen 20,739,500 being the sum of the total value, i'en 3,354,500, of 6,709, Dwell-

ing Houses in Nara City estimated at Yen 500 per house, and of the total value,

Yen 17,385,000, of 86,925 Dwelling Houses outside the City reckoned at Yen

200 per house.
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2. Yen 1,962,200 being the sum of the total value, i'eii 224,000, of 224 Storehouses in

Nara City estimated at }'t'« 2000 each, and of the total value, i^c/i 1,738,200, of

2,897 Storehouses outside the City reckoned at i'cn. 600 each. The above numbers

of Storehouses were worked out on the assumed basis of i Storehouse for every

30 Dwelling Houses.

3. J V« 1,872,000 being the sum of the total value, IV^ 300,000, of 40 Government,

communal and private common schools and other educational establishments in

Nara City estimated at 3 V;/ 7,500 per building, and of the total value, Vtvi 1,572,000,

of 524 such buildings outside the City reckoned at i'en 3,000 each.

4. I'tw 10,350,000 being the sum of the total value, Yen 1,680,000, of 224 Government

Offices, Temples, Churches, Company Officts and Manufactories in Nara City

estimated at Yen j,^00 per building, and of the total value, Yc'n 8,670,000, of

2,890 such buildings outside the City reckoned at Yc'/i 3,000 each.

III.

l'd'« 17,749,461 being the total value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu. ' This

consists of :

—

1. , i'efi 17,461,850 being i of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and

other Buildings in Nara Ken, on the assumption that the total value of Furniture

therein is such.

2. l^t'« 287,611 being the sum of the value, 1V« 26,836, of Articles of Virtu in Nara

City reckoned on the assumption that there are Articles of Virtu worth Yc'n 4 in

the possession of each family in the City, the entire number of families therein

being 6,709 and of the total value, Ym 260,775, of the same articles in the

districts outside the Ciiy calculated at the rate of ]V« 3 per family, the entire

number of families in those districts being 86,925.

IV.

YeJi 452,472 being the value of the national wealth in Domestic and other Animals

in Nara Ken. This consists of :

—

1. J'tv^ 337,650 being the value of 11,255 Horned Cattle in Nara Ken estimated at

Yen 30 per head.

2. YfU 24,760 being the value of 619 Horses in Nara Ken reckoned at Yen 40 per

head.

3. Yen 605 being the value of 121 Swine in Nara Ken estimated at i'en 5 per

head.

4. Yen 14,045 being the value of 46,817 Fowls in Nara Ken reckoned at Yen 0.30

each, based on the assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept per two families.

5. Yen 75,412 being | of the sum of the above four items, the value of Goats, Ducks,

Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc. in Nara Ken being assumed to be

such.
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V.

Yen 420,270 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% annual interest on ^

of the total value, 3 "i-v 42,027, of the following Mineral Products :—Copper, Yen

40,484, and Antimony, Ye?i 1,543.

VI.

Yen 130,290 being the capitalized amount of the estimate 5 % annual interest

on J of the total value, Yai 13,029, of" Ayu " Salmon-trout, etc. caught in Nara

Ken.

VII.

]£'« 33,400 being the capitalized amount of the estimated ^% annual interest on

the total annual profits, Yen 1,670, of the Nara Electric Light Company.

VIII.

Yen 352 being the total wealth represented by Shipping, and consists of 176 small

boats reckoned at Yen 2 each.

IX.

Yen 2,166,077 being the value of Geld and Silver Coins and Bullion in Nara

Ken. This consists of:

—

Yen 1,895,949 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins in circulation and Specie

Reserve, the property of the inhabitants of Nara Ken.:

In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in cir-

culation and Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to be the common property of

all Japanese, except the people of Taiwan and Karafuto, and to this common
property the citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of Yen

10.9025129 per capita, those of the other 5 large cities, }V« 7.50 ; and the in-

habitants of all other parts of the Empire, Yen 3.5093594. (For details vide the

Statements for the whole Empire).

Yen 270,128 being the value of Gold and Silver Bullion property of the inhabitants

of Nara Ken.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were supposed tc

have Yen i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire Yen 0.50 each.
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y'en 6,179,270 being i of the sum total, )V/^ 12,358,540, of the entire Capital {i'^/i

9,179,090) of 74 Companies and that (]V// 3,179,450) of 25 Banks (excepting

Agencies and Branch Offices of Banks) in Nara Ken.

XI.

Vm 11,388,536 being the wealth ot Nara Ken in Goods and Merchandise of all

kinds, consisting of:

—

1. Vt'i 1,882,508 being the value of Imported Goods in possession of the inhabitants

of Nara Ken.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed in

the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and, of

this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Nagasaki,

Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining portion

of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to the amount

of i'en 7.70 per capita and those outside them, i'c/i 3.484481 each. (For details

vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

2. }'i.7t 5,935,281 being ^ of the value totaling Ye/i 11,870,561, of rice, barley, wheat

and all other agricultural produce of Nara Ken reckoned on the supposition that

one-half thereof remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.

3. }V« 6,515 being J of the value totalling IV;? 13,029, of the Marine Products of Nara

Ken, one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within this Prefecture.

4. i'ai 21,014 being I of the total value amounting to IV;;. 42,027 of the Mineral

Products, based on the same supposition as above.

5. )'d7? 468,839 being J of the sum {Ve/t 937,677) of the value of Cocoons, Ve/z

380,787; Silks, }'eu 208,548; and Teas, i'cn 348,342 produced in Nara Ken;

reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

6. i'e/i 3,074,379 being the sum of one-half (}'<?« 2,195,367) of the total value, Ve/i

4,390.733, of the following articles produced in Nara Ken :—Woven Fabrics, }'en

2,525,731 ; Porcelain and Earthenware, Vc/i 3,000; Lacquered Ware, i'eu 117,400 ;

Oils, J >;2 185,886 ; Prepared Indigo Ft';; 5,437 ; Hides and Leathers, J^'f/i 13,551 ;

Paper, JV« 71,032 ; Sa^-e, Spirits, etc., }V« 1,212,916 ; Soy, )V« 255,780, and of

the estimated value }'eu 879,012 of other articles of miscellaneous kinds.

The above eleven items amount to Vt'n 220,703,185.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled and

of which consequently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the inhabitants

of each Prefecture. These are :

—

XII.

Yen 8,403,789 being the share for Nara Ken in Japan's wealth in the State and

private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at Yen 725,417,890.
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This distributed among the whole population (excepting the inhabitants of Taiwan

and Karafuto), we have Yen. 15.5552271 as the share per capita. (For details vide

the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

Yett 2,085,256 being the share for Nara Ken in Japan's wealth in the Imperial

warships, 300,000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to be Yen

180,000,000, their cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of I'i?'^ 600

per ton. The quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole, population of

Japan excepting Taiwan and Karafuto, i.e. our per capita share of this item of

wealth is Yen 3.8597626. From this the above sum Yen 2,085,256 can be obtained

by simple multiplication.

The above thirteen items summed up we have Yen 231,192,230 from which such

portion of our foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 {Yen 405,416,000) as has to

be borne by Nara Ken, is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole nation, each

of the Japanese subjects exclusive of those in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear Ym
8.6933863. (For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated on this

basis the liabilities on this account of Nara Ken are Yen 4,696,645 deducting which from

the above mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth ( Yen 231,192,230), Ye7i 226,495,585

appears as the total wealth of Nara Ken at the close of 1904 minus the above-mentioned

portion of the foreign loans then outstanding.

THE INCREASE O? AArEALTH ?'ROM THE CLOSE OS' 1904

TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as 5 J^ of the total wealth. Now 5 % of Yen 231,192,230 is Ye7i

11,559,612.

These two sums aggregate Yen 242,751,842 from which the portion for this Pre-

fecture of the foreign loans at the close of 1904 and that contracted from the close of

1904 to the middle of 190 > are to be deducted, i. e. Yen 4,696,645 and 1V,7 9,613,668

respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being Yen 829,855,000, the liability of each of the

Japanese subjects on this account excepting their fellow subjects in Taiwan and Karafuto,

calculated in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904, is Yen

17.7946852 which multiplied by the population of Nara Ken becomes Ftv/ 9,613,668, which

is the portion of the latter loans to be borne by ths people of Nara Ken, (For details vide

the Statements for the whole Empire).
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By deducting the above sums JV/; 4,696,645 and Vt'/i. 9,613,668 from the total

wealth of Nara Ken (]'cv; 242,751,842), the balance JV/? 228,441,529 representing the

net wealth of Nara Ken in the middle of igo6 is obtained.
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THE STATEiVlENTS FOR WAKAYAMA KEN.

Area 310.6S square ri.

Administrative divisions : 7 Gun (counties) ; i City

;

16 Towns; 215 Villages

Population : 677,263

Families: 127,206

S Population : 68,i;27
Wakayama City 5 ^ ^ .,.

^ '

^Families: 12,329

(I) Lands Yen 127,827,670

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings ... „ 42,778,800

(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu „ 21,783,347

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals ,, 1,125,229

(V) Mining Products , 1,633,480

(VI) Marine Products
, 9.933.030

(VII) Electric and Gas Works, Waterworks, and Tram-cars „ 463,060

(VIII) Shipping „ 57I1O83

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion „ 2,715,391

(X) Companies and Banks „ 7,346,100

(XI) Goods and Merchandise
, 14,593,970

1st Total ,, 230,771,160

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones ,, 10,534,980

(XIII) Warships 2,614,074

2nd Total ,, 243,920,214

Foreign loans to be deducted from above 5,887,709

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) 233'032>505

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted) „ 243,920,214

Increase of 5 per cent from the close of 1904 to the middle of 1906 ,, 12,196,011

3rd Total 256,116,225

Foreign loans at the close of 1904 to be deducted from above... „ 5,887,709

Ditto from the close of 1904 to the middle of 1906 „ 12,051,682

l^alance „ 233.176-834
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EXPLANATION.

}V« 127,827,670 being the wealth of Wakayama Ken in Lands. This consists

of:—

1. Ve/i 64,318,540 being ten times the total value of 494,758 /.v/cii of rice, the produce

of rice-fields in Wakayama Ken, which reckoned at i'c'/i 13 per A-ohe makes

Ven 6,431,854 (Table 2).

2. Ven 16,273,680 being ten times the total value of 203,421 /co/cii of barley and

wheat, the produce of dry-fields in Wakayama Ken, reckoned at Ven 8 per /eohi

makes Yen 1,627,368 (Table 2).

3. Ven 16,118,444 being ten times the total value, J'v/ 8,059,222, of beans, miscel-

laneous cereals and other agricultural, produce of both dry and paddy-fields

in Wakayama Ken, assuming such value to be J of the sum, Ven 1,611,844.40,

i.e. the total value of rice, barley and wheat produced in the Wakayama Ken.

4. Ven 3,723,480 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Wakayama Ken,

the total area of which is 3,102 r/io 9 /an, reckoned at ]'en 120 per /an (Table 3).

5. Ven 6,750,675 being the total value of 328 c/w and 5 ian of building lots in the City

and towns in Wakayama Ken, reckoned at Ve/t 6.85 per /sn^>o (Table 4).

6. i'en 2,236,982 being the total value of the landed property of the Government

(land for Government use, building lots, forests, uncultivated fields, land under

cultivation and others) in Wakayama Ken (Table 5).

7. Ven 2,803 being the total value of the Imperial Estates (sites of Imperial Palaces,

and land attached thereto, estates conferred on Imperial Princes, forests and unculti-

vated fields) in Wakayama Ken (Table 6).

8. Ven 18,403,066 being the sum of the total value, Ven 8,933,956 of the forests,

uncultivated and other fields, lands either permanently or temporarily exempted from

taxes in Wakayama Ken (Table 7), and often times the value, Ven 14,469,110, of

timber, faggots and bamboos from the above forests (Table 8).

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various des-

criptions of lands in Wakayama Ken.

II.

Ven 42,778,800 being the wealth of Japan represented by Dwelling Houses, Store-

houses and other Buildings in Wakayama Ken. This consists of:—
}'if« 29,139,900 being the sum of the total value, Ven 6,164,500, of 12,329 Dwel-

ling Houses in Wakayama City estimated at Ven 500 per house and of the total
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value, 3 V/? 22,975,400, of 114,877 Dwelling Houses outside the City reckoned at

Ven 200 per house.

2. i''en 2,708,400 being the sum of the total value, Vtvz 411,000, of 411 Storehouses in

Wakayama City estimated at i'fn 1,000 each, and of the total value, }'c'/r 2,297,400,

of 3,829 Storehouses outside the City reckoned at Jt-;? 600 each. The above

numbers of Storehouses were worked out on the assumed basis of i Storehouse

for every 30 Dwelling Houses.

3. i'c'/i 1.896,000 being the sum of the total value, 3V;; 405,000, of 54 Government,

communal and private common schools and other educational establishments in

Wakayama City estimated at }^en 7,500 psr building and of the total value, i'en

1,491,000, of 497 such buildings outside the City reckoned at }'en 3,000 each.

4. }'c'n 9,034,500 being the sum of the total value, Ven 1,927,500, of 257 Govern-

ment Offices, Temples, Churches, Compiny Offices and Manufactories in Waka-

yama City estimated at i'en 7,500 per building and of the total value, i^en

7,107,000, of 2,369 such buildings ojtside the City reckoned at Ven 3,000 each.

III.

i'en 21,783,347, being the total value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu in Waka-

yama Ken. This consists of :
—

i'en 21,389,400 being I of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses

and other Buildings in Wakayama Ken, on the assumption that the total value of

Furniture therein is such.

i'en 393,947 being the sum of the value, i'en 49 316, of Articles of Virtu in Waka-
yama City reckoned on the assumption that there are Articles of Virtu worth i'en

4 in the possession of each family in the City, the entire numbers of families

therein being 12,329, and of the total value, i'en 344,631, of the same articles

in the districts outside the City calculated at the rate of i'en 3 per family, the

entire number of families in those districts being 114,877.

IV.

i'en 1,125,229 being the value of the national wealth in Domestic and other

Animals in Wakayama Ken. This consists of:—
1. K?// 890,610 beings the value of 29,687 Horned Cattle in Wakayama Ken esti-

mated at i'en 30 per head.

2. 27,080 being the value of 677 Horses in Wakayama Ken reckoned at i'en 40 per

head.

3. i'en 920 being the value of 184 Swine in Wakayama Ken estimated at i'en 5 per

head.
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Yen ig.oSi being the value of 63,603 Fowls in Wakayama Ken reckoned at Yen

0.30 each, based on our assumption one Cock or Hen is kept per two families.

Yen 187,538 being \ of the sum of the above four items, the value of Goat', Ducks,

Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc. in Wakayama Ken being assumed to

be such.

V.

y'en 1,633,480 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% annual interest

on ^ of the total value, Ye7i 163.348, of the following Mining Products in Waka-

yama ken :— Copper, Yen 44,367 ; Iron Pyrites, Yen 21,356 ; and Coal, Yen 97,625.

VI.

Yen 9,933,030 being the total value of Marine Products in Wakayama Ken. This

consists of:

—

Yen 7,861,470 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% annual interest

on i of the total value. Yen 786,147, of Sardine, Bonito, Cuttle-fish, Mackerel,

Shark, " Ayu ", Ear-shell, Trepang, Lobsters, Oyster, Clams, Agar-agar, Mullet,

Horse-Mackerel, Sea-bream (Chrysophrus hasta). Sole, Eel, Mackerel Pike, etc.

in W^akayama Ken.

Yen 1,869,130 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on -J- of the total value, Yen 186,913, of Manufactured Marine Products, such as

Dried Eonito, Bleached Agar-agar, Porphyra, Funori, etc.

Yen 202,430 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest on

5 of the value. Yen 20,243, of 11,511 ^okic of common salt produced in Wakayama

Ken.

VII.

Yen 463,060 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on the total annual profits, Yen 23,153, of the Wakayama Electric Light Company

and the Niimiya Water Power Electric Company.

VIII.

Yen 571,083 being the total wealth represented by Shipping. This consists

of:—

I. Yen 16,800 being the cost of building 5 Steamirs having the total tonnage of

168, estimated at Yen 100 per ton.
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yen 81,850 being the cost of building 20 Sailing Vessels in Wakayama Ken

1,637 '<'"*' '"^ ^"' estimated at Yen 50 per ton.

3^(?;z 438,925 being the cost of building 643 larger Japanese Junks, in Wakayama
Ken 87,785 iokii in all, estimated at i'en 5 per Aoku.

Yen 32,508 being the value of 16,754 smaller Vessels in Wakayama Ken reckoned

at 'i'en 2 each.

IX.

Yen 2,715,391 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Waka-

yama Ken. This consists of :^

Yen 2,376,759 being the property of the inhabitants of Wakayama Ken in Gold

and Silver Coins in circulation and Specie Reserve.

In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in

circulation and Specie Reserve cf Japan was considered to be the common property

of all Japanese except the people of Taiwan and Karafuto and to this common

property the citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of Yen

10.9025129 per capita ; those of the other 5 large Cities, Yen 7.50 ; and the

inhabitants of all other parts of the Empire, Yen. 3.5093594. (For details vide

the Statements for the whole Empire).

Yen. 338,632 being the value of Gold and Silver Bullion in the property of the

inhabitants of Wakayama Ken.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were supposed to

have ]'en i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire Yen 0.50 each.

X.

Yen 7,346,100 being ^ o'the sum total, Yen. 523,492,994 of the entire Capita;

( Ye;r- 10,887,500) of 136 Companies and that {Yen 3,804,700) of 38 Banks (except-

ing Agencies and Branch Offices of Banks) in Wakayama Ken.

XI.

Yen 14,593,970 being the wealth of W^akayama Ken in Goods and Merchandise of

all kinds, consisting of :—

Ye7i 2,359,910 being the value of Imported Goods in possession of the inhabitants

of Wakayama Ken.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed in

the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and, of

this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Nagasaki,

Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining portion
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of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to the amount

of }'(?/?. 7.70 per capita and those outside them, }V« 3.4S44S1 each. (For details

vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

3 V/; 4,835.533 being ^ of the total value, J'tv; 9,671,066, of rice, barley, wheat and

all other agricultural produce of Wakayama Ken reckoned on the supposition that

one-half thereof remains unconsumed within Wakayama Ken.

J 'c'« 496,652 being J of the total value, IVw 993i303. of the Marine Products of

Wakayama Ken, one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within

this Prefecture.

}'e/i 81,674 being ^ of the total value, Yen 163,348, of the Mining Products of

Wakayama Ken, reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

I't'u 546,588 being ^ of the surfi (]V;;. 1,093,176) of the value of Cocoons, Ven

493,351 ; Silks, Yen 473,739; and Teas, Ven 126,866, produced in Wakayama Ken

;

reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

Vc-n 6,273,613 being the sum of one-half [Yen. 5,214,846) of the total value, Yen

10,429,692, of the following articles produced in Wakayama Ken :—Woven Fabrics,

i'en 6,775,934; Lacquered Ware, Yen 822,295; Bronze and Copper Ware, Yen

1,920; Oils, i^en 52,757; Matches, Yen 20,700; Hides and Leathers, 'i'en

107,590: Straw Braids, }'en io,oS6 ; Paper, Yen 157,713; 'Wa\,'i'en 189,373;

Camphor and Camphor Oils, i'en- 7,204. ; Sa^e, Spirits, etc, 3V« 1,794,520 ; Soy,

I'lr/z 489,600—and of the estimated value 3 Vv/. 1,058,767 of other articles of miscel-

laneous kinds.

The above eleven items amount to i'en 230,771,160.

Besides the above there arc items of wealth to which the general public is entitled

and of which consequently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the

inhabitants of eaeh Prefecture. These are :

—

XII.

Yen. 10,534,980 being the share for Wakayama Ken of Japan's wealth in the State

and Private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at Yen 725,417,890.

This distributed among the whole population (excepting the inhabitants of Taiwan

and Karafuto), we have Yen. 15.5552271 as the share per capita. (For details vide

the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

Yen 2,614,074 being the share for Wakayama Ken in Japan's wealth in the

Imperial warships, 300,000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to be Yen

18,000,000, their cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of )'en 6do

per ton. The quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population of

Japan excepting Taiwan and Karafuto, i. e. our per capita share of this ite;n of
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wealth is y'e/f. 3.8597626. From this the above -sum Ve/r 2,614,074 can be

obtained by simple multiplication.

The above thirteen items summed up we have Vai 243,920,2x4 from which such

portion of our foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 (Vt^u 405,416,000) as has to

be borne by Wakayama Ken, is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole nation,

each of the Japanese subjects exclusive of those in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear

Vlvi 8.6933863. (For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated

on this basis the liabilities on this account of Wakayama Ken are J'Vw 5.887,309

deducting which from the above mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth (F<?«

243,920,214), we get Vt^/i 238,032,505 as the total wealth of Wakayama Ken at the close

of 1904 minus the above-mentioned portion of the foreign loans then outstanding.

THE INCREASE OF "WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904
TO THE MIDDLE OP 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we

assumed to have been as much as 5% of the total wealth. Now 5% of Yen 243,920,214

is Yen 12,196,011.

These two sums added up we have Yc;/- 256,116,225 from which the portion for this

Prefecture of the foreign loans at the close of 1904 and that contracted from the close of

1904 to the middle of 1906 are to be deducted, i.e. Yen 5,887,709 and Ye/i 12,051,682

respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being !'<?/? 829,855,000, the liability of each of the

Japanese subjects on this account excepting their fellow subjects in Taiwan and Karafuto,

calculated in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904, is }'en

17.7946852 which multiplied by the population of Wakayama Ken becomes }'e/t

12,051,682, which is the portion of the latter loans to be borne by the people of Waka-

yama Ken. (For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deducting the above sums Yen 5,887,709 and Yen 12,051,682 from the total

wealth of Wakayama Ken {}'en 256,116.225), the balance F^« 238,176,834 representing

the net wealth of Wakayama Ken in the middle of 1906 is obtained.
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THE STATEMENTS FOR HYOGO KEN.

Area 556-68 square n.

Administrative divisions : 25 Gun (counties) ; 2 Cities
;

29 Towns: 403 Villages

Population: 1,763,967

Families : 356,770

( Population: 285,002
Kobe City^ -n -i-

C Families : 72.143

^Population: 36,509
imeji

' y|jiai^i]jeg .

7,589

(I) Lands Yen 468,540.930

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings ,, 177,689,000

(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu „ 90,066,685,

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultrj' and other Animals „ 3,422,827

(V) Mining Products „ 8,961,850

(VI) Marine Products „ 29,808,030

(VII) Electric and Gas-works, Waterworks, and Tram-cars. „ 5,597,100

(VIII) Shipping „ 11,173.864

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion „ 8,352,220

(X) Companies and Banks „ 49,497,754

(XI) Goods and Merchandise „ 49,142,959

ist Total „ 902,250,219.

(XII) Railways Telegraphs and Telephones „ 27,438,907

(XIII) Warships „ 6,808,494

2nd Total „ 936,497,620

Foreign loans to be deducted from above ,, 15,334,847

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) „ 82M62,773

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted) „ 936,497,620

Increase of 5 per cent from the close of 1904 to the middle of

1906 „ 46,824,881

3rd Total
, 983,322,501

Foreign loans at the close of 1904 to be deducted from above. „ 15,334,847

Ditto from the close of 1904 to middle of igo6 „ 31,389,236

Balance „ 936-593418
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EXPLANATION.

I.

i'eu 468,540,930 being the wealth of Hyogo Ken in Lands. This consists of :
—

1. }'(?« 246,096,110 being ten times the total value of 1,893,047 ioJtte of rice, the

produce of rice-fields in Hyogo Ken, which reckoned at 3 tvz 13 per /i-ri/Cv/ makes

i'en 24,609,611 (Table 2).

2. J'l?;? 63,166,880 being ten times the total value of 789,586 ioAu of barley and

wheat, the produce of dry-fields in Hyogo Ken, which reckoned at JV;? 8 per /(:o/ii(

makes Yen 6,316,688 (Table 2).

3. Vt';z 61,852,598 being ten times the total value, }'en 6,185,259.80, of beans, miscel-

laneous cereals and other agricultural, produce of both dry and paddy-fields in

Hyogo Ken, assuming such value to be J of the sum, Yen 30,926,299, i. e. the

total value of rice, barley and wheat produced in Hyogo Ken.

4. J V;? 22,280,880 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Hyogo

Ken, the total area of which is 9,283 c/w 7 fan, reckoned at Yen 240 psr fan

(Table 3).

5. i^en 39,290,616 being the total value of 1,080 <:/io 6 fa;;, of building lots in the Cities

and towns in Hyogo Ken, reckoned at Ye;t 12.12 per fsuio (Table 4.)

6. Yen 6,006,763 being the total value of the landed property of the Government

(land for Government use, building lots, forests, uncultivated fields, land under

cultivation and others) in Hyogo Ken (Table 5).

7. Yen 1,074,085 being the total value of the Imperial Estates (sites of Imperial

Palaces, and land attached thereto, estates conferred on Imperial Princes, forests

and uncultivated fields) in Hyogo Ken (Table 6).

8. Ivw 28,772,998 being the sum of the total value, Ye;t 15,190,718, of the forests,

uncultivated and other fields, lands either permanently or temporarily exempted

from taxes in Hyogo Ken (Table 7), and of ten times the value. Yen. 13,582,280, of

timber, faggots and bamboos from the above forests (Table 8).

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various des-

criptions of lands in Hyogo Ken.

II-

Yen 177,689,000 being the wealth of Japan represented by Dwelling Houses,

Storehouses and other Buildings in Hyogo Ken. This consists of:—
I. Yen 131,345.100 being the sum of the total value, i'e;i 72,143,000, of 72,143 Dwel-

ling Houses in Kobe City estimated at Yen 1,000 per house, of the total value, i'en

3,794,500, of 7,589 Dwelling Houses in Himeji City estimated at Yen 500 per

house, and of the total value, }^e;i 55,407,600, of 277,038 Dwelling Houses outside

the Cities reckoned at Ye;; 200 per house.
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i'en 10,603,400 being the sum of the total value, Ven 4,810,000 of 2,405 Store-

houses in Kobe City estimated at Ven 2,000 each, of the total value, Ve/i 253,000,

of 253 Storehouses in Himeji City estimated at Ye/i 1000 each and of the total

value, i't'/!. 5,540,400, of 9,234 Storehouses outside the Cities reckoned at Veu 6oo

each. The above numbers of Storehouses were worked out on the assumed

basis of I Storehouse for every 30 Dwelling Houses.

]'t'u 5,298,000 being the sum of the total value, Ven 2,895,000, of 193 Government,'

communal and private common schools and other educational establishments in

Kobe City estimated at Ven 15,000 per building, of the total value, Ven 150,000,

of 20 such buildings in Himeji City estimated at 7,500 per building and of the

total value, I'cw 225,000, of 751 such buildings outside the Cities reckoned at i^e,v.

3,000 each-

i'en 30,442,500 being the sum of the total value, }'e;i 16,650,000, of 1,110 Govern-

ment Offices, Temples, Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories in Kobe

City estimated at Ven 15,000 per building, of the total value, Ven 877,500, of 117

such buildings in Himeji City estimated at 7,500 per building and of the total

value, i'en 12,915,000, of 4,305 such buildings outside the Cities reckoned at Ven

3,000 each.

III.

Ven 90,066,685 being the total value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu in Myogo

Ken. This consists of:

—

Ven 88,844,500 being J of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and

other Buildings in Hyogo Ken, on the assumption that the total value of Furniture

therein is such.

]'en 1,222,185 being the sum of the total value, }'en 360,715, of Articles of Virtu in

Kobe City reckoned on the assumption that there are Articles of Virtu worth Ve/t 5

in the possession of each family in Kobe City, the entire number of families therein

being 72,143, of the total value, I 't'« 30,356, of the same articles in Himeji City

calculated at the rate of Ven 4 per family, the entire number of fimilies therein

being 7,589, and of the total value, }'£•« 831,114, of the same articles in the dist-

ricts outside the Cities calculated at the rate of Ven 3 per family, the entir^i nu:nber

of families in those districts being 277,038.

IV.

Ven 3,422,827 being the value of the national wealth in Domestic and otlrer

Animals in Hyogo Ken. This consists of:

—

lV;z 2,452,350 being the value of 81,745 Homed Cattle in Hyogo Ken estimated at

i'en 30 per head.

1'^/? 34.180 being the value of 9,527 Horses in Hyogo Ken reckoned at IV/z 40

per head.
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3. Yen 5,410 being the value of i,olS2 Swine in Hyogo Ken estimated at Vdii. 5 per

head.

4. Ye7i 53,516 being the value of [7i^,3S5 Fowls in Hyogo Ken reckoned at Yen 0.3c

each, based on the assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept per two fan;iilies.

5. Yen 570,471 being \ of the sum of the above four items, the value of Goats, Ducks,

Geese, Turkeys. Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc. in Hj'Ogo Ken being assumed to be

such.

V.

Yen 8,961,850 being the capitali/ied amount of the estimated 5% annual interest on

J of the total value. Yen 896,185, of the following Mining Products in Hyogo

Ken:—Gold, Tcv/ 288,905 ; Silver, Yen. 203,041; Copper, J 't'// 404,239.

VI.

Yen 29,808,030 being the total value of Marine Products in Hyogo Ken. This

consists of :

—

1. Yen 17,461,670 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% annual interest on

.J
of the total value, Yen 1,746,167, of Sardine, Bonito, Cuttle-fish, Mackerel, Shark,

Tunny, " Ayu "', Ear-shell, Trepang, Ebi, Oyster, Clam, Agar-agar, Bora, Horse-

Mackerel, Sea-bream (Chrysophrus hasta). Sole, Eel, Mackerel Pike, etc. caught in

Hyogo Ken.

2. Yen 2,718,130 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% annual interest on

I of the total value. Yen- 271,813, of Manufactured Marine Products, such as Cuttle-

fish, Dried Sardine, Bleached Agar-agar, Porphyra, Funori, Fish-guano and Oils, etc.

3. Yet? 9,628,230 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% annual interest on

i of the value. Yen 962,823, of 748,114 ko/ai of common salt produced in Hyogo-

Ken.

VII.

Yen 5,597,100 being the wealth-producing power of the Electric and Gas Works,

Water-works, and Tram-cars in Hyogo Ken consisting of:

—

1. Ye7i 1,314,620 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% annual interest

on the total annual profits. Yen 65,731, of the Han-Shin Electric Railway Company.

2. Yen. 2,511,980 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % interest per year

on the total annual profits, Yen 125,599 of the Electric Eight Companies in Kobe

and Himeji, and Hyogo Gas Company.

3. Yell 1,770,500 being fifiy times the maintenance expenses of the Waterworks in

Kobe City.

VIII.

Yen 11,173,864 being the total wealth represented by Shipping. This consists of:

—
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Vi:/!. 9,457,200 being the cost of building 153 Steamers ha\'ing the total tonnage of

94,572, estimated at }V« 100 per ton.

J >;; 594,400 being the cost of building 103 Sailing Vessels in Hyogo Ken 11,888

tons in all, estimated at }'tv/. 50 per ton.

Ye/; 1,089,660 being the cost of building larger Japanese Junks in HyOgo Ken

217,932 Aii-'i in all, estimated at IV;; 5 per /Jcto.

Ven 32,604 being the value of 16,302 smaller Vessels in Hyogo Ken reckoned at

i'eu 2 each.

IX.

1V« 8,352,220 being the \alue of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Hyogo Ken.

This consists of:

—

IVw 7.327,735 being the sum of i'c/i 2,137,515 in Gold and Silver Coins in circula-

tion and Specie Reserve, the property of the citizens of Kobe and of V^m 519,220 in

the same, the property of the inhabitants of Hj'Ogo Ken outside the City.

In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in cir-

culation and Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to be the common property of

all Japanese except the people of Taiwan and Karafuto and to this common property

the citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of Ve/i 10.9025129

per capita ; those of the other 5 large Cities, 1V« 7.50 ; and the inhabitants of all

other parts of the Empire, VcVf 3.5093594. (For details vide the Statements for

the whole Empire).

Yen 1,024,485 being the sum of 1^,7285,002 in Gold and Silver Bullion, the pro-

perty of the citizens of Kobe and of }'<?;? 739,483 in the same, the property of the

inhabitants of Hyogo Ken outside the City.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were supposed to

have IV/z i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire IV/,; 0.50 each.

X.

Yai 49,494,754 being | of the sum total, iV/? 98,989,508, of the entire Capital

(1«; 82,806,638) of 527 Companies and that (Yen 16,182,870) of 194 Banks

(excepting Agencies and Branch Offices of Banks) in Hyogo Ken.

XI.

Ym 49,142,959 being the wealth of Hyogo Ken in Goods and Merchandise of all

kinds, consisting of:—
i'm 7,347,940 being the sum of Yen. 2,194,515 in Imported Goods in possession of

the citizens of Kobe and of Yen 5,153,425 in the same, in possession of the inha-

bitants of Hyogo Ken outside the City.

In making these estimates imported goods weie assumed to remain unconsunied in

the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and, of

this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka; Kioto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Nagasaki,
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Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in tiae remaining portion

of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to the amount

of J V;2 7.70 per capita and those outside them, }'e;r 3.4844S1 each. (For details

vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

2. J V/;. 13,555,779 being
-J
of the total value, i'eu 37,111,559, of rice, barley, wheat

and all other'agri cultural produce of Hyogo Ken reckoned on the supposition that

one-half thereof remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.

3. i't'n 1,490,402 being i of the total value, J'tv;, 2,980,803, of the Marine Products of

Hyogo Ken, one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within this

Prefecture.

4. .
}'«? 448,093 being 2 of the total value, 896,185, of the Mining Products of Hyogo

Ken, reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

5. IV/^ 1,804,585 being I of the sum (J V;z 3,609,171) of the value of Cocoons. Verr.

1,639,352; Silks, }'e7t 1,797,220; and Teas, Ven 172,599; produced in Hyogo Ken,

reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

6. Ve.'i 19,496,159 being the sum of one-half ( I'l?/;, 15,848,389) of the total value Ven

31,696,777 of the following articles produced in Hyogo Ken :—Woven Fabrics, Ve/r

2,136,295 ; Porcelain and Earthenware, }'en 219,108 ; Lacquered Ware, Ven 40,065 ;

Oils, Ven 108,451 ; Matches, Ven 6,569,197 ;. Hides and Leathers, Ven 592,439

;

Straw Braids, 3 >« 58,000; Paper, Ven 279,051; Mats and Matting, Ven 21,528;

Wax, i'en 494,316; Carnphor and Camphor Oil, i'en- 1,073,049; Sa/ce, Spirits, etc.,

i'en 17,760,478; Soy, Ven 2,161,892; Breached Agar-agar, J'v; 182,925, and of

the estimated value i'i';? 364,777 of other articles of miscellanonus kinds.

The above eleven items amount to Ven 902,250,219.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled

and of which consequently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the inhabi-

tants of each Prefecture. These are :
—

XII.

i'en 27,438,907 being the share for Hyogo Ken in Japan's wealth in the State and

Private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at i'en 725,417,890.

This distributed among the whole population (exxepling the inhabitants of Taiwan

and Karafuto), we have i'en 15.5552271 as the share per capita. (For details vide

the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

Ven 6,8c8,494 being the share for Hyogo Ken in Japan s wealth in the Imperial

warships, 300,000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to be Vet!

i8o,coo,cco, their cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of I'w 600

per ton. The quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population of

Japan excepting Taiwan and Karafuto, i. e. our per capita share of this item of
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wealth is ]'c'n 3.S597626. From this the above sum Vf/i 6,808,494 can be obtained

by simple multiplication.

The above thirteen items summed up we have i'cn 936,497,620 from which such

portion of our foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 (
Ve/i 405,416,000) as has to be

borne by Hyogo Ken, is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole nation, each of

the Japanese subjects exclusive of those in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear Yen 8.6933863.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated on this basis the lia-

bilities on this account of Hyogo Ken are i'i'n 15,334.847 deducting which from the

above mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth (
i^en 936,497,620), we get J Iv; 921,162,773

as the total wealth of Hyogo Ken at the close of 1904 minus the above-mentioned portion

of the foreign loans then outstanding.

THE INCREASE OF WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904
TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase, as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as 5 % of the total wealth. Now 5 % of Vai 936,477,620 is Vc-zr

46,824,881.

These two sums added up we have Yen 98,332,251 from which the portion for this

Prefecture of the foreign loans at the close of 1904 and that contracted from the close of

1904 to the middle of 1906 are to be deducted, i.e. I'^'^ 15,334,347 and ]">« 31,389,236

respectively.

The total sum of tbe latter loan being J '^/z 829,855,000, the liability of each of the

Japanese subjects on this account excepting their fellow subjects in Taiwan and Karafuto,

calculated in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904, is Yen-

17.7946852 which multiplied by the population of Hyogo Ken becomes Yen 31,389,236,

which is the portion of the latter loans to be borne by the people of Hyogo Ken. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deducting the above sums J'tv? 15,334,847 and i'en 31,389,236 from the total

wealth of Hyogo Ken {im 98,332,251), the balance Yeu 936,598,^18 representing the

net wealth of Hyogo Ken in the middle of 1906 is obtained.
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THE STATEWENTS FOR OKAYAIYIA KEN.

Area 420.98 square ri.

Administrative divisions : 19 Gun (counties); i City ; 29

Towns ; 383 Villages

Population: 1,146,469

Families -. 234,108

(Population: 81,025
OkayamaCity(p^^.j.^^^

^^^^^^

(1) Lands JV,7 360,692,701

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings ... „ 69,300,200

(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu „ 35,365,805

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals „ 3,623,401

(V) Mining Products , „ 12,010,230

(VI) Marine Products „ 20,132,750

(VII) Electric and Gas Works, Waterworks, and Tram-;ars. „ 190,300

.(VIII) Shipping ,, 620,717

(IX) Gold and Silver, Coins and Bullion „ 4,596,607

(X) Companies and Banks „ 10,180,012

(XI) Goods and Merchandise ,, 28,043,750

ist Total „ 544J56.473

(XII) Railways Telegraphs and Telephones „ 17,833,586

(XIII) Warships .. „ 4,425,098

2nd Total , 567.015.157

Foreign loans to be deducted from above
, 9,966,698

Balance (or total national wealth at the close of 1904) ,, 557.043459

Total national wealth including (foreign loans) ,, 567,015,157

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 ... „ 28,350,758

3rd Total 595-365.915

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above „ 9,966,698

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 , 20,401,055

Balance „ 584.993.162
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EXPLANATION.

3^360,692,701 being the wealth of Okayaina Ken in Lands. This consists

of:—

1. Ve/i 164,033,480 being ten times the total value of 1,261,796 iohe of rice, the

produce of rice-fields in Okayama Ken, which reckoned at Ven 13 per ^o^'ii makes

Vf/r 16,403,348 (Table 2).

2. 1V« 56,905,600 being ten times the total \-alue of 711,320 /co/;tt of barley and wheat

the produce of dry-fields in Okayama Ken, which reckoned at Fc-w 8 per /coin

makes 5,690,560 (Table 2).

3. Vf/t 44,187,816 being ten times the total value, 3V// 4,418,781, of beans, miscel-

laneous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddy-fields in

Okayama Ken, assuming such value to be | of the sum }'tv^ 22,093,908, i. e. the

total va'ue of rice, barley and wheat produced in this Prefecture.

4. Veu 12,592,200 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Okayama

Ken the total area of which i^ S394 f/io 8 /a//-, reckoned at IV;/. 150 per ^nii (Table

3).

5. i't'j!. 4,900,800 being the total value of 408 c/w 4 /an, of building lots in the City

and towns in Okayama Ken, reckoned at i'c/;. 4 per /s^'io (Table 4).

6. i'i-n. 8,192,227 being the total value of the landed property of the Government (land

for Government use, building lots, land under cultivation and others) in Okayama

Ken (Table 5).

7. Yen 3,549 being the total value of the ^Miscellaneous Crown lands in Okayama Ken

(Table 6).

8. IVw 69,8^7,029 being the sum of the total value, I'c'/i 35,088,899, of the forests,

uncultivated and other fields, lands either permanently or temporarily exempted

from taxes in Okayama Ken (Table 7), and often times the value, Vc'n 34,788,130,

of timber, faggots and bamboos from the above forests (Table 8).

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various des-

criptions of lands in Okayama Ken.

II.

Ven 69,300,200 being the wealth of Okayama Ken represented by Dwelling

Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings in Okayama Ken, This consists of: —
I. i'e/i 50,835,900 being the sum of the total value, Ven 6,690,500, of 234,108

Dwelling Houses in Okayama Ken estimated at Yen 500 per houses and of the
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total value, i'tv? 44,145,400, of 220,727 Dwelling Houses outs,ide ih^ City reckoned

at Yen 200 per house.

2. Veil 4,860,800 being the sum of the total value, 446,000, of 446 Storehouses in

Okayama City estimated at JV;; 1000 each and of the total value, Yen. 4,414,800,

of 7,358 Storehouses outside the City reckoned at Yen 6oo each. The above

numbers of Storehouses were worked out on the assumed basis of i Storehouse for

30 Dwelling Houses.

3. Kct? 3,093,000 being the sum of the total value, Ye/? 405 000, of 54 Government,

communal and private common schools and other educational establishments in

Okayama City estimated at Yen 7,500 per building and of the total value. Yen

2,688,000, of 896 such buildings outside the City reckoned at Yen. 3,000 each.

4. Yen 10,510,500 being the sum of the total value. Yen 1,372,500, of 183 Government

Offices, Temples, Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories in Okaj'ama

City estimated at Yei?- 7,500 per building and of the total value. Yen 9,138,000, of

3,046 such buildings outside the City reckoned at Yen 3,000 each.

III.

Yen 35,365,805 being the value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu in Okayama

Ken. This consists of :

—

Yen 34,650,100 being i of the total value of all Dvvellmg Houses, Storehouses, and

and other Buildings in Okayam.a Ken on the assumption that the total value of

Furniture therein is such.

Yen. 715,705 being the sum of the \-alue, Ye;?. 53,524, of Articles of Virtu in Oka-

yama City reckoned on the assumption that there are Articles of Virtu worth

Yen.\^ in the possession . of each family in the City, the entire number of

families therein being 13,381, and of the total value. Yen 662,181, of the same

Articles in the districts outside the City calculated at the rate, of IV.7 3 per familj',

the entire number of families in those districts being 220,727.

IV.

)<:« 3,623,401 being the \alue of the national wealth in Domestic and other

Animals in Okayama Ken. This consists of:

—

r. Yen. 2,778,990 being the value of 92,633 Horned Cattle in Okayama Ken estimated

at Yen 30 per head.

2. Yen 204,760 being the value of 5,119 Horses in Okayama Ken reckoned at Yen.

40 jer head.

3. F^/? 635 being the value of 127 Swine in Okayama Ken estimated at l'<v?. 5 per

head.

4. ]^i?/z 35,116 being the value of 117,054 Fowls in Okiyama Ken, reckoned at Ye?r.

0.30 each, based on the assumption that ore Cock or Hen is kept per two families.
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Yen 603,900 being
-J
of the sum of the above four items, the value of Goats, Ducks,

Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc. in Okayama Ken being assumed to be

such.

V.

Ye/i 12,010,230 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on ^ of the total value, Yen 1,201,023, of the following Mineral Products produced

in this Prefecture :— Silver, J^«« 57,502 ; Copper, JVw 1,131,886 ; Iron, Yen i,^o\

Iron Pyrites, Yen 10,195.

VI.

Yen 20,132,750 being the total value of Marine Products in Okayama Ken. This

consists of:

—

Ye7t 13,682,040 being the capitalized amount of the estimated ^'% annual interest

on i of the total value, Yen 1,368,204, of Sardine, Pagrus, Cuttle-fish, Mackerel,

Shark, " Ayu," Ear-shell, Trepang, Lobsters, Prawns and Oyster, etc. caught in

Okayama Ken.

Ye?t 773,880 being' the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% annual interest

on h of the total value. Yen. 77,388, of Manufactured Marine Products, such as

Boiled and Dried Sardine, Lobsters and Prawns, Beche de Mere, etc.

Ye)i 5,676,830 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% annual interest on

\ of the value, Yen 597,683, of 522,690 /cokn of common salt produced in Okayama

Ken.

VII.

Yen 190,300 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% aunual interest

on the total annual profits, Yen 9,5r5, of the Okayama Electric Light Company.

VIII.

Ye7t 620,717 being the total wealth represented by Shipping. This consists of:

—

Yen 8,600 being the cost of building 3 Steamers having the total tonnage of

86, estimated at Yen 100 per ton.

Yen 253,200 being the cost of buildini^ 49 Sailing Vessels in Okayama Ken, 5,064

tons in all, estimated at Yen 50 per ton.

Yen 323,705 being the cost of building 618 larger Japanese Junks in Okayama Ken,

64,741 Jiokii in all, estimated at Yen 5 per kol-n.

Yen 35,212 being the value of 17,606 smaller Vessels in Okayama Ken reckoned

at Yen 2 each.
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IX.

Yei?. 4,596,607 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Okayama

Ken. This consists of :

—

Yen 4,023,372 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins in circulation and Specie

Reserve, the property of the inhabitants of Okayama Ken.

In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in cir-

culation and Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to be the common property of all

Japanese exclusive of the people of Taiwan and Karafuto and to this common property

the citizens of Tokio were assumed *.o be entitled at the rate of Yen 10.9025129 per

capita ; those of the other 5 large Cities, Ye// 7.50 ; and the inhabitants of all other

parts of the Empire, Ye// 3.5093594. (For details vide the Statements for the whole

Empire).

Ye/i 57,3235 being the value of Gold and Silver Bullion, in the property of the

inhabitants of Okayama Ken.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were supposed

to have Ye/i i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire Ye/t 0.50 each.

X.

Ye// 10,180,012 being ^- of the sum amounting to Ye// 20,360,024. of the entire

Capita {Ye//. 15,741,889) of 201 Companies and that {Ye/z 4,618,135) of 6t Banks

(excepting .\gencies and Branch Offices of Banks) in Okayama Ken.

XI.

Ye/i 28,043,750 being the wealth of Okayama Ken in Goods and Merchandise of

all kinds, consisting of :

—

Ye/i 3,994,849 being the \alue of Imported Goods in possession of the inhabitants

of Okayama Ken.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed in

the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and, of

this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Naga-

saki, Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining

portion of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to

the amount of Ye/t 7.70 per capita and those outside them, Ye/t 3.4844S1 each.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

Ye/i 13,256,345 being J of the total value. Ye// 26,512,689, of rice, barley, wheat

and all other agricultural produce of Okayama Ken reckoned on the supposition

that one-half thereof remain^ unconsumed within this Prefecture.

Ye/i 1,006,638 being ^ of the total value, Ye/i 201,375, of the Marine Products of
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Okayama Ken, one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within

this Prefecture.

4. Kf/z 600,512 being i of the total \alue, Jv;;. 1,201,023, of the Mining ProductSj,

produced in this prefecture ; reckoning being made on the same assumption as

above.

5. IVw 617,294 being i of the sum (IV/z 1,234,587) of the total value of Cocoons,,

Yen 576,155 ; Silks, } w. 565,119 ; and Teas, }V,7 93,313, produced in Okayama

Ken ; reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

6. i'e/i 8,568,112 being the sum of one-half (J'tv; 6,450,164) of the total value. Yen

12,900,327 of the following articles produced in Okayama Ken :—Woven Fabrics,

Yen 680,154; Porcelain and Earthenware, i'en 92,327; Lacquered Ware, IVw

9,040; Oils, 3 V/;. 145,142 ; Prepared Indigo, JV/;. 66,639; Matches, Yen 57,710;

Straw Braids, i'en 2,523,600 ; Paper, }'en 197,322 , Mats and Matting, Yen

3,345,949; Peppermint, i'en 244,766; Sai'e, Spirits, etc., Yen 3,083,256; Soy,

i'e/7. 1,454,364 ; and of the estimated value JV/?. 2,117,948 of other articles of

miscellaneous kinds.

The above eleven items amount to ]'en 544,756,473.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled and

of which consequently an apportioned account may ht made in respect of the inhabitants

of each Prefecture. These are :

—

XII.

Yen 17,833,586 being the share for Oka5'ama Ken in Japan's wealth in the State

and private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at Yen 725,417,890.

This distributed among the whole population (exclusive of the mhabitants of

Taiwan and Karafuto), we have }'en 15.5552271 as the share per capita. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

Yen 4,425,098, being the share for Okayama Ken in Japan's wealth in the Imperial

warships, 300,000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to be i'en

180,000,000, cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of l^en 600

per ton. The quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population of

Japan, exclusive of the Taiwan and Karafuto, i. e. per capita share of this item of

wealth is i'en 3.8597626. From this the above sum i^en 4,425.098 can be obtained

by simple multiplication.

The above thirteen items aggregate Yen 567,015,157 from which such portion

of our foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 ( 3'c/; 405,416,000) as has to

be borne by Okayama Ken, is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole nation,

each of the Japanese subjects exclusive of the people in Taiwan and Karafuto has to
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bear yen 8.6933863. (For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated

on this basis the liabilities on this account of Okayama Ken are Yen 9,966,698 deducting

which from the above mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth {Yen 567,015,157),

Yen 557,048,459 appears as the total wealth of Okayama Ken at the close of 1904 minus

the above-mentioned portion of the foreign loans then outstanding.

THE INCREASE OP "WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904
TO THE MIDDLE OF 1908.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as 5 % of the total wealth. Now 5% of Yen 567,015,157 is Yen

28,350>758-

These two sums make Yen 595,365,915 from which the portion for this Prefecture of

the foreign loans at the close of 1904 and that contracted from the close 1904 to the middle

of 1906 are to be deducted, i. e. Yen 9,966,698 and Yeji 20,401,055 respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being Yen 829,855,000, the liability of each of the

Japanese subjects on this account exclusive of the fellow subjects in Taiwan and Karafuto,

calculated in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904, is

Yen 17.7946852 which multiplied by the popalation of Okayama Ken becomes Yen

20,401,055, which is the portion of the latter loans to be borne by the people of Okayama

Ken. (For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deducting the above sums Yen 9,966,698 and Yen 20,401,055 from the total wealth

of Okayama Ken {Yen 595,365,915), the balance Yen 564,998,162 representing the net

wealth of Okayama Ken in the middle of 1906 is obtained.
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THE STATEMENTS FOR HIROSHIMA KEN.

Area 5 20.7S square r/.

Administrative divisions : 16 6^«7z (counties)
; 3 Cities;

27 Towns; 420 Villages

Population : 1,460,044

Families : 294,716

Hiroshima, Onomichi (Population : 217,731

and Kure Cities (Families: 53.965

(I) Lands Vm 304,975,122

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings ... „ 95,713,200

(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu „ 48,794,713

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals , 4,070,864

(V) Mining Products
, 855,190

(VI) Marine Products 40,669,780

(VII) Electric and Gas Works, Waterworks, and Tram-cars ,, 4,599,950

(VIII) Shipping 4,758,183

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion „ 5.853,841

(X) Companies and Banks „ 6,041,679

(XI) Goods and Merchandise .''. „ 23,185,231

ist Total „ 539,517.753

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones „ 22,711,316

(XIII) Warships „ 5,635423

2nd Total 567,864,492

Foreign loans to be deducted from above „ 12,692,727

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) „ 555.171,765

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted) ,, 567,864,492

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 ... „ 28,393,225

3rd Total 596,275,717

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above 12,692,727

Ditto from clo?e of 1904 to middle of igo6 „ 25,981,023

Balance „ 557.583-987
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EXPLANATION.

I.

Yen 304,975,122 being the wealth of Hiroshhria Ken in Lands. This consists

of:—

1. ¥1:71 113,091,940 being ten times the total value of 869,938 Jko/cu of rice, the pro-

duce of rice-fields in Hiroshima Ken, which reckoned at Vt'ii 13 per /coku makes

Ycit 11,309,194 (labia 2.)

2. Yen 49,584,640 being ten times the total value of 6ig,8o8 koiu of barley and wheat,

the produce of dry-fields in Hiroshima Ken, which reckoned at Ylv? S per kokii

makes Yen 4,958,464 (Table 2).

3. Yen 32,535,316 being ten times the total value, Yen 3,253,531.60, of beans, miscel-

laneous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddy-fields in Hiro-

shima Ken, assuming such \alue to be ' of the sum, Yen 16,267,658, i.e. the total

value of rice, barley and wheat produced in this Prefecture.

4. Ye?i 19,723,230 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Hiroshima

Ken, the total area of which is 7,304 e/to 9 Az;;, reckoned at Yen 270 per tan (Table

3).

5. Yen 47,187,000 being the total value of 524 c'to 3 tan. of building lots in the Cities

and towns in Hiroshima Ken, reckoned at Yen 30 per tsiibo (Table 4).

6. Ye7f. 7,668,464 being the total value of the landed property of the Government

(building lots, forests, uncultivated fields, land under cultivation and others) in

Hiroshima Ken (Table 5).

7. Hiroshima Ken has no Imperial Estates.

8. Yen 35,184,532 being the sum of the total value, Yeri 9,536,482, of the forests,

uncultivated and other fields, lands either permanently or temporarily exempted

from taxes in Hiroshima Ken (Table 7), and often times the value. Yen. 25,648,050,

of timber, faggots and bamboos from the above forests (Table 8).

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various des-

criptions of lands in Hiroshima Ken.

II.

Yen 95,7x3,200 being the wealth of Japan represented by Dwelling Houses,

Storehouses and other Buildings in Hiroshima Ken. This consists of :

—

1. Yen 75,132,700 being the sum of the total value. Yen 26,982,500, of 53.965 Dwelling

Houses in Hiroshima, Onomichi and Kure Cities estimated at IV/? 500 per house

and of the total value, Yen 48,150,200, of 240,751 Dwelling Houses outside the

Cities reckoned at Yen 200 per house.

2. Yeyt. 6,614,000 being the sum of the total value. Yen. 1,799,000, of 1,799 Storehouses

in Hiroshima, Onomichi and Kure Cities estimated at Yen i,coo each and cf the
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total value, ]'en 4,815,000,058,025 Storehouses outsides the Cities reckoned at Yen

too each. The above numbers of Storehouses were worked out on the assumed

basis of I Storehouse for every 30 Dwelling Houses.

Jlv? 3,736,500 being the sum of the total value, Ve/r 1,342,500, of 179 Go\ernment,

communal and private common schools and other educational establishments in

Hiroshima, Onomichi and Kure Cities estimated at i'e/i 7,500 per building and of

the total value, J V« 2,394,000, of 79S such buildings outside the Cities reckoned at

Jw/ 3,000 each.

Ven 10,230,000 being the sum of the total value, Jlv; 3,675,000, of 490 Government

Offices, Temples, Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories in Hiroshima,

Onomichi and Kure Cities estimated at J Vw 7,500 per building and of the total

\-alue, J tv; 6,555,000, of 962 such buildings outside the Cities reckoned at i'en

3,coo each.

III.

Yen 48,794,713 being the total value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu. This

consists of ::—

}>;/ 47,856,600 being ^ of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and

other Buildings in Hiroshima Ken, on the assumption that the total value of Furni-

ture therein is such.

3'«z 938,113 being the sum of the value. Yen 215,860, of Articles of Virtu in

Hiroshima, Onomichi and Kure Cities reckoned on the assumpticn that there are

Articles of Virtu worth T'cn 4 in the possession of each family in the Cities, the

entire number of families therein being 53,965, and of the total value, Yaz

722,253, of the same articles in the districts outside the Cities calculated at the rate

cf J'v; 3 per family, the entire number cf families in those districts being

240,751.

IV.

3 c7/ 4,070,864 being the value of tlie national wea'th in Domestic ani other Animals

in Hiroshima Ken. This consists of :

—

Ye/i 2,855,220 being the value of 95,174 Horned Cattle in Hiroshima Ken estimated

at J'tv? 30 per head.

i'c'n 488,440 being the value of 12,211 Horses in Hiroshima Ken reckoned at

I'en 40 per head.

It77 4,520 being the value of 904 Swine in Hiroshima Ken estimated at ]'t/i 5

per head.

i't/i 44,207 being ti.e value of 147,358 Fowls in Hiroshima Ken reckoned at Yeu

0.30 each, based on the assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept p-r two families.

i'en 678,477 being i of the sum of the above four items, the value of Goats,

Ducks, Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, e'.c. in Hiroshima Ken being

assumed to be such.
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J w 855,190 being the capitalized amount of the estimated ^% annual interest on

2 of the total value, Jlv/ 85,519, of the following Mineral Products :

—

Copper, Vt/i 5,815, and Iron, Ye/f 79.704.

VI.

i'en 40,669,780 being the total value of Marine Products in Hiroshima Ken. This

consists of :
—

}'(?« 19,079,830 being the capitalized amount of the estimated ^% annual interest

on J of the total \'alue, }\n 1,907,983, of Sardine, Bonito, Cuttle-fish, IVtackerel,

Shark, " Ayu," Ear-shell, Trepang, Ebi, Oyster, Hamai^uri, Agar-agar, Bora, Horse-

Mackerel, Sea-bream (Chrysophrus hasta). Sole, Eel, Mackerel Pike, etc. caught in

Hiroshima Ken.

im 8,219,300 being the capitalized amount of the estimated ^% annual interest

on J of the total value, }'en 821,930, of Manufactured Marine Products, such as

Dried Bonito, Bleached Agar-agar, Nori, Funori, etc.

}'e>i 13,370,650 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% annual interest on

i of the value, IVv; 1.337,065, ofgog,goo A'/^/^ of common salt produced in Hiro-

shima Ken.

VII.

)V// 4,599,950 being the wealth-producing power of the Electric and Gas Works,

Water-works, and Tram-cars in Hiroshima Ken, con'-isting of :
—

i\'/!. 1,458,800 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% interest per year

on the total annual profits, i'en 72,940 of the Hiroshima Electric Light Co , Onomi-

chi Electric Light Co, and Hiroshima Water-power Co.

Vi'n 3,141,150 being fiftytimes the maintenance expenses of the Waterworks in

Hiroshima City and rural districts.

VIII.

Vi)! 4,758,183 being the total wealth represented by Shipping. This consists

of:—

}'iu 1,714,600 being the cost of building 79 Steamers having the total tonnage

of 17,146, estimated at JV// 100 per ton.

}V/^ 1,995,750 being the cost of building 45S Sailing Vessels in Hiroshima Ken

39,915 tons in ail, estimated at )V;/ 50 per ton.

i't'n 596,175 being the cost of building 1,614 large Japanese Junks in Hiroshima

Ken 199,235 Men in all, estimated at i'en 5 per ^ohi.

Yin 51,658 being the value of 25,829 smiller Vessels in Hiroshima Ken reckoned

at }>/;. 2 each.
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IX.
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Vi'c 5,853,841 being the value of Gold and SiKer Coins and Bullion in Hiroshima

Ken. This consists of :

—

i't-n 5,123,819 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins in circulation and Specie

Reserve, the property of the inhabitants of Hiroshima Ken.

In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in

circulation and Specie Reser\e of Japan was considered to be the common property

of all Japanese, except the people of Taiwan and Karafuto, and to this common

property the citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of Ven

10.9025129 per capita ; those of the other 5 large Cities. 3 V// 7.50 ; and the inhabi-

tants of all other parts of the Empire, I'tv; 3-5093594. (For details vide the State-

ments for the whole Empire).

Ven 730,022 being the value of Gold and Silver Bullion, the property of the inhabi-

tants of Hiroshima Ken.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were supposed

to have Ven i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire ]'t// 0.50 each.

X.

Veu 6041,679 being J of the sum total, 3V/; 12,083,357, of the entire Capital

( Ftv? 8,608,872) of 141 Companies and that ( J V/; 3,474.585) of 45 Banks (excepting

Agencies and Branch Office of Banks) in Hiroshima Ken.

XI.

i^en 23,185,231 being the wealth of Hiroshima Ken in Goods and Merchandise of

all kinds, consisting of :^

Ven 5,087,495 being the value of Imported Goods in possession ol the inhabitants

of Hiroshima Ken.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed in

the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their lo.al value, and, of

this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kj'oto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Nagasaki,

Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining portion

of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to the

amount of J'tv/ 7 70 per capita and those outside them, }V« 3.48481 each. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

i'en 9,760,595 being ^ of the total value, }'en 19,521,190, of rice, barley, wheat

and all other agricultural produce of Hiroshima Ken reckoned on the supposition

that one-half thereof remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.

i'e;i 2,033 489 being * of the total value, Ven 4,066,978, of the Marine Products of

Hiroshima Ken, one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed whithin

this Prefecture.
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4. Yen 42,760 being \ of the total value amounting to Yen 85,519 of the Mineral

Products in Hiroshima Ken, based on the same supposition as above.

5. Yen 463,051 being \ of the sum {Yen 926,101) of the value of Cocoons, Yen

290,71c; Silks, JV« 593,632 ; and Teas, F«z 41,758, produced in Hiroshima Ken ;

reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

'6. } 67/ 5,797,841 being the sum of one-half ( JV/z 4,284,624) of the total value, Yen

8,569,248, of the following articles produced in Hiroshima Ken :—Woven Fabrics,

Yen 1,243,969; Porcelain and Earthenware, Yen 16,092; Lacquered Ware, Yen

91,478; Oils, 3 f« 51,201; Prepared Indigo, Yen 138,765; Matches, Yen 155,082;

Straw Braids, Yen. 141,643; Paper, Yen 252,519; Mats land Matting, Yen

1,174,909; Peppermint, J 'i"// 383,994 ; iW^c", Spirits, etc., J''.?/? 4,056,550 ; Soy, Yen

863,046, and cf the estimated value, Yen 1,513,217, of other articles of miscellaneous

kir.ds.

The above eleven items amiOant to Yen 539,517,753

Besides the above th ire are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled

and to whic'i consequently an apportiontd account may bd made in respect of the inhabi-

tants cf each Prefecture. Thtsi are :
—

XII.

Yen 22,711,316 being the share for Hiroshima Ken in Japan's wealth of the State

ai d piivate Railway.^, Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at Yen 725,417,890.

This distribjted amDng the whole population (excepting ths inhabitants of Taiwan

and Karafuto), we have Yen 15.5552271 as the share per capita. (For details vide

tl e Statements fcr the whole Empire).

XIII.

Yen 5,635,423 being the share for Hiroshima Ken in Japan's- wealth in the Imperial

wars'iipj, 300,000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to h&Yen. 180,000,000,

tieir cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of Yen 600 per ton. The

quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population of Japan, excepting

Taiwan and Karafuto, i. e. our per capita share of this item of wealth is Yen

3.8597626. From this the above sum Yen 5635,423 can be obtained by simple

multiplication.

Thi above thirteen items summed up we have Yen 567,864,492 from which such

portico o'"our foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 {^Ye7i 405,416,000) as has to

be bcrne ly Hiroshima Ken, is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole nation,

each of the Japanese subjects exclusive of those in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear Yen

8.6933863. (F"or details vide the Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated on this

basis the liabilities on this account of Hiroshima Ken are Yen 2,692,727 deducting which

from t'le above meitioned total of the 13 items of wealth {Yen 567,864,492), Yen

555,171,765 appear as the total weaUh of Hiroshima Ken at the close of 1904 minus

tie above-meritioned portion of the foreign loans then outstanding.
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THE INCREASE OF WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904
TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as 5 % of the total wealth. Now 5 % of J'v/ 567.86^,492 is Vcvi

28,393,225.

These two sums aggregate I'c/^ 596,257,717 from which portions for this Prefecture

of the foreign loans at the close of 1904 and those contracted from the close of 1904 to the

middle of igo6 are to be deducted, i. e. Ve/i 12,692,727 and i'e/i 25.981.023 respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being ]'f/t 829,855,000, the liability of each of the

Japanese subjects on this account excepting their fellow subjects in Taiwan and Karafuto,

calculated in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904, is Ve/i

17.7946852 which multiplied by the population of Hiroshima Ken becomes Ftv? 25,981,023,

which is the portion of the latter loans to be borne by the people of Hiroshima Ken. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire),

By deducting the above sums i'tvt 12,692,727 and i'en 25,981,023 from the to'.al wealth

of Hiroshima Ken ( ]t7^ 596,257,717), the balance i'e/i 557,583.967 representing the net

wealth of Hiroshima Ken in the middle of 1906 is obtained.
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THE STATEiVlENTS FOR YAMAGUCHI KEN.

Area 38999 square ri.

Administrative divisions : 11 Gun (counties); r City; 10

Towns; 215 Villages

Population: 987,232

Families : 204,879

, . ^,. (Population: 46,285
bhimonoseki Cilyi .„ ...

(Families: 14473

(I) Lands Yen 309436,400

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings ... „ 57,878,900

(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu „ 29.568,560

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals „ 3.428,444

(V) Mining Products 3,097,840

(VI) Marine Products 35778,750

(VII) Electric and Gas Works, Waterworks, and Tram-cars. „ 253,480

(VIII) Shipping „ 3.148,395

(IX) Gold and Siher Coins and Bullion „ 3,958,168

(X) Companies and Banks „ 4.883,763

(XI) Goods and Merchandise „ 22,539,298

ist Total „ 473,971,998

(XII) Ralways, Telegraphs and Telephones , 15,356618

(XIII) Warships „ 3810,481

2nd Total
, 493,139,097

Foreign loans to be deducted from above „ 8,582.389

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) „ 484'556.708

Total wealth (foreign loans debucttd)
, 493,139,097

Increase of 5 per cent fiom close of 1904 to middle of 1906 ... „ 24,656,955

3rd Total „ 517,796,052

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above „ 8,582,389

Ditto from close of 19C4 to middle of igo6 „ 17,567,482

Balance „ 491.646183
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EXPLANATION.

I.

}'e I 309,436,400 being the wealth of Yamaguchi Ken in Lands. This consists of :

—

1. } w 161,302,180 being ten times the total value of 1,240,786 iWcit of rice, the

produce of rice-fields in Yamaguchi Ken, which reckoned at ]'',7 13 per /:o^'ii makes

Yen 16,130,218 (Table 2).

2. Yen 30,383,840 being ten times the total value of 492,298 ko/cu of barley and

wheat, the produce of dry-fields in Yamaguchi Ken, which reckoned at Yen 8 per

/co/cii rmkei Jlv/ 3,938,384 (Table 2).

3. }V;;40,i37,204 being ten times the total value, JV;? 4,013,720.40, of beans, miscel-

laneous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddy-fields in Yama-

guchi Ken assuming luch value to be J of the sum, Yen 20,068,602, i.e. the total

value of rice, barley and wheat produced in this Prefecture.

4. Yt'i? 11,94^,940 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Yamaguchi

Ken the total area of which is 8,532 cko i ta;i, reckoned at Yen 140 per A?;; (Table 3).

5. )'<// 15,435,003 being the total value of 205 ./w i /.z/; of building lots in the City

and towns in Yamaguchi Ken reckoned at Yen 25 per tsiibo (Table 4).

6. Yen 1,207,057 being the total value of the landed property of the Government (land

for Governement use, forests, uncultivated fiilds, and others) in Yamaguchi Ken

(Table 5).

7. Yen 171 being the total value to the Imperial Estales (miscellaneous lands) in Yama-

guchi Ken (Table 6).

8. ) tv; 40,026,008 being the sum of the total \alue, }V//. 7,368,338, of the forests,

uncultivated and other fields, lands either permanently or temporarily exempte.l

from taxes in Yamaguchi Ken, (Table 7), and of the times the value. Yen- 32,657,670,

of timber, faggots and bamboos from the above forests (Table 8).

The above eight items co.nstitute the national wealth of Japan in the various des-

criptions of lands in Yamaguchi Ken.

II.

Yen 57,878,900 being the wealth of Japan represented by Dsvelling Houses, Store-

houses and other Buildings in the Yamaguchi Ken. This consists of:

—

1. JV/i 45,317,700 being the sum of the total value. Yen. 7,236,500, of 14 473 Dwelling

Houses in Shimonoseki City estimated at Yen 500 per house and of the total value.

Yen. 38,081,200, of 190,406 Dwelling Houses outside the City reckoned at Yen. 200

per house.

2, Yen. 4,290,200 being the sum of the total value. Yen 48,200, of 482 Storehouses in

Shimonoseki City estimated at Yen 1000 each, and of the tot^l value, Yen 3,808,200,

of 6,347, Storehouses outside the City reckoned at Yen. 6oo each. Th; above nu nbers
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of vStorehouses were worked oul on the assumed basis of i Storehouse, for e\ery 30

Dwelling Houses.

I'dVi 2,032,500 being the sum of the to;al valu?, IV;^ 322,500, of 43 Government,

communal and private common schools and other educational establishments in

Shimonoseki City estimated at Yen 7,500 per building and of the total value, Yen

1,710,000, of 570 such buildings outside the City reckoned at Ycit 3,000 each:

]V/7*6,238,5GO being sum of the total value, ]V,7 997,500, of 13 3. Government

Offices, Temples, Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories ia Shimonoseki

City estimated at Yen 7,500 per building and of the total value, Yi;?. 5,241,000, of

1,747 such buildings outside the City reckoned at 3V,7 3,000 each.

III.

Yen. 29,568,560 being the total value of Furniture and Articles of \'irtu. This

consists of :

—

Yen. 28,939,450 being h of the total value of ail Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and

other Buildings in Yamaguchi Ken, on the assumption that the total value of

Furniture therein is such.

Yen. 629,110 being the sum of the value. Yen. 57,892, of Articles of Virtu in Shimono-

seki City reckoned on the assumption that there are Articles of Virtu worth Yen 4

in the possession of each family in the City, the entire number of families therein

being 14,473, ^""^ °f 'he total valur-, ] V//. 571,218 of the same articles in the districts

outside the City calculated at the rate of Yen- 3 per family, the entire number of

families in those districts being 190,406.

IV.

}V« 3,428 444 being the value of the national wealth in Domestic and other Ani-

mals in Yamaguchi Ken. This consists of:

—

1. Yen 1,959,600 being the value of 65,320 Horned Catile in Yamaguchi Ken estimated

at Yejt 30 per head.

2. 3 V/;. 866,360 being the value of 21,659 Horses in Yamaguchi Ken reckoned at }V«

40 per head.

3. Yen 345 being the value of 69 Swine in Yamaguchi Ken estimated at 3V/;. 5 per

head.

4. Yen. 30,732 being the value of 102,440 Fowls in Yamaguchi Ken reckoned at

Yen 0.30 each, based on the assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept per two

families.

5. Yen 571,407 being ^ of the sum of the above four items, the value of Goats, Ducks,

Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc. in \'amagnchi Ken being assumed to be

such.
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1

W'j/ 3,097,840 being the capitalized amotJnt of the estimated 5 % annual interest on

A of total value, Yen 309,784 of the following mineral Products :— Gold, Yen.

13,796; Silver, Yen- 2,254; Copper, ]V/7 65,511 ; Antimony, Yen. 51,896, and Cool,

IV/;. 176,327.

VI.

Yi'ii 35,778,750 being the total value of Marine Products in Yamaguchi Ken. This

consists of:

—

Yea- 16,962,370 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annul interest on

J of the total value. Yen 1,696,237, of Sardine, Bonito, Cuttlt-fiih, Mackerel, Tunny,

Shark, " Ayu," Ear-shell, Trepang, Ebi, Oyster, Clam, Agar-agar, Bora, Horse-

Mackerel, Ssa-bream caught in Yamaguchi Ken.

Yci7- 5,751,490 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on i of the total vaule, rev 575,149, of Manufactured Marine Products, such as

Cuttle-Ssh, Salted Sardines and Mackerel, Dried Bonito, Bleached Agar-agar, Nori,

etc.

Yen 13,064,890, being the capi tali tali zed amount of the estimated 5 % annual

interest on h of the value, 3V//. 1,306,489, of 969,769 /fv/v/ of common salt produced

in Yamaguchi Ken.

VII.

^''''253,480 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % interest per year

on the total annual profits, IV;; 12,674 of the Shimonoseki and Yamaguchi Electric

Light Companies.

VIII.

I'tv?, 3,148,395 being the total wealth represented by Shipping. This consists of:

—

}«;. 281,600 being the cost of building 51 Steamers having the total tonnage of

2,816 estimated at Yen loo per ton.

J V,7 1,891,350 being the cojt of building 595 Sailing Vessels in Yamaguchi Ken

37,827 tons in all, estimated at 3V,7 50 per ton.

Ye;i- 930,305 being the cost of building 1,594 larger Japanese Junks in i86,o5i ko/cii

in all, estimated at Yen. 5 per /:ol:it.

Yen- 45,140 being the value of 22,570 smaller Ve;sels in Yani.iguchi Ken reckoned

at 1 'en 2 each.
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IX.

I'tVi! 3,958,168 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Vamaguchi

Ken. This consists of :

—

Ym 3,464,552 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins in circulation and Specie

Reserve, the property of the inhabitants of Yamaguchi Ken.

In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in

circulation and Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to be the common property

of all Japanese except the people of Taiwan and Karafuto, and to this common
property the citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of Vt/i

10.9025129 per capita; those of the other 5 large Cities, ]'t/i 7.50 ; and the inhabi-

tants of all other parts of the Empire, JVw 3.5093594. (For details vide the

Statements for the whole Empire).

iV,7. 493,616 being the value of Gold and Silver Bullion, the property of the inhabi-

tants of Yamaguchi Ken.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were supposed to

have 3V,7 i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire Vc/i 0.50 each.

X.

Ve//. 4,883,763 being h of the sum total, i'c'/i 9,767,525, of the entire Capital {Yen

7,155,275) of 158 Companies and that ( }'tv? 2,612,250) of 29 Banks (excepting

Agencies a:d Branch Offices of Banks) in Yamaguchi Ken.

XI.

1V,7 22,539,298 being the wealth of Yamaguchi Ken in Goods and Merchandise of

all kinds, consisting of:

—

]'o7 3,439,991 being the value of Imported Goods in possession of the inhabitants

of Yamaguchi Ken.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed in

the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of iheir total values, and, of this

half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Nagasaki, Nii-

gata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining portion of

the Empire. On tiiis basis the people of those cities were credited to the amount of

Yen J.JO per capita and those outside them, }V,7 3.484481 each. (For details vide

the Statements for the whole Empire).

Yen 12041,161 being 4 of the total value, 1^,7 24,082,322, of rice, barley, wheat

and all other agricultural produce of Yamaguchi Ken reckoned on the supposition

that one-half thereof remains uncoiismed within this Prefecture.

i'ar. 1,788,938 being J of total value, I'tv;. 3,577,875, of t!ie Marine Pioducis of
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Vamagiichi Ken, one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within

this Prefecture.

4. i'eu 154,892 being tV of the total value amounting to ]V//. 309,784 of the Mineral

Products, based on the same supposition as above.

5. }'t'n 357,562 being | of the sum {Vc'/i 715,123) of the value of Cocoons i'c'/i 369,705 ;

Silks, Vc-n 288,664 ' and Teas, IV/; 56,754 produced in Yamaguchi Ken ; reckoning

being made on the same assumption as above.

6. IV/z 4,756,754 being the sum of one-half (}V« 3,108,043) of the total value, Jiv;

6,216,086, of the following articles produced in Yamaguchi Ken :—Woven Fabrics,

Ve/i 1,219,884; Porcelain and Earthenware, Vc/i 120,169; Lacquered Ware,

]'t',v576; Oils, ]V/z 150,787; Prepared Indigo, }V« 5,300; Hides and Leathers,

3V;? 12,198; Straw Braids, IVw 33,861 ; Paper, I't"/;. 600,833 ; Mats and Mattings,

JV/;. 30399; Wax, 3V« 124,691; ^i?Zy, Spirits, etc., 3V/;. 3,335,808 ; Soy, Yen

581,580, and of the estimated value i\-;t 1,648,711 of other aricles of miscellaneous

kinds.

The above eleven items amount to JV//. 473,971,998.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled and

of which consequently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the inhabitants

of each Prefecture. These are :

—

XII.

]\'/i 15,356,618 being the share for \'amaguchi Ken in Japan's wealth in the State

and private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at ]V//. 725,417,890.

This distributed among the whole population (excepting the inhabitants of Taiwan

and Karafuto), we have IV// 15.5552271 as the share per capita. (For details vide

the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

}'c'/;. 3,8io,.).8i being the share for Yamaguchi Ken in Japan's wealth in the Im-

p?rial warships, 300,000 tons in all, the \alue whereof was estimated to be Yen

180,000,000, their cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of i'cvi 600

per ton. The quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population of

Japan oxepting Taiwan and Karafuto, i. e. our per capita share of this item of

wealth is Yr;;. 3.8597626. From this the above sum }V,7. 3,810,481 can be obtained

by simple multiplication.

The abo\e thirteen items summed up we have i\'/f 493,139,097 fiom which such por-

tion of our foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 ( IV// 405,416,000) as has to be

borne by Yamaguchi Ken, is to be deducted. Of this common d'::bt of the whole nation,

each of the Japanese subject e.\c!u ive of those in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear Yc'/i

8.6933860. (For d-jtails vide the Statemants for the whole Empire). Calcu'ated on this basis
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the liabilities on this account of Yamaguchi Ken are I'vz 8,582,389 deducting which from

the above mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth {Yen 493, 139,097), Vm 484,556,708

appears as to the total wealth of Yamaguchi Ken at the close of 1904 minus the above-

mentioned portion of the foreign loans then outstanding.

THE INCREASE OF WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904

TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as 5% of the total wealth. Now 5 % the J 't',7 493,139,097 is IVw

24.656.955-

These two sums aggregate }'c/t 5x7,796,052 from which the portion for this Prefecture

of the foreign loans at the close of 1904 and that contracted from the close of 1904 to the

middle of igo6 are to deducted, i. e. JV/;. 8,582,389 and Vcn 17,567,483 respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being Yen 829,855,000, the liability of each of the

Japaneses subjects on this account excepting their fellow subjects in Taiwan and Karjfuto,

calculated in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904, is Vcn

17.7946852 which multiplied by the population of Yamaguchi Ken becomes i'd/t 17,567,483,

which is the portion of the latter loans to be borne by the people of Yamaguchi Ken. (For

details vide the Statement for the whole Empir ).

By deducting the above sums ]V;; 8,582,389 and Tcv; 17,567,482 from the total wealth

of Yamaguchi Ken (J'cv;. 517,796,052), the balance Vt-n 491,646,180 representing the net

wealth of Yamaguchi Ken in the middle of 1906 is obtaind.
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THE STATEMENTS FOR SHIMANE KEN.

Area 435-82 square //.

Administrative divisions : 16 Gitn (counties) ; 1 City ; 14 Towns ;

276 Villages

Population : 7 1 7,495

Families : 148,218

^. (Population: 35,o8i
Matsue Ciiv- „ „

' ^Families: 8,183

(I) Lands Yen 188,163,685

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings ... ,, 45,879,300

(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu „ 23,392,487

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and either Animals „ 3,038,692

(V) Mining Products „ 5>879,03o

(VI) Marine Products „ 14,837,670

(VII) Electric and Gas Works, Waterworks, and Tram-cars... „ 127,380

(VIII) Shipping „ 647,269

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion „ 2,876,696

(X) Companies and Hanks ,, 3,132,206

(XI) Goods and Merchandise „ 14,266,918

1st Total „ 302,236,333

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones...... „ 11,160,798

(Xltl) Warships „ 2,768,360

2nd Total „ 316,166,491

Foreign loans to lie deducted from above ,, 6,237,461

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) „ 30?,829'030

Total wealth (foreiL.;n loans not deducted) 316,166,491

Increase of 5 pet cent from close of 1904 to middle of 1906... „ 15,808,325

3nl Total „ 331,974,816

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above „ 6,237,461

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 „ 12,767,598

Balance „ 312369^57
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EXPLANATION.

I.

Yen 188,163,685 being the wealth of Sb.imaiie ken in I-ands. This consists of:—
1. Yen ioo,492,6cx) being ten times the total value of 773,020 koku o^ rxe, the

produce of rice-tields in Shimane Ken, whicli reckoned at Yen 13 per kokti makes

Yen 10,049,260 (Table 2).

2. Yen 19,600,080 being ten times the total value of 245,001 koktt of barley and

wheat, the produce of dry-fields m Shimane Ken, which reckoned at Yen 8 per

koku makes Yen 196,008 (Total 2).

3. Yen 24,018,536 being ten times the total value, Yen 2,401,853.60 of beans, mis-

cellaneous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddy-fields in

Shimane Ken, assuming such value to be > of the sum, Yen 12,009,268, the

total value of rice, barley and wheat produced in this Prefecture.

4. I'd-w 23,415,300 being the tolal value of building lots in the villages in Shimane

Ken, the total area of which is 5,203 cho 4 tan, reckoned at Yen 450 per tan (Table

3).

5. Yen 4,282,740 being the total value of 226 cko 6 tan of building lots in the City

and towns in Shimane ken, reckoned at Yen 6.30 per tsubo (Table 4 .

6. Yen 4,602,262 being the total value of the landed property of the Government

(building lots, forests, uncultivated fields, land under cultivation and others) in

Shimane Ken (Table 5).

7. Shimane Ken has no Imperial Estates.

8. I'lfw 11,752,167 being the sum ot the total value, 1^« 4,226,857, of the forests,

uncultivated and other fields, lands either permanently or temporarily exempted

from taxes in Shimane Ken (Table 7) and of ten times the value. Yen

7,525,310, of timber, faggots and bamboos from the above forests (Table 8).

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various

descriptions of lands in Shimane ken.

II.

Yen 45,879,300 being the wealth of Japan represented by Dwelling Houses,

Storehouses and other Buildings in Shimane Ken. This consists of:

—

1. Yen 32,098,500 being the sum of the total value, Yen 4,091,500, of 8,183 Dwelling

Houses in Matsue City estimated at Yen 500 per house and of the total value,

Yen 28,007,000, of 140,035 Dwelling Houses outside the City reckoned at Yea 200

per house.

2. Yen 3,073,800 being the sum of the total value. Yen 273,000, of 273 Storehouses

in Matsue City estimated at Yen 1000 each and of the total value, Yen 2,800,800,

of 4,668 Storehouses outside the City reckoned at Yen 600 each. The above
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numbers of Storehouses were worked out on the assumed basis of i Storehouse for

every 30 Dwelling Houses.

}-£?« 2,127,000 bein^ the sum of the total value, Ve;i 270,000, of 36 Govei-nmcni,

Communal and p ivaie common schools and other educational eslablibhments in

Matsue City estimated at Yen 7,503 per bui dinj and of the loial value, Vet/

1,857,000, of 619 such buildings outside ihe City reckoned at Yen 3,000 each.

Yen 8,580,000 being the su n of the total value, Yen 1,095,000, of 146 Governmen

< ffiecs, Te.i.ples, Churches, Coinpany Offi:tts and Manufadories in Matsu: City

estimated at Yen 7)500 per building and of ihe total value, Yen 7,485,000, of 2,495

such buildings outside the City reckoned at Yen 3,000 each.

III.

K^« 23,392,487 bemg the total value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu. This

Consists of:

—

Yen 229,396,500 being 1 of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and

other Bu Idings in Shimane Ken, on the assum tion that the total value of Furniture

theiein is such.

Yen 452,837 being the sum of the valuf, Yen 32,732, of Articles of Virtu in Matsue

City reckoned on the as>um])lion that there are Art cles of Viitu wor h Yen 4 in

the possession of each family in the City, the ent're number of families therei-i

being 8,183, and of the total value, Yen 420,105, of the ^ame articles in the districts

e-utside the City calculated at the rate of Yen 3 ] er family, the entire numi er of

families in those districts being 140,035.

IV.

]en 3,038,692 being th^ value of the national wealth in Domestic and other

Animals in Shimane Ken. This consists of:

—

Yen 2,257,800 being the value of 75,260 Horned Cattle in Shimane Ken estimated

at Yen 30 per head.

Yen 251,280 bei'ig the value of 6,282 Horses in Shimane Ken reckoned at Yen 40

per head.

1^« 930 being the value of l 85 Swine in Shimane Ken estimated at >^« 5 per

head.

Yen 22,233 being the valu; of 79,109 Fowls in Shimane Ken reckoned at Yen

0.30 each based on the assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept per two families.

Yen 506,449 being
-J

of the sum of the above four items, the value of Goats,

Ducks, Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc., in Shimnne Ken being as'^umed

to be such.

V.

Yen 5,879,030 being the ca italizcd an^ount of the estimated 5^ annual iutrest on

A of the total value, Kf« 587,903. of the following Mineral Pioducts:—Gold, J'i'w
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33>335; Silver, Few 138,744; Copper, )'<'« 219,363; Lead, )>'z 19,289 and Iron,

Yen 168,955.

VI

Yfji 14,837,670 being the total value of Marine Products in Shimane Ken. This

consists of:

—

1. Yen 9,825,080 hinz the capital zed amount of the estimated 5 ^ annual interest

on ^ of the total value, Fi?;/ 982,508, of Sardine, 13onito, Cuttle-fish, Mackerr-l,

Tunny, Shark, " Avu," Treoang, Prawns, Mackerel, Sea-bream (Chrysoprus basta)

etc., caught in Shimane Ken.

2. Ye7t 4,900,480 being capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on J of the total value, Yen 490,048, of Manufactured Marine Product^ s ich as

Dried Sardine, Cuttle-fish, Dried Bonito, ete.

3. Yen 112,110 being the capitalized amounted of the estimated 5 ^^ annual interest

on -1 of the value, Yen 11,211, of 7,574 /W'« of common salt produced in Shimane

Ken.

VII.

Yen 1 22,380 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 ^o interest per year

on the total annual profits, i'en 6,110, of the Matsude Electric Light Company

in Shimane Ken.

VIII.

Yen 647,269 being the total vi'ealth represented by Shipping. This consists

of:—

1. )'en 110,200 being the cost of building 21 Steamers, having the total tonnage of

1,102 estimated at i'en loO per ton.

2. Yen 177,950 being the cost of building 81 Sailing Vessels in Shimane Ken 3,559

tons in all, estimated at Yen 50 per ton.

3. Yen 319,795 being the cost of building 559 larger Japanese Junks in Shimane Ken

63,959 i-oA'u in all, estimated at Yen 5 per /^oAu.

4. i'en 39,324 being the value of 19,662 smaller Vessels in Shimane Ken reckoued at

Yen 2 each.

IX.

Yeft 2,876,696 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullions in Shimane

Ken. This consi-ts of :

—

I. Yen 2,517,948 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins in circulation and Specie

Reserve tlie property of the inhabitants of Sliiniane Ken.

In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in

circulation and Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to be the common pro-

perly of all Japanese except the people of Taiwan and Karafuto and to this

common property the citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of
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Ve/i 10 9025129 per capita; those of the other 5 large cities,, ir// 7.50 ; and the

inhabitants of all other parts of the Empire, Yen 3.5093594. (For details vide the

Statements for the whole Empire).

Yen 358,748 being the value of Gold and Silver Bullion, the property of the in-

habitants of Shimane Ken.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were supposed

to have Yen 1.00 each and those of all other parts of the Empire i'en 0.50 each.

X.

]'en 3,132,206 being .1 of the sum total, ]'en 6,264,411 of the entire Capital {Yen

3,881,411) of loi Companies and that (Yen 2,383,000) of 26 Banks (excepting

Agencies and Branch Offices of Banks) in .Shimane Ken.

XI.

Yen 14,266,918 being the wealth of in Goods and Merchandise of all kinds, con-

sisting of:

—

Yen 2,500,098 being the value of Imported Good-; in possession of the inhabitants

of Shimane Ken.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed in

the country in such quantities as are worth one-ha'f of iheir total values, and, of

this half, the people of Tdkio, Osaka, Koyto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Naga-

saki, Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining

portion of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to

the amount of Yen 7.70 per capita and those outside them. Yen 3.484481 each .

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

}^« 7,205,561 being }^ of the total value. Yen 14,411,122, of rice, barley, wheat

and all other agricultural produce of Shimane Ken reckoned on the supposition

that one-half thereof remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.

Yen 741,884 being ^ of the total value, Ye/t 1,483,767, of the Marine Products of

Shimane Ken,, one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within this

Prefecture.

Yen 293,952 being i of the value amounting to Yen of the Mineral Products,

based on the same supposition as above.

1,107,405 being J of tlie sum ( i'en 2,214,809) of the value, of Cocfons; Yen 960,4.92 ;

Silks, Yen 1,170,272; and Teas, )>// 84,045 produced in Shimane Ken; reckoning

being made on the same assumtion as above.

Yen 2,418,028 being the sum of one-half ( )'en 1,470,368) of the total value, )'en

2,940,735» of the following articles produced in Shimane Ken :—Woven Fabrics

i'eu 248,203: 1 brcelain and Earthenware, ]>« 160,751 ; Lacquered Ware, 1>«

22,921 ; Bronze and Copper Ware, )'en 9,624 ; Oils, Yen 43,984 ; Hi Jes and Leath

ers, }'en 10,336, Faper, ]'en 269,825 ; Mat., and Matting.-, ]'en 68,760; Wax, ]'en
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50,869 ; Snke, Spirits, etc., Yiii 1,700,034 ; Soy, Yen 355,428, and of the estimated

value Yen 947,660 of other articles of miscellaneous kinds.

The above eLven items amount to Yen 302,236,333.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to wliicli the general pul:)lic is entitled

and of which consequently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the inliabi-

tants of each Prefecture. These are :

—

XII.

Yen 11,160,798 being the share for -Shimane Ken in Japan's wealth in the State

and private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at Yen 725,417,-

890. Tliis distributed among the whole population (excepting the mhabitants of

Taiwan and Karafuto), we have Yen 15.5552271 as the share per capita. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

Yen 2,769,360 being the share for SluDiane Ken in Japan's wealth in the Imperial

warships, 300,000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to be ^'en ibo,ooo,-

000, their cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of Yen 600 per ton.

The quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole populaiicm of Japan

excepting Taiwan and Karafuto, 1. e. our per capita share of this item of wealth is

Yejt 3.8597626. From this the above sura \'en 2,769,360 can be obtained by

simple multiplication.

The above thirteen items being summed up we liave Yen 316,166,491 from which

such portion of our foreign loans outstanding at the clo^e of 1904 ( Yen 405,416,000) as has

to be borne by Shimane Ken, is to be deducted. Of this c )mmon debt of the whole nation,

each of the Japanese suljjects exclusive of tho^e in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear Yen

8.6933863. (For details vide the Statenicnts for tlie whole Empirej. Calculated on this

basii she liabilities on this account of ^ihimaiie Ken are Yen 6,237,461 deducting which

from the above mentioned total of the 13 i'ems of wealth [Yen 316,166,491, Yen

309,929,030 ajjpears as the total wealth of Sliimane Ken at the close of 1904 minus the

above-mentioned portion of the foreign loans then outstanding

THE INCREASE OF WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904

TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in tlie general statements for the whole Empiie, we assumed

to have been as tnuch as 5^0 of the total wcaltli. Njw 5% of Yen 316,116,491 is Yen

15,808,325.
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These two sums aggregate Vi-n 331,974,816 from which portions for this Prefecture

of the foreign loans at the close of 1904 and those contracted from the close of 1964 to

the middle of 1906 are to be deducted, i.e. Ve/i 6,237,461 and Ven 12,767,598

respectively.

The total sum of the lalter loans being Ven 829,955,000, the liability t f each of the

Japanese subjects on this account excepting their fellow subjects in Taiwan and Kara-

futo, calculated in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904,

is Yen 177946852 which multiplied by the population of Shmiauj Ken becomes ien

12,767,598 which is the portion of the lalter loans to be borne by the people of Shimane

Ken. (For details vide the Statements for the whole EmjMre).

By deducing the above sums ?>« 6,237,461 and )>/; 12,767,598 fiom the total

wealth if Shimane Ken ( Ven 331,974,816), the balance i'e/i 312,969,757 representing the

i;et wealth of Shimane Ken in the middle of 1906 is obtained.
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THE STATEMENTS FOR TOTTORI KEN.

Area 224. 1 6 square ri.

Administrative divisions : 6 Gun (counties) ; i City ; 8 Towns ;

227 Villages

Population : 422,813

Families : 81,476

. ^. (Population: 31,022
lottori Lity^ ^ \ ^

'Families : 6,783

(I) Lands, Yen 119,393,470

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storeliouses and other I'uildings ,, 25,540,100

(111) Furniture and Articles of Virtu „ 16,021,261

(iV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and other -\niinals ,, 1,531,465

(V) Mining Products „ 1,542,180

(VI) Mnrine Products „ 3,167,310

(V'll) Electric and Gas Warks Waterworks, and Trim-cars ,,
—

(VIII) Shipping „ 15,687

(IX) C.old and Silver Coins and Bullio 1 „ 1,695,210

(X) Companies and Banks ,, 1,043,134

(XI) Goods and Merchandise „ 9,307,466

1st Total „ 176,392,283

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones ,, 6,576,952

(XIII) Warships „ 1,631,958

2nd Total „ 184,601,193

I'oreign loans to be deducted from above ,, 3,675'677

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) „ ISMiS'SlB

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted) ,, 184,601,190

Increase of 5 pi^r cent from close of 1904 to middle of 1906... „ 9,230,060

3rd Total „ I93'83i,253

Foreign loans al close t)f 1904 to be deducled from above ... ,, 3,675,677

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle oi 1906 ,, 7,523,324

Balance „ 13:.331J52
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EXPLANATION.

I.

Yen 119,393,470 being the wealth of Tottori Ken in Land-. This consists of:-

—

1. I^« 68,354,780 being tea times the total value of 525,806 /Cv/'«/ of rice, the pro-

duce of rice-fields in Tottori Ken, which reckoned at llv/ 13 ;ier /.-o/cit makes

K-n 6,835,478 (T ble 2).

2. }v« 13,682,560 being ten t mes the total value of 171,032 /cohe of barley and

svheat, the produce of dry-fields in Tottoii Ken, which reckoned at \'en 8 per I'oku

makes ien 1,368,256 (Table 2).

3. Yen 16,407,468 beii g ten times the total value, Y'n 1,640,704,680, of beans, mis-

cellaneous cereals and other agricu'tural produce uf both dry and paddy-fields in

Tottori Ken, assuminj; such value to be A of the sum, Ye/i 8,203,734, i.e. the tot. 1

value of rice, ba ley and wheat produced in this Prefecture.

4. Ye/t 4,530,000 being the total value o Imikling lots in the villages in Tottoai Ken,

the total area of which is 3,020 c/io reckoned at M'/i 150 per /an (Table 3).

5. Yen 4,575,690 being the total Vc.lue of 242 c/io i tan of building lots in the City

and towns in Tottori Ken, reckoned at Yen 6.30 per tsuho (Table 4).

6. y>« 8,154,013 beng the total value of t lie landod property of the Government

(land for Government use, building lots, forests, uncultivated fields, land under

cultivation and others) in Tottori Ken (Table 5).

7. Tottori Ken has no Imperial Estates.

8. Yen 8,688,959 being the sum of the total value. Yen 5,628,549, of the forests, un-

cultivated and other fields, lands either per uanently or temporarily exem ted from

taxes in Tottori Ken (Table 7) and of ten times the Viilue, Yen 3,060,410, of tim-

ber, faggots and bamboos from the above forests (Table 8j.

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various descri -

tions of lands in Tottori Ken.

II.

Yen 25,540,100 beng the wealth of japan represented by Dwelling Houses, Store-

houses and other Buildings in Tottori Ke \ This consists of:

—

1. Yen 18,330,100 I eing the sum of the t' tal value. Yen 3,391,500, of 6,783 Dwelli g

Houses in Tottori City estimated at Yen 500 per house and of the total value. Yen

14,938,600, of 74,693 Dwelliug Houses outside the City reckoned at Yen 2.1x1 per

house.

2. Yen 1,720,000 being the sum of the total value. Yen 226,000, of 226 Storeho-ises

in Tottori City estimated at Yoi 1,000 each and of the total value. Yen 1,494,000,
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of -1,490 Storehouses outside the City reckoned at Yeti 600 each. The above

numliers of Storehouses were worked out on the assumed basis of i Storehouse for

every 30 Dwelling Houses.

3. Yen 1,690,000 Ijeing the sum of the total value, Yen 240,000, of 32 Government,

communal and private commun schools and other cdixational establishments in Ti.t-

tori City estimated Yen 7,500 per building and of the total value, Itv? I, 050,000, of

350 such buildings outside the City reckoned at Yen 3,000 each.

4. Yen 4,200,000 being the sum of the total value, Yen 780,000 of 104 Government

Oftices, Temples, Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories in Totiori City

estimated at Yen 7)5°° P^'' building and of the total value, Yen 3,420,000, nf 1,140

such buildings outside the City reckoned at Yen 3,000 each.

III.

Yen 13,021,261, being the total \alue of Furniture and Articles of Virtu. This

consists of:

—

Yen 12,770,050, being ^ of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and

other Buildings in Toltori Ken on the assumption that the total value of Furniture

therein is such.

Yen 251,211 being the sum of the value, Yett 27,132, of Articles of Virtu in

Tottori City reckoned on the assumption that there are Articles of Virtu worth

Yen 4 in the possession of each family in the City, the entire number of families

therein being 6,783 and of the total value. Yen 224,079 of the same articles in

the districts outside the City calculated at the rate of Yrn 3 per family, the entire

number of families in those districts being 74,693.

IV.

Yen 1,531,465 being tlie value of the national wealth in Domestic and other

Animals in Tottori Ken. This consists of:

—

Yen 1,121,730 being the value of 37,391 Horned Cattle in Tottori Ken estimated

at Yen 30 per head.

i^« I39j36o being the value of 3,484 Hi-rses in Tottori Ken reckoned at ]'en 40

per head.

Yen 2,910 being the value of 582 Swine in Tottori Ken estimated at Yen 5 per

head.

Yen 12,221 being the value of 40,738 Fowls in Tottori Ken reckoned at Yen

0.30 each based on the assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept pei two families.

Yen 255,244 being J^ of the sum of the aljove four items, the value of Goats,

Ducks, Geese, Turkey?, Hares, Deer, l'ig<ons, etc. in Toltori Ken being ascumed

to be suoh.
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V.

Ff« 1,542,180 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 °o annual interest

on J of the total value Yen 154,218, of the following Mineral Prt.ducl^ :—Copper,

Yen 3,475, and Iron, Yen 150,743.

VI.

Yen 3,167,310 being the total value of Marine Products in Tottori Ken. This

consists of:

—

Yen 2,595,340 being the capitaliztd amount of the estimaied 5 % annual interest

on .} of the total value, Yen 259,534, of Sardine, Bonito, Cuttle-fish, Mack, rel, Tunnx
,

Shark, " Ayu," Ear-shell, Trepang, Prawns, Oy->ter, Clam, Agar-agar, Sea-bream

(Chrysophrus hasta), etc. caught in 'I'ottori Ken.

Yen 561,770 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest on

I of the total value, Yen 56,177 of Manufactured Marine Products, such as Dried

Cuttle-fish, Dried Bonito, Bleached Agar-agar, etc.

Yen 10,200 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest on

J of the value, Yen 1,020 of 510 koku of common salt produced in Tottori Ken.

VII.

There is no establishment under this head in Tottori ken.

XIII.

Yen 150,687 being the total wealth represented by Shipping. This consists of:

—

^^" 55>50*^ being the ci st of building of 5 Steamers, having the total tonnage of

555, estimated at Yen loo per ton.

Yen 19,500 being the cost of building 12 Sailing Vessels in Tottori Ken, 890

tons in all, estimated at Yen 50 per ton.

Yen 63,475 being the cost of building 98 larger Japanese Junks in Tottori Ken

12,695 kokti in all, estimated at Yen 5 per koku.

Yen \2,,i\2. being the value of 6,106 smaller Vessels in Tottori Ken reckoned at

Yen 2 each.

IX.

Yen 1,695,210 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Tottori

Ken. This consists of :

—

Yen 1,483,803 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins in circulation and .Specie

Reserve, the property of the inhabitants of Tottori Keii.

In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in

circulation and Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to be the common proper

ty of all Japanese except the people of Taiwan and Karafuto and to this common

property the citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of Yen

10.9025129 yer capita; those of the other 5 large cities, Yen 7*50 ; and the
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inhabitants of all other parts of the Empire, Yen 3-5093594. (For details vide

the Statements for the whole Empire).

3. idn 211,407 being the value of Gold and Silver Bullion, the property of the in-

habitants of Totlori Ken.

In making tlie above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were su posed

to have Yen i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire Ye/i 0.50 each.

X.

]'e>i 1,043,134 being
.]
of the sum total. Yen 2,086,268, of the entire Capital ( Yen

1,271,268) of 65 Compa ies an i that {Yen 815,000) of 11 Banks (excepting

Agencies and Branch Oflices of Banks) in Tottori Ken.

XI.

Yen 9,307,466 being the wealth of Tottori Ken in Goods and Merchandise of all

kinds, censisting of: —
1. Yen 1,473,284 being the value of Imported Goods .n po session of the inhabitants

of Tottri Ken.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to rema'n UTiconsunied in

the country in such quantities as are worth oiiehalf of their total values, and, of

this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Naga-

saki, Niignta and Hakodate to possess tvvice as much as those in th; remaining

portion of the Empire, On this basis the people of thosi cities were credited to

the amount of Yen 7.70 per capita and those outside the n, Yen 3.484481 each.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

2. Yen 4,922,241 being ^ of the total value, Yen 9,844,481, ui rice, barley, wheat and

all other agricultural produce of Tottori Ken reckoned on the supposition that one-

half thereof remains unconsumed wiihin this Prefecture.

3. iifw 158,366 being i of the total value, K>« 316,731, of the Maiine Broducts of

Tottori Ken, one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed witliin ihs

Prefecture.

4. )>« 77,109 being .; of the total value amoimting to \en I54)2i8 of the Mineral

Products, based on the same supposition as above.

5. I'fw 971,767 bemg i of the sum ( )'c« 1,943,533) of the value of Cocoons Yen

981,293; Sdks, Yen 954,409; and Teas, Pi^« 7,831 produced in Tottori Ken;

reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

6. )'cn 1,704,699 being the sum of one-hali (Yen 1,079,804) of the total vnliic. Yen

2,159,407, of the following articles produced in Tottori Ken:—Woven Fabrics, Yen

981,293; Porcelain and Earthenware, )(^;/ 3,740; Lacquered Ware, }v« 10,558;

Bronze and Copp;r Ware, )'en 1,420; Oils, yv«36,4S3; I'ajier, )'en 223,118; Mats

and Mattings K'« 14,328; Wax, It'w 68,947 ; .i''/^. Spirits, etc., ] en 1,435,956;

Soy, K^« 201,654, and of llic cstnnatcd value 3 <?« 624,895 of other articles of

miscellaneous kinds.
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The above eleven items amount to Yen 176,392,283.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled

and of which consequently an apportioned account maybe made in resoect of the in-

habitants of each Prefecture. These are :

—

xn.

Yen 6,576,952 being the share for Tottori Ken in Japan's wealth in the State and

private Railways, Tel< graphs and Telephones valued in all at Yen 725,417,890.

This distributed among the whole population (excepting the inhabitants of

Taiwan and Karafuto), we have Yen 15.555-21 as the share per capita. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

Yen 1,631,958 being the share for Toltori Ken in Japan's wealth in the Imperial

warships, 300,000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to be Yen

180,000,000, their cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of Yen 600

per ton. The quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population of

Japan excepting Taiwan and Karafuto, i. e. our j)er capita share of this item of

wealth is Yen 38597626. From this the above sum Yen 1,631,958 can be

obtained by simple multijilicaiion.

The above thirteen items summed up we have Yen 184,601,198 from which such

portion of our foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 ( Yen 405,416,000) as has to

be borne by Tottori Ken, is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole nation

each of the Japanese subjects exclusive of those in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear Yen,

8.6933863. (For details vide the Statements for the whole Empilre). Calculated on this

basis the liabilities on this account of Tottori Ken are Yen 8,675,677 deducting which

from the above mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth ( Yen 184,601,196), Yen

180,924,516 appears as the total wealth of Toltori Ken at the close of 1904 minus the

above-mentioned portion of the foreign loans then outstandihg.

THE INCREASE OF WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1Q04

TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as 5^^ of the tolal wealth. Now 5°^ of Yen 184,601,193 is Yen,

9,230,060.

These two sums aggregate Ye7i 193,831,253 from which portions for this Prefecture

of the foreign h ans at the ck se of 1904 and those contracted from the close of 1904 to

the middle of 1906 are to be deducted, i. e. Yen 3,675,677 and Yen 7,523,824

espectively.
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The total sum of the latter loans being Yen 829,855,000, the liability of each of the

Japanese sujects on this accomit excepting their fellow subjects in Taiwan and Karafuto,

calculated in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904, is Ve/t

•77946^52 which multiplied by the population of Tottori Ken becomes Yen 7,523,524

which is the portion of the latter loans to be borne by the people of Tcjttori Ken. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deducting the above sums Yen 3,675,677 and Yen 7,523,824 from the total

wealth of Tottori Ken {Yen 193,831,253). the balance Yen 182,631,752 representing the

net wealth of Tottori Ken in the middle (if 1906 is obtained.
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THE STATEMENTS FOR TOKUSHIMA KEN.

Area 27 1 .28 square ri.

Administrative divisions: 10 Gun (counties); i City; 2 Towns;

137 Vllla^^es

Population : 689,09

1

Families : 125,725

Ti w ^../Population: 63,710
lokushima City^

vFamilies : 13,012

(I) Lands Yen 146,165,361

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings ... ,, 38,344,300

(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu „ 195562,337

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and I ther Animals „ 11673,945

(V) Mining Products
,, 542,970

(VI) Marine Products „ 14,035,140

(VII) Electric and Gas Works, Waterworks, and Tram-cars... „ 154,220

(VIII) Shipping „ 792,718

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion „ 2,762,814

(X) Companies and Banks „ 2,266,098

(XI) Goods and Merchandise „ 12,372,541

1st Total „ 238,672,451

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones „ 10,718,967

(XIII) Warships „ 2,659,728

2nd Total „ 252,051,146

Foreign loans to be deducted from above „ 5.990,534

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) „ 246>950>S12

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted) „ 252,051,451

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle of 1906... „ 12,602,557

3rd Total „ 264,653,703

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to he deducted from above „ 5.990>534

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 „ 12,262,157

Balance „ ,401.012
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EXPLANATION.

I.

Yen 146,165,361 being the wealth of Tokushiiua Ken in Lands. This consist

of:—

1. Yen 47,043,620 being ten times the total value of 361,874 ^o^ie of rice, the produce

of rice-fields in Tokushima Ken, which reckoned at Yen 13 per iohe makes Yen

47,043,620 (Table 2).

2. Yen 36,730,640 being ten times the total value of 3,673 064 /'<>/('« of barley and

wheat, the produce of dry-fields in Tokushima Ken, which reckoned at Yen 8 pet

/.'oin makes }en 36,730,640 (Table 2).

3. Yen 16,754,852 being ten times the total value, Yen 1,675,485.20 of beans, miscel-

laneous cereals and other agr. cultural produce of both dry and paddy-fields in Toku-

shima Ken, assuming such value to be -^ ot the sum, Yen 8,377,426 i e. the totnl

value of rice, barley and wheat produced in this Prefecture.

4. i'en 10,998,680 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Tokushima

Ken the total area cf which is 4,999 e//o 4 Avw, reckoned at Yen 220 per A?//

(Table 3).

5. Yen 23,280,000 being tlie total value of 310 c/io 4 A7« of building lots in the Cit\'

and towns in Tokushima Ken reckoned at ]'en 25 per /sndo (Table 4).

6. y^e/t 492,800 being the total value of the landed property of the Government

(land for Government use, building lots, forests, uncultivatcil fields, and land

under cultivation and others) Tokushima Ken (Table 5).

7. Tokushima Ken has no Imperial Estates.

8. Yeti 10,864,769 being the sum of the total value, }v« 5,859,149. (f the forests,

uncultivated and other fields, lands either permanently or temj^orarily exempted

from taxes in Tokushima Ken (Table 7), and of ten times the value. Yen 5,005,620,

of timber, faggots and bamboos from the above forests (Table 8).

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in ihe various des.

cri)->tions of lands in Tokushima Ken.

IT.

Yen 38,344,300 l)eing the wealth of Japan represented by represented Dwelling

Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings in Tokushimi Ken. This consists of:

—

I. ]'en 29,048,600 being the sum of the total va'ue, Yen 6,506,000, of 13,012 Dwell-

ing Houses in Tokushima City estimated at Ye/i 500 per house and t>f the total

value, 1^« 22,542,600, of 112,712 Dwelling Houses outside the City reckoned at

Yen 200 per house.
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Yen 2,688,200 being the sum of the total value. Ven 434,000, of 434 Storehouse>

in Tokushima City estimated at y'e/i 1,000 each and of the lotal value, Ye//

2,254,200, of 3,757 Storehouse? outside the City reckoned at Ven 600 eich. The

above numbers of Storehouses were worked out on the assumed basis of I Storeliouse

for every 30 Dwelling Houses.

Yen 1,614,000 being the sum of the total value, Yen 360,000, of 48 Governments

communal and private common schools and other edacational establishments in

Tokushima City estimated at Yen 7,500 per building and of the total value. Yen,

1,254,000, of 418 such bu'.ldings outside the C.ty reckoned at Yen 3,000 each.

Yen 4,993,500 being the sum of the to;al value, Yen 1,117,500, of 149 Government

Offices, Temples, Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories in Tckushima

City estimated at Yen 7,500 per building and of the total value, Yen 3,876,000 of

1,292 sucli buildings outside the City rec oned at Yen 3,000 each.

III.

K'w 19,562,337 being the total value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu. This

consists of:

—

Yen 19,172,150 being a of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and

other Buildings in Tokushima Ken, oj the a-sumption that the total value of

Furniture therein is such.

Yen 390,187 being the sum of the value. Yen 52,048, of Articles of Virtu in Toku-

shima City rec'oned on the assumption that there are Articles of Virtu worth Veu

4 in the possession of each family in the City, the entire number of families therein

being 13,012 and of the total value, Yen 338,129, of the same articles in the

dis^tricts outside the City calculated at the rale of Yen 3 per family, the entire

number of families in tlio^e districts b:;ng 112,713.

IV.

Yen 1,673,945 being the value of the national wealth in Domestic and other

Ani lals in Tokushima Ken. This consists of:

—

Yen 808,500 bang the value of 26,950 Horned Cattle in Tokushima Ken estimated

at Yen 30 per head.

Yen 565,800 being the value of 14,145 Horses in Tokushima Ken reckoned at Yen

40 per head.

y^>i 1)795 being the value of 359 Swine in Tok shima Ken estimated at Yen 5 per

hesd.

Yen 18,859 being the value of 62,862 Fowls in Tokusliima Ken reckoned at 'Yen

0.30 each based on the assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept per two families.

Yen 278,991 being i of the sum of the above four item^, the value of Goats, Ducks,

Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc., in To '^ushima Ken being assumed to

be such.
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V.

Yen 542,970 being the capitalized amount of tlie estimated 5 % annual interest on

i of the total value, Yen 54,297, of the following Mineral I'roducts :— Gold Yen

2,200, and Copper, Yen 52,097.

VI.

Yen 4,035,140 being the total value of Marine Products in Tokushima Ken. Thi,-

consists of;

—

1. Yen 5,326,360 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interes

on i of the total value, Yen 532,636 of Sardine, Bonito, Cuttlefish, Mackerel,

Tunny, Shark, "Ayu," Ear-shell, Trepa^g, Prawns, Oyster, Hamagbri, Agar-agar,

Mackerel, S^a-bream etc., caught in Tok ishima Ken.

2. Yen 2,445,080 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on i of the total value. Yen 244,508, of Manufactured Marine Products, such as

Cuttle-fish, Dried Sardine, Fish Oil, Dried Bonito, Bleached Agar-agar, etc

3. Yen 6,263,700 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on i of the value, J'fw 626,370, of 458,010 X'^/^?/ of common salt produc-d in

Tokushima Ken.

VII.

Yen 154,220 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 ^ interest per year

on the toial annual profits. Yen 7,711, of the Tokushima Electric Light company.

VIII.

Yen 792,718 being the tota^ wealth rep esented by Shipping. This consists of:

—

1. K?« 211,400 being the cost of b lilding 10 Steamers, having the total tonnage of

2,114, estimated at Yen loo per ion.

2. Yen 384,700 being the cost of building 76 Sailing Vessels in Tokushima Ken

7,694 tons in all, estimated at Yen 50 per ton.

3. y^w 174,150 being the cost of building 335 larger |a auese J uhks in Tokushima

Ken 34,830 kokii n all, estimated at Yen 5 per koku.

4. Yen ii,\(i% being the value of 11,234 smaller Vessels in Tokushima Ken reckoned

at Yen 2 each.

IX.

Yen 2,762,814 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Tokushima

Ken. This consists of:

—

I. Yen 2,418,268 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins in circidation and Specie

Reserve, the property of tl.e inhabitants of Tokushima Ken.
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In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold^aml Silver Coins in

circulation and Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to be the common prope^t^

of all Japanese except the people of Taiwan and Karafuto and to this coir.mon

properly the citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of Ye//

10.9025129 per capita; those of the other 5 large cities, Veny.SO; and ihe in-

!iabiianls of all other parts of the Empire, K'« 3.5093594. (For details vide the

Statements for the whole Empire).

Ff-w 344,546 being the value of Gold and Silver Bullion, the propeity of the

inhabitants of Tokushima Ken.

In making the above estimate, the people of the six large Cities were supposed

to have Yen i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire Yen 0.30 each.

X.

Vgfi 2,266,098 being i of the sum total, Ye?! 4,532,196, of the entire Capital ( Yefi

3,679,696) of 79 Companies and that ( IW/ 852,500) of 5 Banks (excepting

.Agencies and Branch Offices of Banks) in Tokushima Ken.

XI.

Yen 12,372,548 being the wealth of Tokushima Ken in Goods and Merchandise of

all kinds, consistmg of :—

Yen 2,401,124 being the value of Impoited Goods in possession of the inhabi-

tants of Tokushima Ken.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed in

the country in such quantities as are worth oue-half of their total values, and, of

this half, the people of Tukio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Naga

saki, Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining

jjortion of the Empire. C'n this basis the people of those cities were credited to

the amount of K"// 7.70 per capita and those outside them, Ven 3,484481 each

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

l-i";? 5,026,456 being i of the total value, Ye?t 10,052,911, of rice, barley, wheat

and all other agricultural produce of Tokushima Ken reckonetl on the supposition

that one-lialf thereof remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.

Yi'n 701,757 being ] of the total value, Yen 1,403,514, of the Marine Products of

Tokushima Ken, one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within

this Prefecture.

Yen 27,149 being v of the value amounting to Yot 54,297 of the Mineral

Products, based on the same supposition as above.

Yen 407,459 being
.J

of the sum ( Yen 814,917) of the value < f Cocoons, Yen

508,548; Silks, Yen 238,555 ;'an"d-Tea5;Ff« 67,814 produced in Tokushima Ken;

reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

Yen 3,808,603 being the sum of one-half ( Yen 2,954,644) of the total value, Yen
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5,909,288, of the following articles produced in Tokushima Ken :—Woven Fabrics

Yen 521,747; }'orcelain and Earthenware, Ve/i 17,130; l.acqiered Ware, Yen

63,150; Oils, Vat 75,302; Prepared Indigo, im 3,527,469; Matches, Vefi

24,300; Straw Braids, K'w 4,180; Paper, Ft-w 118,707 ; Wax, Yen 19,599; com

pher and campheroil. Yen 1,245; S'///'^, S|jirits, etc. Yen 1,341,198; Soy, Yen

195,264, and of the estimated value K« 853,959, of o;her articlei of miscellaneous

kinds.

The above eleven items .nmount to Yen 238,672,451.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitlec

and of which consequently an apportioned account may be made in respect of tlie in-

habitants of each Prefecture. These are :

—

XII.

Yen 10,718,967 being the share for Tokushima Ken in Japan's wealth in t h

State and private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones value 1 i'l all at Yen

725,417,890. This distributed among the whole population excepting the in

habitants of Taiwan and Karafuto), we have Yen 15.5552271 as the share per

capita. (For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

Yen 2,659,728 being the share for Tokushima Ken in Japan's wealth in the

Imperial warships, 3,000,000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to be

Yen 180,000,000, their c st of building b ing reck(jned at the average rate of

Yen 600 per ion. The quotient obta ned by dividing this sum by the whole

population 'f Japan exc pting Taiwan and Karafuto, i.e. our per capita share of

this item of wealth is Yen 3.8597626. From this the above sum Yen 2,659,728

can be obtained by simple multiplication.

The above thirteen items being summed up we have Yen 252,051,146 from which

such portion of our foreign loan ou'-tanding at the cloe of I904( Yen 405,416,000) a^ has

to be borne by Tokushima Ken is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the wholj

nation, ench of the Japa^^ese suljects exclusive of those in Taiwan and Karafuto has to

bear Yen 8.6933863. (i'or details vide the .Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated

on this basis the liabilities on this account of Tokushima Ken nre Yen 5,990,534 deduct-

ing which from the above mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth ( Yen 252,051,146),

Yen 246.060,612 apjiears as the total wealth of Tokushima Ken at the close of 1904 minus

the above-mentioned portion of the foreign loans then outstanding.
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THE INCREASE OF WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904

TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

Thi-. increase as detailed in the general statements for the wiiole Eminre, we assumed

to liave been as much as ^% of the toial wealth. Xow i,% of Yen 252,051, 146 is

Yen 12,602,557.

These two suir.s aggregate Yen 264,653,703 from whicli portions for this PrefiCture

of the foreign loans at die close of 1904 and those djntracted from the close of 1904

lo the middle of 1906 are to be deducted, i.e. Yen 5,990,534 and Yen 12,262,157

respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being Yen 829:855,000, the liability of each of the

lapnese subjects on this account excepting their fellow subjects in Taiwan and Karafuto,

calculated in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904, is

Ff« 17.7946852 which multiplied by the population of Tokusbima Ken becomes Yen

12,262,157 which is the portion of the latter loans to be borne by the people Tokushiir.a

Ken. (For de ails vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deducting the above sums Yen 5,990,555 an I Yen 12,262,157 from the total

wealth of Tokushima Ken {^Yen 264,653,703), the balance Yen 246,401,012 representing

the net wealth of Tokushima Ken in the middle of 1906 is obtained.
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THE STATEMENTS FOR KAGAWA KEN.

Area 1 1 ,v5o square ri.

Administrative divisions: 7 Gun (counties); 2 Cities; 12 Towns;

166 Villages

Population : 690,236

Families :... 135,029

-P , ,
, ,, ^.,. (Population: 65,886

lakamatsu and Marueame Cities',
'Families: 15^232

(I) Lands Yen 178,260,652

(H) D'^ellin^- Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings ... „ 39,213,200

(HI) Furniture and Articles of Virtu „ 20,026,919

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals „ 1,390,668

(V) Mining Products „ 4,900

(VI) Marine Pri)ducts „ 24,543,530

(VII) Electric and Gas Works, Waterwoiks, and Tram-cars... „
—

(VIII) Shipping „ 523528

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion „ 2,767,404

(X) Companies and Banks „ 4,372,538

(XI) Goods and Merchandise „ 14,655,630

1st Total „ 285,758,969

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Teleijhones... „ 10,736,778

(XIII) Warships „ 2,664,147

2nd Total „ 299,159,894

Foreign loans to be deducted from above „ 6,000,488

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) „ 293>158»406

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted) „ 299,159,894

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle of 1906... „ 14,957)995

3rd Total „ 314,117,889

Foreign loans at elose of 1904 to be deducted from above ,, 6,000,488

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of igo6 ,, 12,282,532

Balance „ 295.33i'J39
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EXPLANATION.

I.

Ven 178,260,652 being the wealth of Kagawa Ken in I-and?. This consists of:

—

1. Ven 83,121,870 being ten times the total value of 639,399 /%'//« of rice, the prodice

of rice-fields in Kagawa Ken, which recUonefl at )>// 13 per /v>/v< makes )'en

8,312,187 (Table a).

2. Im 43,148,720 being ten times the total vuluc of 539,359 /•('/v/ of barley and

wheat, the produce of dry-tields in Kagawa Ken, which reel oned at Vet! 8 per /-o/ru

makes P^« 4,314,872 ^Table 2)

3. Vefi 25,254,118 bein^ ten time^ the total value, Jlv/. 2 525,411.80, of beans, miscell

laneous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddy-helds in Ka-

gawa Ken, assuming such value to be r of the sum, ]'en 12,627,059, i.e. the tota-

value of rice, barley and wheat produced in this Prefecture.

4. Ven 7,904,503 being the total value of Ijuilding lots in the villages in Kagawa

Ken, the total area of which is 4,385 f/w 3 /an, reckoned at }'<'« 180,25 per f^m

(Tables).

5. Ven 5,431,860 being the total value of 2S7 cho 4 tan of building lois in the City

and towns in Kpgawa Ken, leckonei at Ven 6.30 per tsidw (Tab c 4).

6. Ven 1,163,103 b:ing the total value of the landed property of the Government

(forests, uncultivated tields) in Kagawa Ken (Table 5).

7. Kagawa Ken has no Imperial Estates. •

8. Yen 12,236,478 being the sum of the total value, Ven 6,670,378, of the forests, un-

cultivated and other tields, either permanently or temporarily exempted from taxes

in Kagawa Ken (Table 7) and of ten times the value, }'^« 5,566,100, of timber,

faggots and bamboos from the above forests (Table 8).

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various des-

criptions of lands in Kagawa Ken.

n.

Ven 39,218,200 being the wealth of Japan represented by Dwelling Houses, Store-

houses and other Buildings in Kagawa Ken. This consists of:—
1. Ven 31,575,400 being the sum of the total value, Ven 7,616,000, of 15,232 Dwelling

Houses in Takamatsu and Marugame Cities estimaied at Ven 500 per house and of

the total value, Ven 23,959,400, of 119,797 Dwelling Houses outside the Cities

reckoned at Yett 200 per house.

2. Ven 2.903,800 being the sum of the total value. Yen 508,000, of 508 Storehouses

in Takamatsu and Marugame Cities estimatLd at )'in 1,000 each and of ihj total

value, Ven 2,395.800, of 3,993 Storehouses outside the Cities reckonedal Ven 600

each. The above numbers of Storehouses were worlved out on the assumed basis

of I St^.rehouse for every 30 Dwelling Houses.
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3. F«? 1,159,500 being the sum of the total value, Kt';? 277,500, of 37 Gcvernment,

communal and private comm >n ichools and other educational establishments in

Takamatsu and Marngame Cities estimated at men 7,500 per building and of the

total value, IV/; 882,000, of 294 such buildings outside the Cities reckoned at

Y^n 3,000 each.

4, Yen 3,574,500 being the sum of the total value, !<?« 862.500, of 115 Governmen,

Offices, Temples, Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories in Takamatsu and

Marugame Cines estimated at Yen 7 500 per building and of the total value, Yen

2,712,000, of 904 such buildings outside the Cities reckoneil at Yen 3,000 each.

III.

Yen 20,025,919 being the total value of Furniture and Articlts of Virtu. Thi.*

Consists of:

—

1. Yen 19,606,600 being .V of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and

other Buildings in Kagawa Ken, on the assumption that the total value of P'urniture

therein i-; such.

2. Yen 420,319 being the sum of the value, Yen 60,928, of Articles of Virtu in Taka-

matsu and Marugame Cities reckontd on the assumption that there are Articles of

Virtu worth Yen 4 in the possession of each family in the Cities, the entire number

of families therein b. ing 15,232, and of the total value. Yen 359,391 of the same

articles in the districts outside the Cities calculated at the rate of )'en 3 per

family, the entire number of families in those districts being 119,797.

IV.

Yen 1,390,668 being the value of the national wealth in Domestic and other

Animals in Kagawa Ken. This consists of:—
1. Yen 1,083,570 being the value of 36,119 Horned Cattle in Kagawa Ken estimated

at Yen 30 per head.

2. >^« 54,360 being the value of 1,359 Ilorses in Kagawa Ken reckoned at Yen 40

per head.

3. Yen 705 being the value of 1,359 Swine in Kagawa Ken estimated at i'en 5 per

head.

4. K?« 20,255 being the value of 67,515 F'owls in reckoned at li-w 0.30 each based

on the assumption one Cock or Hen is k-^pt per two familits.

5. Yen 231,778 being J of the sum of the above four items, the value of Goats, Ducks,

Geese, Tujrkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc. in Kagawa Ken being assumed to be

such.

V-

Yen 4,900 being the capitalized amount of the est.mated 5% annual interest on a

of the total value, Yen 490, of Cond produced in Ksgawa Ken.
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VI.

Yen 24,543,530 bein;^ the total value of Marine Products in Kagawa Ken. This

consists of.

—

}'c« 7,166,980 being the capitalized airount of the estimated 5 ^^ annual interest

on
J
of the total value, Ve7i 716,698, of Sardine, Bonito, Cuttle-fish, Mackerel,

Tunny, Shark, " Ayu," Ear-^heli, 1 rej ang, Ebi, Oyster etc., caught in Kagawa

Ken.

Yen 1,015,510 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 °o annnal ii.terest

on 1 of the total value, Yen 101,551 of Manufactured Marine I'ro'lucts, such as

Cuttle-fish, Dried Sardine, Dried Bonilo, Bleached Agar-agr, etc.

Yen 16,361,040 being the capitalized amount of the e-timated 5 ^^ annial interest

on i of the value, K'w 1,636,104 of 1,237,284, ^ohi of common salt produced in

Kagawa Ken.

VII.

There is no establishment coming under this head in Kagawa Ken.

vni.

Yen 523,528 being the total wealth represented by Shipping. This consists of:

—

Yen 30,600 being the cost of bujlding 5 Steamers, having the total tonnage of

306, estimated at Yen too per ton.

Yen 110,350 being the cost of building 29 Sailing Vessels in Kagawa Ken 2,207

tons in all, estimated at Yen 50 per tou.

Yen 362,650 being the cost of building 682 larger Japanese J nks in Kagawa Ken

72,530 Aoku m all, estimated at Yen $ per koiu.

Yen 19,928 being the value of 9,964 smaller Vessels in Kagawa Ken reckoned at

Yen 2 each.

IX.

Yen 2,767,404 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Kagawa

Ken. This consists :

—

Yen 2,422,286 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins in circulation and Specie

Reserve, the property of the inhabitants cf Kagawa Ken.

In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in

circulation and Sptcie Reserve of Japan was considered to be the common property

of all Japanese except the people of Taiwan and Karafuto and to this common

property the citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rale of Yen

10.9025129 per capita; those of the other 5 large cities, Y^en 7.50;. and the in-

habitants of all other parts of the Empire, Yen 3.509354. For details vide the

Statements for the whole Empire).

}^« 345,118 being the value of Gold and Silver Bullion, the properly of the

inhabitants of Kagawa Ken. '
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In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were supposed

to have Ven l.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire Ven 0.50

each.

X.

Yen 4.872538 being ^ of the sum total, Ven 9,749,075 of the entire Capital ( Yen

7,441,575) of 120 Companies and that ( Ven 2,303,500) of 23 Banks (excepting

Agencies and Branch Offices of B intcs) in Kagawa Ken.

XT.

i'en 14,655,630 being the wealth of Kagawa Ken in Goods and Merchandise of all

kinds, consisting of:

—

1. ]en 2,405,114 being the value of Imported Goods in possession of the inhabitants

of Kagawa Ken.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed lo remain unconsumed

in the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and

of this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, N.igoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Naga-

saki, Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in th^ remaining

portion of the Empire. On ihis basis the people of those c ties were credited to

the amount of Ve/i 7.70 per capita and those outside them, Ve/i 3.484481 each

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

2. Ven 7,576,235 be.ng a of the total value, lt'« 15,152,471, of rice, barley, wheat

and all other agricultural produce of Kagawa ken reckoned on the supposition

that one-half thereof remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.

3. Vt'/i 1,227,177 being v of the total value, Ven 2,454,353, of the Marine Product,

of Kagawa Ken, one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within

this Preffctuie.

4. Ven 245 being
J of the value amounting to Ve/i 490 of the Mineral Products

based on the same supposition as above.

5. Ven 82,632 being .• of the sum [Veji 165,272) of the value, ofCoCo;)ns. Ven

95,271; Silks, Ven 68,739; and Teas, Ven 1,262 produced in Kagawa ken

reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

6. id"/; 3,364,223 being the sum of one-half (Ven 2,202,198) of the total value )'e//

4,404,396, of the following articles produced in Kagawa Ken :—Woven Fabrics,

Ven 26l,(;oi ; Porcelain and Earthernware, y'cv/ 54,172; Lacquered Ware, i'en

134,191 ; Hionze and Copper Ware, Y'ej/ 735 ; Oils, Yl'n 86,206 ; Matches,

Ven 174,506; Hides and Lea hers, }'en 1,706; Straw Braids, Ven 454,924;

Paper, Ven 301,849; Mats and Mattings, )'i'n 101,429; Sa^e, Spirits, etc., Ven

1,100,484; Soy, Ven 1,732,230, and of the esiiuiated value Yen 1,162,025' of othc

articles of miscellaneous kinds.

The above eleven items amount to Ven 285,758,969.
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Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled

and of which consequently an apportioned acco nt may be made in respect of the in-

habitants of each Prefecture. These are :

—

XII.

y'en 10,736,778 being the share for Kag.uva Ken in Japan's wealth in the State

and private Railways, Telgraphs and Telephones valued in all at Ven 725,417,890.

This distributed among the whole population (excepting the inhabitants of""aiwan

and Karaluto), we have }>« 15.5552271 as the share per capita. (For details vide

the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

Ven 2,664,147 being the share for Kagawa Ken in Japan's wealth in the Im[3erial

warships, 300,000 tons in all, the value whereof was es.imated to be Ve//

180,000,000, their cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of )'tv/ 600

per ton. The quotient obtained by dividing this sum Ijy the whole population < f

Japan excepting Taiwan and Karafuto, i. e. our per capita share of this item of

wealth is ien 3.8597626. From this the above sum )>;/ 2,664,147 can be obtained

by simple multiplication.

The ab ve thirteen items aggregate Ytn 299,159,894 from which such poition of ou.

foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 ( ihi 405,416,000) as has to be borne by

Kagawa Ken, is to be deducted. Of th s common debt of the whole na ion, each of the

Japanese subjects exclusive of ilios • in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear Ven 8.6933863.

(For de ails viile the Statements fr the whole Empire). Calculated on this basis the

liabilities on this account of Kagawa Ken are )!» 6,000,488 deducting which from the

above mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth ( Veu 299,159,894), i'eu 293,159,406

appears as the total wealth of Kagawa Ken at the close of 1904 minus the above mentioned

l)ortion of the foreign loans then ontstanding.

THE INCREASE OF WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904

TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the w hole Empire, we assumed

10 have been as much as 5% of the total wealth. Now 5% of Vett 299,159,894 is Jm
«4'957,995-
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These two sums added up we have Fi-M 314,117,889 from which portions for this

Prefecture of the foreign loans at the c'.ose of 1904 and those contracted from the close of

1904 to the middle of 1906 are to be deducted, i. e. I'>« 6,000,488 and Yen 12,282,532

respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being Vcti 829,855,000, the liabilit r of eacli of the

Japanese subjects on this account excepting their fellow subjects in Taiwan and Karaf.to,

calcula'ed in the same way as in the case nf the foreign loans at the cluse of 1904, is Yen

17.7946852 wh ch multiplied by ihe p ipulaiion of Kagawa Ken becomes Yen 12,282,532

which is the portion of the latter loans te be borne by the people of Kagawa Ken. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deducting the above sum F^;; 6,000,488 and Yen 12,282,532 frum tlie total wealth

of Kagawa Ken [Yen 314,117,889), tie balance Yen 295,834,869 representing the net

wealth of Kagawa Ken in the middle of 1906 is obiaiiied.
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THE STATEMENTS FOR VEHIME KEN.

Area 34 ' • 1 7 square ri.

Administrative divisions: 12 C«« (counties) ; i City ; 18 Towns;

283 Villages

Population: 1,004,058

Families: , 195.656

,, , ^., (Population: 37,842
Mat^uvama City ...

1 Families : 8,937

(I) Lands Yen 184,838,445

(11) Dwelling Houses, Slorehouses and other Buildings ... „ 54,754,700

(III) Furn tore and Articles of Virtu „ 27,980,755

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and otlier Animals „ 2,189,644

(Vj Mining Pro iucts „ 59,210,680

(VI) Marine Products , 21,061,600

(VII) Electric and Gas Works, Waterworks, and Tram-cars... „ 414,180

(VIII) Shipping „ 2,311,585

(IX) Goli and Silver Coins and Bullion „ 4,025,630

(X) Companies and Ba'ils „ 8,167,568

(XI) Goods and Merchandise „ 22738,834

1st Total „ 387,693,621

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones „ 15,618,350

(XIII) Warships „ 3,875,426

2nd Total „ 407,187,397

Foreign loans to be deducted from above
,, 8,728,664

Balance ^or total wealth at the close of 1904) „ 39J,^53.733

Tota' wealth (foreign loans not deducted) „ 407,187,397

Increase of 5 per cent fro.n close of 1904 to mid. lie of 1906... „ 20,359,370

3rd Total „ 427,546,767

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above ... „ 8,728,664

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 „ 17,806,896

Balance „ 400>95I.2O7
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EXPLANATION.

I.

Yen 184,838,445 being the wealth of Yehirri'" Ken in Lan Is. This consists of:

—

1. Ygn 87,108,060 being ten times the total value of 670,062 koku of rice, the produce

of rice-fields in Yehime Ken, which reckoned at Yen 13 per koku makes Yen

8,710,806 (rable2 ).

2. Yen 40,838,240 being ten times the total value of 510,478 kokit of t)arley and wheat-

the produce of dry-fields in Yehime Ken, which reckoned at Yen 8 per koku makes

Yen 4,083,820 (Table 2).

3. 1^« 25,589,260 being ten times the total value, F<?« 2,558,926, cif beans, miscell

laneous cereals and other agricult ral ] roduce of both dry and paddy-fields in

Whime Ken, assuming such value to be
J-
of the sum, Yen 12,794,630, i.e. the total

value of rice, barley and wheat prod' ced in this Prefecture.

4." Yen 5,836,262 being the total value of building lots in the vil'ages in Yehime } l-n,

the total area of which is 5,638 cho 9 tan, reckoned at Yen 103.50 per /nn (Table

3)-

5. Yen 5,955,075 being the total value of 298 cho 5 tan i f l)uilding lots in the City

and towns in Yehime Ken, reckoned at Yen 6.65 per tsubo (Table 4.).

6. Yen 5,572,496 being the total v^lue of the landed property of the Gove nment

(land for Government use, forests, uncultivated fields, land under cultivation ami

others) in Yehime Ken (Table 5).

7. Yen 1,803 being the total value of the miscellaneous Crown Lands in Yehime Ken

(Table 6).

8. Yen 13,937,249 being the sum of the total value, Yen 6,352,239, of the forests, un-

cultivated and other fields, lands either p-rmanently or temporarily i xempted f o n

. taxes in Yehime Ken (Table 7) and of ten times the vjlue, Few 7,584,010, of timber

faggots, and bamboos from the abov,; forests (Table 8).

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various descrip.

tions of lands In Yehime Ken.

n.

y<'M 54.754,700 bein^ the wealth of Japan represented by Dwelling Houses. Store

houses and other Buildings in Yehime Ken. This cons.-sts of:—
I. Yen 41,812,300 being the sum of the total value, Yen 4,468,500, of 8,937 Dwelling

Houses in Matsuyama City estimated at Yen 500 per house and of the total value,

Yen 37,343,800, of 186,719 Dwe ling Houses outside the City rec'voned at Yen 20 )

per house.
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2. Yen 4,032,400 being the sum of the total value. Yen 298,000, of 298 Storehouses

in Matsuyama City estimated at Yen 1,000 each and of the total value. Yen

3,734,400, of 6,224 Storehouses outside the City reckoned at K'« 600 each. The

above numbers of Storehouses were worked out on the assumed basis of i Store-

house for every 30 Dwelling Houses.

3. Yen 2,191,500 being the sum of the total value, Yen 232,500, of 31 Government,

communal and private common school-, and other eJucational establishments in

Matsuyama City estimated at Fc;/ 7,500 per imilding, and of the total value, Yen

1,959,000, of 653 such buildings outside the City reckoned at Yen 3,000 each.

4. Yen 6,718,500 being the sum of the total value, Yen 697,500, of 93 Government

Offices, Temples, Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories in Matsuyama

City estimated at 1^« 7,500 per building and of the total value, Iv;/ 6,021,000,

of 2,007 such buildings outside the City reckoned Yefi 3,000 each.

III.

Yen 27,980,755 being the total value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu in Yehime

Ken. This consists of:

—

1. Yen 27,384,850 being a of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and

other Buildings in Yehime Ken on the assumption that the total valueuof Furni-

turet herein is such.

2. Yen 595,905 being the sum of the value, i'en 35,748, of Articles of Virtu in

Matsuyama City reckoned on the assumption that there ate Artich s of Virtu worth

Yen 4 in the possession of each family in the City, the entire number of families

therein being 8,937, ^"'^ of the total value, Iv;? 560,157, of the same articles is

the districts outside the City calculated at the rate of i'en 3 per family, ihe entire

number of families in those districts being 186,719.

rv.

Yen 2,189,644 beincj the value of the natio a' wealth in Domestic and other

Animals in Yehime Ken. This consists of:

—

I. Yn 1,286,160 being the value of 42,872 Horned Cattle in Yehime Ken estimate,

at Yen 30 per head.

Yen 509,400 hfing the value of 12,735 Horses in Yehime Ken reckoned at Yen

40 pee head

3. Yen 795 be ng the value of 159 Swine in Yehime Ken estimated at Yen 5 per

head.

4. Yen 28,348 being the value of 97,828 Fowls in Yehime Ken reckoned at )<;/

0.30 each, based on the assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept per two

families.

5 Ye?i being J- of the sum of the above four items, the value of Goats, Duck-,

Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, ttc. in Yehime Ken being assumed to

be such.
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V.

Yen 59,2io,6So being the capitali/.ed amo iit of the estimated 5^ interest on ^ of

the total v.ilue, K-w 5,921,068, of the Minine; Products in Yehime Ken : Copper

F^w 5,876 094 ; Gold Ft'« 206 ; antimony, F«z 44,124; Matjanese, Kfw 644.

VI.

Yen 21,061,600 being the total value of Marine Products in Yehime Ken. This

consists of:

—

1. Ven 10,321,260 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 ^^; annual interest

on -i of the total value, Yen 1,032,126, of Sardine, Boniio, Pagrus, Cutlle-fish,

Octopus, Mackerel, Tunny, Lobster and Prawns, " Ayu," Shark, Ear-shell, Oyster,

Trepang, etc. caught in Ehime Ken.

2. Ft'// 6.362,520 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 ^^ annual interest

or ^ of iht total value, Yett 636,252, of Manufactu ed Marine Products, such as

Dried Bonito, Dried Sardine and Prawns, Bleached Agar-agar, etc.

3. Ven 4,377)^20 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on J of the value, Ve^i 437,782, of 347,941 ko^u of common salt produced in

Yehime Ken.

VII.

Fc'w 414, 180 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 ^ annual interest

on the total annual profits. Yen 20,709, of the lyo Water-power Electric Liglit

Company in Yehime Ken.

VIII.

Ven 2,311,585 being the tolal wealth represented by Shipping. This consists

of:—

1. F^« 408,800 being the cost of building 25 Steamers, having the total tonnage of

4,088, estimated at Ven 100 per ton.

2. Ven 1,279,000 being the cost of building 253 Sailing Vessels in Yehime Ken

25,580 tons in all, estimated at Ven 50 per t n.

3. Ven 586,175 being the cost of building 983 lari;er Japanese Junks in Yehime Ken

117,235 /'()/« in all, estimated a' Ven 5 per /:o/cu.

4. Ven 37,6tO being the value of 18,805 smaller Vessels in Yehime Ken reckoned at

Ven 2 each.

IX.

Ven 4,025,630 being the value of Cold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Yehime

Ken. This consists of:—
Ven 3,523,601 being the value of Gold and Silver Ceiins in circulation and Specie

Reserve, the property of the inhabitants of Yehime Ken.
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In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in

criculaticn and Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to be the common

property of all Japanese except the people of Taiwan and Karafuto and to this

common property the citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of

)>;? 10.9025129 per capita; those of the other 5 large cities, Ve/i 7-5'^; ^^'^ ^^^

inhabitans of all other pats of the Empire, Vt-n 3.5093594. (For details vide the

Statements for the whole Empire).

i'en 502,029 being the value of Gold and Silver Bullion, the property of the

inhabitants of Yehime Ken.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were supposed

to have i'en 1.00 each and those of all other parts of the Empire llv/ 0.50

each.

X.

Yen 8,167,568 being ^ of the sum total, I>« 16,335,135, of the entire Capital

(Vfji 10,115,565) of 174 Companies and ihat (Vl'/i 6,219,590) of 61 Banks

(excepting Agencies and Branch Offices of Banks) in Yehime Ken.

XI.

Vt'n 22,738,834 being the wealth of Yehime Ken in Goods and Merchandise of all

kinds, consisting of:

—

It';/ 3,498,621 being the value of Imported Goods in possess'on of the inhabitants

of Yehime Ken.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed

in the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and,

of this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Naga-

saki, Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining

portion of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to'

the amount oi Yen 7.70 per capita and those outside them, }'(;/ 3.484481 each.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

Itv; 7,676,778 being A of the total value, Yen 15,353,556, of t ice, barley, wheat

and all other agricultural produce of Yehime Ken reckoned on the supposition

that one-half thereof remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.

Yen 1,053,080 being | of the total value, Yen 2,106,160, of the Marin-j Products of

Yehime Ken, ona-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within this

Prefecture.

Yen 2,960,534 being i of the total value, Yeji 5,921,067, of the Mining Products

of Yehime Ken ; reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

Ye?i 976,333 being i of the sum ( Yen 1,952,665) of the value a Cocoons, Yen

862,816; Silks, Yen 1,020,451 and Teas, yi-w 69,398, produced in Yehime Ken
;

reckoning being being made on the same as umption as above.
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6. JV;/ 6,573,488 being the sum of one-half ( }>« 5,200,684) of the total value, Yen

10,401,368, of the following articles produced in Yehinie Ken :—Woven Fabrics,

)Iv7 3,203,893 ; Porcelain and Earthenware, Itv; 178,260; Lacquered Ware, Yen

114,631; Oils, Yen 87,465; Prepared Indigo, Yen 26,969; Matches, } £7/7,890;

Straw Braids, Yen 8,687; Paper, Yen 980,732; Wax, Yen 1,845,947; Sake,

spirits, etc. Yen 3,420,808 ; Soy, Yen 526,086, and of the estimated value Yen

1,372,804 of other articles of miscellaneous kinds.

The above eleven items amount to Yen 387,693,621.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled

of which consequently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the inhabitants

each of Prefecture. These are :—

XII.

Yen 15,618,350 being the share for Yehime Ken in Japau's wealth in the State and

private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones value i in all at Yen 725,417,890.

This distributed among the whole population (excepting the inhabitants of Taiwan

and Karafuto), we have Yeti 15.5552271 as the share per capita. ;For details vide

the Statements for the whole Empire).

xin.

Yen 3,875,426 being the share for Yehime Ken in Japan's wealth in the Imperial

warships, 300,000 tons in all, the value wheieof was estimated to be Yen

180,000,000, their cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of Yen 600

per ton. The quoti- nt obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population of

japan excepting Taiwan and Kaiafuto, i.e. our per capita share of this item of

wealth is Yen 3.8597626. From this the above sum Yen 3,875,426 can be obtained

by simple multiplication.

The above thirteen items summed up we have Yen 409,187,397 from which such

portion of our foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 ( Yen 405,416,000) as has to

be borne by Yehime Ken, is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole nation,

each of the Japanese subjects exclusive of those in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear Yen

8.6933863, (For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated on this

basis the liabilities on this account of Yehime Ken are Yen 8,728,664 deducting which

from the above mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth [Yen 407,187,397), IW/

398,458,733 appears as the total wealth of Yehime Ken at the close of 1904 minus the

abovementioned portion of the foreign loans then outstanding.
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THE INCREASE OF WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904

TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as 5^0 of tlie total wealth. Now ^% of Yen 407,187,397 is Yen

?c,359,370-

These two sums aggregate Yen 427,546,767 from which the portion for this Prefecture

of the foreign loans at the clo^e of 1904 and tnat contracted from the close of 1904 to the

middle of 1906 are to be deducted, i. e. Yen 8,728,664 and Yen 17,866,896 respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being Yen 829,855,000, the liability of each of the

Japanese subjects on this account excepting their fellow subjects in Taiwan and Karafuto,

calculated in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans r.t the close of 1904, is Yen

17.7946S52 which multiplied by the population of Yehime Ken becomes Yen 17,866,896

which is the portion of the la'ter loans to be borne by the people of Yehime Ken. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deducting the above sums Yen 8,728,644 and Yen 17,866,896 from the total

wealth of Yehime Ken {^Yen 427,546,767), the balance Yen 400,951,207 representing the

net wealth of Yehime Ken in the middle of 1906 is obtained.
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THE STATEMENTS FOR KOCHI KEN.

Area 454-72 squares.

Administrative divisions : 7 Gun (counties) ; i City ; 14 Towns ;

183 Villages

Population : 626,322

Families : 124,766

T- -u-^'. (Population: 35.5i8
Kocni Cityi_ .,. _ „

•^ ^Families: 7,890

(I) Lands Yen 141,106,599

(IT) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings...... „ 38,328,300

(HI) Furniture and Articles of Virtu „ 19,546,338

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals „ 1,961,046

(V) Mining Products „ 701,140

(VI) Marine Products „ 24,650,610

(VII) Electric and Gas Works, Watervyorks, and Tram-

cars „ 55.560

(VIII) Shipping „ i,079,8il

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion „ 2,511,150

(X) Companies and Banks „ 3,238,849

(XI) Goods and Merchandise... „ 12,455,794

ist Total „ 245,635,197

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones „ 9,742,581

(XIII) Warships „ 2,417,454

2nd Total „ 257,795,232

Foreign loans to be deducted from above „ 5,444,859

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) „ 252'35C,373

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted) „ 257,795,232

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle of 1906... „ 12,889,761

3rd Total „ 270,684,993

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above ... „ 5,444,859

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 „ Ii,i45)203

Balance „ 254,034^931
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EXPLANATION.

Yen 141.106,599 being the wealth of Kochi Ken in Land-. This consists of:

—

1. I'fw 70,812,690 being ten times the total value of 544,713 Zv,(7/ of rice, the pro-

duce of rice-fields in Kochi Ken, which reckoned at Yen 13 per /co/cie makes

Yen 7,081,264 (Table 2).

2. Yen 11,624,160 being ten t mes the total value of 145,302 /•<»/&« of barley and

wheat, the produce of dry-fields in Kochi Ken, which reckoned at Yen 8 per ^ohi

makes i'en 1,162,416 (Table 2).

3. Yen 16,487,370 beii g ten times the total value, Yen 1,648,685, of beans, mis-

cellaneous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddy-fields in

Kochi Ken, assuming such value to be -i of the sum. Yen 8,243,685, i.e. the total

value of rice, ba ley and wheat produced in this Prefecture.

4. Yen 5,988,930 being the total value o'^ building lots in the villages in Kochi Ken,

the total area of which is 3,522 cko 9 ^a/i, reckoned at Yen 170 per ian (Table 3).

5. Yen 7,117,500 being the total value of 159 c/w 5 ^an of building lots in the City

and towns in Kochi Ken, reckoned at Yen 15 per ^su6o (Table 4).

6. Yen 16,281,402 being the total value of the landed property of the Government

(land for Government use, building lots, forests, uncultivated fields, land under

cultivation and others) in Kochi Ken (Table 5).

7. Yen 8,790 being the total value of the Imperial Estates (miscellaneous crown lands)

in Kochi Ken (Table 5).

8. Yen 12,785,757 being the sum of the total value, Y/i 4,41 1,097, of llie forests, un-

cultivated and other fields, lands either per.nanently or temporarily exemjited from

taxes in Kochi Ken (Table 7), and of ten times the v^lue, Yen 8,374,660, of tim-

ber, faggots and bamboos from the above forests (Table 8).

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various descrii--

tions of lands in Kochi Ken.

II.

yi^'^ 38,328,300 be'ng the wealth of Japan represented by Dwelling Mouses, Store-

houses and other Buildings in Kochi Ken. This consists of:

—

I. Yen 27,320,200 being the sum of the total value, Ye/i 3,945,000, of 124,766 Dwell-

ing Houses in Kochi City estimated at Yen 500 per house and of the total value,

Yen 23,375,200, of 116,876 Dwelling Houses outside the City reckoned at K-« 200

per houie.

. 2,. Yen 2,600,600 being the sum of the total value, Yen 263,000, if 263 Storehouses

in Kochi City estimated at Yen 1,000 each and of the total value, \en 2,337,600,
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of 3,896 Storehouses outside the City reckoned at Yen 600 each. The above

nuinl)ers of Storehouses were worked out on the assumed basis of I Storehouse for

every 30 Dwelling Houses.

3. }'en 2,091,000 being the sum of the total value, Yen 300,000, of 637 Government,

communal and private common schools and other educational establishments in Ko-

chi Ken estimated at Yen 7,500 per building and of the total value, Yen 1,791,000,

of 597 such buildings outside the City reckoned at }'<?« 3,000 each.

4. Yen 6,316,500 being the sum of the total value. Yen 907,500, of 1,924 Government

Offices, Temples, Churciies, Company Offices and Manufactories in Kochi Ken

estimated at Yen 7,500 per building and of the total value. Yen 5,409,000, of 1,803

such buildmgs outside the City reckoned at Yen 3,000 each.

III.

Yen 19,546,338 being the total value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu. This

consists of;

—

i'en 19,164,150 being ^ of the total value, i'en- 38,328,300, of all Dwelling Houses,

Storehouses and other Buildings in Kochi Ken, on the assumption that the total

value of Furniture therein is such.

Yen 382,188 being the sum of the value. Yen 31,560 tf Articles of Virtu in

Kochi Ken reckoned on the assumption that iheie are Articles of Virtu worth

Yen 4 in the possession of each family in the City, the entire number of families

therein being 7,890 and of the total value, Yen 350,628, of the same articles in

the districts outside the City calculated at the rate of Yen 3 per family, the entire

number of families in those districts being 116,876.

IV.

Yen 1,961,046 being the value of the national wealth in Domestic and other

Animals in Kochi Ken. This consists of:

—

Yen 444,360 being the value of 14,812 Horned Cattle in Kochi Ken estimated at

Yen 30 per head.

Yen 1,170,320 being the value of 29,258 Horses in Kochi Ken reckoned at Yen

40 per head.

Yen 810 being the value of 162 Swine in Kochi Ken estimated at Yen 5 per

head.

Yen 11,71s being the value of 62,383 Fowls in Kochi Ken reckoned at Yen

0.30 each based on the assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept per two families.

Yen 326,^41 being J of the sum of the above four iteiiT;, the value of Goats,

Ducks, Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc. in Kochi Ken being as,-.umed

to be such.
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V.

y'en 701,140 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 °o annual interest

on i of the total value, It-« 70,114, of the Copper, il'/i 70,030, and Antimony, Veil

84, produced in Kochi Ken.

VI.

Yen 24,650,610 being the total value of Marine Products in Kochi Ken. This

consists of:

—

1. Yen 15,490,950 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 ^^ anuual interest

on i of the total value, i'£?« 1,549,095, of Sardine, Bonito, Cuttle-fish, Mackerel,

Tunny, Shark, " Ayu," Ear-shell, Trepang, Ebi, Oyster, Hamaguri, Agar-agar, etc.

caught in Kochi Ken.

2. Yen 7,941,460 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5^ annual interest on

i of the total value, Yen 794,146, of Manufactured Marine Products, such as Dried

Bonito, Cuttle-fish, Dried Sardine, etc.

3. Ye/i 1,218,200 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 ^ annual interest

on I of the value, Yett 121,820, of 35,614 ^o^u of common salt produced in Kochi

Ken.

VII.

i^'^ S5)56o being the wealth-producing power of the Electric and Gas Works,

Water-works, and Tram-cars in Kochi Ken consisting of:

—

1. Yen 27,480 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 ^^^ annual interest on

the total annual profits, Yen 1,374 of the Tosa Electric Car Company in Kochi Ken.

2. Yen 28,080 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 ^o interest per year on

the total annual profits, Yen 1,404 of the Tosa Electric Light Company in Kochi

Ken.

VIII.

Yen 1,079,811 bjing the total wealth represented by Shipping. This consists of:—

-

1. P^w 402,800 being the cost of building 16 Steamers having the total tonnage of

4,028, estimated at Yen 100 per ton.

2. Yen 589,150 being the cost of building 135 Sailing Vessels in Kochi Ken 11,783

tons in all, estimated at Yen 50 per ton.

3. Yen 59,005 being the cost of building 107 larger Japanese Junks in Koclii Ken

11,801 /eoht in all, estimated at }'en 5 per /co/cn.

4. Yen 28,856 being the value of 14,428 smaller Vessels in Kochi Ken reckoned at

Yen 2 each.

IX.

1^« 2,511,150 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Kochi

Ken. This Consists of :

—
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I. I't'W 2,197,989 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins in circulation and Specie

Reserve, the property of the inhabitants of Kochi Ken.

In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Corns in

inculation and Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to be the common proper-

ty of all Japanese except the people of Taiwan and Karafuto and to this common

property the citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of i'en

10 9025129 per capita; those of the other 5 large Cities, Yen 7'50; and the

inhabitants of all other parts of the Empire, Yen 3-5093594. (For details vide

the Statements for the whole Empire).

2. Yen 313,161 being the value in Gold and Silver Bullion, the property of ihe in-

habitants of Kochi Ken.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were supposed

to have Ye/t i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire Yen 0.50 each.

X.

Yen 3,238,849 being i of the sum total. Yen 6,477,698, of the entire Capital ( Yen

4,882,698) of 108 Compa ies and that ( Yen 1,595,000) of 6 Banks (excepting

Agencies and Branch Ofiices of Banks) in Kochi Ken.

XI.

Yen 12,455794 being the wealth of Kochi Ken in Goods and Merchandise of all

kinds, consisting of : —
Yen 2,182,407 being the sum of Imported Goods in po session of the inhabitants

of Kochi Ken.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsunied in

the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and, of

this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Naga-

saki, Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in th:; remaining

portion of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to

the amount of Yen 7.70 per capita and those outside them. Yen 3.484481 each.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

Yen 4,946,211 being ,} of the total value, Ye/i 9,892,422, of rice, barley, wheat and

all other agricultural produce of Kochi Ken reckoned on the supposition that one-

half (hereof remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.

Yen 1,232,531 being i of the total value. Yen 2,465,061, of the Marine Products of

Kochi Ken, one-half whereof bemg assumed to remain uncoiisumei within this

Preftcture.

)?« 35,057 being ,} of the total value, }>;/ 70,114, of the .Mineral Products, in

Kochi Ken.
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5. Yen 1,156,464 being a of the sum ( Yen 2,312,927) of the value of Cocoons, Yen

1,059,600; Silks, Yen 1,108,248; and Teas, Yen 105,079 produced in Kochi Ken;

reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

6. Y,n 2,913,124 being the sum of one-half (1^« 2,157,768) of the total value. Yen

4,315,535, of the following articles proiuced in Kochi Ken:—Woven Fabrics, Yen

164,947; Porcelain and Earthenware, Yen 17,846; Lacquered Ware, Yen 12,140;

Bronze and Copp r Ware, 1I'« 1,200; Oils, }^« 5,626; Prepared Indigo, Kv/4,312;

Matches, Yen 9,284; Hides and Leathers, Yen 1,2,']2\ Straw Braids, Yen 13,300;

Paper, Yen 2,361,750; Mats and Matting, Yen 47,940; Camphor and Camphor Oils,

Yen 17,708; Sake, Spirits, etc., Yen 1,599,632; Soy, Yen 52,578, and of the

estimated value Yeti 376,875 of other articles of miscellaneous kinds.

The above eleven items amount to Yen 755,356.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled

and of which consequently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the inhabi-

tants of each Prefecture. These are :

—

XII.

Yen 9,742,581 being the share for Kochi Ken in Japan's wealth in the State

and private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at Yen 25,417,-

890. This distributed among the whole population (e.\cepting the inhabitants of

Taiwan and Karafuto), we have Yen 15.5552271 as the share per capita. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

Yen 2,417,454 being the share for Kochi Kea in Japan's wealth in the Imperial

warships, 300,000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to be Yen 180,000,-

000, their cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of Yen 600 per ton.

The quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole populatiim of Japan

excepting Taiwan and Karafuto, i. e. our per capita share of this item of wealth is

Yen 3.8597626. Froiu this the above sum Yen 2,417,454 can be obtained by

simple multiplication.

The above thirteen items being summed up we have Yen 257,795,232 from which

such portion of our foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 ( Yen 405,416,000) as has

to be borne by Kochi Ken, is to be deducted. Of this c:>mmon debt of the whole nation,

each of the Japanese subjects exclusive of those in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear Yen

8.6933863. (For details vide the Statenents for the whole Empire). Calculated on this

basis the liabilities on this account of Kochi Ken are Yen 5,444,859 deducting which

from the above mentioned total of the 13 i ems of wealth ( Yen 257,795,232), Yen

J52,350,373 appears as the total wealth of Kochi Ken at the close of 1904 minus the

above-mentioned portion of the foreign loans then outstanding.
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THE INCREASE OF WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904

TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as 5^ of the tolal wealth. Njw 5^ of Yen 257,795,232 is Yen

I2,8g9,76i.

These two sums aggregate Yen 270,684,993 from which the portion for this Prefecture

of the foreign loans at the close of 1904 and that contracted from the close of 1964 to

the middle of 1906 are to be deducted, i. e. Yen 5,444,859 and Yen 11,145,203

respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being Yen 829,955,000, the liability of each of the

Japanese subjects on this account excepting their fellow subjects in Taiwan and Kara-

futo, calculated in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904,

is Yen 17.7946852 which multiplied by the population of Kochi Ken becomes Yen

254,094,9.51, which is the portion of the latter loans to he borne by the people of Kochi

Ken. (For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deducing the above sums }>« 5,444,859 and Yen 11,145,203 f om the total

wealth of Kochi Ken ( J>« 270,684,993), the balance Yen 254,094,931 repre enting the

net wealth of Kochi Ken in the middle of 1906 is obtained.
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THE STATEMENTS FOR NAGASAKI KEN.

Area 2.35.15 square ri.

Administrative divisions: 9 (?«« (counties) ; 2 Cities; 15 Towns;

28S ViUa-es

Population: 967,909

Families: 171,418

, . ^.^ fPopulation: 153,293
Nagasaki City-i

-^'Families: 21,553

r. , ^- (Population: 68,344
Saseho (-ityi„ ... „ ^o^ t-Families: 8,968

(I) Lands Yen 167,151,575

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and othor Buildings ... ,, 53,482,700

(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu „ 27,286,130

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and ether Animals „ 4,701,022

(V) Mining Products „ 12,964,720

(VI) Marine Products „ 34,138,940

(VII) Electric and Gas Works, Waterworks, and Tram-cars... „ 61,930

(VIII) Shipping „ 5,950,780

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion „ 3,880,695

(X) Companies and Banks „ 5'365'5oS

(XI) Goods and Merchandise „ 13,803,581

I st Total „ 328,787,281

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones „ 15,056,044

(XIII) Warships „ 3,735,^99

2nd Total „ 347,579,224

P'oreign loans to be deducted from above ,, 8,414,407

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) „ 339,164,817

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted) „ 347,579,224

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle of 1906... „ ^7,378,961

3rd Total : „ 364,958,185

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above „ 8,414,407

Ditto from close of J904 to middle of 1906 „ 17,223,636

Balance „ 333,320,142
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EXPLANATION.

I.

Ven 167,151,275 being the wealth of Nagasaki Ken in Lands. This consists of :

—

1. Ve/i 51,214,800 being ten times the total value of 393,960 /:o/cu of r'ce, the

produce of rice-fields in Nagasaki Ken which reckoned al Ven 13 per ioiu

makes Yen 5,121,480 (Table 2).

2. Yen 38,300,000 being ten times the total vaUie of 478,750 ^oku of barley and

wheat, the produce of dry-fields in Nagasaki Ken, which reckoned at Ven 8 per

io/eit makes Yen 3,830,000 (Total 2).

3. Yen 17,902,960 being ten times the total value. Yen 1,790,296 of beans, miscel-

laneous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddy-fields in

Nagasaki Ken, assuming such value to be J of the sum, Yen 8,951,480, i.e. the

total value of rice, barley and wheat produced in this Prefecture.

4. Ye/i 12,297,640 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Nagasaki

Ken, the total area of which is 5,346 cAo 8 /an, reckoned at Yen 230 per /an (Table

3^-

5. Yen 33,423,600 being the total value of 397 c/eo 9 tan of building lots in the Cities

and towns in Nagasaki Ken, reckoned at Yen 28 per /st(/>o (Table 4 .

6. Yen 2,097,987 being the total value of the landed property of the Government

(land for Government use, building lots, forests, uncultivated fields, land under

cultivation and others) in Nagasaki Ken (Table 5).

7. Yen 11,914,288 being the sum of the total value, F.?;? 4,153 SSS, of the forests,

uncultivated and other fields, lands either permanently or temporarily exempted

from taxes in Nagasaki Ken (Table 7), and of ten times the value, Yen

4,760,400, of timber, faggots and bamboos from the above forests (Table 8).

The above seven items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various

descriptions of lands in Nagasaki Ken.

II.

Yen 53,482,700 being the wealth of Japan represented by Dwelling Houses,

Storehouses and other Buildings in Nagasaki Ken. This consists of:

—

1. )!'« 43,441,400 being the sum of the total value. Yen 15,263,000, of 30,526 Dwell-

ing Houses in Nagasaki and Saseho estimated at Yen 500 per house and of the total

value. Yen 28,178,400, of 140,892 Dwelling Houses outside the Cities reckoned at

Yen 200 per house.

2. Yen 3,823,800 being the sum of the total value, Yen 1,008,000, of 1,008 Storehouses

in Nagasaki and Saseho estimated at Yen 1000 each and of the total value. Yen

2,815,800, of 4,639 Storehouses outside the Cities reckoned at Yen 600 each.
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The above numbers of Storehouses were worked o it on the assumed basis of I

Storehouse for every 30 Dwelling Houses.

Yen 2,310,000 bein^ the sum of ibe total value, Ve/i 810,000, of 108 Cove nment,

communal and p-iva'e common schools and oth r educational establishments in

Nagasaki and Saseho estimafed at Ven i,50D per building and of the total value,

1^« 1,500,000, of 500 such buildings outbid; ihe Cities reckoned at Veft 3,000

each.

Ven 3,907,500 being the su n of the total value, Ven 1,372,500, of 183 Government

< ffiecs, Te.uples, Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories in Nagasaki and

Saseho estimated at Yen 7,500 per building and of ihe total value. Yen 2,535,000 ,

of 845 such buildings oit^ide the Cities reckoned at Yen 3,000 each.

Yen 27,286,1^0 bemg the tota value of Furniture and Ariicles of Virtu. This

consists of:—

•

Yen 26,741.350 being 1 of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and

other Buildings in Nagasaki Ken, on the assum tion that the total valu; of Furnitire

therein is srch.

Yen 544,780 being the sum of the valu°, Yen 122,104, of Articles of Virtu in Naga-

saki and Saseho reckoned on the as umption that there nre Art cles of Virtu wor h

Yen 4 in the possession of each family in the Cities, the ent re number of families

therein being 140,892 and of the total value. Yen 422,676, of the same articles in the

districts outside the Cities calculated at the rate of ]'en 3 1 er family, the entire

number of families in those districts being 30,526.

IV.

Yen 4,701,022 being the value of the natio"al wealth in Domestic nn 1 other

Animals in Nagasaki Ken. This co.^.sists of:

—

Yen 2,595,690 being the value of 86,523 Horned Cattle in Nagasaki Ken etimated

at Yen 30 per head.

Yen 1,266,600 bei'ig ihe va'ue of 31,665 Horses in Nagasaki Ken reckoned at Yen

40 per head.

}>« 29,515 being the valie of 5,903 Swine in Nagasaki Ken estimated at Ye7t 5

per head.

Yen 25,713 being the valu. of 85,709 Fowls in Nagasak Ken reckoned at Yen

0.30 each based on the assumption that one CocU or Hen is kept per two famil es.

Ye?z 783,504 being J of the sum of the above f ur items, the value of Goats,

Ducks, Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc., in Nagasaki Ken being assumed

to be such.
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Ven 12,964,720 being the capitalized nmoiint of the estimated 5 ^ annul interest

on 1 of the total value, Ve>! 1,296.472, of Gold, Ven 63,482 ; Silver, Ve/t 2,999 ; and

Coal, Yen 1,229,991, produced in Nagasaki Ken.

VI.

Ven 34,138,940 being the total value of Marine Products in Nagasaki Ken. This

consists of:

—

Ven 21,677,110 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on -i of the total value, I^w 2,167,711, of Sardine, Boniio, Cuttle-fish, Mackerel,

Shark, Ear-shell, Trepang, Prawns, Oyster, Agar-agar, Bor.i, Horse.Mackerel, Sea-

bream (Chrysophrus hasta), etc. caught in Nagasaki K;n.

Ven 11,748,600 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 »o annual interest

on -1 of the total value, i'en 1,174.860, of Manufactured Marine Products, such as

Dried Bonito, Dried Cuttle-fish, Prawns, Sardine etc.

Ven 713,230 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest on

\ of the value, Ven 71,323, of 26,924 /ioht of common salt produced in Nagasaki

Ken.

VII.

Ven 61,930 bjing the capitalized amount of the estimaled 5 °o annual interest on

the total annual profits, im 30,965, of the Nagasaki Gas Company, and the Electric

IJght Company.

VIII.

Ven 5,950,780 being the tolal wealth represented by Shipping. This consists

of:—

Ven 4,514,800 being the cost of building 133 Steamers having the total tonnage of

45,148, estimated at Ven loo per ton.

Ven 1,164,200 being the cost of building 283 Sailing Vessels in Nagasaki Ken

22,484 tons in all, estimated at i'en 50 per t n.

Ven 240,040 being the cost of building 444 larger Japanese Junks in Nagasaki Ken

48,008 ko/:u in all, estimated at i'en 5 per ^o/;ie.

Ven 71,740 being the value of 35,870 smaller Vessels in Nagasaki Ken reckoned at

Ven 2 each.

IX.

Ven 3,880,695 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Nagasaki

Ken. This consists of:—
Ven 3,396,740 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins in circulation and Specie

Reserve, the property of the inhabitants of Nag saki Ken.
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In making; the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in

ciralation and Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to be th : com ron property

of all Japanese except the people of Taiwan and Karafuto aid to this common

property the c tizens of Tokio were assumed t') the entitled at the rate of

i'en 10.9025129 per capita; those of the other 5 large Cities, Ven 7.50; and the

inhabitants of all other parts of the Empire, Yen 3-5093594. (For details vide the

Statements for the whole Empire).

Ven 483,955 being the value of Gold and Silver Bullion, the properly of the in-

habitants of Nagasa' i Ken.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were supposed

to have Ve?i i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire Yen 0.50 each.

X.

]en 5,365,508 being i of the sum total, i'tf/i 10 731,015, of the entire Capital ( Yeit

7,221,700) of 84 Companies and that (ien 3.509,315) of 27 Banks (excepting

Agcnc:es and Branch Offices of Banks) in Naga aki Ken.

XI.

Yen 13,803,581 being the wealth of Nagasaki Ken in Goods and Merchandise of all

kinds. Consisting of:

—

}en 4,018,870 being the sum of Yen 1,180,356 in Imported Goods in possession of

the citizens of Nagasaki and of Yen 2,835,514 in the same in the possession of the

inhabitants of Nagasaki Ken outside the City.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed in

the country m such qiantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and, of

this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Koyto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Naga-

saki, Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining

portion of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to

the amount of Yen 7.70 p'r capita and those outside them, }'en 3.4844S1 each.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

Yen 5,370,888 being \ of the total value. Yen 10,741,776, of rice, barley, wheat

and all other agricultural produce of Nagasaki Ken reckoned on the supposition

that one-half thereof remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.

Ven 1,706,947 being J of the total value. Yen 3413,894, of the Marine Products

of Nagasaki Ken, one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within

this Prefecture.

I>« 648,236 being i of the value, Yen 1,296,472, of Mineral Products, of Naga-

saki Ken.

Yen 139,443 being J of the sum ( Yen 278,986) of the value of Cocoons, ]'en 81,963

;

Silks, Vett 111,947; and Teas, Yen gS,o'j6 produced in Nagasaki Ken; reckoning

being made on the same assumtion as above.
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6. Ven 1,919,147 bein<; the sum of one-half (I>« 1,201,256) of the total value, Yen

2,402,512, of the following articles produced in Nagasaki Ken:—Woven Fabrics,

Ft-w 166,197; Porcelain and Earthenware, }>« 103,228; Oils, J £« 42,818

Matches, Ff« 3,838 ; Hi les and Leathers, }>« 6,182; Straw Braids, F^« 8,180;

Paper, Ff« 47,321 ; Mats and Malting, F^« 7,287 ; Wax, F^« 73,431; Camphor

and Camphor Oils, Yen 118,432; Sa^e, Spirits, etc.. Yen 1,575,254; Soy, Yen

250,340, and of the estimated value Yen ^17,891, of other articles of miscellaneous

kinds.

The above eleven items amount to Yen 328,787,281.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled

and of which consequently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the in-

habitants of each Prefecture. These are :

—

XII.

Yen 15,056,044 being the share for Nagasaki Ken in Japan's wealth in the

State and private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones value 1 in all at }>«

725,417,890. This distributed among the whole population (excepting the in-

habitants of Taiwan and Karafuto), we 1 ave Yen 15.5552271 as the share per

capita. (For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

^" 3'73S'899 being the share for Nagasaki Ken in Japan's wealth in the

Imperial warships, 3,000,000 tons in all, the va'ue whereof was estimated to be

Yen 180,000,000, their c st of building being reckoned at the average rate of

Yen 600 per ton. The quotient obta'ned by dividing this sum by the whole

population < f Japan excepting Taiwan and Karafuto, i.e. our per capita share of

this item of wealth is Yen 3.8597626. From this the above sum Yen 3,735,899

can be obtained by simple multiplication.

The above tliirteen items being summed up we have Yen 347,579,224 from which

such portion of Our foreign loans oustanding at the clo e of 1904 ( Yen 405,416,000) as has

to be borne by Nagasaki Ken, is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole

nation, each of the Japanese subjects exclusive of those in Taiwan and Karafuto has to

bear ld'« 8.6933863. (For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated

on this basis the liabilities on this account of Naga aki Ken are Yen 8,414,407 deduct-

in:; which from the above mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth ( Yen 347,579,224),

}^« 339,164,817 appears as the total wealth of Nagasaki Ken at the close of 1904 minus

the above-mentioned portion of the foreign loans then outstanding.
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THE INCREASE OF WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904

TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as ^% of the total wealth. Now ^% of Yen 347,579,224 is

Yen 17,378,961.

These two sums aggregate Yen 364,958,185 from which portions for this Prefecture

of the foreign loans at tlie close of 1904 and those contracted from the close of 1904

to the middle of 1906 are to be deducted, i.e. Yen 8,414,407 and Yen 17,223,636

respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being Yen 829,855,000, the liability of each of the

[apnese subjects on this account excepting their fellovv subjects in Taiwan and Karafuto,

calculated in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904, is

Y^n 17.7946852 which multiplied by the population of Nagasaki Ken becomes Yen

17,223,636, which is the portion of the latter loans to be borne by the people of Nagasaki

Ken. (For deiails vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deducting the above sums Yen 8,414,407 an 1 Yen 17,223,636 from the total

wealth of Nagasaki Ken ( Yen 364,958,185), the balance Yen 339,320,142 representing

the net wealth of Nagasaki Ken in the middle of 1906 is obtained.
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THE STATEMENTS FOR SAGA KEN.

Area 160.08 square ri.

Administrative divisions : 8 Gun (counties) ; i City
; 7 Towns

;

127 Villages

Population: 637,948

Families: io7>743

aga
^y Ipamilies: 5,187

(I) Lands Yen 178,353,152

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings ... „ 30,880,000

(HI) Furniture and Articles of Vittu „ 15,768,416

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals „ 1,505,300

(V) Mining Proi'ucts „ 24,335,780

(VI) Marine Products „ 9,501,010

(VII) Electric and Gas Works, Waterworks, and Tram-cars... „ —
(VIII) Shipping „ 853.702

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion „ 2,557,763

(X) Companies and Banks „ 3,930,381

(XI) Goods and Merchandise „ 15,403,966

1st Total „ 283,089,470

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones „ 9,923,426

(XIII) Warships „ 2,462,328

2nd Total „ 295,475,224

Foreign loans to be deducted from above , S>545,928

Balance (01 total wealth at the close of 1904) „ 239>929»296

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted) „ 295,475,324

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to midlle of 1906... „ 14,773,761

3rd Total „ 310,248,985

Foreign loani at close of 1904 to be deducted from above ... „ 5,545 928

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 „ 11,352,084

Balance 293.350.973
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EXPLANATION.

F^» 178,353,152 being the wealth of Saga Ken in Lands. 'Ihis consist of:

—

1. Yin 111,619,690 being ten times the total value of 858,613 /eoht of rice, the produce

of rice-fields in Saga Ken, which reckoned at Yen 13 per ioh* makes Yen

11,161,969 (Table 2).

2. Yen 22,980,000 being ten times the total value of 287,250 ,^.v&« of barley and

wheat, the produce of dry-fields in Saga Ken, which reckoned at Yen 8 per /ioAu

makes Yen 2,298,000 (Table 2).

3. Yen 26,919,938 being ten times the total value. Yen 2,691,993,080, of beans, miscel-

laneous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddy-lields in Saga

Ken, assuming such value to be -^- of the sum, Yen 13,439,969, i.e. the total value

of rice, barley and wheat produced in this Prefecture.

4. Yen 6,320,566 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Saga Ken
the total area of which is 4,205 c/io 3 ian, reckoned at Yen 15.030 per tan

(Table 3).

5. Yen 909,480 being the total value of 233 c/io 2 f^n of building lots in the City and

towns in Saga Ken reckoned at Yen 130 per tsul>o (Table 4).

6. Yen 1,990,478 being the total value of the landed property of the Government

(forests, uncultivated fields, and others) in Saga Ken in (Table 5).

7. There is no Imperial Estate in this Prefecture.

8. Yen 7,613,000 being the suti of the total value, Yen 3,160,270, of the forests,

uncultivated and other fields, lands either permanently or temporarily exempted

from taxes in Saga Ken (Table 7), and of ten times the value, Yen 4,452,730, of

timber, faggots and bamboos from tlie above forests (Table 8).

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various des-

criptions of lands in Saga Ken.

II.

Yen 30,880,000 being the wealth of Japan represented by Dwelling Houses,

Storeliouses and other Buildings in Saga Ken. This consists of :

—

1. Yen 23,104,700 being the sum of the total va'ue. Yen 2,593,500, of 5,187 Dwelling

Houses in Saga City estimated at Yen 500 per house and of the total value,

y^« 20,511,200, of 102,556 Dwelling Houses outside the City reckoned at Yen

2CO per house.
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2. K« 2,223,800 being the sum of the total vahie, Ven 173,000, of 173 Storehouses

in Saga City estimated at Yen 1,000 each and of the total vakie, Yen 2,050,800,

of 3,418 Storehouses outside the City reckoned at Yen 600 each. The above

numbers of Storehouses were worked out on the assumed basis of i Storehouse for

every 30 Dwelling Houses.

3. 1^« 1,165,500 bei-^g the sum of the total valre. Yen 127,500, of 17 Government

communal and private common schools and other ed cational establishments in

Saga City estimated at Yen 7,500 per building and of the total value, Yen

1,038,000, of 346 such buildings outside the City reckoned at Yen 3,000 each.

4. }^« 4,386,000 being the sum o: the to;al value, Yen 495,000, of 66 Government

Offices, Temples, Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories in Saga City

estimated at Yen 7,500 per building and of the total v.iln=. Yen 3,891,000, of 1,297

such buildings outside the City reckoned at Yen 3,000 e ch.

m.
K-w 15,768,416 being the total value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu. This

consists of:

—

1. Yen 15,440,000 being \ of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and

other Buildings in Saga Ken, on the a-sumotion that the total value of Furniture

therein is such.

2. Ff« 328,416 being the sum of the value, F^« 20,748, of Articles of Virtu in Saga

City rec'cone 1 on the assumption that there are Articles of Virtu worth Yen

4 in the possession of each family in the City, the enliie number of families therein

being 5,187 and of the total value, Yen 307,668, of the same articles in the

di tricts outside the City calculated at the rate of F^« 3 per family, the entire

number of families in those districts being 102,556.

IV.

Yen 1,505,300 being the value of the national wealth in Domestic and other

Ani iials in Saga Ken. This consists of:

—

1. Yen 422,100 being the value of 14,070 Horned Cattle in Saga Ken estimated at Yen

30 per head.

2. Yen 814,560 being the value of 20,364 Horses in Saga Ken reckoned at Yen 40 per

head.

3. Yen 1,595 being the value of 319 Swine in Saga Ken estimated at Yen 5 per

head.

4. Yen 16,162 being the value of 53,872 Fowls in Saga Ken reckoned at Yen 0.30

each, based on the assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept per two families.

5. Yen 250,883 being )- of the sum of the above four item?, the value of Goat<, Ducks,

Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc., in Saga Ken being assumed to be

such.
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V.

Yen 24,335,780 being the value of Saga Ken in Mining Products, and is the capi-

talized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest on i of the total value, Yen

-)433)578> of Coal produced in this prefecture.

VI-

Yen 9,501,010 being the total value of Marine Products in Saga Ken. This consists

of:—

Yen 7,284,140 being the capital zed air.ount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on ^ of the total value, Fif/? 728,414, of Sardine, Bonito, Cuttle-fish, Mackerel,

Tunny, Shark, "Ayu," Ear-shell, Trepang, Ebi, Oyster, Hamaguri, Agar-agar, Bora,

-orse-Mackeiel, etc., caught in Saga Ken.

Yen 1,857,520 being capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on -1 of tlie total value, Yen 185,752, of Manufactured Marine Product-, s ch as

Dried Bonito, Cuttle-fish, Dried Sardine, etc.

Yen 359,350 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on ^ of the value, Yen 35,935, of 13,231 koku of common salt produced in Saga

Ken.

VII.

There is no establishment coming under this head in .Saga Ken.

VIII.

Yen 853,702 being the total wealth represented by .Shipping. This consists

of:—

Yen 298,300 being the cost of building 11 Steamers having the total tonnage of

2,983, estimated at Yen loO per ton.

Yen 289,750 being the cost of building 78 Sailing Vessels in Saga Ken 5,795 tons

in all, estimated at Yeti 50 per ton.

Yen 247,520 being the cost ot building 497 larger Japanese Junks in Saga Ken

49,504 koku in all, estimated at Yen 5 per koku.

Yen 18,132 being the value of 9,066 smaller Vessels in Saga Ken reckoned at Yen

2 each.

IX.

Yen 2,557,763 beini; the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullions in Saga Ken.

'I'his consists of:

—

Yeti 2,238,789 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins in circulation and Specie

Reserve the property of the inhabitants of Saga Ken.

In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in

circulation and Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to be the common pro-

perty of all Japanese except the people of Taiwan and Karafuto and to this
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common property the citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of

Ven 10.9025129 per capita; those of the other 5 large Cities, l^en 7.50; and the in-

habitants of all other parts of the Empire, Yen 3.5093394. (For details vide the

whole Empire).

2. Yen 318,974 being the value, in Gold and Silver Bullion, the property of the in-

habitants of Saga Ken.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were supposed

to have Yen i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire Yen 0.50
'

each.

^« 3.930)38l being -i of the sum total. Yen 7,860,761 of the entire Capital ( yen

4)783,511) of 83 Companies and that ( Yen 2,977,250) of 26 Banks (excepting

Agencies and Branch Offices of Banks) in Saga Ken.

XI.

Yen 15,403,966 being the wealth of Saga Ken in Goods and Merchandise of all

kinds, consisting of:

—

Yen 2,222,917 being the value of Imported Goods in possession of the inhabitants

of Saga Ken.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed

in the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and

of this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Naga-

saki, Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in thp remaining

portion of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to

the amount of Yen 7.70 per capita and those outside them. Yen 3.484481 each.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

Yen 8,075,982 being i of the total value, Yen 16,151,963, of rice, barley, wheat

and all other agricultural produce of Saga Ken reckoned on the supposition that

one-half thereof remriins unconsumed within this Prefecture.

Yen 475.051 being i of the total value, Yen 950,101 of the Marine Products of

Saga Ken, one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within this

Prefectuie.

Yen 1,216,789 being ^ of the sum, I'en 2,433,578, of Mining Products of Saga

Ken, one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within this Prefecture.

^'^ 359)877 being a of the sum ( I'^'w 719,754) of the value of Cocoons, Yen

243,475; Silks, Yen 358,168; and Teas, Yen 118,111 produced in Saga K<.n,

reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

^" 3)053)35° being the sum of one-half {Yen 1,972,690) of the total value Yen

3,945,379 of the following articles produced in Saga Ken :—Woven Fabrics, Yen

105,094; Porcelain and Eartliernwarc, Yen 6^\,iyy ; Lacquered Ware, Yen 2,000 :
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Oils, F^« 180,036; Prepaied Indigo, F^; 3,100; Paper, lv« 304,590 ; Mats and

Mattings, F^« 47,895 ; Wax, Fifw 399,938; Camphor and Camphor Oil, F^;; 58,541;

Sake, Spirits, etc., Yeti 2,058,666; Soy, Yen 153,342, and of tlie estimated value

Yen 1,080,660 of other articles of miscellaneous kinds.

The above eleven items amount to Yen 283,089,470'

Besides the above there are items of wealtli to which the general public is entitle!

and of which consequently an apportioned acco'.mt may be made in respect of the in-

habitants of each Prefecture. These are :

—

XII.

Yen 9,923,426 being the share for Sag i Ken in Japan's wealth in the State

and private Railways, Telgraphs and Telephones valued in all at Yen 725,417,890.

This distributed among the whole population (excepting the inhabitants of Taiwan

and Kavafuto), we have Yen 15.5552271 as the share per capita. (For details Vide

the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

Yen 2,462,328 being the share for Saga Ken in Japan's wealth in the Imperial

warships, 300,000 tons in all, the value whereof was es.imated to be Yen

180,000,000, their cost of buildmg being reckoned at the average rate of Yen 600

pet Ion. The quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population of

Japan excepting Taiwan and Karafuto, i. e. our per capita share of this item of

wealth is l^w 3.8597626. From this the above sum F«i 2,462,328 can be obtamed

by simple multiplication.

The ab ve thirteen items aggregate Yen 295,475,224 from which such portion of our

foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 ( Yen 405,416,000) as has to be borne by

Sa^a Ken, is to be deducted. Of ih s common deiit of the whole na ion, each of the

Japanese subjects exclusive of thos- in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear Yen 8.6933863.

(For de ails vide the Statements fjr the whole Empire). Calculated on this basis the

liabilities on this account of Saga Ken are Yen 5,545,928 deducting which from the

above mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth (lb? 295,475,224), Yen 289,929,296

appears as the total wealth of Saga Ken at the close of 1904 minus the above-mentioned

portion of the foreign loans then ontstanding.
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THE INCREASE OF WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904

TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as 5^0 of the total wealth. Now 5^ of Yen 295,475,224 is J>«

14.773,761.

These two sums aggregate Yen 310,248,985 from which the portion for this Prefecture

of the foreign loans at the close of 1904 and that contracted from the close of 1904 to

the middle of 1906 are to be deducted, i.e. Ye>/ 5,545,928 and Yen 11,352,084 respec-

tively.

The total sum of the latter loans being Yen 829,855,000, the liability of each of the

Japanese subjects on this account excepting their fellow subjects in Tiwan and Karafuto,

calculated in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904, is Yen

17.7946852 which multiplied by the population of Saga Ken becomes ien 11,352,084,

which is the portion of the latter loans to be borne by the ptople of Saga Ken. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deducting the above sum Yen 5,545,928 and Yen 11,352,084 from the total wealth

of Saga Ken
(
Yen 310,248,985), the balance Ye/z 293,350,973 representing the net

wealth of Saga Ken in the middle of 1906 is obtained.
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THE STATEMENTS FOR FUKUOKA KEN.

Area...., 3i7-8i square ri.

Administrative divisions: 19 Gun (counties); 4 Cities; 38 Towns;

340 Villages

Population : 1,505,877

Families : 268,801

Fukiioka, Kurume, Moji and Kcknra Cities-,
(Population : 179,210

' Families : 28,559

(I) Lands Yen 462,185,855

(III)

(IV)

(V)

(VI)

(VII)

(VIII)

(IX)

(X)

(XI)

iJwellinfj Houses, Storehouses and other Buildint;s ..

F"iirniture and ArticL s of Viitu

Domestic Animals, Poultry and otlier Animals

Mining Products

Marine Products

Electric and Gas Works, Waterworks, and Tram-cars..

Shipping

Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion

Companies and Banks

Goods and Merchandise

1st Total

(XH) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones.

(XIII) Warships

2nd Total

Foreign loans to be deducted from above.

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904).

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted)

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle of 1906.

3rd Total

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above.

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of 1906

^3

42

3

181

,012,700

i.KI,3I2

815,604

,563,960

939,480

,320,320

,266,288

,037.603

,968,792

,870,483

877.322,397

23,424,259

5,812,328

906,558,984

13,091,171

393.467,813

906,558,984

45,327.949

951,886,933

13,091,171

26,796,607

Balance^. 911,999,155
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EXPLANATION.

I.

Vtfn 4.62,185,855 being the wealth of Fukuoka Ken in Lands. This consists of:

—

1. Yen 224,890,250 being ten times the total value of 1,729,925 ko^u of rice, the

produce of rice-fields in Fukuoka Ken, which reckoned at Vefi 13 per ^oht makes

Yen 22,489,025 (Table 2).

2. Yen 52,415,200 being ten times the total value of 655,190 /co/m of barley and

wheat, the produce of dry-fields in Imkuoka Ken, which recloned at Yen 8 per i-oht

makes Yen 5,241,520 ^Table 2).

3. J^M 55,461,090 being ten time^ the total value, K»« 5,546,152, of beans, miscel-

laneous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddy-fields in

Fukuoka Ken, assuming such value to be l of the sum, Yen 27,730,545, i.e. the total

value of rice, barley and wheat produced in this Prefecture.

4. Yen 82,322,250 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Fukuoka

Ken, the total area of which is 10,976 c/io 3 /an, reckoned at Yen 750 per (an

(Table 3).

5. Yen 18,520,020 being the total value of 663 e/io 8 /an of buildin; lots in the Cities

and towns in Fukuok.'^ Ken, reckoned at Ye/i 9.30 per /su/>o (Tabe 4).

6. i'eu 10,245,990 b:ing the total value of the landed property of the Government

(land for Government use, building lots, forests, unclutivateJ fields, land under

cultivation and others) in Fukuoka Ken (Table 5).

7- Yen 3,001 being the total value of the Imperial Estates (miscellanous lands) in

Fukuoka Ken (Table 6.)

8. Yen 18,328,054 being the sum of the total value, Yen 7,661,804, of the forests, un-

cultivated and other fields, either permanently or temporarily exempted from taxes

in Fukuoka Ken (Table 7), and of ten times the value, i'en 10,666,250, of timber,

faggots and bamboos from the above forests (Table 8).

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various des-

criptions of lands in Fukuo".<a Ken.

n.

Yen 83,012,700 being the wealth of Japan represented by Dwelling Houses, Store-

houses and other Buildings in Fukuoka Ken. This consists of:—
1

.

Yeji 62,327,900 being the sum of the total value, Yen 14,279,500, of 28,559 Dwelling

Houses in Fukuoka, Kurume, Moji and Kokura Cities estimated at Yen 500 per

house and of the total value, Yen 48,048,400, of 240,342 Dwelling Houses outside

the Cities reckoned at Yen 200 per house.

2. Yen 5,756,800 being the sum of the total value, Yen 952,000, of 952 Storehouses

in Fukuuka, Kurume, Moji and Kokura Cities estimated at YtM 1,000 each and of
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the total value, Yen 4,804,800, of 8,008 Storehouses outside the Cities reckoned at

Yen 600 each. The above numbers of Storehouses were worked out on the as-

sumed basis of I Sturehouse for every 30 Dwelling Houses.

Yen 2,643,000 being the sum of the total value, Yen 600,000, of 80 Gcvernment,

communal and private common schools and other educational establishments in

Fukuoka, Kurume, Moji and Kokura Cities estimated at Yen 7,500 per building

and of the total value, Yen ^,043,000, of 6S1 such buildings outside the Cities

reckoned at Yen 3,000 each.

Yen 12,285,000 being the sum of tlie total value. Yen 2,820,000, of 376 Covern-

ment Offices, Temples, Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories in Fukuoka,

Kurume, Moji and Kokura Cities estimated at Yen 7 500 per building and of the

total value, }^« 9,465,000, of 3,155 such buildings outside the Cites reckoned at

Yen 3,000 each.

in.

Yen 42,341,312 being the total value of Furniture and Artich.s of Virtu in

Fukuoka Ken. This consists of:

—

Yen 41,506,350 being a of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and

other Buildings in Fukuoka Ken, on the assumption that the total value of Furniture

therein is such.

Yen 834,962 being the sum of the value. Yen 114,236, of Articles of Virtu in Fuku-

oka, Kurume, Moji and Kokura Cities reckoned on the assumption lliai there are

.Articles of Virtu worth Yen 4 in the possession of each family in the Cities, the en-

tire number of familie-^ therein b ing 28,559, and of the total value, Yen 720,726

of the same articles in the districts outside the Cities calculated at the late of

]>K 3 per family, the entire number of families in those districts being 240,242.

IV.

Yen 3,815,604 being the value of the naliotud wealth in Domestic and otiier

Animals in Fukuoka Ken. This consists of:—
Yen 1,389,720 being the value of 46,324 Horned Cattle in Fukuoka Ken estimated

at Yen 30 per head.

Yeu 1,748,440 being the va'ue of 43,711 Horses in Fukuoka Ken reckoned at Yen

40 per head.

Yen 1,19c being the value of 23S Swine in Fukuoka Ken esiiinated at )'en 5 per

head.

Yeti 40,320 being the value of 134,401 Fowls in Fukuoka Ken reckoned at Yen

0.30 each, based on the assumption one Cock or Hen is kept per two families.

Yen 635,934 being | of the sum of the above four items, the value of Goats, Ducks,

Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc. in P'ukuoka Ken being assumed to be

such.
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y^n 181,563,960 being the Capitalized amount of the estimated 5^0 annual interest

on i of the total value, Yen 18,156,396, of the following Mineral Products:—Gold,

Yen g2,02l ; Silver, Yen 1,544; Copper, Yen 1,740; Iron Pyrite, Yifii 1,623; ^^^^

Coal, Yen 18,058,468.

VI.

Yen 11,939,480 being the total value of Marine Products in Kagawa Ken. This

consists of.

—

Yen 7,107,440 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 ^ annual interest

on i of the total value. Yen 710,744, of Sardine, Bonito, Pagrus, Cuttle-fish,

Mackerel, Tunny, Shark, " Ayu," Ear-shell, Trepang, Oyster, Clim, Agar-agar,

Horse-Mackerel, Sole, Eel, Mackerel Pike, etc., caught in Fukuoka Ken.

Yen 2,203,410 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annnal interest

on i of the total value. Yen 220,341, of Manufactured Marine Produc-ts, such as

Dried Cuttle-fish, and Sardine, Dried Bonito, etc.

Yen 2,628,630 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on i of the value. Yen 262,863, of 135,004 ^oAu of common salt produced in

Fukuoka Ken.

VII.

Yen 1,320,320 being the wealth-producing power of the 1 lecttic and Gas Works,

Water-works, and Tram-cars in P'ukuoka Ken, consisting of:

—

Yen 329,520 being the capitalized amount of the estimoted 5 ^^ annual interest on

the total annual profits. Yen 16,476 of the Dazaifu, Nanchiku, and Chikugo Horse

Trams in this Prefecture.

Yen 990,800 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % interest per year

on the total annual profits, Yen 49,540, of the Hakata, Wakamalsu, and Kokura

Electric Light Companies and Toyosu Electric Trams in this prefecture.

VIII.

Yen 2,266,288 being the total wealth represented by Shipping. I his consists of:

—

Yen 470,700 being the cost of building 84 Steamers having the lotal tonnage of

4,707, estimated at Yen 100 per ton.

Yen 1,448,350 being the cost of building 355 Sailing Vessels in Fukuoka Ken

28,967 tons in all, estimated at Yen 50 per ton.

Yen 319,310 being the cost of building 433 larger Japanese Junks in Fukuoka Ken

63,862 ^o/iu \n all, estimated at Yen 5 per /t<?/'«.

Yen 27,928 being the value of 13,964 smaller Vessels in Fukuoka Ken reckoned at

Yen 2 each.
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IX.

Yen 6,037,603 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in F'ukuoka

Ken. This consists :

—

Yen 5,284,664 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins in circulation and Specie

Reserve, the property of the inhabitants cf Fukuoka Ken.

In ma'dng the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in

circulation and Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to be the common propeity

of all Japanese except the people of Taiwan and Karafuto and to this common

property the citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of Yen

10.9025129 per capita; those of the other 5 large Cities, Yen "J-So; and the in-

habitants of all other parts of the Empire, Yen 3.509354. (For details vide the

Statements for the whole Empire).

Yen 752,939 being the value of Gold and Silver Bullion, the propeity of the

inhabitants of Fukuoka Ken.

In making the above estimate, the people of the six large Cities were supposed

to have Yen i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire Yen 0.50 each.

X.

Yen 40,968,792 being i of tlie sum total, F^« 81,937,585 of the entire Capital ( Yen

73,835,331) of 327 Companies and that ( Ffw 8,102,254) of 88 Banks (excepting

Agencies and Branch Offices of Banks) in Fukuoka Ken.

XI.

Yen 41,870,483 being the wealth of Fukuoka Ken in Goods and Merchandise of

all kinds, consistmg of:

—

Yen 5,247,200 being the value of Imported Goods in possession of the inhabi-

tants of Fukuoka Ken.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed in

the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values/^and, of

this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Naga-

saki, Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in,the remaining

portion of the Empire. C'n this basis the people of those cities were credited to

the amount of Yen 7.70 per capita and those outside them, Yen 3.484481 each

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

Yen 16,638,327 being i of the total value, Yen 33,276,654, of rice, barley, wheat

and all other agricultural produce of Fukuoka Ken reckoned on the supposition

that one-half there of remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.

Yen 596,974 being }, of the total value, Yen 1,193,948, of the Marine I'roducts of

1 ukuoka^ Ken, one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within

this Prefecture.
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4. Yen 9,078,198 being \ of the value amounting to Yen 18,156,396 of tbe Mineral

Products, based on the same supposition as above.

5. Yen 331,032 being \ of the sum ( Yen 662,064) of the value of Cocoons, Yen

262,576 ; Silks, P^w 227,785 ; and Teas, I^« 171,703 produced in Ful<uoka Ken;

reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.

6. Fi-w 9,978,752 being the sum of one-half
( K'w 7,393,045) of the total value. Yen

14,786,090 of the following articles produced in Fukuoka Ken:—Voven Fabrics.

I^« 2,270,047 ; Porcelain and Earthenware, K-w 32,380; Oils, Yen 711,623; Pi(-

pared Indigo, K-w 63,470; Paper, 1^« 359,243 ; Matsand Mattings, K*;? 372,611;

Wax, Yen 3,037,456; Camphor and Camphor Oil, Yen 22,240; 5" ke. Spirits, etc.,

F^« 6,497,400 ; Soy, Kf« 1,393,488 and of the estimated value Ft'/i 2,585,707 of

other articles of miscellaneous kinds.

The above eleven items amount to Yen 877,322,397.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled

and of which consequently an apportionei account maybe made in resuect of the in-

habitants of each Prefecture. These are :

—

XIL

Yen 23,424,259 being the share for Fukuoka Ken in Japan's wealth in the State and

private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at Yen 725,417,890;

This distributed among the whole population (exclusive of the inhabitants of

Taiwan and Karafuto), we have Yen 15.555221 as the share per capita. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

Yen 5,8 1 2,3 .'8 being the share for Fukuoka Ken in Japan's wealth in the Imperial

warships, 300,000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to be Yen

180,000,000, their Cost <^f building being reckoned at the averai;e rate of Yen 600

per ton. The quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population of

Japan exclusive Taiwan and Karafuto, i. e. our per capita share of this item of

wealth is Yen 3.8597626. From this the above sum Ye-t 5,812,328 can be

obtained by simple multiplicalion.

The above thirteen items summed up we have Yen 906,558,984 from which such

portion of our foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 ( Yen 405,416,000) as has to

be borne by Fukuoka Ken, is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole nation

each of the Japanese subjects exclusive of those in Taiwan and Karafuto lias to bear Yen,

8.6933863. (For details vide the Statements for the whole Empilre). Calculated on this

basis the liabilities on this recount of Fukuoka Ken are Yen 13,091,171 deducting which

from the above mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth
(
Yen 906,558,984), Yen

893,467,813 appears as the total wealth of Fukuoka Ken at the close of 1904 minus the

above-mentioned portion of the foreign loans then outstandihg.
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THE INCREASE OF WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904

TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as 5^^ of the total wealth. Now 5^ of Yen 906,558,984 is Yen

45>327-949-

These two sums aggregate Yen 951,886,933 from which portions for this Prefecture

of the foreign lians at the cluse of 1904 and those contracted fiom the close of 1904 to

the middle of 1906 are to be deducted, i. e. Yen 13,091,171 and Yen 26,796,607

respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being Yen 829,855,000, the liability of each of the

[apanese sujects on this account excepting their fellow subjects in Taiwan and Karafuto,

calculated in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904, is Yeu

17-7946852 which multiplied by the population of Fukuoka Ken becomes Yen 26,796,607,

which is the portion of the latter loans to be borne by the people of Fukuoka Ken. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deducting the above sums Yen 13,091,171 and Yen 26,796,607 from the total

wealth of Fu'suo' a Ken ( Yen 951,886,933), the balance F^« 911,999,155 representing the

net wealth of Fukuoka Ken in the middle of 1906 is obtained.
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HE STATEMENTS FOR KUMAMOTO KEN.

Area 465.47 square fi.

Administrative divisions : 12 Giin (counties) ; i City
; 33 Towns ;

331 Villages

Population : 1,172,001

Families : 215,968

^. ("Population: 5Q,7I7
Kumamoto CUVj

' 'Families: 14.387

(I) Lands Yen 385,499,552

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehous°s and other Buildings ... „ 62,327,600

(HI) Furniture and Articles of Virtu „ 31,826,091

(IVj Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals... „ 6,682,494

(V) Mining Products „ 3,947,930

(VI) Marine Products „ 14,978,980

(VII) Electric and Gas Works, Waterworks, and Tram-cars... ,, 46,300

(VIII) Shipping „ 575>7«2

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion „ 4,698,974

(X) Companies and Banks
, 4,004,947

(XI) Goods and Merchandise „ 21,602,585

1st Total „ 535.191.235

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones „ 18,230,742

(XIII) Warships „ 4.523.645

2nd Total „ 557,945,622

Foreign loans to be deducted from above „ 10,188,657

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) „ 547.756>96i)

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted) „ 557,945,622

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle of 1906... „ 27,897,281

3rd Total
, 585,842,903

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above „ 10,188,657

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 „ 20,855,389

Balance „ 554,798,857
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EXPLANATION.

I.

Yen 284,495,552 being the wealth of Kumamoto Ken in Lands. This consists of:

—

1. yf« 157,135,030 being ten times the total vahie of 1,208,731 koiu of rice, the

produce of rice-fields in Kumamoto Ken, which reckoned at Yen 13 per ^o^u

makes Yen 15,713,503 (Table 2).

2. Yen 62,764,640 being ten times tlie total value of 784,558 ^'o/c/e of barley and wheat,

the produce of dry-fields in Kumamoto Ken, wliich reckoned at Yen 8 per /eoiie

makes Yen 6,276,464 (Table 2).

3. Yen 43,979,934 being ten times the total value, 5 >« 4,397,993-40, of beans, mis-

cellaneous cereals and other agricult ral produce of both dry and paddy-fields in

Kumamoto Ken, assuming such value to be a of the sum, Yen 21,987,067, i.e. llie

total value of rice, barley and wheat prod; ced in this Prefecture.

4. Yen 66,134,080 being the total value of building lots in the vil'ages in Kumamoto

Ken, the total area of which is 9,725 cko 6 /an, reckonei^ at Yen 680 per /"an

(Table 3).

5. Yen 10,339,800 being the total value 0^362 e/to 8 /an of building lots in the City

and towns in Kumamoto Ken, reckoned at Yen 9.50 per /stedo (Table 4).

6. Yen 19,877,785 being the total value of the landed property of the Government

(land for Government use, forests, uncultivated fields, land under cultivation and

others) in Kumamoto Ken (Table 5).

7. Yen 3,587 being the total value of the Imperial Estates (sites of Imperial Palaces,

and land attached thereto, estates conferred on Imperial Princess, forests and

uncultivated fields) in Kumamoto Ken (Table 6).

8. Yen 24,264,696 being the sum of the total value, Yen 6,301,426, of the forests, un-

cultivated and other fields, lands either permanently or temporarily exempted from

taxes in Kumamato Ken (Table 7), and often times tlie value, Yen 17,963,270, of

timber, faggots, and ba-nboos from the above forests (Table 8).

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various descrip-

tions of lands in Kumamoto Ken.

II.

Yen 62,327,600 being the wealth of Japan represented by Dwelling Houses, Store-

houses and other Buildings in Kumamoto Ken. This cons'sts of:—
I Yen 47,509,700 being the sum of the total value, Yen 7,193,500, of 14,387 Dwelling

Houses in Kumamoto City estimated at Yen 500 per house and of the total value,

^« 7ji93,5oo, of 201,581 Dwelling Houses outside the City reckoned at Yen 20J

per house.
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2. Yen 4,511,400 being the sum of the total value, Yen 480,000, of 480 Storehouses

in Kumamoto City estimated at Yen 1,000 each and of the total value. Yen

4,031,400, of 6,719 Storehouses outside the City reckoned at }>« 600 each. The

above numbers of Storehouses were worked out on the assumed basis of i Store-

house for every 30 Dwelling Houses.

3. Yen 2,661,000 being the sum of the total value. Yen 405,000, of 54 Government,

communal and private common schools and other educational establishments in

Kumamoto City estimated at Yejt 7,500 per building, and of the total value, Yen

2,256,000, of 752 such buildings outside the City reckoned at Yett 3,000 each.

4. Ye7i 7,645,500 being the sum of the total value. Yen 1,612,500, of 215 Government

Offices, Temples, Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories in Kumamoto

City estimated at Yen 7,500 per building and of the total value, Yen 6,033,000,

of 2,011 such buildings outside the City reckoned Yen- 3,000 each.

III.

\en 31,826,091 being the total value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu in Kuma-

moto Ken. This consists of:

—

1. Yen 31,163,800 being J of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and

other Buildingg in Kumamoto Ken, on the assumption that the total value of Furni-

ture therein is such.

2. Yen 662,291 being the sum of the value. Yen 57,548, of Articles of Virtu in

Kumamoto City reckoned on the assumption that there are Articles of Virtu worth

Yen 4 in the possession of each family in the City, the entire number of families

therein being 14,387, and of the total value, K'W 604,748, of the same articles

in the districts outside the City calculated at the rate of Yen 3 per family, ihe

entire number of families in those districts being 201,581.

IV.

Yen 6,682,494 bein.; tlie value of the national wealth in Domestic and other

Animals in Kumamoto Ken. This consists of:

—

1. Yn 1,523,280 being the value of 50,776 Horned Cattle in Kumamoto Ken esti-

mate, at Yen 30 per head.

2. J^^w 4,010,520 being the value of 100,263 Horses in Kumamoto Ken reckoned at

Yen 40 per head.

3. Yen 2,550 being the value of 550 Swine in Kumamoto Ken estimated at Yen 5

per head.

4. Yen 32,395 being tiie value of 107,984 Fowls in Kimamoto Ken reckoned at

i>« 0.30 each, based on tlie assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept per two

families.

5. Yett 1,113,749 being a of tlie sum of the above four items, the value of Goats^

Ducks, Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc. in Kumamoto Ken being as-

sumed to be such.
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V.

Ve/i 3,947)930, being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on A of the total value, Yen 394,793, consisting of J'cw 241,451, Copper, and

J^« 153)342, Coal, produced in Kumamoto Ken.

VI.

Ven 14,978,980 being the total value of Marine Products in Kumamoto Ken. This

consists of:

—

•

1. Yen 7,961,740 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 ^ annual interest

on -1 of the total value. Yen 796,174, of Sardine, Bonito, Pagrus, Cuttle-fish,

Mackerel, Tunny, Shark, "Ayu," Ear-shell, Trepaig, Lobsters and Shrimps, Oyster,

Agar-agar, Bjra, Horse-Mackerel, I'orphgra, etc., caught in Kumamoto Ken.

2. Yen 433,240 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on i of the total value, Ye/i 434,324, of Manufactured Marine Products, such as

Dried Bonito, Cuttle-fish, Dried and Boiled .Sardine, etc

3. Yen 2,674,000 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 ^^ annual interest

on i of the value, Yen 267,400, of 139,076 /;oiu of common salt produced in

Kumamoto Ken.

VII.

Yen 46,300 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on the total annual profits, Yen 2,315, of the Kumamoto Electric Light Co. in

Kumamoto Ken.

VIIl.

Yen 575,782 be ng the tola' wealth represented by Shipping. This consists of:

—

1. Yen 85,200 being the cost of b lilding 9 Steamers having the total tonnage of

852, estimated at Ye/i 100 per ion.

2. Yen 79,250 being the cost of building 26 Sailing Vessels in Kumamoto Ken

1,585 tons in all, estimated at Yen 50 per ton.

3. Yen 386,820 being the cost of building 832 larger Japanese Junks in Kumamoto

Ken 77,364 koi'u in all, estimated at Yen 5 per io/cie.

4. Yen 24,512 being the value of 12,256 sma'ler Vessels in Kumamoto Ken reckoned

at Yen 2 each.

IX.

y^en 4,698,974 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Kumamoto

Ken. This consists of:

—

I. Yen 4,112,973 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins in circulation and Specie

Reserve, the property of the inhabitants of Kumamoto Ken.
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In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in

circulation and^Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to be the comrnon property

of all Japanese exclusive the people of Taiwan and Karafuto aid to this common

property the citizens of Tokio were assumed to the entitled at the rate of

Ven 10.9025129 per capita; those of the other 5 large Cities, ien 7.50; and the

inhabitants of all other parts of the Empire, Yen 3.5093594. (For details vide the

Statements for the whole Empire).

Yen 586,001 being the value of Gold and Silver Bullion, the property of the in-

habitants of Kuniamoto Ken.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were sup-

posed to have i'e>! i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Fmpire }'e/i

0.50 each.

X.

Yen 4,004,947 being i of the sum total, Yen 8,009,893, of the entire Capital ( Yen

5,737,549) of 78 Companies and that (Yvi 2,272,344) of 17 Banks (excepting

Agencies and Branch Olhces of Banks) in Kumamoto Ken.

XI.

YefZ 21,602,585 being the wealth of Kumamoto Ken in Goods and Merchandise of

all kinds, consisting of:

—

Yen 4,083,815 being the value of Imported Goods in possession of the inhabitants

of Kumamoto Ken.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed in

the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and, of

this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Koyto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Naga-

saki, Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining

portion of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to

the amount of Yen 7.70 per capita and those outside them. Yen 3.484481 each.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

Yen 13,193,980 being
I
of the total value, Yen 26,387,960, of rice, barley, wheat

and all other agricultiirnl produce of Kumamoto Ken reckoned on the supposition

that one-half thereof remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.

Yen 748,949 being J of the total value, Yen 1,497,898, of the Marine Products

of Kumamoto Ken, one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within

this Prefecture.

Yen 197,397 being
l

of the total value, Yett 394,793, of the Mineral Products,

one-half thereof remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.

Yen 1,488,405 being J of the sum ( Yen 2,976,809) of the value of Cocoons, icn

1,362,193; Silks, Yeti 1,232,532; and Teas, Yen 382,084 produced in Kumamoto

Ken ; reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.
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6. Yen 1,890,039 being the sum of one-half (il-// 1,808,855) of the total value, I'tv/

3,617,710, of the following articles produced in Kumamoto Ken :—Woven Fabrics,

Yen 293,813; Porcelain and Earthenware, Ye>i 67,368; Lacquered Ware, Yen

11,137; Bronze and Copper Ware, K?// 382 ; Oils, Yen 201,940; Straw Braids,

i>w 16,307 ; Paper, Yen 198,669; Mats and Mattings, F<?« 101,658; Wax, Yen

233,693; Camphor and Camphor Oils, Yen. 98,131; Salr, Spirits, etc., Yen

1,851,004; Soy, Yen 529,452, and of the estimated value Ye/i 81,184 of other

articles of miscellaneous kinds.

The above eleven items amount to Yen 535,191,235.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled

of which consequently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the inhabitants

each of Prefecture. These are :—

XII.

Ye/i 17,230,742 being the share for Kumamoto Ken in Japan's wealth in the State

and private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at Yen 725,417,890.

This distributed among the whole population (excepting the inhabitants of Taiwan

and Karafulo), we have Yen 15.5552271 as the share per capita. (For details vide

the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

i'en 4,523,645 being the share for Kumamoto Ken in Japan's wealth in the Im-

perial warships, 300,000 tons in all, the value wheieof was estimated to be i'en

180,000,000, their cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of i'e/i 600

per ton. The quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population of

Japan excelusive Taiwan and Karafuto, i.e. our per capita share of this item of

wealth is Yen. 3.8597626. From this the above sum Yen 4,523,645 can be obtained

by simple multiplication.

The above thirteen items aggregate Ye/! 557,945,622 from which such portion

of our foreign loans outstanding at the close of igo^ {Yen 405,416,000) as has to be

b')rne by Kum .moto Ken, is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole nation,

each of the Japanese subjects exclusive of those in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear Yen

8.6933863, (For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated on this

basis the liabilities on this account of Kumamoto Ken are Yen 10,188,657 deducting which

from the above mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth [Yen. 557,945,622), Yen

547,756,965 appears as the total wealth of Kumamoto Ken at the close of 1904 minus

the abovementioned portion of the foreign loans then outstanding.
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THE INCREASE OF WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904

TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

Tliis increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as 50^ of the total wealth. Now $-^o of Yen 557,945,622 is Yen

27,897,281.

These two sums aggregate Yen 585,842,903 from which the portion for this Prefecture

of the foreign loans at the close of 1904 and that contracted from the close of 1904 to the

middle of 1906 are to be deducted, i. e. Yen 10,188,657 and Yen 20,855,389 respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being Yen 829,855,000, the liability of each

of the Japanese subjects on this account exclusive thoss in Taiwan and Karafuto,

calculated in the same way as m the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904, is Yen

17.7946852 which multiplied by the population of Kumamoto Ken becomes Yen 20,855,389

which is the portion of the latter loans to be borne by the people of Kumamoto Ken.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deducting the above sums Yen 10,188,657 and Yen 20,855,389 from the total

wealth of Kumamoto Ken ( K'W 585,842,903), the balance it-;/ 554,798,857 representing

the net wealth of Kumamoto Ken in the middle of 1906 is obtained.
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THE STATEMENTS FOR OITA KEN.

Area 402.73 square ri.

Administrative divisions : 12 Cw/ (counties) ; 28 Towns; 251

Villages

Population : 835,628

Families : i5S>S5i

(I) Lands Yen 239,405,542

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings „ 44,976,200

(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu „ 22,954,753

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals „ 4,644,772

(V) Mining Products „ 2,403,980

(VI) Marine Products „ 16,021,330

(VII) Electric and Gas Works, Waterworks, and Tram-

cars „ 201,160

(VIII) Shipping „ 485,484

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion „ 3j35o,333

(X) ^ Companies and Banks „ 6,190,265

(XI) Goods and Merchandise... „ 16,037,934

ist Total „ 359,671,753

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones... „ 12,998,383

(XIII) Warships „ 3,225,326

2nd Total „ 372,895,462

Foreign loans to be deducted from above „ 7,264,437

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) „ 365>631'025

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted) ,, 372,895,462

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle of 1906... „ 18,644,773

3rd Total „ 391,540,235

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above ... ,, 7,264,437

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 „ 14,869,737

Balance „ 358403^061
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EXPLANATION.

I.

Yen 239,405,542 being the wealth of Oita Ken in Land=. This consists of:

—

1. I'^w 90,969,190 being ten times the total value of 699,763 y6(7/C'M of rice, the pro-

duce of rice-fields in Oita Ken, which reckoned at Yen 13 per koku makcb

Yen 9,096,919 (Table 2).

2. Yen 45,171,040 being ten t'lnes the total value of 564,638 kokti of bailey and

wheat, the produce of dry-fields in Oita Ken, which reckoned at Yen 8 per koku

makes Yen 4,517,104 (^Table 2).

3. Yen 27,228,046 being ten times the total value, Yen 13,614,023, of beans, mis-

cellaneous cereals and other ngricu'tural produce of both dry and paddy-fields in

Oita Ken, assumin; such value to l.e -i- of the sum. Yen 2,722,804, i.e. the total

value of rice, ba ley and wheat produced in this Prefecture.

4. Yen 34,344^545 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Oila

Ken the total area of which is 6,800 c/to 9 tan, reckoned at Yen 505 per /an

(Table 3).

5. Yen 3,815,100 being the total value of 141 cho 3 tan of building lots in the

towns in Oita Ken, reckoned at Yen 9 per isubo (Table 4).

6. Yen 8,121,326 being the total value of the landed property of the (jovernmenl

(land for Government use, building lots, forests, uncultivated fields, land under

cultivation and others) in Oita Ken (Table 5).

7. There is no crown land in Oita Ken.

8. Yen 29,756,295 being the sum of the total value. Yen 4,729,145, of ihe forests, un-

cultivated and other fields, Imds either per 1 anently or temporarily exempted from

taxes in Oita Ken (Table 7), and of ten times the value. Yen 25,027,150, of tim-

ber, faggots and bamboos from the above forests (Table 8j.

The above seven items constitute the national w.alih of Japan in the various descrip-

tions of lands in Oita Ken.

n.

Yen 44,976,200 being the wealth of Japan represented by Dwelling Houses, Store-

houses and other Buildings in Oita Ken. This consists of:

—

1, Yen 31,110,200 being the sum of the total value of all Dwelling Houses in Oita

Ken esiimated at Yen 200 per house.

2. Yen 3,111,000 being the sum of the total value (f 5,185 Storehouses in Oita

Ken estimated at Yen 600 each. The above numljers of Storehouses were worked

out on the assumed basis of i Storehouse for every 30 Dwelling Huuses.
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y'en 1,914,000 being the sum of the total vaUie of 638 Government, communal and

private common scho )ls and other educational establishments in Oita Ken reckon-

ed at Ven 3,000 each.

Ven 8,841,000 being the sum of the total value of 2,947 Government Oftices,

Temples, Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories in Oita Ken reckoned at

Yen 3,000 each.

HI.

Yen 22,954,753 being the total value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu in Oita

Ken. This consists of ;

—

Yen 22,488,100 being i of the total value, ]'t»« 44,976,200, of all Dwelling Houses,

Storehouses and other Buildings in Oita Ken, on the assumption that the total

value of Furniture therein is such.

Yen 466,653 being the sum of the value of Articles of Virtu in Oita Ken reckoned

on the assumption that there are Articles of Virtu worth Yen 3 in the possession

of each family in the districts the entire number of families therein being iSSiSS^-

IV.

IVw 4,644,772 being the value of the national wealth m Domestic and other

Animals in Oita Ken. This consists of:

—

Yen 1,932,960 being the value of 64,432 Horned Cattle in Oita Ken estimated at

Yen 30 per head.

Yen 1,912,080 being the value of 47,802 Horses in Oita Ken reckoned at Yen 40

per head.

Yen 2,270 being the value of 454 Swine in Oila Ken estimated at Yen ^ per

head.

Yen 23,333 being the value of 77,775 Fowls in Oita Ken reckoned at Yen 0.30

each, based on the assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept per two families.

Yen 774,129 being a of the sum of the al)ove four item?, the value of Goats,

Ducks, Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc. in Oita Ken being assumed

to be such.

V.

Yen 2,403,980 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 fo annual interest

on i of the total value. Yen 240,398, of the Muieral products in Oita Ken :—Gold,

Yen 200,301 ; Silver, Yen 2,903 ; and Sulphur, Yen 37,194.
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VI.

Yen 16,021,330 being the total value of Marine Products in Oita Ken. This

consists of:

—

1. Yen 7,614,740 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on i of the total value, i'en 761,474, of Sardine, Bonito, Cuttle-fish, Mackerel,

Tunny, Shark, Ear-shell, Trepang, Lobsters and Prawns, Oyster, Agar-agar, Bora,

Horse-Mackerel; Sea-bream, etc. caught in Oita Ken.

2. Yen 4,833,210 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% annual interest on

i of the total value, Yen 483,321, of Manufactured Marine Products, such as Dried

Sardine, Cuttle-fish, Dried Bonito, etc.

3. ien 3,573,380 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on i of the value. Yen 357,338, of 188,330 AoAu of common salt produced in Oita

Ken.

VII.

Yen 201,160 being the wealth-producing j»ower of the Electric and Gas Works,

Water-works, and Tram-cars in Oita Ken consisting of :

—

1. Yen 43,660 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on the total annual profits, Yen 2,183 ^^ the Toyosu Electric Tram-cars in

Oita Ken.

2. Yen 157,500 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % interest per year

on the total annual profits, Yen 7,875 of the Hida and Takeda Water Power

Electric Light Companies in Oita Ken.

VIII.

Yen 485,484 being the total wealth represented by Shipping. This consists of:

—

1. Yen 6,700 being the cost of building i Steamer having the total tonnage of 67

estimated at Yen lOO per ton.

2. Yen 136,900 being the cost of building 42 Sailing Vessels in Oita Ken 2,738

tons in all, estimated at Yen 50 per ton.

3. Yen 313,940 being the cost of building 610 larger Japanese Junks in Oita Ken

62,788 I'oiu in all, estimated at Yen 5 per /coh(.

4. J'dV/ 27,944 being the value of 13,972 smaller Vessels in Oita Ken reckoned at

Yen 2 each.

IX.

^^" 3)350,333 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Oita

Ken. This consists of :

—

1. Fd-w 2,932,519 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins in circulation and Specie

Reserve, the property of the inhabitants of Oita Ken.
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In making the above estimates, the* whole amount of Gold and Silver Corns in

circulation and Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to be the common proper-

ty of all Japanese except the people of Taiwan and Karafuto, and to this common

property the citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of Yen

10.9025129 per capita; those of the other 5 large Cities, Yen 7'50; and the

inhabitants of all other parts of the Empire, Yen 3.5093594. (For details vide

the Statements for the whole Empire).

Yen 417,814 being the value in Gold and Silver Bullion, the property of the in-

habitants of Oita Ken.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were supposed

to have Yen i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire Yen 0.50 each.

X.

Yen 6,190,265 being ^ of the sum total, amountmg to Yen 12,380,530, of the entire

Capital ( F^« 7,064,922) of 93 Compa ies and that ( K'w 5,315,608) of 48 Banks

(excepting Agencies and Branch Offices of Banks) in Oita Ken.

XI.

Yen 16,037,934 being the wealth of Oita Ken in Goods and Merchandise of all

kinds, consisting of:—
Yen 2,911,730 being the value of Imported Goods in porsession of the inhabitants

of Oita Ken.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsunied in

the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and, of

this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Naga-

saki, Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining

portion of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to

the amount of Yen 7.70 per capita and those outside them, Yen 3.484481 each.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

Yen 8,168,414 being a of the total value, Yen 16,336,828, of rice, barley, wheat and

all other agricultural produce of Oita Ken reckoned on the supposition that one-

half thereof remains unconsumed vviihin this Prefecture.

Yen 801,067 being a of the total value. Yen 1,602,133, of the Marine Products of

Oita Ken, one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within this

Prefecture.

Yen 120,199 being ^ of the total value. Yen 240,398, of the Mineral Products in

Oita Ken, based on the same hypothesis as above.

Yen 674,983 bemg i of the sum [Yen 1,349,966) of the valiie of Cocoons, Yen

612,431; Silks, 1^« 607,172; and Teas, Yen 130,363 produced in Oita Ken;

reckoning being made on the same assumption as above.
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6. }'en 3,361,541 being the sum of one-half ( Yen 2,225,781) of the total value, Yen

4,451,562, of the following articles proJuced in Oila Ken :—Woven Fabrics, Yen

39,463; Oils, i'en 88,773; Hides and Leathers, Yen 7,946; Straw Braids, Yen

4,i5oj; Paper, Jt-w 163,742; Mats and Matting, 1"^/^ 748,576 ; Wax, }'f« 256,348;

Sake, Spirits, etc., Yen 2,598,280; Soy, Yen 544,284, and of the estimated value

Yeft 1,135,760 of other articles of miscellaneous kinds.

The above eleven items amount to Yen 356,671,753.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled

and of which consequently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the inhabi-

tants of each Prefecture. These are :

—

XII.

Yen 12,998,383 being the share for Oita Ken in Japan's wealth in the State

and private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at i'en 725,4l7r

890. This distributed among the whole population (excepting the inhabitants of

Taiwan and Karafuto), we have i'en 15.5552271 as the share per capita. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

xin.

Yen 3,225,326 being the share for Oita Ken in Japan's wealth in the Imperial

warships, 300,000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to be i'en 180,000,-

000, their cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of i'en 600 per ton.

The quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population of Japan

excepting Taiwan and Karafuto, 1. e. our per capita share of this item of wealth is

Yen 3.8597626. From this the above sum i'en 3,225,326 can be obtained by

simple multiplication.

The above thirteen items being summed up we have Yen 372,895,462 from which

such portion ( i'en 7,264,437) of our foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 ( Yen

405,416,000) as has to be borne by Oita Ken, is to be deducted. Of this common debt of

the whole nation, each of the Japanese exclusive of those in Taiwan and Karafuto has

to bear Yen 8.6933863. (For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire;.

Calculated on this basis the liabilities on this account of Oita Ken are Yen 7,264,437

deducting wh'ch from the above mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth
(
Yen

372,895,462), Yen 365,631,025 appears as the total wealth of Oita Ken at the close of

1904 minus the above-mentioned portion of the foreign loans then outstanding.
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THE INCREASE OF WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904

TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as 5^ of the total wealth. Njw 5^ of Yejt 372,895,462 is Yen

18,644,773.

These two sums a gregate Yen 391,540,235 from which the portion for this Prefecture

of the foreign loans at the close of 1904 and that contracted from the close of 1904 to

the middle of 1906 are to be deducted, i. e. Yen 7,264,437 and Yen 14,869,737

respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being Yen 829,955,000, the liability of each of the

Japanese subjects on this account excepting their fellow subjects in Taiwan and Kara-

futo, calculated in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904,

is Yen 17.7946852 which multiplied by the population of Oita Ken becomes Yen

14,869,737, which is the portion of the latter loans to be borne by the people of Oita

Ken. (For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deduct ng the above sums K^w 7,264,437 and Yen 14869,737 from the total

wealth of Oita Ken ( I^« 391,540,235), the balance Yen 369,406,061 repre-enting the

net wealth of Oita Ken in the middle of 1906 is obtained.
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THE STATEMENTS FOR MIYAZAKI KEN.

Area 487.34 square ri.

Administrative divisions: 8 Gtm (counties); 9 Towns; 91

Villages

Population : 49 1 ,433

Families: 89,882

Miyazaki Ken has no City

(I) Lands Yen 150,110,195

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings ... ,, 24,224,000

(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu „ 12,381,646

(TV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and (Iher Animals ,, 4,365,771

(V) Mining Products „ 10,250,400

(VI) Marine Products „ 7,898,760

(VII) Electric and Gas Works, Waterworks, and Tram-cars... „ —
(VIII) Shipping „ 431,620

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion „ l»97o,332

(X) Companies and Banks „ 1,753,746

(XI) Goods and Merchandise „ 10,477,300

1st Total „ 223,863,770

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones „ 7,644,352

(XIII) Warships „ 1,896,815

2nd Total „ 233,404,937

Foreign loans to be deducted from above... „ 4,272,217

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) ., 229>132,720

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted) „ 233,404,937

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle of 1906... „ 11,670,247

3rdTolal „ 245,075,184

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above „ 4,272,217

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 „ 8,744,896

Balance „ 232,058»071
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EXPLANATION.

I.

Yen 150,110,195 being the wealth of Miyazaki Ken in Lands. This consists of:

—

r. Ven 80,007,980 being ten times the total value of 615,446 koku of rice, the

produce of rice-fields in Miyazaki Ken, wliich reckoned at Yen 13 per koku

makes Ye7i 8,000,798 (Table 2)

2. Yen 14,935,520 being ten times the total value of 186,694 koku of barley and

wheat, the produce of dry-fields in Miyazaki Ken, which reckoned at Yen 8 per

koku makes Yen 1,493,552 (Table 2).

3. Yen 18,988,700 being ten times the total value. Yen 9,494,350, of beans, miscel-

laneous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddy-fields in

Miyazaki Ken, assuming such value to be J of the sum, Yen 1,898,870, i.e. the

total value of rice, barley and wheat produced in this Prefecture.

4. Ff« 6,738,500 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Miyazaki

Ken, the total area of which is 6,738 cJio 5 tan, reckoned at Yen loo per fan

(Table 3).

5. Yen 689,310 being the total value of 85 c/io i tan of building lots in the towns

in Miyazaki Ken, reckoned at Yen 2.70 per tsul'o (Table 4 .

6. Yen 17,522,578 being the total value of the landed properly of the Government

(forests, uncultivated fields) in Miyazaki Ken. ^Table 5).

7- y^n 186 being the total value of the Imperial Estates. (Table 6).

8. Yen 11,227,421 being the sum of the total value, Ft-w 3,227,551, of the forests,

uncultivated and other fields, lands either permanently or temporarily exempted

from taxes in Miyazaki Ken (Table 7), and of ten times the value. Yen 7,999,870

of timber, faggots and bamboos from the above forests (Talkie 8).

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various

descriptions of lands in Miyazaki Ken.

II.

Yen 24,224,000 being the wealth of Japan represented by Dwelling House.s,

Storehouses and other Buildings in Miyazaki Ken. Tliis consists of:

—

1. Yen 17,976,400 being the total value of 89,882 Dwelling Houses in this Prefecture

reckoned at Yen 200 per house.

2. Yen 1,797,600 being the total value, of 2,996 Storehouses in this Prefecture

reckoned at Yen 600 each.
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3. Yen 110,000 being the sum of the total value of 370 Government, communal and

pi ivale common schools and other educational establishments in this prefecture

reckoned at Yen 3,000 each.

4. Yen 2,340,000 being the sum of the total value of 780 Government ( ffiecs,

Temples, Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories in this prefecture

at Yen 3,000 each.

iir.

Yen 12,381,646 bemg the tota' value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu. This

consists of:

—

1. Yen 12,1 12,000 being ' of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and

other Buildings in Miyasaki Ken, ou the assumption that the total value of Furniture

therein is such.

2. ]'en 269,646 being the sum of the value of Articles of Virlu in this prefecture

reckoned on the assumption that there are Art'cles of Virtu wor.h Y^en 3 in the

possession of each family in this prefecture the entire number of families therein

being 89.882.

IV.

Yen 4,365,771 being the value of the national wealth in Domestic and other

Animals in Miayazaki Ken. This consists of:

—

1. 1V« 721,020 being the value of 24,040 Horned Cattle in Miyazaki Ken estimated

at Yen 30 per head.

2. Yefi 2,894,360 bei'ig the value of 72,359 Horses in Miyazaki Ken reckoned at Yen

40 per head.

3. Yen 9,100 being the value of 1,820 Swine in Miayazaki Ken estimated at Yen 5

per head.

4. Yen 13,482 being the valui of 44,941 Fowls in Miyazaki Ken reckoned at Yen

0.30 each, based on the assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept per two families.

5. Yen 727,629 being a of the sum of the above fuur items, the value of Goats,

Ducks, Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc., in Miyazaki Ken being assumed

to be such.

V.

Yen 10,250,400 being the capitalized amoi nt of the estimated 5 ^ annual interest

on ^ of the total value, Yen i,025;040, of the following Mineral Products:

—

Copper, Yen 1,20,774; Antimony, Yen 2,016, and Sulphur, Ye/i 2,250.
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VI.

]£•;; 7,898,760 being llie total value of Marine Products in Miyazal<i Ken. This

Consists of:

—

^'^w 5>397>690 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5% annual interest on

-} of the total value, Yen 539,769, of Sardine, Boniio, ("uttle-fish, Mackerel, Tunny,

Shark, " Ayu," Ear-shell, Trepang, Prawns, (")y-.tcr, CI im, Agar-agar, etc caught

in Miyazaki Ken.

'i'dn 2,205,350 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 ^^ annual inlcrest

on i of the total value, ]>« 220,535, of Manufactured Marine Products, such as

Dried Bonito, Cuttle-fish, Prawns, Sharks, Fin, Bleached Agar-agar, etc.

)m 295,720 being the capitalized amount of ihe estimated 5 ^ annual interest on

i of the value, i'en 29,572, of 11,288 ^ohe of common salt produced in Miyazaki

Ken.

VII.

There is no establishment under ihi^ head in Mivazki Ken.

VIII.

)>« 431,620 being the total wealth represented by Shipping. This consists

of:—

1. This prefecture has no Steamer.

2. Yen 292,450 being the cost of building 71 Sailing Vessels in Miyazaki Ken 5,849

tons in all, estimated at }>;? 50 per t m.

3. im 131,560 being the cost of building 98 larger Japanese Tunks in Miyazaki Ken

26,312 ^ohi in all, estimated at }>« 5 per /:o/:ie.

4. Ven 7,610 being the value of 3,805 smaller Vessels in Miyazaki Ken reckoned at

y'gn 2 each.

IX.

Yen 1,970,332 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Miyazaki

Ken. This consists of:—
I. Ye/i 1,724,615 being the va'ue of Gold and Silver Coins in circulation and SjH'Cie

Reserve, the property of the inhabitants of Miyazaki Ken.

In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in

circulation and Si^ecie Reserve of laj^an was considered to be ihe common

])ro]erty of all Japanese except the |je('i)le of Taiwan and Karafuto and to this

common proiierty the citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of
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»« 10.9025129 per capita; those of the other 5 large Cities, i'e/iJ.^Q; and the

inhabitans of all other parts of the Empire, Vc'/i 3.5093594. ilor dutails vide the

Statements for the whole Empire).

2. Yen 245,717 being the value of Gold and Silver L'uUion, the property of the

inhabitants of Vliyazaki Ken.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were supposed

to have Yen l.oo each and those of all other parts of tlie Empire ]>;/ 050

each.

X.

Yen 1,753,746 being ^ of the sum total, Yen 3,507,492, of the entire Capital

(K-w 2,213,742) of 39 Companits and ihat (Ye/i 1,293,750) of 8 Banks (excepting

Agencies and Branch Offices of Banks) in Miyazaki Ken.

XI.

Yen 10,477,300 being the wealth of Miyazaki Ken in Goods and Merchandise of all

kinds, consisting of:

—

1. Yen 1,712,389 being the value of Imported Goods in possession of the inhabitants

of Miyazaki Ken.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed

in the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and,

of this half, ihe people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Naga-

saki, Nii'^aia and Hakodate to posse!-s twice as much as those in the remaining

portic n of the Empire. On th's basis the people of those cities were credited to

the amount of Yen 7.70 per capita and those outside them, i'en 3.484481 each.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

2. lt'« 5,696,610 being i of the total value, )'e// 1 1,393,220, of rice, barley, wheat

and all other agricultural produce of Miyazaki Ken reckoned on the supposition

that one-half thereof remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.

3. J '(fw 394,938 being i of the total value, IW/ 789,876, of the Marine Products of

Miyazaki Ken, ona-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within this

Preftcture.

4. Yen 512,520 being i of the total value amounting to Yen 1,025,040, of the Mineral

Product^, based on the same assumption as above.

5. }'c« 691,367 being i of the sum (Yen 1,382,733) of the value of Cocoons, Yen

508,443 ; Silks, Yen 635,644 and Teas, Yen 238,646, produced in Miyazaki Ken
;

reckoning being made on the same ns umption as above.

6. Yen 1,469.476 being the sum of one-half (Yen 760,472) of the total value, ien

1,520943 of the following articles jiroduced in Miyazaki Ken:—Woven Fabrics,

Yen 29,335 ; I acquered Ware, Yen 2,760 ; Oils, Yen 40,478 ; Hides and Leathers,
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i'en 4,912; Paper, }>« 166,479; M'*ts and Matting, Yen 13,211; Wax, i'^e/i

64,171; Camphor and Camphor Oil, y>« 141,947 ; 6'rtX'^, Spirits, etc., }>« 889,440;

Soy, Yen 168,210 and c)f the estimated value )tv? 709,004 of other articles of

miscellaneous kinds.

The above eleven items amount to Ye// ?23,863,770.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled

and of which consequently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the in-

habitants of each Prefecture. These are :

—

XII.

Yen 7^644,352 being the share for Miyazaki Ken in Japan's wealth in the

State and private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at Iv«

725,417,890. This distributed among the whole population ("excepting the in-

habitants of Taiwan and Karafuto), we have }>« 15,5552271 as the share per

capita. (For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

Yen 1,896,815 being tie share for Miyazaki Kin in Japan's wealth in the

Imperial warships, 3,000,000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to be

Yen 180,000,000, tiieir cost of building b.ing reckoned at the average rate of

Yen 600 per ton. The quotient cbta ned by dividing this sum by the whole

population of Japan excepting Taiwan and Karafuto, i.e. our per capita share of

this item of wealth is Yen 3.8597626. From th'S tlie above sum Yen 1,896,815

can be obtained by simple multiplication.

The above thirteen items being summed up ve have i'en 233,404,937 from which

such portion of our foreign loans oustanding at thf clo e of I904( Yen 405,416,000) a- has

to be borne by Miyazaki Ken, is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the wliole

nation, each of the Japanese subjects exclusive of those in Taiwan and Karafuto has to

bear 1^^^8.6933863. (I'or details vide the Statements for the \\ hole Emjiire). Calculated

on this basis the lialiilities on this account of Miyazaki Ken are Yen 4,272,217 deduct-

ing which from the above mentioned total cf the 13 items of wealth ( Yen 233,404,937),

Ye/! 229,132,720 ajjpears as the total wealth of Miyazaki Ken at the close of 1904 minus

the above-nicntioned portion cf the foreign loans then outstanding.
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THE INCREASE OF "WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904

TO THE MIDDLES OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general sta emenrs for the whole Empire, we as-

sumed to have been as much as ^% of the total weaUli. Now 5°^ of Yen 233,404,937 is

Yen 11,670,247.

These two sums added up we have Yc'ii 245,075,184 from which portions for iliis

Prefecture of the foreign loans at the close of 1904 aud tliose contracted from the close

of 1904 to the middle of 1906 are to deducted, i. e. Yen 4,272,217 and Yen 8,744,896

respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being Yen 829,855,000, the liability of each of the

Japanese subjects on their account excepting their fellow subjects in Taiwan and Karafuto

calculated in tlie same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904, is \'en

17.7946852 which multiplied by the population of Miyazaki Ken becomes Yen 8,744,896,

which is the portion of the latter loans to be borne by the people of Miyazaki Ken (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By dedu:ting the above sums Yen 4,272,217 and Yen 8,741,896 from the total weallli

of Miyazaki Ken (!''«; 245,075,184;, the balance Iv;/ 232,058,071 representing the net

wealth of in the milddle of 1906 is obtained.
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THE STATEMENTS FOR KAGOSHIMA KEN.

Area 602-31 square ;-/.

Administrative divisions: 12 Gun (counties); I ('ily; ,580

Villages

Population : 1,162,244

Families : 213,674

,. , . , (Population: .S9.ooi
Kagoshinia Litv,

' * Families : 10,354

(I) Lands Yen 226,276,180

(II) Dwelling' Houses, Storehouses and otiier Buil(linL:.s ... ,, 55,352,200

(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu ,, 28,327,476

(JV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals „ 7,617,073

(V) Mining. Products „ 15,554,340

(VI) Marine Products „ 28,056,900

(VII) Electric and Gas Works, Waterwoiks, and Tiam-cars... „ 619,100

(VllI) Shipping ,, 603,983

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion „ 4,659,844

(X) Companies and Banks „ 2,786,874

(XI) Goods and Merchandise ,, 16,793,841

1st Total „ 386,647,811

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones „ 18,078,969

(XIII) Warships „ 4,485,986

2nd Total „ 409,212,766

Foreign loans to be deducted from above ,, 10,103,836

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) „ S99»ljr)330

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted) „ 409,212,766

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle of 1906... „ 20,460,638

3rd Total „ 429,673,404

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above ,, 10,103,836

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 „ 20,681,766

Balance „ aSS.lST.^Oi
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EXPLANATION.

Yen 226,276,180 being the wealth of Kagoshinia Ken in Lands. This consists of :

—

1. Yen 104,319,150 being tea times the total value of 802,455 /coh( of rice, the produce

of rice- fields in Kagoshima Ken, which reckoned at Yen 13 per ^nA'u makes Yen

10,431,915 (Table 2).

2. Yen 25,622,320 being ten times the total value of 320,279 ^iu of barley and

wheat, the produce of dry-fields in Kagoshima Ken, which reckoned at Yen 8 per

ko^u makes Ye>i 2„562,232 (Table 2).

3. Yen 25,988,294 being ten times the total value. Yen 2,598,829.40, of beans, miscel-

laneous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddy-helds in Kag)-

shima Ken, assuming such value to be J of the sum. Yen 12,994,147, i.e. the total

value of rice, barley and wheat produced in this Prefecture.

4. Yen 19,394,550 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Kagoshima

Ken the total area of whicli is 12,929 c/io T tan, reckoned at Yen 150 per /(?«

(Table 3).

5. Yen 18,432,000 being t'le total value of 409 cho 6 tan of building lots in the City

and towns in Kagoshima Ken reckoned at Yen 15 per tiubo (Table 4).

6. Yen 19,343,738 being the total value of the landed property of the Government,

(forests, uncultivated fields, and others) in Kagoshima Ken (Table 5).

7. Kagoshima Ken has no Imperial Estates.

8. Yen- 13,176,128 being the sum of the total value. Yen 3,463,698, of the forests,

uncultivated and other fields, lands either permanently or temporarily exempted

from taxes in Kagoshima Ken (Table 7), and of ten times the value, I(r«9,7l2,i30,

of timber, faggots and bamboos from the above forests Table 8).

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various des-

criptions of lands in Kagoshima Ken.

II.

Yen 55,352,200 being the wealth of Japan represented by Dwelling Houses

.Storehouses and other Buildings in K.igoshima Ken. This consists of :

—

I. Yen 45,841,000 being the sum of the total va'ue, Yen 5,177,000, of 10,354 Dwelling

Houses ill Kagu!-hima City estimated at Yen 500 per house and of the total value,

Yen 40,664,000, of 203,320 Dwelling Houses outside the City reckoned at Yen

200 per house.
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Kn 4,411,200 bt'ing the sum of the total vakie, Yen 345,000, of 345 Storehouses

in Kagoshima City estimated at Yen 1,000 each and df tlie total value, Yen

4,066,200, of 6,777 Storehouses outside the City reckoned at Ve/f 600 each. The

above numbers of Storehouses were worked <iut on the assumed basis of i Store-

house for every 30 Dwelling Houses.

Ff« 2,242,500 being the sum of the total value. Yen 21.7,500, of 33 Government

communal and private common schools and other educational establishments in

Kagoshima City estimated at Yen 7,500 per buildmg and of the total value, Yen

'>995jOOO of 665 such Iwildings outside the City reckoned at Yen 3,000 each.

Yen 2,857,500 being the sum o the to al value, Y'eu 70,322,500, of 43 Government

Offices, Temples, Churches, Com any Offices nnd Manufado.-ies in Kagoshima City

estimated at Yen 7,500 per buildmg and of the total value, Yen 2,535,000, of 845

such buildings outside the City reckoned at Yen 3,000 each.

III.

Yen 28,327,476 being the total value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu. This

consists of:

—

Yen 27,676,100 being i of the total vahie of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and

other Buildings in Kagoshima Ken, on the a-sum Hon that the total value of F\ir-

niture therein is such.

Yen 651,376 being the sum of the value. Yen 41,416, of Articles of Virtu in Kago-

shima City reckonel on the assumption that theie are Art'cle of Virtu wortli Yen

4 in the possession of each family in the City, the eniiie numlier of families therein

being 10,345, and of the total value. Yen 609,960, of the same article^ in the

dis^tricts outside the City calculated at the r.ue of Yen 3 per family, the entire

number of families in those districts being 203,320.

IV.

Yen 7,617,073 being the value of the national wealth in Domestic and other

Ani.iials in Kagoshima Ken. This consists of:

—

Yen 2,124,090 being the value of 170,803 Horned Cattle in Kagoshima Ken

estimated at Yen 30 per head.

Pe-w 3,972,920 being the value of 99,323 Horses in Kagoshima Ken reckoned at

Yen 40 per head.

Yen 21,850 being the value of 45,700 Swine in Kagoshima Ken estimated at Yen

5 per head.

Yen 32,051 Ijeing the value of 106,837 Fowls in Kagnshi la Ken reckoned at Yen

0.30 each, based on the assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept per two families.

y>« 1,269,512 being > of the sum of the above four items, the value of Goats,

Ducks, Geese, Turkeys,, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc., in Kagoshima Ken being

assumed to he such.
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V.

ikv/ 15,554.340 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 ^^ annual interest

on J of the total value, M/i i,555<434i of the following Mineral Poducts:

—

Gold, }>« 1,461,573; Silver, )>« 48,384, and Sulphur, Ve/i 45,677, pmduced in

this prefecture.

VI.

]t'/i 28,056,900 Icing the total value of Marine Products in Kagoshima Ken.

This consists of:

—

l» Yen 15,874,640 bcinij; the capital zed amount of the estimated 5 ^ annual interest

on >- of the total value, F,?w 1,587,464, of Sardine, Bonito, Cuttle-fish, Mackerel,

Tunny, Shark, " Ayu," Ear-shell, Trepang, Ebi, Oyster, Hamaguri, Agar-agar,

Mackerel, Sea-bream etc., caught in Kagoshima Ken.

2. i'en 9,693,450 being capitalized amount of the estimated 5 °o annual interest

on 4 of the tota lvalue, Ven 969,345^ of Manufactured Marine Products, such as

Dried Bonito, Cuttle-fish, Dried Sardine, etc.

3. }'i?« 2,488,810 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 ^^ annual interest

on J of the value, VeJi 248,881, of 95.649 /:ohi of common salt produced in

Kagoshima Ken.

VII.

i'en 619,100 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 ^^ interest i)er )ear

on the total annual inotits, i'eu 30,955 of the Kagoshima Electric 1-ight Com-

pany.

VIII.

)'en 603,983 ijeing the total wealth represented l)y .Sliipping. This consists

.,f:—

1. ) .£'« 351 ,500 heing the cost of Imilding y Steamers having the total tonnage of

' 3'5'5' estimated at Ven loo per ton.

2. )'(?;/ 89,850 being tiie cost of building 24 .Sail'.ng Vessels in Kagoshima Ken 1,797

tons in all, estimated at ]1'« 50 per ton.

3. )'t.-n 140,295 being the cost of building 273 larger Japanese Junks in Kago-hinui

Ken 28,059 /,'o/cie in all, estimated at i'l'/i 5 p r /,\>/,w/.

4. )'cu 22,338 being tlie value of ii,i6y suiuUcr Vessels in Kagoshim Ken reckoi cd

at Yen 2 each.

IX.

Ttv/ 4,659,844 being the value of (joid and Silver Coins and Bullions in Kagoshima

Ken. This consists of':

—

1. ]'e/i 4,078,732 being the \alue uf llold and .Silver Coins in circulation and Specie

Reserve the property of the inhabitants of ivag^shima Ken.
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In making the above estimates, tlie whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in

circulation and Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to i)e the common pro-

perty of all Japanese except the people of Taiwan and Karafuto and to this

common property the citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of

lv« 10.9025129 per capita; those of the other 5 large Cities, i'e/i 7.50; and tlie in-

habitants of all other p.irts of the Empire, Yen 3.5093394. (For details vide the

whole Empire).

2. Yen 581,112 being the value, in Gold and Silver Bullion, the property of the in-

habitants of Kago^hima Ken.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were sup])osed

lo Iiave Ye/t l.oo each and Iho.^e of all other parts of the Empire Yen 0.^0

each.

X.

ien 2,786,874 being i of the sum total, F<?« 5,573,748 of th-' entire Ca])ital (
)<-«

3,803,748) of 31 Companies and that ( Ye/i 1,770,000) of 5 Uanks (excepting

Agencies and Brancli Ofiices of Banks) in Kagoshima Ken.

XI.

Ye/i 16 793,841 being tlie wealth of Kagoshima Ken in Goods and Merchandise ul

all kinds, consisting of:

—

1. Ye/i 4,049,917 being the value of Imported Goods in possession of the inhabitants

of Kagoshima Ken.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsun.ed

in the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total vahies, and

of this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Naga-

saki, Kiigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in tlif remaining

portion of the Empire. On iliis basis the people of ihose cities were credited to

the amount of }en 7.70 per capita at-.d those outside tliem, Y'/i 3.4844S1 each.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

2. Yen 7,796,488 being \ of the total value. Yen 15,592,976, of rice, barley, wlieat

and all other agricultural produce of Kagoshima Ken reckoned on the su|)positi(in

that one-ha'f thereof remains unconsumed within this Prtfecli;re.

3. Yen 1,402,845 being \ of the total value. Yen 2,805,690 of the Marine Products ol

Kagoshima Ken, one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within

this Preftctuie.

4. Yen 777,717 being .; of the total value amounting to Yen 1,555,434, of liie Mineral

Products, based on the same sui)position as above.

5. Yen 543,532 being
-J

of the sum [Yen 1,087,063) of the vjlue of Cocoons, Yen

433,021 ; Silks, Yen 331,637 ; and Teas, Yen 322,105 produced in Kagoshima Ktn,

reckoning being made on the same assun.ption as above.
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6. K?« 2,223,442 being the sum of one-half (Yen 1,233,786) of the total vahie ien

2,467,572 of the following articles produced in Kagoshima Ken:—Woven Fabrics,

Yen 334,567; Porcelain and Earthernware, Yt'n 52,150; Oils, Yen 177,081;

Prepared Indigo, Yen 5,387; Matches, Yen 5,180; Hides and Leathers, Yen

11,986; Paper, Yen 199,334; Mats and Mattings, ?>« 72,887 ; Wax, }V« 40,187;

Camphor and Camphor Oil, I'f;? 245,647 ; Sa/ee, Spirits, etc., Yen 1,134,580; Soy,

Yen 188,486, and of the estimated value Yen 189,656 of other articles of mis-

cellaneous kinds.

The above eleven items amount to Yen 386,647,811.

Besides the above there are iiems of wealth to which the general public is entitle 1

and of which consequently an apportioned accoi nt may be made in respect of the iii-

liabitants of each Prefecture. These are :

—

XII.

Yen 18,078,966 being the share for Kagoshima Ken in Japan's wealtli in the State

and private Railways, Telgraphs and Telephones valued in all at Yen 725,417,890.

This distributed among the vk'hule population (excepting the inh ibitants of Taiwan

and Karafuto), we have Yen 15.5552271 as the share per capita. (For details v.de

the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

Yen 4,485,986 being the siiare for Kagoshima Ken in Japan's wealth in the Imperial

warships, 300,000 tons in all, the value whereof was es imated to be ]'en

180,000,000, their cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of Yen 600

per ton. The quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population tf

Japan excepting Taiwan and Karafuto, i. e. our per capita share of this item of

wealth is Yen 3.8597626. From this the above sum Yen 4,485,986 can be obtained

by simple multiplication.

The ab ve thirteen items aggregate Yen 409,212,766 from which such portion of our

foreign loans outstanding ai the close of 1904 ( Yen 405,416,000) as has to be borne by

Kagoshima Ken, is to be deducted. Of tins common debt of the whole naiion, each of

ihe Japanese subjects exclusive of those in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear Yen 8.6933863.

(P'or de ails vide the Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated on this basis the

liabilities on this account of Kagoshima Ken are Yen 10,103,836 deducting which from the

above mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth ( }>« 409,212,766), Yen 399,118,930

appears as the total wealth of Kag' shima Ken at the close of 1904 minus the above-

mentioned portion of the foreign loans then outstanding.
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THE INCREASE OF WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904

TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as '^% of the total wealth. Now 5^ of Yen 409,212,766 is Yen

20,460,638.

These two sums add.d up we have Yen 429,673,404 from which the portion fur this

Prefecture of the foreign loans at the cose of 1904 and that contrac.ed from the close of

1904 to the middle of 1906 are to be deducted, i.e. Yen 10,103,836 and Yen 20,681,766

respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being Yen 829,855,000, the liability of each of tho

Japanese subjects on this account excepting their fellow subjects in Taiwan and Karafuio,

calculated in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the cli.se of 1904, is

Yen 17.7946852 which multiplied by the population (if Kagoshima Ken becomes Yen

20,681,766, which is the portion of the latter loans to be borne by the people of Kago-

shima Ken. (For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

liy deducting the above sum Yen 10,103,836 and Yen 20,681,766 from the total

wcalili of Kagoshima Ken ( Yen 429,673,404), the balance Yen 398,887,802 representing

the net wealth of Kagoshima Ken in the middle of 1906 is obiained.
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THE STATEMENTS FOR OKINAWA KEN.

Area 156.91 stjuarc ti.

Administrative divisions : 5 C?^« (counties) ; 2 Urban Districts
;

52 Villages

Populat ion : 47

1

j537

Families : 93>7i5

^. , wi • TT 1 T^ • iPopulation: 66,959Naka, and bluiri Urban Districts-,
'

' Families : 1 3,690

(I) Lands , Yen 12,606,448

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings ... „ 39,987,800

(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu „ 15788,735
(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals... „ 3,203,409

(V) Mining Products „ ^,560

(VI) Marine Products „ 2,106,180

(VII) Electric and Gas Works, Waterworks, and Tram-cars... „ —
(VIII) Shipping „ 259,392

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and HuUion „ 1,890,561

(X) Companies and Banks „ 374,123

(XI) Goods and Merchandise „ 2,251,274

1st Total „ 69,470,482

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones...
,, 7<334>865

(XIII) Warships „ 1,820,021

2nd Total „ 78,625,368

Foreign loans to be deducted from above „ 4,099,253

Balance (or total wealth at the close of 1904) „ 7^>j!£>115

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted) „ 78,625,368

Increase of 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle of 1906... „ 3,931,268

3rd Total „ 82,556,636

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above ,, 4,099,253

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 „ 8,390,852

balance „ ;0,06e,531
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EXPLANATION.

I.

Yfii 12,606,448 being tlie wealth of Okinawa Ken in t,an<ls. This consists of :—

T. Veil 4,567,810 being ten times the total value of 35,157 kohi of rice, the prodice

of rice-fields in Okinawa Ken, which reckoned at Yen l'^ per A-oku makes Yen

456,781 (Table 2).

2. Yrn 874,960 being ten times the total value of 10,937 ^•'okit of barley and wheat,

the produce of dry-fields in Okinawa Ken, which recVoned at Yen 8 p?r koku makes

Yen 87,496 Table 2).

3. Yen 1,088,554 being ten times the total value, Yen 108,855,40, of beans, miscel-

laneous cereals and other agricultural produce of both dry and paddy-helds in

Okinawa Ken, assuming such value to be -I of the sum, Yen 544,277, i.e. the total

value of rice, barley and wheat produced in this Prefecture.

4. Yen 2,089,260 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Okinawa

Ken, the total area of which is 3,869 cho reck(me i at Yeti 54 per tan (Table 3).

5. Yeti 2,539,200 being the total value of 105 c/io 8 /an of buildini; lots in the Urban

Districts in Okinawp Ken, reckoned at Yen 9.30 per tsz{/>o (Tab'e 4).

6. i'en 102,024 being the total value of the landed propertv of the Government

(land for Government use, land under cultivation) in Okinawa Ken (Table 5).

7. i'e>i 26 being the total value of the miscellaneous Crown lands in Okinawa Ken

(Table 6.)

8. Yen 1,344,614 being ihe total value of the forests, uncu'livaied and other fields,

either permanently or temporarily exempted from taxes in Okinawa Ken (Table 7).

The above eight items constitute the national wealth of Japan in the various des-

criptions of lands in Okinawa Ken.

II.

}>« 30,987,800 being the wealth of Japan representrd by Dwelling Houses, Store-

houses and other Buildings in Okinawa Ken. This consists of:—
1. Yen 22,850,000 being the sum of the total value, ]en 6,845,000, of 13,690 Dwellin.;

Houses in Urban Districts estimated at Yen 500 per house and of the total value,

Yen l6,c)05,0CX), of 80,025 Dwelling Houses outside the l^rban Districts reckoned

at Yen 200 per house.

2. Yen 2,056,800 being the sum of the total value. Yen 456,000, of 456 Storehouses

in Urban Districts estimated at Yen 1,000 each, and of the total value, Yen
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i,6oo.Soo, of 2,664 Storehouses outside the Urban Districts reckoned at Yen 600

each. The above numbers of Storehouses were worked out on the assumed basis

of I Sf rehouse for every 30 Dwelling Houses.

3. Yen 5,730,000 being the sum of the t ital value, Yen 180,000, of 24 Gcvernmenl

,

communal and private comm n schools and other educational establishments in

Urban Districts estimateti at Yen 7,500 per building and of the total value. Yen

393.000, of 131 such buildings outside the Urban Districls reckoned at Yen

3,000 ^ach.

4. P^M 351,000 being the sum of the total value, Yen 105,000, of 14 Government

Offices, Temples, Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories in Urban Districts

estimated at Yen 7 500 per building and of the total value. Yen 246,000, of 82 such

buildings outside the Urban Districts reckoned at Yeti 3,000 each.

m.

Yen 15,788,735 being the total value of Furniture and Articles of Virtu. This

Consists of:

—

1. Yen 15,493,900 being a of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and

other Buildings in Okinawa Ken, on the assumption that the total value of Furniture

therein is such.

2. Yen 294,835 being the sum of the value. Yen 54,760, of Articles of Virtu in Urban

Districts reckoni d on the assumption that there are Articles of Virtu worth Yen 4

in the posscs'-ion of each family in the Urban Districts, the entire number of families

therein b' ing 13,690, and of the total value. Yen 240,075 of the same articles in

the districts outside the Urban Districts calculated at the rate of ]'en 3 per family,

the entire number of families in those districts being 80,025.

IV.

Yen 3,203,409 being the value of national wealth in Domestic and other Animals

in Okinawa Ken. This consists of:

—

1. }^« 985,929 being the value of 32,864 Horned Cattle in Okinawa Ken estimated

at Yen 30 per head.

2. Yeu 1,157,600 being the vaiue of 28,940 Horses in Okinawa Ken reckoned at ]en

40 per head.

3. Yen 511,930 being the value of 102,386 Swine in Okinawa Ken estimated at i'en

5 per head.

4. Yefz 14,057 being the value of 46,858 Fowls in Okinawa Ken reckoned at i'ett

0.30 each, based on the assumption one Cock or Hen is kept per twcj families.

5. Yen 533,902 being i of the sum of the above four items, the value of Goats, Ducks,

Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc. in Okinawa Ken being assumed to be

such.
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V.

Veu 2560 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest on a

of the total value of copper, Yeii 256, produced in this prefecture.

VI.

Yen 2,106,180 being the total value of Marine Pn ducts in Okinawa Ken. This

consists of:

—

1. Yen 1,619,410 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 ^ annual interest

on i of the total_^vaIue, Yet! 161,941, of Sardine, Bonito, Pagrus, Cuttle-fish,

Trepaey, etc. caught in Okinawa Ken.

2. Yen 211,110 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 "^ annual ii.terest

on J of the total value, Yeti 2r,iii of Manufactured Marine Products, such as

Dried Cuttle-fish and Sardine, Dried Bonito, etc.

3. Yen 275,660 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 ^ annual interest

on i of the value, Yen 26,566, of 12,448 koiu of common salt produced in Okinawa

Ken.

VII.

There is no establishment under this head in this prefecture.

VIII.

Yen 259,392 being the total wealth represented by Shipping. This consists of:

—

1. Yen 199,300 being the cost of building 3 Steamers having the total tonnage of

1,993, estimated at Yen 100 per ton.

2. Okinawa Ken has no Sailing Vessel.

3. K'w 45,510 being the cost of building 99 larger Japanese Junks in Okinawa Ken

9,I02 ^oJ^u in all, estimated at Yen 5 per ioht.

4. Yen 14,582 being the value of 7,291 smaller Vessels in (Okinawa Ken recl<oned at

Yen 2 each.

IX.

Yen 1,890,561 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Okinawa

Ken. This consists:—
I. Yefi 1,654,792 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins in circulation and Specie

Reserve, the property of the inhabitants of Okinawa Ken.

In ma' ing the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in

circulation ani Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to be the common property

of all Japanese except the people of Taiwan and Karafuto and to this common

property the citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rale of Yen

10.9025129 per capita; those of the other 5 large Cities, Yen 7.50; and the in-
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habitants of all other parts of the Empire, Yen 3 509354. (For details vide the

Statements for the whole Empire).

2.. Ye7i 235,769 being the value of Gold and Silver Bullion, the propcity of the

inhabitants of Okinawa Ken.

In making the above estimate, the people of the six large Cities were supposed

to have Yen l.oo each and those of all other parts of the P^mpire Yett 0.50 each.

X.

Yen 274,123 being i of the sum total, Yen 748,246 of the entire Capital ( Yeti

610,746) of 9 Companies and that ( Yen 139,500) of 2 Banks (exceplinLj .Agencies

and Branch Offices of Banks) in Okinawa Ken.

XI.

I'tf'i 2,25 1,274 being the wealth of Okinawa Ken in Goods and Merchandise of

.
all kinds, consisting of:—

1. Yen 1,643,060 being the value of Imported Goods in possession of the inhalii-

tants of Okinawa Ken.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to reniain uncc)nsumed in

the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and, of

this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Naga-

saki, Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining

portion of the Empire. C'n this basis the people of those cities were credited to

the amount of Yen 7.70 per capita and those outside them, Yen 3.4844S1 each.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

2. Yen 326,566 being \ of the total value, Ye}t 653,132, of rice, bailey, wheat

and all other agricultural produce of Okinawa Ken reckoned on the supposition

that one-half thereof remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.

3. Yen 105,344 being \ of the total value, J^« 210,688, of the Marine Products of

Okinawa Ken, one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within

this Prefecture.

4. Yen 128 being
-J-

of the total value amounting to Yen 256 of the Mineral Products,

based on the same supposition as above.

5. Yen 2,002 being ^ of the sum ( Yen 4,004) of the value of CoC' ons. Yen

3,096 ; Silks, Yen S21 ; and Teas, Yen Sy produced in Okinawa Ken; reckoning

being made on the same assumption as above.

6. }'«/ 174,173 being the sum of one-half 1 Yen 125,352) of the total value, Yen

250,704 of the following articles produced in Okinawa Ken :—\\\)ven Fabrics,

y^'i 1397316; Porcelain and Earthenware, YeJi 5,988; Lacquer Ware, Yen 16,069;

Bronze and Copi)er Ware, Yen 492; Prepared Indigo, 3>« 74,710; Paper, Yen

2,807; Mats and Mattings, Ye/t 11,322, and of the estimated value 1^^/48,821 of

other articles of miscellaneous kinds.

The above eleven items amount to Yen 69,470,482.
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Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled

and of which consequently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the in

habitants of each Prefecture. These are :

—

XII.

I^« 7'334'865 being the share for Olcinawa Ken in Japan's wealth in the State and

private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones valued in all at Yen 725,417,890.

Tliis distributed among the whole population (exclusive of the inhabitants of

Taiwan and Karafuto), we have Yen 15.555221 as the share per capita. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

Yen 1,820,021 being the share for Okinawa Ken in Japan's wealth in the Imperial

warships, 300,000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to be }^en

180,000,000, their cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of Yen 600

per ton. The quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population of

Japan exclusive Taiwan and Karafuto, i. e. our per capita share of this item of

wealth is Yen 3.8597626. From this the above sum Yen 1,820,021 can be

obtained by simple multiplicalion.

The above thirteen items aggregate Yen 78,625,368 from which such portion of

our foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 (Ye?t 405,416,000) as has to be borne

by Okinawa Ken, is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole nation each

of the Japanese subjects exclusive of those in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear i'en

8.6933863. (For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated on this

basis the liabilities on this account of Okinawa Ken are Yen 4,099,253 deducting which

from the above mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth ( Yen 78,625,368), we get Yen

84,526,115 as the total wealth of Okinawa Ken at the close of 1904 minus the above

mentioned portion of the foreign loans then outstanding.
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THE INCREASE OF WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904

TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as <,% of the total wealth. Now z,% of Yen 78,625,368 is Yen

3,931,268.

These two sums aggregate Yen 82,556,636 from which portions for this Prefecture

of the foreign loans at the close of 1904 and tliose contracted fiom the close of 1904

to the middle of 1906 are to be deducted, i. e. Yen 4,099,253 and Yen 8,390,852

respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being Yen 829,855,000, the liability of each of the

Japanese subjects on this account excepting their fellow subjects in Taiwan and Karafuto,

calculated in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904, is Yen

17.7946S52 which multiplied by the population of Okinawa Ken becomes Yen 8,390,852.

whicii is the portion of the latter loans to be borne by the people of Okinawa Ken. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deducting the above sums Yen 4,099,253 and Yen 8,390,852 from the total

wealth of Okinawa Ken ( F^« 82,556,636), the balance Yen 70,066,531 representing the

net wealth of Okinawa Ken in the middle of 1906 is obtained.
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Area 6,095.36 square ri.

Administrative divisions: 88 Gun (counties); 3 Urban Districts;

19 Towns
; 456 Villages

Population : 997,016

Families: 2ci,6o6

Hakodater°P^^^''°"^
^5,3i3

• Families: 17,663

„ ,^ fPopulation : 134,665
Sapporo and Otarui^

^Families: 20,818

(I) Lands Yen 346,965,301

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings ... „ 62,743,700

(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu „ 32,015,149

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals „ 4,728,307

(V) Mining Products „ 51,704,340

(VI) Marine Products „ 117,919,910

(VII) Electric and Gas WorlsS, Waterworks, and Tram-cars... „ 816,050

(VIII) Shippmg „ 3,656,915

.
(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion „ 3,997,395

(X) Companies and Banks „ 19,690,084

(XI) Goods and Merchandise „ 16,359,436

1st Total „ 660,596,587

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones „ 15,508,810

(XIII) Warships „ 3,848,245

2nd Total „ 679,953,642

Foreign loans to be deducted from above „ 8,667,445

Balance (01 total wealth at the close of 1904) „ 671»236,197

Total wealth (foreign loans not deducted) „ 679,953,642

Increase of 5 per cent fro n close of 1904 to mid He of 1906... ,, 33,997,682

3rd Total „ 713,951,324

Foreign loans at close of 1904 to be deducted from above ... „ 8,667,445

Ditto from close of 1904 to middle of 1906 „ 17,741,586

Balance „ 687.542.293
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EXPLANATION.

I.

l^M 346,965,301 being the wealth of Hokkaido in Lands. This consists of:

—

1. Yen 12,073,889 being ten times the total value of 92,876 /cohi of rice, the produce

of rice-fields in Hokkaido which reckoned at Yen 13 per X-o/v^ makes Yen 1,207,388

(Table 2).

2. Yen 20,304,960 being ten times the total value of 253,812 /eoi/c of barlej' and .wheat,

the produce of dry-fields in Hokkaido, which reckoned at Y^n 8 per koku makes

Yc-n 2,030,496 (Table 2).

3. Yen 6,475,768 being ten times the total value, Yen 647,576.80, of beans, mis-

cellaneous cereals and other agricult.ral I'roduce of both dry and paddy-fields in

Hokkaido, a-suming such value to be i of the sum, Yen 3,237,880, i.e. the total

value of rice, barley and wheat prod' ced in this district.

4. Yen 29,579,400 being the total value of building lots in the villages in Hokkaido,

the total area of whi;h is 1,643 cAo 3 /an, reckoned at Yen 1,800 per /an (Table 3)-

5. Yen 150,966,000 being the total value of 838 c/io 7 fan of building lots in the Cities

and towns in Hokkaido, reckoned at Yen 60 per fstedo (Table 4.).

6. }en 14,029,048 being the total value of the landed property of the Government

(land for Government use, land under cultivation) in Hokkaido (Table 5).

7. Hokkaido has no Imperial Estates.

8. Yen 113,526,245 being the total value of the forests, uncultivated and other fields,

lands either permanently or temporarily exempted fron) taxes in Hokkaido

(Table 7 ).

The above eight items constitute the naiional wealth of Japan in the various descrip-

tions of lands in Hokkaido.

IL

Yen 62,743,700 being the wealth of Japan represented by Dwelling Houses, Store-

houses and other Buildings in Hokkaido. This consists of:

—

I K'« 51,865,500 being the sum of the total value, I^« 19,240,500, of 38,481 Dwelling

Houses in Hakodate, Oiara and Sapporo estimated at Yen 500 per house and of

the total value. Yen 32,625,000, of 163,124 Dwelling Houses outside the Cities

reckoned at Yen 200 per house.

2. Yen 4,545,200 being the sum of the total value. Yen 1,283,000, of 1,283 Storehouses

in Hakodate, Otaru and Sapporo estimated at Yen 2000 each and of the total value,

Yen 3,262,200, of 5,437 St( rehouses outside the Cities reckoned at Yen 600 each.

The above numbers of Storelionses were worked out on the assummed basis of I

Storehouse for 30 Dwelling Houses.
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Ven 2,8So,ocX) being the sum of llie total value, Vt'/i 1,215,000, of 162 Govern-

ment, communal and private common schools and other educational establish-

ments in Sapporo, Otaru and Hakodate (.lilies estimated at M'u 7,500 per building

and of the total value, ]'ci/ 1,665,000 of 555 such buildings outside the Cities

reckoned at Ven 3,000 each.

Veil 3,453,000 being the sun of the total value, i'en 1,455,000, of 194

Government ( ffiecs, Te 1 pies. Churches, Company Offices and Manufactories

in Sapporo, Otaru and Hal'iodate Cities estimated at Ven 7,500 per building and

of the total value, Ven 1,998,000, of 666 such buildings outside the Cities

reckoned at Ven 3,000 each.

III.

y«i 32,015,149 bemg the tola' value of P^urniture and Articles of Virtu. This

consists of:

—

^'^ 311371,850 being
I
of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and

other Buildings in Sapporo, Oiaru and Hakodate Cities, on the assumj tion that

the total value of Furniture therein is such.

Ven 643,299 being the sum of the value, Ven 153,924 of Articles of Viriu in

Sapporo, Otaru and Hakodate reckoned on the as':Umption that there are Articled

of Virtu wonh Ven 4 in possession of each family in the Cities, the entire

number of families therei 1 being 38,481 and of the total value, Ven 489,375, of

the same arlic'es in the districts outside the Cities calculated at the rate of Ven

3 p-r family, the entire number of families in those districts being 263,125.

IV.

Ven 4,728,307 being the value of the national wealth in Domestic and other

Animals in Hokkaido. This consists of:

—

Ven 208,800 being the value of 6,960 Horned Cattle in Hokkaido estimated at

ien 30 per head.

Ven 3,670,680 being ihe value of 91,767 Horses in Hokkaido reckoned at Ven

40 per head.

Ven 30,535 being the value of 6,107 Swine in Hokkaido estimated at Ven $

per head.

i'en 30,241 being the valu- of 100,803 Fowls in Hokkaido reckoned at Ven 0.30

each, ha ed on the assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept per two families.

Ven 788,051 being i of the sum of the above four items, the value of Goats,

Ducks, Geete, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc., in Hokkaido being assumed

to be such.

V.

Ven 51,704,340 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 ^ annual interest

on A of the total value, )>« 5,170,434, of the following Mineral Products:

—

Gold, Ven 459,015; Silver, Ven 183,732; Manganese, Ven 20,152; Coal, Ven

4,159,034, and Sulphur, Ven 338,500.
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VI.

Ven 117,919,910 being the total value of Marine Products in Hokkaido. This

consists of:

—

1. y^en 117,916,840 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5^ annual interest

on A of the total value, Yen 11,791,984, of Manufactured Marine Products, such as

Dried Cod, and Sardine, Sailed Salmon, Cured Herring, Fish-guano, Fish-oils,

Laminaria etc.

2. Yen 70 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 °o annual interest on ^ of

the value, Yen 7, of 5 ^oiu of common salt produced in Hokkaido.

vn.

Yen 816,050 being the wealth-producing power of the Electric and Gas Works,

Water-works, and Tram-cars in Hokkaido, consisting of:

—

1. Yen 103,040 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on the total annual profits, Yen 5,152 of the Hakodate Horse Tram-cars Company

in Hokkaido.

2. Yen 212,580 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % interest per year

on the total annual profits. Yen 10,629 "f the Sapporo Electric Light Company.

3. Yen 551,950 being fiftytimes the maintenance expenses of the 4 Waterworks in

Hakodate. Nemuro, Hiroo and Soya.

VIII.

Fd-w 3,656,915 being the total wealth represented by Shipping. This consists

of:—

1. Yen 2,770,800 being the Ccst of building 125 Steamers having the total tonnage <.f

27,708, estimated at Yen 100 per ton.

2. Yen 720,450 being the cost of building 130 Sailing Vessels in Hokkaido 14,409

tons in all, estimated at Yen 50 per ton.

3. Yen 158,965 being the cost of building 250 larger Japanese Junks in Hokkaido

31,793 /^o/cu in all, estimated at Yen 5 per koliu.

4. Yen 6,700 being the value of 3,350 smaller Vessels in Hokkaido reckoned at Yen

2 each.

IX.

^'^ 3>997>395 being the v.ilue of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Hokkaido

This consists of:

—

I. Yen 3,498,887 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins in circulation and Specie

Reserve, the property of the inhabitants of Hokkaido.
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In making the above estimates, the whole amount of Gold and Silver Coins in

circulation and Specie Reserve of Japan was considered to be iho cominon property

of all Japanese exclusive of the jjeople of Taiwan and Karafuto and to this com-

mon property the citizens of Tokio were assumed to be entitled at the rate of

Yen 10.9025129 per capita; those of the other 5 large Cities, Yen 7.50; and the

inhabitants of all other parts of the Empire, Yen 3.5093594. (For details vide the

Statements for the whole Empire).

Yen 498,508 being the value of Gold and Silver Bullion, the property of the in-

habitants of Hokkaido.

In making the above estimates, the people of the six large Cities were sup-

posed to have Y'/i i.oo each and those of all other parts of the Empire Yen

0.50 each.

Yen 19,690,084 being | of the sum total, Yen 39,380,167, of the entire Capital ( Yen

32,533,430) of 24X Companies and that (Yen 6,846,737) of 15 Banks (excepting

Agencies and Branch Offices of Banks) in Hokkaido.

XI.

Yen 16,359,436 being the wealth of Hokkaido in Goods and Merchandise of all

kinds, consisting of:

—

Yen 3,833,721 being the value of Yen 656,910 Imported Goods in possession of the

citizens of tlakod te and of Kv; 3,176,811 in the same, in possession of the in-

habitants of Hokkaido outside the City.

In making these estimates imported goods were assumed to remain unconsumed in

the country in such quantities as are worth one-half of their total values, and, of

this half, the people of Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama, Naga-

saki, Niigata and Hakodate to possess twice as much as those in the remaining

portion of the Empire. On this basis the people of those cities were credited to

the amount of Yen 7.70 per capita and those outside them, Yen 3.484481 each.

(For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

Yetz 1,942,731 being A of the total value. Yen 3,885,461, of rice, barley, wheat and

all other agricultural produce of Hokkai-.lo reckoned on the supposition that one-

half thereof remains unconsumed within this district.

Yen 5,895,996 being i of the total value, Yen 11,791,991, of the Marine Products

of Hokkaido, one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within this

Prefecture.

Yen 2,585,217 being a of the total value amounting to y>w5,i7o,434, of the Minera

Products, based on the same suppositions as above.

Yen 105,685 being -\ of the sum (Yen 211,370) of the value of Cocoons, Yen

178,254; and Silks, Yen 33,110, produced in Hokkaido, reckoning being made on

the same assumption as above.
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6. Yen 1,996,086 being the sum of one-half (Yen 1,618,388) of the total value, Yen

3,236,776, of the following articles produced in Hokkaido :—Woven Fabrics, Yen

395)789; Porcelain and Earthenware, Ye/i 8,^22; Bronze and Copper Ware, Yen

3,600; Oils, Yen 33,710; Prepared Indigo, Yen 32,385 ; Hides and Leathers, i^en

23,608; Paper, Yen 15,095; Sa/:e, Spirits, etc., Yen 2,129,590; Soy, Yen 580,428;

Peppermint, Yen 14,048, and of the estimated value i'en 377,698 of other articles

of miscellaneous kinds.

The above eleven item^ amount to Yen 665,596,587.

Besides the above there are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled

of which consequently an apportioned account may be made in respect of the inhabitants

each of Prefecture. These are :

—

XII.

YeJ! 15,508,810 being the share for Hokkaido in Japan's wealth in tlie State

and private Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones value 1 in all at i'en 725,417,890.

This distributed among the whole population (exclusive of the inhabitants of

Taiwan and Karafulo), we have Yen 15.5552271 as the share per capita. (For

details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

XIII.

Yen 3,848,245 being the share for Hokkaido in Japan's wealth in the Im-

perial warships, 300,000 tons in all, the value whereof was estimated to be Yen

180,000,000, their cost of building being reckoned at the average rate of Yen 600

per ton. The quotient obtained by dividing this sum by the whole population of

Japan exclusive Taiwan and Karafuto, i.e. our per capita share of this item of

wealth is i'^e/i 3.8597625. From this the above sum Yen 3,848,245 can be obtained

by simple multiplication.

The above thirteen items summed up we have Yen 679,953,642 from which such

portion of our foreign loans outstanding at the close of 1904 ( Yen 405,416,000) as has to

be borne by Hokkaido, is to be deducted. Of this common debt of the whole nation,

each of the Japanese subjects exclusive of those in Taiwan and Karafuto has to bear lv«

8 6933863, (For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire). Calculated on this

basis the liabilities on this account of Hokka do are Ye/i 8,667,445 deducting which

from the above mentioned total of the 13 items of wealth [Yen 679,953,642), i'en

671,286,197 appears as the total wealth of Hokkaido at the close of 1904 minus the

abovementioned portion of the foreign loans then outstanding.
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THE INCREASE OF WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904

TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as 5^ of the total wealth. Now ^% of Yen 679,953,642 is Yen

33>999>682.

These two sums a gregate Yen 713,951,324 from which the portion fjr this Piefectuie

of the foreign loans at the close of 1904 and that contracted from the close of 1904 to

the middle of 1906 are to be deducted, i.e. Yen 8,667,445 '^^^ ^^f^ i7>74i5S86

respectively.

The total sum of the latter loans being Yen 829,855,000, the liability <f each of the

Japanese subjects on this account exclusive of their fellow subjects in Taiwan and Kara-

futo, calculated in the same way as in the case of the foreign loans at the close of 1904,

is Yen 17.7946852 which multiplied by the population of Hokkaido becomes Yen

17,741,586, which is the portion of the latter loans to be borne by the people of Hok-

kaido. (For details vide the Statements for the whole Empire).

By deduct ng the above sums Yen 8,667,445 ^"^ ^^'^ i7-74'>586 from the total

wealth of Hokkaido (F^m 713,951,324), the balance Yen 687,542,293 repre enting the

net wealth of Hokkaido \n the middle of 1906 is obtained.
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THE STATEMENTS FOR TAIWAN (FORMOSA).

Area 2,332.3900 square ri.

Administrative divisions : 20 District Offices [Cko); 89 Local

O^cts {Skicko)

Population : 3)073,683

Families : 572,080

[Population: 318,689
25 Towns each of over 5,000 souls'

•^Families: 69,750

(I) Lands Yen 2,112,546,975

(II) Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and other Buildings „ 57,230,550

(III) Furniture and Articles of Virtu „ 29,257,105

(IV) Domestic Animals, Poultry and other Animals „ 13,067,488

(V) Mining Products „ 21,250,180

(VI) Marine Products „ 19,082,023

(VII) Electric and Gas Works, Waterworks, and Tram-

cars „ —
(VIII) Shipping „ 928,125

(IX) Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion „ 6,762,103

(X) Companies and Banks „ 4,168,345

(XI) Goods and Merchandise „ 105,408,921

1st Total „ 2,369,701,815

(XII) Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones „ 7,927,500

(XIII) Warships „ —

2nd Total (close of 1904) „ 2>377,S29.315

Total wealth (close of 1904) „ 2,377,629,315

Increase of above by 5 per cent from close of 1904 to middle

of 1906 „ 118,881,466

3rd Total „ 2.'49S*510,78I
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EXPLANATION.

I.

Yen 2,112,546,975 being the wealth of Taiwan in Land-. This consists of:

—

1. Yen 831,972,400 being te 1 times the total value of 8,319,724 koku of rice, the pro-

duce of rice-fields in Taiwan, which reckoned at Ye>i 13 per koku makes

Yen 83,197,240 (Table 2).

2. Yen 1,088,524,850 being ten times the total value aggregating Yen 108,852,485 of

the following products of drj'-fields in Taiwan measuring 332,091.84 ko :—(i ko=
2934 tsubo or I cho approximately

)

Sweet Potatoes, 1,135,1 15,773 kin, which at 60 sen per 100 kin makes Yeti 6,810,695

„ koku „ „ 955,588

., „ „ „ 428,085

„ „ „ » 1,352,710

., „ „ „ 67,896

, „ „ „ 222,948

,
kin „ „ 53,748,746

., „ „ „ 563,057

, „ ,- ,, 193,735

• „ „ „ 23,114

„ „ „ „ 15,083

, „ „ „ 33,i2g

, » „ » 128,296

, „ „ „ 38,213,128

, ,, ,, „ 6,096,296

3. Yen 192,049,725 being the wealth-producing power of land other than tilled area,

as fish-ponds, building-lots, salt-fields, mineral springs, ponds, plains, temple-

ground, cemeteries, railroad tracks, public parks, drill-ground, target-ground, fort-

areas, waste-land, non-taxable land, miscellaneous land eic, these estimated to be

one-tenth of the total value of paddy-fields and dry-helds.

The above three items tonstitute the national wealth of Japan in the various desc ip-

tions of lands in Taiwan, the value of agricultural products being quoted from the 8th

Statistical Report of the Governor- CJeneia.'s 1 ftice and multiplied by ten as explained in

the previous chapters.

Pea-nuts,
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II.

Ven 57'230,55o being the wealth of Japan represented l)y Dwelling 1 [ouses, Store-

houses and other Buildings in Taiwan. This consists of:—
}!'« 51,624,750, being the sum of the total value, ]'en 13,950,000, of 69,750 D^\ell-

i g House > in the 25 Towns estimated at Ven 200 per house and of the total

value, Ven 37,674,750, of 502,330 Dwelling Houses outside the Towns reckoned at

Ven 75 per house.

Ven 1,283,800 being the sum of the total value, Ven 279,200, of 698 Storehouses

in the 25 Towns estimated at Ven 400 each and of the total value, Ven 1,004,600,

of 5,023 Storehouses outside the Towns reckoned at Ven 200 each. The above

numbers of Storehouses were worked out un the assumed basis of i Storehouse for

every loo Dwelling Houses.

Ven 1,483,500 being the sum of the total value, Ven 382,000, of 153 C.overnment,

communal and private common schooL and other educational establishments in

the 25 Towns estimated at Ven 2,500 per building, and of the total value, Ven

I, [01,000, of 1,101 such buildings outside the Towns reckoned at ]'en 1,000

each.

Ven 2,838,500 being the sum of the total value, Ven 532,500, of 213 Government

Offices, Temples, Churdies, Company Offices and Manufactories in the 25 Towns

estimated at Ven 2,500 per building and of the total value, ie/i 2,366,500 of

2,306 such buildings outside the Towns reckoned Ven 1,000 each.

III.

}en 29,257,105 being the total value of F"urniture and Articles of Virtu in Taiwan.

This consists of:

—

Ve>i 28,615,275 being J of the total value of all Dwelling Houses, Storehouses and

other Buildings in Taiwan, on the assumption that the total value of Furniture

therein is such.

Ven 641,830 being the sum of the value, liv/ 139,500, of Articles of Virtu in

the 25 Towns reckoned on the assumption that there are Articles of Virtu worth

Ven 2 in the possession of each family in the 25 Towns, the entire number of

families therein being 69,750, and of the total value, Ven 502,330, of the same

articles in the districts outside the Towns calculated at the rate of Veti I per

family, the entire number of families in those districts being 502,330.

IV.

Ven 13,067,488 being the value of the national wealth in Domestic and other

Animals in Taiwan. This consists of:

—
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K'« 6,519,620 being the value of 325,481 Horned Cattle and Horses in Taiwan

estimated at Yen 20 per head.

Yen 4,374,232 being the value of 1,093,558 Swine, Goat, etc. in Taiwan estimated

at Yen 4 per head.

Yen 5,721 being the value of 19,069 Fowls in Taiwan reckoned at Yen 0.30

eacli, based on the assumption that one Cock or Hen is kept per three

families.

Yen 2,177,915 being i of the sum of the above three items, the value of

Ducks, Geese, Turkeys, Hares, Deer, Pigeons, etc. in Taiwan being assumed

to be such.

V.

Yen 21,250,180, being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on A of the total value, Yen 2,125,017, of the following Mineral Products :

—

Gold (ores) Few 1,624,860'; Gold-dust, I>w 161,661 ; Coal, Ff// 256,071 ; Sulphi r

Yen 79,724, and Petroleum, Yen 2,901.

VI.

Yen 19,082,023 being the total value of Marine Prodiicls in Taiwan. This

consists of:

—

Yen 14,989,760 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on i of the total value, Yen 1,498,996, of Marine and Fresh-water Fish, Shell-

fish a: d Edible-weeds in Taiwan.

Yen 2,262,480 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on J of the total value, Yen 226,248, of Manufactured Marine Products.

Yen 1,829,783 being the capitalized amount of the estimated 5 % annual interest

on A of the value, Yen 182,978.348 of 6,173,356 av/^?^ of common salt produced

in Taiwan

VII.

There is no establishment under this head in Taiwan.

VIll.

Yen 928,125 being the total wealth represented by Shipping. This consists of:

—

Yen 268,725 being the cost of b lilding 65 Steamers having the total tonnage of

3,583, estimated at Yen 70 per ton.

Yen 659,400 being the cost of building Japanese and Chinaese Junks in Taiwan,

estimated at Yen 50 per junk.
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IX.

Vfn 6,762,103 being the value of Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion in Taiwan

based on the assumption that the islanders each possesses Yen 220 per capita, i. e.

a little over one-half of the per capita rate for Japan proper, this being Yen

3.5093594 in Coins and 50 stn in Bullions.

X.

Yen 4,168,345 being \ of the sum total, amounting to Yen 4,336,690, of the entire

Capital ( K"/? 5,556,690) of 2S3 Compa ies and that ( F^« 2,780,000) of 4 Ranks

(excepting Agencies and Branch Offices of Banks) in Taiwan.

XI.

Yen 105,408,921 being the wealth of Taiwan in Goods and Merchandise of all

kinds, consisting of:—
1. Ye7i 2,419,222 being one-half the value of Imported Goods amounting to Yen

12,838,443.

2. Yen 96,024,863 being \ of the total value. Yen 192,049,725, of rice, barley, wheat

and all other agricultural produce of Taiwan reckoned on the supposition that

one-half thereof remains unconsumed within this Prefecture.

3. Yen 954,101 being -i of the total value. Yen 1,908,202, of the Marine Products

of Taiwan, one-half whereof being assumed to remain unconsumed within this

Prefecture.

4. Yen 1,062,509 being \ of the total value amomting to Yen 2,125,018, of the

Mineral Products, based on the fame suppos tion as above.

5. Yen 948,226 bemg i of the total value of Sundry Products produced in the island,

based on the same assumption as above.

The above eleven items amount to Yen 2,369,701,815. Besides the above there

are items of wealth to which the general public is entitled. These are :—

XII.

Yen 7,927,500 being the wealth of Taiwan in Railways, Telegraphs and

Telephones estimated as follows :—
Railways, 231 miles, cost of construction per mile being Yen 100,000.

Telegraphs, 460 ri 19 cho (total extension 1,308 ri 22 mcluding lines not open to

public service), cost of construction per r/ being Yen 12,500; Cables laid on river-

beds, 9.91 nautical miles (total extension 11.41 nautical miles), Yeti 5,000 per

mile; Cables under the sea, 103.29 nautical miles. Yen 5,000 per mile.

Telephones, aerial lin-'s iii ri 28 cho 19 ken 2 shaku and underground Cables, 16

ri 29 cho 10 ken, Yen 12,500 per ri.
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(Figures taken from the Statistical Reports of the Governor General's Oftice and

of the Department of Communications).

The above twelve items aggregate Yen 2,377,629,315, and are the wealth of Tni-

wan at the close of 1904.

THE INCREASE OF WEALTH FROM THE CLOSE OF 1904

TO THE MIDDLE OF 1906.

This increase as detailed in the general statements for the whole Empire, we assumed

to have been as much as 5^^ of the total wealth. Now 5^0 of Yen 2,377,629,315 is Yen

118,881,466.

These two sums aggregate Yen 2,496,510,781 which is the wealth of Taiwan existing

in the middle of 1906.





ADVERTISEMENTS.

Kichibei Murai. .^^ Teinosuke Murai,

PRESIDENT. -^rmL^^^ MANAGING PARTNER.

MURAI BANKING COMPANY

tJfos. 20 tf) 21, (Ddemmacho , Stchome, &okyo, ^apan.

Telegraphic Address:—" BANKMURAI " Tokyo.

Codes:—A. B. C. 4th d 5ih, Al, Broomhall, Liebers, etc.

ESTABLISHED JANUARY 19. 1905.

By K., T., M. & Y. Murai

formerly known as

MURAI BROTHERS AND THEIR FAMILY

who as partners assume an unlimited responsibility for all

liabilities of the Bank.

The Bank carries on every description of banking

business, and special facilities are offered to foreigners

desirous to make investments in this country.

For particulars apply to the Manager.

Shizuo Sakai, Tad. Ayai,

MANAGER. SUE-MANAGER.



ADVERTISEMENTS.

(THE THIRD BANK.)

ESTABLISHED 1876.

Paid=up Capital --- = -- Yen 2,400,000.««

Reserve Fund = = = = = = Yen 730,000.»^

Deposits = = = = = = = = Yen 20,178,927.«'^

HEAD OFFICE:
Kobuna=cho, Nihombashi=ku, Tokyo.

Tel. : (Naniwa) 442 & 451.

ZENJIRO YASUDA, Esq., Superintendent
ZENSHIRO YASUDA, Esq., President.

TORATARO HARADA, Esq., Managing Director.

TORAKICHI SHIMIZU, Esq., Manager.

All Banking Businesses transacted in a most satis-

factory manner.
Having correspondents in all cities and principal

towns of the empire, this Bank can offer great facili-

ties to the public and No Charges are Made for

Inland Remittances.
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The Nippon Life Insurance Co.
(LIMITED.)

Founded in September 1889.

Head Office.

Imabashi Shichome, East District' Osaka.

President.

Chok-on Kataoka.

General Manzger.

VOFU KUZE.

CAPJAL- -
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'viiAJ

Tlie

INDUSTRIAL BANK OF JAPAN,
(NIPPON KOGYO GINKO).

HEAD OFFICE:
No. I, Zenigame=cho, Kojimachi-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

Telephone ;

—
" Honkyoku." Nos. 37 (Long Distance), 41, 102, and 3300.

Cable Address " Kogin."
CoiEi Used :— " A. i.," " A. B. C. (fifth)," and " Western Union (igoi)."

' Lieber's Standard Code (1896)."
" McNeill's Mining and General Code (1905)."

OFFICERS:
President --------j. SOYEDA, Esq.
Vice-P,<esiden K. TSUKUDA, Esq.

DIRECTORS:
O. TOMONO, Esq. T. INOU VE, Esq. N. KANEKO, Esq. J. SAITO, Esq.

AUDITORS:
BARON SHIBUSAWA (Ex-President of the Chamber of Commerce, Tokyo).
K. OKURA, Esq. (Ex-Vict-President of the Chamber of Commerce, Tokyo).
K. OTANI, Esq. (Ex-President of the Chamber of Commerce, Yokohama).

Established in 1902 by the Imperial Government of Japan, by virtne of a

Special Enactment of the Imperial Diet.

BUSINESSTRANSACTED.
T. Loans on the Security of National Loan-bonds, Prefectural or Municipal Loan-bonds, or

Debentures and Shares of Companies.
2. Subscriptions for or taking over by Transfer, National Loan-bonds, Prefectural or Municipal

Loan-bonds or Debentures of Companies.
3. General Deposit and Safe Deposit Business.

4. Business of a Trust Company.
5. Discount of Bills on the Security of National Loan-bonds, Prefectural or Municipal Loan-

bonds.

6. Loans on Mortgage of Railway, Factory, and Mine Foundations.
7. Banking and attendant business in Foreign Countries.

Capitiil Antlioriased, Yen 17,500,000.

OFFICE HOURS.-From 9 A.M., till 3 P.M.
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\k^

DAI-ICHI GINKO, LTD.
(FORMERLY THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

)

ESTABLISHED 1873.

HEAD OFFICE :

No. /, Kabutocho, Nihonbashiku, Tokyo,

Subscribed Capital Yen 10,000,000
Paid-up Capital Yen 7,000,000
Reserve Fund Yen 2,550,00a

DIRECTORS.
Baron E. SHIBUSAWA, (Chairman).

H. MITSUI, Esq. Y. SASAKI, q.

T. KUMAGAI, Esq. T. DOKI, Esq.

M. ICHIHARA, Ph. D.

AUDITORS,
Y. KUSAKA, Esq. J. ODAKA. Esq.

Home Branches.
OSAKA. NAGOYA. FUSHIMI.
KYOTO. YOKKAICHI. HYOGO.
YOKOHAMA. SHIMONOSEKI. NISHIKU (Osaka)..

KOBE. SHIN-OSAKACHO (Tokyo).

Branches in Corea.

SEOUL. CHEMULPO. • FUSAN.
GENSAN. PYNGYANG. CHINNAMPO.
KUNSAN. KAIJO (Shogdo). MOKPO.
TAIKO. JOSHIN. MASAN.
KANKO (Hamyong).

Branch in Manchuria.
ANTOKEN (Antung).

General Manager Y. SASAKI.
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YASUDA BANK.
(UnLtd. partnership.)

CAPITAL = = !\.vuv =n- =x Ven 2,000,000.000

RESERVES = = = = = = Yen 1,660,000.000

DEPOSITS = = = = = = = Yen 20,606,756.927

HEAD OFFICE.
Kobteiia'Cho JSanchoine, Niltonbashi-ku, Tohio.

PRESIDENT.

Zennosuke Yasuda, Esq.

Managing Partner.

Zenpachiro Yasuda, Esq. .

Superintendent.

Zenjiro Yasuda, Esq.

PARTNERS,

ZENJIRO yasuda, Esq.

ZENZABURO, yasuda, Esq.

ZENNOSUKE YASUDA, Epq.

ZENSHIRO YASUDA, Esq.

ZENGORO YASUDA, Esq.

YOSHIO YASUDA, Esq.

YOSHIYE YASUDA, Esq.

Y03HIHIK0 YASUDA, Esq.

ZENSUKE YASUDA, Esq.

ZENYA YASUDA, Esq.

ZENPACHIRO YASUDA, Esq.

ZENBEI FUJITA, Esq.

YAGORO OTA, Esq.

All Banking and trust businesses transacted in a
most satisfactory manner.
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THE ONE HUNDREDTH BANK, LIMITED.

ORIGINAL CHARTER DATED 1878.

Paid up Capital .

Reserve Fund
Deposits

600,000,«»

1,800,000,««

17,453,337,«5

HEAD OFFICE: ^orozucho, &okyo.

President :—K. Takata, Esq.
|
Managing Director:—K. Ikeda, Esq.

BRANCH OFFICES.
Yokohama :

—-^Vos. ^j, ^4 &^ 55, I£oncho Sldchome.

Manager :—S. Okubo, Esq.

Kyoto :
—Karasumani Rokkakii.

Manager:—N. Okazaki, Esq.

TRANSACTS GENERAL BANKING & FOREIGN EXCHANGE BUSINESS
Issues Traveller's letter of, Credit Available in allfarts of the JVorld, Opens

Commercial Credits and Sells Drafts and Cable Transfers.

Offers great facilities to the foreign Capitalists desirous of Investing in Japan.

Accounts of Merchantile firms as well as those of Banks and Bankers,
ARE solicited, AND WILL RECEIVE CAREFUL ATTENTION.

COLLECTION PROMPTLY MADE AND REMITTED. CORRESPONDENCE INVITED.

SAFE DEPOSIT INSTITUTION IN THE YOKOHAMA OFFICE
AFFORDS SAFE CUSTODY TO THE VALUABLES.



ADVERTISEMEiNTS.

^^̂
^
#'^

ESTABLISHED 1887. ^V^

Capital Yen 10,000,000.000.

Various Reserves Yen 2,493,015.448.

HEAD OFFICE.

No. I, Kita-Sayacho, Nilionbaslii-ku, Tokyo.

OSAKA: ...

KOBE:
YOKOHAMA

:

FUKUOKA : .

SENDAI: ...

NAGOYA : ...

KANAZAWA :

HIROSHIMA :

KYOTO: ,..

NAGASAKI

:

TAKAMATSU

Branch Offices.

... No. 15, KORAIBASHI ItCHOME.

No. 18, Sannomiyacho Sanciiome.

No. 35, ToKiwACHO Sanchome.

No. 63, KuRAMOTOxMACHI.

No. 2, 3, KOKUBUNCHO.

No. 2, Sakaemaciii Shichome.

No. 65, ISHIURAMACHI.

No. 14, Otemachi Shichome.

No. 23, Shijodori Naginatahoxomachi.

No. 25, KaBASHIMACHO.

No. Gj, Marugamemachi.
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Jf

The " Japan Mail.
ESTABLISHED 1865.

A Review of Japanese Commerce, Politics,

Literature and Art,

Circulating all over Japan, China, Korea, Siam and the Philippines.

The " Japan Daily Mail.'' Price Ven 2 per month, or 24 Ven per year. Postage extra.

The " Japan Weekly Mail," „

Missionaries and School-teachers receive a reduction of 50^^in the price of the " Japan
W^eekly Mail."

ADVERTISEMENTS RATES.
For 3 insertions Ve7i i.00 per inch.

„ I week ,, I-50 ,,

Contract Prepaid Advertisements.

For I month 10 per cent, reduction on weekly rates.

,, 3 months 18 ,, ,, ,, ,* ,.

„ 6 „ 30

>, 12 ,, 50 » >' " " "

Notices of Marriage, Birth, Death, or Reception i ays Vm i per insertion prepaid:

Full telegraphic services from Europe.

Special attention paid to all matters of local and

national interest.

Carefully compiled market reports.

Full and complete financial information regarding

Japanese Concerns, Government and Private.

Telegraphic Address .— '• MAIL "' Yokohama.
Telephone :-Yokohama, No 146 ; Tokyo, 176, Shimbashi.

All business communications should be addressed to the

Manager ... A. BELLAMY BROWN.
55, YOKOHAMA.



ADVERTISEMENTS,

- . ABSOLUTfJ.Y BEST MEDIUM FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.

!!h "Japan Times"

The only Daily Paper published in English

in the Capital of Japan.

An Organ of Japanese Opinions.

SUBSCRIPTIOIV RATES.



•ADVERTISEMENTS.

The Japan Chronicle
A MORNING NEWSPAPER.

With which is incorporated the "HlOG;) SEWS/' established 1868.

7, Sakaye-machi, 1-Chonie, KOBE, JAPAN.

Largest Circulation of Any Foreign
Journal in Japan.

RMES OF SUBSCRIPTIO.M.

PRICK^ lO Sen per coi»y ; 2 Yen per montli ; 24 Yen per

annual. Post-free to any part of Japaia, Ivorea or China

(where Japanese Post Offices exist). To other countries

of the Postal Union 1 Y^en per month extra.

The Weekly Edition of the Japan Chronicle.

(PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY.)

Contains all political, commiereial, financial and general news,
and is well adopted for nnailing abroad, and for

filing as a local record.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.

Yen lO.—Per year in Japan, Korea and China.

Y^en 12.—Per year incl. postiige abroad.

LOSDON AGENT :-
Telegrapliic Afl(lr«si :

(i. \m%. 25 Gray-^ lim Kesidoiices, .
q,,,^, ,^^j; ^^^^„

Clerkenwell Road, F. I.

TELEGRAPHIC address: TELEPHONE:

"REDSKABE«, LONDON." No. 1278 (L.D.)
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NIPPON YUSEN KAISHA
(Japan Mail S. S. Co.)

Fleet 85 Vessels. Tonnage 280,000 Tons.

HEAD OFFICE:
Tokyo, Japan.

Telegraphic Address, " Morioita, Tokyo," A 1. & A. B. C. Codes Used.

FOREIGN SERVICES.
European Line
American Line
Australian Line
Bombay Line
Yokohama-Shangliai Line ... .

Yokohama-Hankow Line
Kobe-Vladivostock Line
Kobe-Korea-NorLh China Line ...

Kobe-North China Line
Yokohama-North China Line ...

Kobe-Dairen Line
Osaka-Chinnampo Line
Osaka-Gensan Line
Hongkong-Bangkok Line

HOME SERVICES.
Kobe-Otaru (via East Coast) Line
Yokohama-Kobe-Otaru (via West Coast) Line
Yokohama-Yokkaichi Line
Yokoliama-Bonin Islands Line
Yokohama-Formosa Line
Kobe-Keelung Line
Awoniori-Hakodate-Muroran Line
Awomori-Muroran Line
Hakodate-Kushunkotan Line

..Fortnightly.
Fortnightly.

..Four Weekly.
Fortnightly.

..Semi-Weekly.
Twice a month.
..Fortnightly.
Four "Weekly.

..W^eekly,
T\A/ice a month.
..Fortnightly.
Weekly.
..Weekly.

.Every 3 Days.
Weekly.
.Every 8 Days.
Monthly.
.Twice a month.
Twice a month.
.Every day.
Every night.
.Every Six Days.

Besides the above the Company runs numerous coasting services
extending to all the principal Ports in Japan.

Branches and Agencies in the Principal Ports of the World.



AI>VERTIS2^^ENT.S.

The Nippon Marine Transport and

Fire Insurance Company, Ltd.

Subscribed Capital Y. 3,000,000.

Paid-Up Capital ... Y. 750,000.

Sundry Reserve Funds ... Y. 1,353,014.

President :—G. UKON, Esq.

Managing Director :

—

K, IIJIMA, Esq.

HEAD office:
144, Yedobori lYIinasaii-dori Niclioiue, Osaka.

branches:
KOBE, TOKIO, AN1> SHANGHAI,

PRINCIPAL AGENCIES:

HAKODATE CHEMULPO VLADIVOSTOCK
NIIGATA HONGKONG NAGASAKI
SHANGHAI EUSAN LONDON
SAN FRANCISCO NEW YORK SEATTLE
OTARU YOKOHAMA.

AND ALL OTHER PRINCIPAL PORTS IN CHINA AND COREA.



ADVERTISEMINIS.

Port of Mororan and the Co.'s head office.

HOKKAIDO TANKO KISEN KAISHA
(Hokkaido Colliery Steamship Company, Limited.)

Capital- --------- Yen 27,000,000.
Debentures - - - - - - - _ Yen 10,000,000.

Annual Output of Coal - - - - Tons 1,500,000.
Steamers and Vessels'^- -^^ - ----- 109.

MINES:— Yubari, Sorachi^ Poronai and Ilmsliinhetsu.

EXPORTING PORTS:

All Communicatloas otTbuslaess should be addressed to

TOKYO BRANCH OFFICE,
TOKYO, TSUKIJI, Telegraphic Address : "TANKO," TOKYO.



ADVERTISEMENTS.

(Pati'ouised by the Imperial Conrv'"o[ Japan)

JEWELLERS.

Our Specialities are

Gold & Silver Cups, Watches & Chains, Bracelets,

Rings, Spectacles, Decorations & Medals, Pins, To=

bacco=Pipes, Gold, Silver & Makiye Cigar & Cigarette

Cases, Combs, Hair=Pins, Art Bands, Personal Decora=

tions of all other descriptions, and Parlour Ornaments

in Metals and Gems, Art Carving, and Art Pouches.

Our long experiences and the service of leading artists

we have at our command enable us to produce art objects

which are unrivalled in taste and general workmanship.

Our objects supply a splendid illustration how the

original Japanese Arts and the imported Occidental Arts

may be brought together in harmonj'.

STORE,
Naka-cho, Ikenohata, Shitaya, Tokio.

Tel. No. 1244 {Shitaya), Long Dis. No. 965.



ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE

"Jaoan r Book"
Complete Cyclopcedia and Only Reference Book Existing on Present Day Japan.

Encouraged by the flattering reception accorded both at home and
abroad to the ist year edition of our compilation, the present edition has

been carried to the state of completeness and perfection incomparably

superior to that of last year, making it fully deserving the title of Cyclo-

predia and ready Reference Book on Present Day Japan. Over 200
pages added and number of words more than doubled, the present

edition being entirely in bravier type, while pica portion constituted

large portion of the original edition. Resides addition of several new
subjects, all the chapters in the ist year compilation were entirely

re-written and thoroughly revised.

CONTENTS.
Diary of 1905.
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